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1 .I INTRODUCTION

.

T o understand ~nodcrnIndian political thought, it is essential to have a broad view of the
historical processes through which the modern polity has emerged. We have civilisation
which is comparable with the Grcek civilisation and as Plato and Aristotle are considered as
the pionecrs of westcrn political tradition, so are our ancient and medicval texts on statecraft.
Whether it is tlie concept of monarchy, republicanism, council of ~ninisters,welfare state,
diplomacy, espionage syste~nor any other political concept/inslitutio11isitutioi which is known in
111odet-npolitical parlance, all tliese Iiave refercnces in our early political traditions. Stale,
society and governance are interlinked to each other. If we look at our past we will find that
there was a rime when people used to live in small groups based on kinship ties and there
was no need felt for a11 authority to coiltroi people's life. But with the growth of population
atid claslics between groups of people, the need was felt for an authority wlio would provide
the rcquired protection to his people and whose order would b e obeyed by all. With the
coming of groups of peoplc together, society came into existeilce which was followed by the
emergence of state aiid the art of governance. So in a way we can say that individual nceds
led to tlie c ~ l i c r g c ~ of
~ c esociety and it is the collective need of the society which in turn led
to tlic forn~ulationof various structures and theories related to state and governance. Thus,
tllc social-liistorical coiltext bccorncs a deterininant factor in the evolution of statc as well
as tlic ideas related to statecraft. Keeping this in mind when we look at our past we find
Illat starting from the Vedic society till the establishment of the British rule India passed
through various phases and also had undergone various political experiments. All these
traditions and experiences in one way or other have contributed in making what we call
modem Indian political thought. It is not possible to deal in detail all these developmcnts
in one Unit. Therefore, our focus it1 this Unit will be to familiarise you with the major trends
in pre-n~odernIndian political thought. With the help of historical texts like M'anusmriti,
Arthasastra, Fatwa-i-Jahaiidari, Ain-i-Akbari which are considered as ilnportant treatises on
stalccraft, we will try to cxplaiil the evolution of the Indian political thought. In the first
section, we will introduce you to the tradition based on Brahmanical, Buddhist and Jain
literature, then the Islamic political tradition and finally, the relationship between religion and
state in India.

1.2 STATE AND SOVEREIGNTY IN ANCIENT INDIA
In her seminal work on social formations in the mid-first millennium B.C. Romila Thapar has
explained transition from lineage society to state (R. Thapar, History and Beyond, collection
of essays). In lineage society the basic unit was the extended family under control of the
eldest male member. The size of the family was dependent on economy and environment and
it was the genealogical relationships which tied the families together. It was through kinship and rituals, that thc chief exercised his authority over the clans. Differentiation came in
within society between the ruler and the ruled because of kin connections and wealth.
However, shift from pastoral to peasant economy, population growth, social and cultural
heterogeneity along with other factors led to the emergence of state systems. In the opinion
of Romila Thapar conquest, extensive trade, the decline of political elite and democratic
processes led to the change towards state system. The Vedic period represented the lineage
system but later on growing stratification in society indicated the tendency towards state
formation. With the formation of state the issue of governance of the state became a major
concern of the society. In the Shanti Parva of the Mahabharata we find the reference to
Mutsyanyaya, a condition in which small fishes become prey to big fishes. This analogy was
given to explain the anarchic condition in a society where no authority exists. To avoid this
type of crisis, people collectively agreed to have a set of laws and to appeal to the god for
a king who will maintain law and order in society. It is also argued that without appealing
to any divine agency people on their own selected a person on whom the authority was
vested to protect human society. We find references to both Divine Origin of Kingship as
well as Social Contract Theory of Kingship. Though theological and metaphysical environment
had a strong influence in shaping the ancient Indian thinking, various studies on ancient Indian
polity suggest the emergence of polity as an independent domain. Whether it was a Divine
Origin of Kingship or Social Contract, we find monarchy as the dominant form of government
in the early Indian polity. The seven constituents of the state as prescribed in the Shanti
Parva of the Mahabharata are as follows:
Swamin or the sovereign,
Amatya or the officials,
Janapada or the territory,
Durga or the fort,
Kosa or the treasury,
Danda or the Army,
Mitra or the Allies.
All tliese are considered as the natural constituents of a state. State is visualised as an
organic body having seven organs. Swamin or the king is considered as the head of this
structure. Next to him is the Amatya or the council of ministers through which the king
governs the state. Jallapada means territory having agricultural land, mines, forests, etc.
Durga or fort suggests the fortification'of the capital. Kosa or treasury, the pl?ce where
collected revenues are kept. Danda refers to the power of law and of authority. Mitra is
tho friendly state. Looking at this structure of state one finds lot of resernblenrc with the
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attributes of the modern state. Manusnlriti strongly advocated for a political authority. Manu
was of the opinion that in the absence of a political authority, there would be disorder in
society. It is the duty of the king to ensure justice in the society and protect the weak. 'By
taking his due, by preventing the confusion of the castes (varna), and by protecting the weak,
the power of the king grows, and he prospers in this (world) and after death Y. (from
Manusmriti cited in A.Appadorai, Indian Political Thinking). Manu was in favour of social
hierarchy and caste system and his notion of justice was based on diverse customs and
practices of different castes. He suggested that though the king derived his authority from
god, in practice he should be guided by the brahmanas. The rationale behind it was the
assumption that brahmanas possess Itnowledge and knowledge should rule. Manu prescribed
the structure ofstate in terms of villages, districts and provinces which resembles our present
day structure of administration. If one looks at the rationale behind this organisational structure,
one may easily find that the principle of decentralisation of authority was the guiding principle
behind this organisation. He also advocated an assernbly of the learned as well as the
officers of the state to advise the king and this shows his coilcertl for the public opinion.
Members were expected to be objective and fearless in taking decisions on the basis of
dharma. Village and district authorities were suggested to function independently and only
when there was any need, the king was expected to help. Welfare of the general people was
one of the major concerns of the king. 'If the inhabitants of the cities and the provinces be
poor, the king should, whether they depend upon him immediately or mediately, show them
compassion to the best of his power.... Wiping the tears of the distressed, the helpless ancl
the old, and inspiring them with joy, constitute the duty of the king'. (Mahabharata-Shanti
Parva, cited in A. Appadorai, Indian Political Thinking). Commenting on the political ideas
explained in the Manltismriti, V.R.Mehta in his Indian Polifical Thozight, has remarked that
'It is indeed astounding to know that very early in the development of Indian political thought,
the ideas of decentralisation, welfare state and public opinion are so clearly spelled out'.
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In terms of early Indian political thought, Arthasastra by Kautilya gives a more detailed
picture of statecraft. Scholars are of the opinion that Arthasastra is not the work of one
Kautilya and the date of ~ a u t i l ~is aalso a matter of debate among historians. It is also
argued that there are interpolations in the Arthasastra. Whatever be the truth the fact
remains that Arlhasastra, as a text, deals with various functions as well as the methods of
running the state. Moving ahead of Manu, Kautilya advocated a strong rnollarchy but he was
not favourable to the idea of absolute monarchy. While in the earlier tradition, the king was
guided by brahmanical authority, in Arthasastra the king is considered to have the last word
in all matters. On the chapters dealing wit11 the king and his family, Arthasastra tells us as
to how a king should control his senses and discharge his duties, llow a king sllould protect
himself from any threat on his life and the importance of selection of right counsellors and
priests. There is an elaborate discussion on the civil law explaining various measures required
for an .effective adtninistration and on criminal law to take care of those people who are
considered as a threat to the country. Kautilya cautioned the king to be vigilant about the ,
motives and integrity of his ministers and also talked about general selfish nature of people,
bribery aild corruption inherent in administratiolz. He suggested that through reward and
punishment, the king should set a standard for others to follow. In his opinion, the king is
above others but not above 'dharma'. Here dharma means obeying customary and sacred
law and protection of his subjects' life and property. This was considered as the basic duty
of a king. Suggestions have also been given to deal with friendly and hostile neighbot~rs,

organisation of armies, for spies to keep a watch on internal and external developments. We
are told that army should be placed under a divided command since this is a sure guarantee
against treachery. The notion of welfare state is further strengthened in Arthasastra. The
king is expected to protect agriculturists from oppression and to take care of the orphans,
the aged and the helpless. Happiness of his people should always be the concern of a wise
king, otherwise he may lose people's support; a good king should take up welfare activities
in the interest of all. According to Kautilya 'in the happiness of his subjects lies the happiiless
of a king, in their welfare, his welfare. The king shall consider as good, not what pleases
, himself but what pleases his subjects' (Arthasastra). Another important concept which we
come across in the ancient poiitical tradition is the concept of Danda. Danda primarily implies
the sense of coercion or punishment. Danda is required for discipline. If the laid down norms
of the state which are basically determined by sacred and customary laws are 1701 obeyed
by any individual or if anybody is involved in an activity whicli goes against the interest of
the state, the king has every right to punish the guilty. So disciplining the citizens was an
importallt activity of the king. The Buddhist canonical literature suggests that a monarch
should rule on the basis of the Law of truth and righteousness; he sliollld not allow ally
wrongdoing in his kingdom and should look after the poor. A king was considered as a
chosen leader of the people and his important duty was to protect his people and to punish
the wrongdoers.
Tiru-k-Kmral, colnposed by Tiruvalluvar during the second centu~yA.D., is considered as one
of the famous classics of Tamil literature. In this text, along with other facets of life, we find
important ideas related to polity. It talks about an adequate army, an industrious people, ample
food, resources, wise and alert ministers, alliance with foreign powers and dependable
fortifications as essaltials of a state. Icing's qualities and duties, responsibilities of the ministers,
importance of spies to keep watch on various activities within the state, diplomacy, etc. are
other important issues on which we find mention in tlie Tiru-k-Kural. 'Statecraft consists in
getting support without letting your weakness be known' (Tiru-k-Kural, cited in A.Appadorai,
Indian Political Thinking).
Though monarchy was predominant in the ancient Indian polity, ref.'eretlces to republic are
also found in literary traditi~ns.Since Alexander, the Great's invasion of India in 327-324
B.C. we come across references to many places govenled by oligarchies from Greek and
Roman accounts of India. Later on, tlie Buddhist Pali canon tells us about the existence of
many republics, mainly in the foothills of the Himalayas and in North Bihar. It is suggested
that these were mostly tributary to the greater kingdoms but enjoyed internal autonomy. An
example of this was the Salyas who were on the borders of modern Nepal and to whom
the Buddha l~imselfbelonged. Another such example was the Vrijjian col~fcdcracyof the
Lichhavis who resisted the great Ajatasatru. Steve Mulilberger, in an article entitled
was
'Democracy in Ancient India' has written that 'in ancient India, monarchical tlii~~l~illg
constantly battling with another vision, of self-rule by members of a guild, a village, or an
extended kin-group, in other words, any group of equals with a common set ufititercsts, This
vision of cooperative self-government often produced republicanir:~~
and even dcrnocracy
comparable to classical Greek democracy.' From various accounts, the picture of north
India-between the Himalayas and the Ganges-during the 61h and Sth centi~riesR,C. .i sgests
the existence of a number of Jarlapadas and that this was also thc period of grax.i :I c r" towns
and cities in India. In the Janapadas, there were Sanghas or Garids tna~iagiilgir,Licpcndently

their territory. Details of the working of such assemblies can be found both in Brahrnanical
and Buddhist literature. From Panini's account(SthB.C.), we find references to the process
of decision making through voting. In the Buddhist literature, we find rules concerning the
voting in monastic assemblies, their membership and their quorums. All these point to the fact
that democratic values and public opinion were very much respected in ancient political
tradition in spite of the dominant trend of monarchical government.

1.3 STATE AND SOVEREIGNTY IN MEDIEVAL INDIA
Coming of Islam in India and the establishment of the Muslim political authority marked the
beginning of a distinct phase in the Indin political thought. Islamic political thought is
centred around the teaching of Muharnmaci and the belief in the universality of the law of
the Koran. In contrast to the Vedantic philosophy, the Musillns consider Koran as the only
and final authority. Before the corning of Islam, the political structure in India was not based
on the philosophy and belief of a single text. R;.I.er various religious traditions contributed
towards the development cf political traditions in al~cientIndia. In Islamic thought the Shariat
based on the Koran is considered as the final authority and the purpose of the state is to
serve the Shariat. In matters of governance, the Muslirr. elite were influenced by political
ideas in Islam. Based on two authoritative texts written during the Muslim rule in India~atwa-i-~ahandari
and Ain-i-Akbari denling with the rluances of governance- we can formulate
our ideas about the dominant trend of the political thought of medieval India. Fatwa-iJahandari was written by Khwaja Ziauddin Barani. In this book Barani recapitulates and
further.elaborates the political philosophy of the Sultanate on the basis of his earlier narrative,
Tarikh-i-Firozeshahi. Some scholars are of opinion that Barani's ideas carry a sense of
religious fanaticism. Keeping in mind the fact that Barani belonged to a period when Islam
was just making its ground in India, we may overlook this li~nitationin Barani's ideas. Apart
from this limitation, Barani's ideas related to kingship in medieval period are of immense
importance. The king as the representative of God on earth is considered as the source of
all powers and functions of the state. Barani is of the opinion that whatever rneans the king
adopts to discharge his duties is justif ed so long as his aitn is the service of religion. In the
following passage, we find Barani's suggestions to the king as to how to discharge his
functions as the head of the state.
According to Al Barani, "It is the duty of the Sultans before they have made up their minds
about an enterprise or policy and published it among the people, to reflect carefully on the
likelihood of its success and failure as well as its effects on their position, on the religion and
the state, and on the army. I11 Barani's opinion the king should devote himself to governance
of his state in such a way that helps him in reaching nearer to God. Welfare of the religion
and the state should be the ideal of a good state. A king should be guided by wise men.
Bureaucracy is required to run the admillistration and Barani is an advocate of blue blood
aristocracy. He talks about the necessity of hierarchy in administration and points out the
composition, classification, nature and relation of bureaucracy with the Sultan and the people
of the state. He is emphatically against the promotion of low-born men. He writes that 'The
noble born men in the king's court will bring him honour, but if 11e favours low born men,
they will disgrace him in both the worlds'. I-Ie says that kingship is based on two pillarsadministration and conquest and it is on the army that both the pillars depend. He also
emphasises on king's concern regarding internal security and foreign relations.

Alongwith the enforcement of the Shariat, to Barani, dispensing of justice is an essential
function of a sovereign. Implementation of law and obedience to law should be the primary
concern of a king. Barani refers to four sources of law: a) the Koran b) the Hadish
(traditions of prophet) c) the Ijma (opinions and rulings of the majority of Muslim theologians
and d)Qiyas (speculative method of deduction). To this he added Zawabit or state law as an
important source of law in administering the state. With the changing complexion of society
and the growing complexities of administration in addition to the accepted principles of
traditional Islamic law, Barani advocated for Zawabit or the state laws whose foundation is
non-religious. State laws cannot be contradictory to the orders of the Shariat and its primary
objective is to regulate the works of various governmental departments and to foster loyalty.
Barani also tallts about the recognition of individual rights, i.e. the rights of wife, children,
old servants, slaves, etc. and he considers the recognition of people's rights as the basis of
the state. Punishment was considered as an essential means to maintain discipliile in the
state. Barani refers to various circumstances of the punishments, particularly the death
punishment to be awarded by the king. The real importance of Fatwa-i-Jahandari lies in the
fact that it shows in what ways the original Islamic theory of kingship went through changes
over the years in the Indian context. Barani's vast experience in the working of the Delhi
Sultanate and the prevailing social order get reflected in his political ideas.
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The other valuable text on statecraft explaining the dominant trend of political ideas during
the Mughal rule in India is Abul Fazl's Ain-i-Akbari. Abul Fazl was one of the most
important thinkers of the sixteenth century India. Being a great scholar having sound knowledge
of different fields of learning in the Muslim and the Hindu traditions, he had contributed in
formulating many of Akbar's political ideas. Abul Fazl was influenced by the idea of the
divine nature of royal power. He made a distinction between a true king and a selfish ruler.
A true king should not be concerned much about himself and power, rather people's wcll
being should be his primc concern. To him, an ideal sovereign is like a father who rules for
the common welfare and is guided by the law of God. Though Abul Fazl believed in 'the
divine light of royalty', he did not envisage any role for the intermediaries to communicate
the divine orde;. Abul Fazl says, 'Royalty is a light emanating from God, and a ray from the
sun.. ..Modern language calls this light farri izidi (the divine light) and the tongue of antiquity
called it kiyan khwcrrah (the sublime halo). It is communicated by God to kings without the
intermediate assistance of any one'. The Ulemas and the Mujtahids, like the Brahmins in
Hinduism, acted as authority and interpreter of customary laws to king. But in Abul Fazl's
formulation, the intermediaries are not required to interpret religious and holy law and the
king himself is expected to judge and interpret holy law. Abul Fazl writes that "hen the time
of reflection comes, and men shake off the prejudices of their education, the thread of the
web of religious blindness break and the eye sees the glory of harmoniousness.. .although
some are enlightened many would observe silence from fear of fanatics who lust for blood,
but look like men.. ..The people will naturally look to their king and expect him to be their
spiritual leader as well, for a king possesses, independent of men, the ray of divine wisdom,
which banishes from his heart everything that is conflicting. A king will, therefore, sometimes
observe the element of harmony in a multitude of things.... Now this is the case with the
monarch of the present age. He now is the spiritual guide of the nation'. At the core of his
political ideas was the belief that the king should be guided by the principles of universal good
and to fulfill his royal duty, he could go beyond the holy law. This was a significant shift in
matters of governance compared to earlier political thinking. The reforms introduced by

Akbar through the abolition of jizya collected from the non-Muslims or a ban on cow
slaughter reflected the spirit of new political theory articulated in Ain-i-Akbari. Abul Fazl
was a believer in strong centralised monarchical government and for better governance he
advocated the distribution of works among various departments. It was with the help of a
highly centralised bureaucracy that the Mughal sovereign ruled over the empire. Abul Fazl's
classified society into a four tier system, where rulers and warriors occupied the first position.
Learned people were placed in the second category, artisans and merchants in the third and
the labourers belonged to the fourth category. Although this was not based on an, egalitarian
philosophy he talked about the importance of each category for the welfare of the state.
Thus the picture of political authority that emerges from the study of Ain-i-Akbari was of
a centralised monarchy and the governing principle of the state was the well being of its
people.

1.4

REblElOM AND POLITY

"'\

Discussion on the pre-modern Indian political thcught will remain i i ~ c o m ~ l eift ewe do not
take into account the relationship between religion and polity. Let us begin with the views
shared by Gandlli and Maulancn Azad regarding religion and politics. Gandhi said that those
who talk about the separation of religion and politics do not know what religion is. MauIana
Azad wrote, that 'There will be nothing left with us if we separate politics from religion'.
It is interesting tp note that these two great Indian thinkers ~elongedto two different religious
traditions but both were of the opinion that religion cannot be separated from politics. It may
be little bewildering as to hbw we can claim secularism as the guiding principle of the Indian
political tradition. It may sound contradictory but if we analyse carefully, the inner meaning
of political ideas expressed in our various religious traditions, it would be clear to us as to
how religion and state are integrated in our political philosophy. The history of India shows
that ours is a unique civilisation which has, over the years, accommodated various religious
traditions. In every religion, whether it is Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism, Islam, Sikhism or
Christianity, with the evolution of society and new developments, various sects emerged
having differences in expressing their loyalty to the almighty. However these differences
were not meant for establishing one's superiority over the other. Each religion talks about
moral values and one's duty towards the other and the society at large. References to the
virtues of honesty, humility, selflessness, compassion for the poor, etc. are scattered in the
teachings of various religious orders. In the sections on ancient and medieval polity, which
we have discussed in this unit, you might have noticed that the cardinal principle of kingship
as suggested by various texts was to take care of the interests of his subjects. Nowhere the
distinction has been made among subjects along religious lines although therc might have
been individual rulers who deviated from this principle. Those deviations should be considered
as aberrations rather than the guiding principles of kingship, Here it would be pertinent to
refer to Dr. S. Radhakrishnan who said that 'the religious impartiality of the Indian State is
not to be confused with secularism or atheism. Secularism as here defined is in accordanc~
with the ancient religious tradition of India. It tries to build up a fellowship of believers, not
by subordinating individual qualities to the group mind but by bringing them into harmony with
each other. This fellowship is based on the principle of diversity in unity which alone has the
quality of creativeness'. (S.Radhakrishnan, Recovery of Faith, 1956). The point to be noted
here is that the meaning of sec~ilarismis based on our religioirs tradition. When we look at
our past, we find that in the days of Brahmailical domination, a section of our society started
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looking for alternative ways to realise the ultimate truth and this searcb resulted in the
emergence of Jainism and Buddhism. Many people including the ruling authority welcomed
the new religious traditions. Similarly when Islam came to India there might have been
attempts by a few to make Islam, state religion but we find that the same period witnessed
the growth of Sufism or Akbar's Tauhid-i-Ilahi (called Din-i-Ilahi) which focused on
universalistn. The same period is important for the growth of Bhakti movement. The Bhakti
doctrine preached human equality which is considered as direct impact of Islamic thought.
It dreamt of a society based on justice and equality in which men of all creeds would be able
to develop their full moral and spiritual stature. The Sufi orders had an influence on the
teachings of the Sikh Gurus, and among the followers of Guru Nanak were both Hindus and
Muslims. A Muslim c!:ronicler of Shivaji wrote that Shivaji, during military campaign, tried
to avoid any insulting action against the Muslims 'and if a copy of the Quran was captured
by his soldiers, it was supposed to be respectfully restored to the Muslims'. (Muhammad
Hashim Khafi Khan, Munta Khabul Lubab, Tr. by J.Dawson, 1960). There will be no dearth
of references in our various religious traditions to suggest that at the core of our various
traditions lies the spirit of tolerance, universalism and cornpassion for the humanity. These
teachings from religious traditions are expected to be the guiding principles of governance.
Rajdharma suggests more about the sovereign's respo~lsibilitytowards his subjects rather
than misuse of power given to the sovereign by his subjects. It is within this framework that
one should try to interpret the coexistence of religion and polity in India rather than finding
the meaning of secular state as state divorced from religion. So when many modern political
thinkers give importance to religion in their political philosophy, we must t@ to understand its
significance in proper historical perspective. At the same time one has to be cautious about
the misuse of religious sentiments for particular sectarian interest.

1.5 SUMMARY
The unit deals broadly with the evolution of the Indian political thought till the time of modern
period. We have discussed the emergence of state and how various texts explained in detail
about the role of the sovereign. Monarchy was no doubt the predominant form of government
but within it the roles of its various constituents have been clearly spclt out. Concept of
bureaucracy, welfare state, individual rights, and public opinion, mentioned in various texts,
give the impression of a very developed scientific thinking prevailing in our early traditions.
Values and morality were given more importance to individual likings in the matters of
governance. Cutting across time, the dominant ideology of the state was to protect the
interest of its people. Religious idealism was given prominence to promote harmony and
universalism within the state. In the backdrop of this discussion, we will now move on to the
development of the modern Indian political thought.
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1.6 EXERCISES
I

, I. Explain the major features of political ideas in Ancient India.
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I
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I

2. Discuss the important ideas regarding sovereign authority during the Medieval period.
3. In what way has religion influenced the polity in pre-modern India?
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2.1 INTRODUCTION
In this unit, an attempt will be undertaken to understand the concept of Orientalism and the
qucstio~~
of moclemity and its colonial roots in India. This is a relatively new field that has
opened up new questions and has significantly reconstituted the old field of colonial history,
both for thc ex-colonised societies as well as of the colonisers themselves. The history of
Europe too, is now increasingly marked by an awareness of the ways in which the colonial
cncou~~ter
crucially shaped the self-image of Europe itself. In this unit we will mainly be
concerned, however; with the history of Il~cIndian subcontinent.

Altl~oughthe unit will be concerned will1 the debate 011'the coloilial period, it is necessary
to understand that it is a field that is irrevocably constituted by the present context. In the
last few dccades, particularly since the 1980s, this field has given rise to a whole new body
of work and serious, often very sharp debates among scl~olars.It was during this period that
an intense and fresh engagement with the whole question of our colonial modernity came to
the fore. What is crucially important about this development in the scholarship on the Indian
subcontinent is that it focuses, unlike earlier writings on colonial history, on the politics of
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knowledge implicated in that history. In a very significant way, it foregrounds the manner
in which our knowledge of 'our own' histoly - and our own selves - is framed by and
understood through categories produced by colonial knowledge.
Before we go into a discussion of our actual subject matter, let us make a preliminary
observation. Indian history today is no longer what we have known it to be so far from our
history text-books. The new developments have illuminated aspects of that history that were
hitherto covered in darkness. What do we mean when we say some aspects were 'covered
in darkness'? It is not as though some entirely new 'facts' have been uncovered. New facts
have certainly become known to us, or known facts, often considered unimportant, have
acquired new meaning because the way we look at that history has now changed. As .we
will see later in the unit, the idea of history as a repository of some kind of uncontaminated
truth about our past, itself has become problematic in the light of these developments. Let
us keep this in mind before we proceed.

There are at least four different strands of scholarship that have come together since the
1980s, that have been at the root of this transformation.

2.2.1 The Neo-Gandhian Critique
In the first place, there has been since the early 1980s, the reactivation of an older Gandhian
critique of modernity. Central in this strand has been the work of scholars like Ashis Nandy,
Veena Das and scholar-activists active in the environment and science movements like
Claude Alvares and Vandana Shiva. Much of the critique of this set of scholars has been
directed at a critique of science and rationality as the ruling ideological coordinates of
modernity, alongside the related notion of develdpment followed by the Nehruvian state.
Though not all scholars associated with this strand have an explicitly Gandhian orientation,
they broadly extend elements of Gandhi's rejection of modern Western civilisation and its
faith in science and reason as the conditions of human freedom. Ashis Nandy directed his
main attack on this ideofogical constellation of modernity ; namely the constellation of science,
reason and development. He also extends that critique to the nation-state itself, which he
sees as the ins~tutionalembodiment of modernity, as an institution that is always intolerant
of popular beliefs and ways of living. Nandy sees in the project of the modern nation-state,
an inherent drive towards hornogenisation, towards cultural genocide and the desire to reduce
life to a few, easily definable and negotiable categories. His central argument in this respect
is that notions of the self in the South Asian context have been largely fluid and it is only
with the onset of the modern nation-state that the attempts have been made to fix identity
into singular categories like Hindus and Muslims. He points to the fact that even today, there
are hundreds of communities who combine elements of both Hinduism and Islam and find
it difficult to 'classify' themselves in neat and exclusive categories. Such an argument is
substantiated, for instance by anthropological surveys by scholars like K. Suresh Singh.

2.2.2 The Subaltern Studies School
The second strand can be identified in the work of the Subaltern Studies School of Indian
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Historiography (henceforth referred to as 'Subaltern historians'). This school too made its
first public appearance on the scene in the early 1980s - although its work began in the late
1970s. This group of historians and some political scientists came from a primarily Left-wing
political background and much of their initial work was a continuation of the concerns that
they had developed through the impact of Maoist political practice in the 1970s. Important
among scholars of this school were historians Ranajit Guha, Gyanendra Pandey, Shahid
Amin, David Hardiman and Dipesh Chakravarty and political scientists like Partha Chatterjee
and to solne extent, Sudipta Kaviraj. The common thread that links the effort of the early
work of the Subaltern historians with that of scholars like Ashis Nandy was a critique of
nationalisln and nationalist historiography and a concern with p o p ~ ~ lconsciousness.
ar
Through
a series of volumes published in the 1980s, the Subaltern historians launched a major critique
of nationalist historiography which subsumed all I~istoriesinto the 'History of the Nation'. By
initiating this critique, they sought to recover what Ranajit Guha called "the small voice of
history". They sought to understand what those who participated in the nationalist or peasant
struggles in the colonial period thought, why they participated and what were the forms of
their motivation and participation. 111 other words, they sought io recover the subjectivity and
agency - the autonolny - of the subaltern classes, The word 'subaltern', as many of you
would know, comes from the writings of the Italian Marxist Antonio Gratnsci. In the early
subaltern studies, this term was used to distinguish it from other more restrictive categories
like class. 'Subaltern' simply means 'subordinate' arid could be used to designate different
kinds of social, ecotlornic and political subordination. As Guha put it in his "Preface" to the
first volume, it would "include subordination in South Asian society whether it is exprcssed
in terms of class, caste, age, gender and office or in any other way."
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2.2.3 The AnthropologicalStudies in the US
The third strand comes from within the field of area studies from anthropologists like Bernard
Cohn, largely situated in the United States. Bernard Cohn's work spans a much longer period
starting from the mid-1950s. Ile had been writing on questions relating to colonial knowledge
of India and the ways in which this knowledge transforlned the very society it claimed to
study. His researches also showed how these lcnowledges constituted political subjectivities
in the coloilial world. Under his stewardship a whole generation of scholars from the University
of Chicago, like Nicholas Dirks, Arjun Appadurai and others worked on the different modalities
of colonial knowledge to show how it was thoroughly embedded in the colonial project and
power. It was a knowledge that provided the intellectual justification for Britain's civilising
mission in India, where, in Ranajit Gutla's words, "an official view of caste, a Christian
missionary view of Hinduism and an Orieutalist view of Indian society as a 'static, timeless,
spaceless' and internally undifferentiated monolith,.,were all produced by the complicity ,of
power and knowledge." (Ranajit Guha, "Introduction" to Bernard Cohn (1988) An
Anthropologist among Historians and Other Essays, p. xix). Around the 1 9 8 0 ~this
~
anthropological work gets reconfigured into a different kind of framework that explicitly
situates itself within the field of our discussion. In an influential essay published in 1984, "The
Census, Social Structure and Objectification in Soutll Asia", Cohn showcd, for instance, how
the colonial censuses not only produced knowledge about India and its people, but also
produced an India that was not necessarily the India that existed prior to the advent of
colonial rule.

2.2.4 Edward Said's Orientalism

4 , 5

Finally, there is the work of Palestinian-American scholar, Edward Said that could be said
to have made possible the coming together of these different bodies of work. With the
publication in the 1978, of Said's highly acclaimed tract Orientalism,different efforts to deal
with the continuing legacy of the West in the former colonies as well as in immigrant
communities in the West received a major fillip. In this tract, which became vely influential
in and around the mid-1980s, Said showed how certain constructions of the East or the
'Orient' have been crucial to Europe's self-image. He showed through a reading of tnajor
literary texts as well as political documents, parliamentary speeches and such other sources,
how the 'Orjent' was a peculiar European construction - backward, superstitious, barbaric
and irrational on the one hand and exotic and pristine on the other. Said emphasises, however,
that it should not be assumed that "the structure of Orie~ltnlismis nothing more than a
structure of lies or of myths"; it should be understood as a "body of theory and practice".
This body of knowledge, he argues, undoubtedly had an older history, but "in the period from
the end of the eighteenth century, there emerged a complex Orient suitable for study in the
academy, for display in the museum, for reconstruction in the colonial office, for theoretical
illustration in anthropological, biological, linguistic, racial and historical theses about mankind
and the universe, for instances of socioIogical theories of development, revolulion, cultural
personality, national or religious character."

It can easily be seen that all the strands of scholarship mentioned above had already begun
in different ways to challenge the very frameworks of knowledge that had dominated our
understandings of our history. With the exception of the early Subaltern Studies school, all
the others had explicitly begun asking fundamental questions about Western ktlowledge especially colonial knowledge - itself. Even in the case of the Subaltern historians, their
relentless interrogations of nationalist and elitist history-writing and the quest for subaltern
autonomy led them eventually to question some of the very crucial ways in which nationalism
itself was structured by western knowledge. It should also be mentioned a1 this stage, that
these different and diverse strands could come together because of another intellectual
development in Europe and the United States. This was what is loosely called the poststructuralist current - or what is often loosely termed 'postmodernism - which launched a
vigorous internal critique of the entire tradition of West& philosophy and metaphysics since
the Enlightenment. However, that is not our immediate concern here and we shall return to
some of its more relevant aspects later. Let us now examine the main contentions of 'colonial
discourse theory'.

While we have delineated the inain currents of thought that went into the renowed interrogations
of colonial history, our main concern in the rest of the unjt will be mainly with the work of
Subaltern historians and scholars like Kaviraj and Nandy. It is not within the scope of this
unit to make an assessment of the entire body of work produced under the rubric of
Subaltern Studies. What we are concerned jalith h ~ r lnainly
e
is the later body of wark - what
Sumit Sarkar has called the 'late Subaltern Studies'. For it is there that the concern with
Orientalism and colonial discourse acquires it most articulate expression. It is there that the
most sustained and thorough-going examination of both colonial discourse and the peculiar
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features of what Partha Chatterjee has called "our n~odernity"hhas been carried out. Much
of the later work of Bernard Cohli himself and his students like Nicholas Dirks and Gyan
Prakash too can be said to fall broadly within the same body of work. In the discussion that
folloys, we will discuss certain themes that emerge from this body of work, rather than
proceed in a strictly chronological order.
We have mentioned that the early work of the Subaltern Stirdies scholars was concerned
with the search for subaltern autonomy; that is, of trying to understand forms of subaItern
consciousness and their divergences fiom those of nationalist political elites, even when they
participate in movements led by the latter. This concern naturally led to explorations of how
elite consciousness too islwas fornled in a context of colonial subjugation. It led to an
exploration of nationalist discourse, its structure and assumptions, as well as to explorations
of forms of subaltern consciousness. Two things started becoming apparent in the course of
these explorations. First, that nationalism was not sinlply one tnonolithic ideological formation
that every modern society must have. The situation was colnplicated by the fact that societies
like India's were inserted into modernity by the agency of colonialism. The desire to be
modern here was, therefore, enmeshed with the desire to be free and self-governing; that
is be 'Indian'. Early nationalist elite were forced to articulate their politics in a conditiol~of
subjugation where they simultaneously aspired to the principles of universal cquality and
liberty embodied by modern thought, and had to mark their difference from the West.
Second, as a consequence, it was also becoming apparent that nationalism therefore, also
involved a formidable and creative intellectual intervention, fol-mulating and defending its
main postulates in the battlefield of politics, as Partha Chatterjee put it. With the publication
in early 1983, of Benedict Anderson's no,w classic In~aginedCoiizmzrrtities, the possibilities
had opened out for a more sustained investigation of how nations are invented. With the
publication of this ilnmensely insightful book, the idea that there is anythitlg natural or eternal
about nations was laid at rest. All nations, Andei.son argued, are imagined comniut~ities.We
should clarify one cornlnon tnisconception here. When Anderson suggests that nations ara
imagined communities, he does not suggest that nations are therefore 'unrcal' or 'fictitious'.
On the contrary, he claims, they are real and call forth sucl~passion that people are ready
to die and kill for it, precisely because they are brozrght into existence as a consequence
of collective imaginatio~z.

2.3.1 Nationalism as 'Difference'
Let us now turn to some of the features of nationalism and colonial modernity as we know
it today from the work of scholars mentioned above. Attaining the nationhood and selfgovernance, the nationalists understood, was the only way to be modern. That was the way
the world they discovered, actually was. The great intellectual question that the nineteenth
century intelligentsia had posed to itself was '<whydid India become a subject nation? I-Iow
did a small island nation called Britain attain mastery over this huge landmass?" Their
answer, we now know, was that this was because India, on the eve of colonial subjugation,
was internally divided. That there were hundreds of different principalities and cluarrels, deep
internal divisions like those of caste and it was these that made it iypossible for the country
to resist colonisation. In the modern world, these could not continue. If we have to become
free, we had to overcome the deep internal divisio~lsand usher in a fonn of self-government
that will recognise all its people as free citizens. The only way this could be achieved was

through the attainment of nationhood, for that was the way modern societies existed. Yet,
it was something that troubled the emergent nationalist elite. How could they be modern and
yet not simply ape the ways of the Western colonial masters. Being modern and striving for
nationhood, that is for liberation from colonial rule, required the subjugated nation, therefore,
to mark its difference from the rulers. It had to be a modernity that was different in crucial
ways from the baggage of western modernity as they saw it. The search for a different,
Indian modernity was then what animated the discourse of nationalism in India. In his essay
on "The Census and Objectification", for instance, Bernard Cohn cited from a 1943 text by
Jawaharlal Nehru where Nehru observed: "'I have become a queer mixture of the East and
the West, out of place everywhere, at home nowhere ... They are both [i.e. the East and the
West] pad of me, and though they help me in both the East and the West, but they also
create a feeling of spiritual loneliness.. . l am a stranger and an alien in the West.. . But in my
own country also, sometimes, I have an exile's feeling.''

I

This above quotation by Nehru highlights one of the most abiding inner conflicts of Indian,
but more generally, of all postcolonial nationalisms. If we remember that Nellru was by far
the most radical of modernists anlong all the nationalists, we can imagine what would have
been the situation of other nationalist leaders. In fact this is an anxiety that is evident anlong
the intellectual elite of Indian society long before the formal appearance of nationalism
towards the end of the 1 9thcentury. Ashis Nandy for instance, showed in an early essay that
there was a resurgence of the plzenomellon of Sati in Bellgal towards the end of the lgth
century. Through an examination of statistical evidence, he argues that it was only in this
period that "the rite suddenly came to acquire the popularity of a legitimate orgy." Before
that it had declined substantially in most parts of the country. Nandy suggested that it was
in "the groups made psychologically marginal by their exposure to Western impact" that the
rite became popular. These groups therefore felt the pressure "to demolistrate t o others as
well as to themselves their allegiance to traditional high culture." The Bengali elite being the
closest to western contact was, thus most affected by this anxiety to be different. The
question of modernity was of course not yet on the agenda at this time, More to the poinl,
in that respect, is Dipesh Chakravarty's reading of early nationalist tracts in Bengal that
concerned domesticity and the position of women. While most writers of the latter half of
the 19" century were clear that "women of this country" were "uncivilised, lazy, quarrelsome"
and. therefore bad for domestic happiness, due to lack of education, they were also convinced
that education itself could produce undesirable traits in women. For educatioii could also
make them '"arrogant, lazy, immodest and defiant of authority". This was clearly a fear about
modern education and exposure to Western ideas that was being expressed by the early elite.
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The concern with women' is evident in both, Nandy's exploration of Sati and Chakravarty's
explorations of domesticity. It is the 'Women's Question' therefore, argues Partha Chatterjee,
hat becomes the site for a nlajor nationalist intervention. Chatterjee explores what he calls
&e nationalist resolution of the women's question to suggest that the way in which nationalism
sought to mark out its difference was by demarcating a sphere of inner sovereignty. What
is the nationalist resolution of the women's question? Chatterjee notices that in the last years
of the I gthcentury, wit11 the appearance of nationalism, all the important questions of social
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reform centred on the status of wonzen, (like widow remarriage, education of women, against
child marriages etc), disappear from public discourse. This happens, he contends, because
nationalism starts its journey by demarcating an 'inner' and an 'outer' sphere and declaring
itself sovereign i11 the innel; cultural sphere. In the outer sphere its subjugation is a given fact,
to make tlie
but in the inner domain of culture it claims complete sovereignty. It ref~~ses
question of women a matter of negotiation wit11 the colonial state. On the other hatid, it does
not simply rest content with the old status of women. It rather embarks on a project of
creating a 'new woman', educated, active in public life and at the same time fully aware of
her domestic, womanly duties. This 'inner domain' then, suggests Chatterjee, becomes the
sphere where nationalis~nbegins to mark its difference from colonial, Western modernity. But
by valourising cultural difference, nationalism was not always being modern. In fact, as many
other studies show the assertion of cultural difference often became a way of relegating
questions of internal inequalities between groups to the sphere of tlie 'unspealcable'. Tlle
problem then, Chatterjee suggests is that there appeared to be a contradictio~ilodged at the
heart of the nationalist project: its search for modernity was rnarlted by a struggle against
modernity in some sense. "What was national was not always secular and modern, and the
popular and democratic quite often traditional and solnetilnes fanatically anti-modern."

2.3.3 Cultural Split and Liberal Ideas
Sudipta Kaviraj introduces three more interesting aspects in his delineation of the features
of colonial modernity. First, he argues, modern colonial education introduced a split in the
Indian cultural life, by bringing into being two "ratl~erexcIusive spheres of Engiislz and
vernacular discourse." The concerns that animated these different spheres werc very different.
While the English-speaking world was more concerned with ideas of individual liberty, those
working in the vernacular world were Sar less concerned with democracy as a form of
government. The vernacular nationalist intelligentsia was nlorc concerned with the problem
of "collective freedom of the Indian people from British rule" rather than with that of
individual freedom. Indian nationalist elite encountcrcd the great liberal ideas of equality,
freedom and autonoiny in a context of subjugation and were therefore, more in~~nediately
concerned with issues of national sovereignty. Thcy, therefore, chose to transfer these ideas
into their own concerns. Here, we see the second feature: Liberal ideas, Kaviraj contends,
did have '?I deep and profound influence in Indian political argument" but this influence was
not in terms of implanting liberal ideas but nationalist ones. This is not a minor or trivial
difference but in a sense crucial, for as Kaviraj points out, the idea of equality between
nations or societies can be completely blind to the idea of internal equality within the national
community. Hence, even somebody like Gandhi could easily justify the caste system while
claiming national equality and freedom from the British,
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2.3.4 A Different Sequence and Different Modernity
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This second feature, according to Kaviraj, is also linked to a third: Modernity in India
followed a very different sequence from that in the .West. Modernity is a historical constellation,
Kaviraj argues, that colnprises three distinct processes: capitalist industrial production, political
institutions of liberal democracy and the emergence of a society where old community bonds'
have been largely dissolved and the process of individuation has taken place. This means that
in the place of old forms of belonging, there 11ave emerged new interest-based associations.
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This is what is called in political theory, 'the space of civil society'. In the historical trajectory
of the West, democracy emerged after the other two processes had developed to a high
degree. Initial disciplining of the working class, for instance, took place in a context where
there was no possibility of democratic resistance. In fact, democratic aspirations were, at
least partly, a consequence of the process of capitalist industrialisation. In India, on the other
hand, democracy and parliamentary institutions preceded the other two processes. Kaviraj
links this different sequence to a kind of populist politics that comes to dominate the political
scene in India and many post-colonial countries.
It is this problem that Partha Cllatterjee has recently conceptualised in his idea of "political
society". Cliatterjee argues that what is called civil society in the West is a domain of the
individuated, rights-bearing citizen that is governed by rules of free entry and exit and
individual autonomy. Non-Western societies, he suggests, are marked by a permanent hiatus
between this domain of civil society, which is governed by the normative ideals of Western
modernity and the vast areas of society that relate to the developmental state as 'populations'
that are sub.ject to the policy interventions by the state. Mere, it is the responsibility of the
government rather than any notion of rights that becomes the ground on which claims of
these populations are negotiated. We cannot go into a longer discussion of this concept as
elaborated by Chatterjee, but it is important to note that according to him, one of the crucial
defining features of 'political society' is that it is a domain where the idea of a community
still holds a powerful sway - as opposed to the individual who is the defining characteristic
of civil society. It is the argument of scholars like Chatterjee and Kaviraj that this peculiar
feature of non-Western modernity should not be understood as a 'lack' or 'underdevelopment'
or as an 'incomplete modernity'. Rather, they should be seen as the specific way in which
modernity in the colonial context came to be constituted. It has a different history from that
of Western modernity and is likely to have a different future.

2.4 NATIONALISM, HISTORY AND COLONIAL

KNOWLEDGE
So far we have talked about nationalism, assuming that there was one single entity called
nationalism - and that was Indian nationalism. As it happens, there was neither a single
nationalism, nor for that matter, a single Indian nationalism. We know, for example, that the
India11 IVational Congress espoused one kind of Indian nationalism that we may call "secularnationalism'. We also know that the Muslim League espoused, at least from around 1940
onwards, a Pakistani nationalism. This is often referred to as the 'two-nation theory'. This
was also propounded by someone like Vinayak Damodar Savarkar who stood for an explicitly
Hindu-Indian nationalism. We also know for instance, that there was during the nationalist
period a Bengali nationalism, an Assamese nationalism, a Malayali nationalism and such other
nationalisms. The question is that if there was an already existing objectlnation called India,
how do we account for the fact that so many different people saw it in so many different
ways? Sudipta Kaviraj answers this question, in his well-lmown essay "The Imaginary Institution
of India", by claiming that the India that we talk of so unproblernatically today, was not really
a discovery; it was an invention! By calling it a discovery as Nehru did in his Discovery of
India, we seem to imply that "it was already there", presunlably from time immemorial. If
you are asked today to describe what India is, you will most probably point to its geographical
boundaries stretching from Kashmir to Kanyakumari and Bay of Bengal to the Arabian Sea;
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you will recount the different linguistic, religious, caste and tribal groups that inhabit this
landmass. You will also probably say that because of all this India represents a 'unity in
diversity'. And yet, what if you are told that before the nineteenth century, nobody exactly
knew the physical stretch of this landmass and that our ancestors had no idea of how many
com~nunitiesand religions existed in this land. Nor did they have any idea of how many
people there were in each community. What then is the picture of India that you will draw?
How did the early i~ationalistsdraw the picture of their India?

2.4.1 Construction of India in the lgthCentury

-

Talte for instance the fact that the first tentative tnaps of 'India' - the name for India too
did not exist at that time - were drawn up by James Renoell, a coloniaf official in Bengal,
between 1782 and 1788. It was only by 1818 that, with the East India Company's annexation
of large parts of the subcontinent, that an idea of the geographical stretch of the land began
to emerge. It was only in the 19t"century that the idea of a geographical entity called 'India'
was consolidated. As Mathew Edney's detailed documentation and analysis of the mapping
of India argues, "In constructing a uniform and comprehensive archive of India, the British
located and mapped the human
fixed the scope and character of the region's territories. ~ h &
landscape of villages, forts, roads, irrigation schemes, and boundaries within the physical
landscape of hills, rivers and forests. .." It was also in the 19"' century that the first censuses
of India were done and only in 1881 that the first comprehensive census took place. It was
then that the idea of the different communities that inhabited the land became available, as
also their numbers. But this was not all. lt was not simply that the British compiled information
about the land in an objective manner. To count and make sense of R huge population of a
land like the Indian subcontinent, they had to classify the population into different groups. As
there were no clear-cut notions of cotntnunity, the British defined them in their own ways
for purposes of classification. Large categories such as 'Hindu' and 'Muslim', as well as
those of caste (in which they fitted thousands of jntis) were in a sense, colonial constructs,
devised primarily for the purpose of census enumerations. It is not as tl~oughreligious
denominations and jatis did not 'exist' before the censuses, but there were large zones of
indefinable 'grey areas' that were not easily amenable to classification. These llundreds of
categories had to be reduced to a few, easily handle-able, administrative categories. For that
purpose their boundaries had to be precisely defined, In doing so, cotonial rule actually
created new categories and fixed them in certain specific ways, as a lot of historical work
now shows. This is not a matter that we can go into at any length here, but a few points
should be noted.
In his essay mentioned above, Kaviraj has made a distinction betweet] what he calls 'fuzzy'
and 'enumerated' cominu~lities.One of the ways in which the very act of enunleration and
classification transformed the way in whiclz communities exist, is captured by Kaviraj in this
distinction. Individuals in pre-modern, fuzzy communities did not have a fixed sense of
identity but that does not mean that they had no sense of identity. Individuals, he argues,
could on appropriate occasions, describe themselves as vaishnavas, Bengalis or maybe
Rarhis or Kayastlzas, villagers and so on. But none of these would be a complete description
of their identity. Each of these could very precisely define their conduct in spccific situations
but it was radically different from the identity of modern enumerated communities in one
way. It was only when one singular identity was fixed that they would begin to ask, as
modern communities do, about how many there were in the world, what was their

representation in public institutions, how were they being discriminated against and so on. So,
as Dipesh Chakravarty asserts, "by the 1890s, Hindu and Muslim leaders were quoting
census figures at each other to prove that whether or not they had received their legitimate
share of benefits (such as employment and education) from British rule." In that sense,
modern notions of majority and minority and such other questions become possible to pose
only with the emergence o f such enumerated communities. It is from this angle that Gyanendra
Pandey contends, in his Construction of Cornrnunalis?nin Colonial North India, that even
though there were sectarian conflicts among Hindus and Muslims before colonialism, they
in the
were usua'lly local conflicts with many different roots. They were not cornmu~~alism
modern sense because there was no sense of a 'community' in the first place. At any rate,
he argues, there was no sense of an all-India Hindu or Muslim community before colonial
practices and knowledge inscribed this difference as essential to Indian society. We'can see
for instance, that the whole discourse about the Muslim population overtaking the I-Iindu
population could only begin to take shape once the idea of a majority and minority was made
possible through practices of enumeration and classification.
One of the major facts that emerges then from the discussion of colonial governmental
practices is that our very idea of India, its geographical boundaries, its population and its
cultural colnpositio~letc are all formed by the knowledge produced by the colonial state.
What is most important is that all subsequent politics, including nationalist politics, was shaped
by this knowledge. In the initial phases of the nationalist movement, it was not really clear
what nationalism was all about. There was a critique of colonial rule, to be sure. But then,
this critique was not being mounted on behalf of a clearly defined nation called India. As
many studies have shown, there was often a Bengali nationalism or an Assamese nationalism
and such others that were the first identifications of the anticolonial elite. As the idea of India
became more entrenched and as its contours became more clearly -defined, nationalism
quickly appropriated this India as the ideal candidate for the new nation-to-be.

2.4.2 Nationalist Imagination and Indian History
There was one problem, however. How could a so recent an entity claim to any kind of
legitimacy as a nation? For the very idea of nationhood required that the new political
comlniinity lay claim to an ancient history. For the large part of the nineteenth century
therefore, we see early nationalists vigorously at work to invent a history of India. As Kaviraj
puts, in this period, particularly in Bengal, "history breaks out everywhere". Important thinkers
like Bankimchandra Chattopadhyay proclaim, "we must have a history". Banlcim in fact, puts
it more vehemently that "Even when they go hunting for birds, sahebs [i.e. Britishers] write
its history, but alas, Bengalis have no history." Notice that even at this stage, Bankirn was
only thinking of Bengal and Bengali as his nation; nevertheless the desire to have a history
was already powerful." What does this search for history mean? Does it mean that Bengalis
or Indians had no past? Certainly that was not the case. But as in all premodern cultures,
the relationship to the past was of a different kind. What is it that made 'history' in the
modern sense different from the earlier accounts of tlie past? If we look at the accounts that
are available in the precolonial period, they are either accounts of genealogies of kings or
they are orally transmitted stories oP particular events. For there to be history there had to
be a community - an enumerated community - whose history it would be. There had to be
a more concretely and rigidly defined sense of a comn~unityor a people whose history could
then be written. This sense arose only when the idea of 'India' became a tangible reality,
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thanks to colonial governmental practices referred to above. Much of the effort of the
aationalists of different hues was directed then at defining the political community such that
it could incorporate all the diverse elements within the land called India. And this India had
to have a history. Where did the resources for writing a history of India come from?

2.413 Orientalism and the Colony's Self-knowledge
It is well known that academic knowledge about India - its history - was produced by the
efforts of the great Orientalist scholars of the late 18Ih and 19Ih centuries. The founding of
the Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1784, by British Orientalists like William Jones, can be
considered as a milestone in this enterprise. 0. P. Kejariwal's The Asiatic Society of
BengaI and the Discovery of India k Past for instance documents the work of this pioneering
institution in the excavation of India's past. You might be surpfised to know, as Kejariwal
was when he started looking at the work of the Asiatic Society, that till as late as 1834, the
names of ancient emperors like Samudragupta and Chandragupta Maurya were not known
to anybody. He even mentions with some excitement, "I discovered that even Asoka and'
Kanishka, not to mention their dynasties, were unknown names till the Society's work brought
them to light". He goes on to observe that it was astonishing for him to see that even the
history of other well known dynasties like the Palas, the Senas, the Maukharies, the Valabhies
and such others were unknown till the lgth century, when the Asiatic Society scholars
brought them to light. This is not the place to dwell on the details of the volumi~~ous
work
done by Orientalist scholars of the 19'" century to unearth the history of India. What is
important for us to note is that if right upto the 19"' century, what we know today as the
"ancient nation" of India did not have a clear geographical form, did not have an account
of the different cultures and communities that lived in it, did not have a history, then what
was it that made possible the story that we know today - that 'India' is an ancient nation,
which had an apparent Golden Age in the time of the Gupta and Mauryan Empires, and so
on? The point being made here by scholars whom 'we have been discussing above is that
India, like most other nations is a relatively new and modern entity. Like other nations, it is
.the work of a collective imagination that was at work from the second half of the 19Ih
century onwards, which deftly appropriated the work done by Orientalist scholars, in order
- to produce the narrative of a great and ancient civilisation. This was the nationalist imagination
that retrospectively produced a History of the Nation, in which all the separate histories of
the different entities that today form a part of the landmass called India, became reconfigured
as the History of India. So when lgL"century nationalists like Bankimchandra proclaimed the
.need for history, they were actually proclaiming the need for a history of this modern,
rationalistic kind. This is why Kaviraj claims that India was an object of invention and not
I
a discovery, That is why there is something worth thinking about for instance,.in Kaviraj's
claim that incorporating the history of the Satavahanas or of tlze Indus valley civilisation into
a history of 'India' involves a certain disingenuousness. Or, let us say, on the basis of present
geographical boundaries can we then lay claim to the Indus Valley civilisation and Mohenjodaro
. because they fall in present-day Pakistan? In other words, how legitimate is the effort to
- claim all past histories as parts of present-day India's national history?

Now, the fact that "we did not have a history" before the lgfi century should not be
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understood to mean that 'we' did not have any sense or relationship with the past. Nationalists
of the 19"' and early 20b centuries routinely saw this as a sign of our backwardness, of a
'lack' that showed that we were not modern. Here, an important point should be kept in

mind. One of the ways in which post-structuralism has questioned the common sense of
Western Rationalism since the Enlightenment is by challenging its notion of 'human history'
as a singular and linear development. We know, for example, that the story of human history
as a story of progress from lower to higher forms has been the basis of modern historical
other things, challenged the idea that there can
consciousness. Post-structuralism has,
be only one way - the historical way - of relating to the past. Again, this is not a question
that we can go into in any detail here, but it is useful to bear in mind that such historical selfconsciousiless is a characteristic of modem enumerated communities who need to continuously
provide definitions o f their collective selves to themselves and to others. If premodern
comnlunities did not need any rational account of their past, it was simply because their ways
of being in the world did not require then1 to demonstrate who they are. The notion of time
in such comlnunities marks no clear separation between mythical time and lived time. One
of the ways in which this understanding of history and historical time has affected lives in
the colonies - and continues to do so - is that it institutes a particular historical journey for
all societies as though they were a single entity. In that story, Europe appears as the place
where history is, because it is foremost in the scale of progress. All societies then become
condemned to replay European history on their ground. One of the lessons of the body of
work discussed above is that we have to begin writing om own histories, not by rejecting
Europe but by denying it and its histo~ythe universal status that it has acquired.

among

2.5 SUMMARY
This unit is devoted to a thorough discussion of the concept of orientalism and the question
of modernity and its colonial roots in India. This is a comparatively new field of study and
has thrown up new and revealing insights for both ex-colonies and their erstwhile colonial
masters. For instance, the idea that history of Europe alone cannot be a reference point when
writing histories of former colonies.

The unit starts with a discussion of the different strands of scholarship on the subject. Four
strands Neo-gandhian Critique, Subaltern studies School, U S based Anthropological studies
and Edward Said's Orientalism have been examined. One next moves on to an examination
of the questions of nationalism and colonial modernity. Here, it has been explained as to how
the way nationnlisnl evolved in the former colonies was different from its evolution in
Europe. It was nationalism with a difference. The last section of the unit examines how the
idea of India as we know it today was conceptualised and developed by nationalist historians
of colonial India. .

1. Discuss diKerent strands ofthought among scholars on the question of colonial modernity.

2. Explain Nationalism's concern with orientalism and colonial discourse.
3. Discuss Nationalism and its features wit11 reference to liberal ideas
4. Critically examine tile Construction of India in the 19&Century.
5. Discuss Orientalism and the colony's self-knowledge.
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3.1 INTRODUCTION
This unit deals with the salient features of modem I~idianpolitical thought. This is not an easy
exercise as there is no single body of thought that we call call 'Indian'. Nor is there a
continuity of concerns across time - say between the early nineteenth century and the late
nineteenth century. Taking a synoptic view therefore necessarily reduces the colnplexities
and does not do full justice to minority or subordinate voices, relegating them lurther to the
margins. You will do well to bear in mind that most of the modern Indian political and social
thought is marked by the experience of the coloniaI encounter. It was within this universe
that most of our thinkers, hailing from different communities and social groups, embarked on
their intellectual-political jourtiey.
As mentioned in the previous unit the great i~ltellectualquestion that most nineteenth century
thinkers had posed before themselves was: how did a huge coutltry like India become
subjugated? If that was the question before the thinkers for the h o s t of the nineteenth
century, the question before those writing in the late nineteentl~and twentieth centuries was
the question of 'freedom': How can 'we' become free of colonial rule? This was a more
complicated question that might appear to you today because, as w e saw in the last unit,
there was no pre-given entity whose freedom was being sought. So, for each set of thinkers,

the 'we' in the question above differed, We could also call this a 'search for the Self'
that Self was never as evident to these thinkers as it is to 'us' today.

- for

3.2 TWO PHASES OF MODERN INDIAN THOUGHT
We call broadly divide modern Indian thought into two phases. The first phase was that of
what has often been referred to as the phase of 'Social Reform'. Thinkers of this phase, as
we shall see, were more concerned with the internal regeneration of indigenous society and
because its first effervescence occurred in Bengal, it was often referred to as the 'Bengal
renaissance'. Nationalist historians of course, even started referring to it as the Indian
renaissance, but this will be an inaccurate description for reasons that we will see shortly.
The second phase, more complex and textured in many ways, is the phase that \we can
designate as the nationalist phase. The concerns in this phase shift more decisively t o
questioils of politics and power, and of freedom from colonial rule. It is important to remember
that what we are calling the 'nationalist phase' is merely a shorthand expression, for there
were precisely in this period, many more tendencies and currents that cannot simply be
subsumed under the rubric of 'nationalism'. At the very least, there are important currents
like the Muslim and Dalit, that mark the intellectual and political 'search for the Self' in this
period.
Before we go into the specific features of the thinkers of the two broad periods that we have
outlined, it is necessary to make a few clarifications. Though most scholars have tended to
see these as two distinct phases or periods, this way of looking at the history of modern
Indian political thought can be quite problematic. Tliese periodisations can only be very broad
and tentative ones, made for the purpose of convenience of study; on no account should they
be rendered into fixed and hermetically sealed periods. In fact, we can more productively
see them as two broad currents which do not necessarily follow one after the other. As we
shall see, there are many social relorm concerns that take on a different form and continue
into the nalionalist phase. In fact, the nationalist phase itself reveals two very distinct tendencies
in this respect. On the one hand, there is the dominant or hegemonic nationalism, represented
in the main by the Indian National Congress, where the social reform agenda is abandoned
in a significant way; on the other there are other contending narratives that insist on privileging
the reform agenda much to the discomfort of the nationalists. We shall soon see why. We
shall also have the occasion to note that, in this respect, Gandhi remains almost the !one
figure within this hegemonic nationalism, who keeps trying to bring in the reform agenda into
the nationalist movement.

3.3 SOCIAL REFORM AND THE "WINDU RENAISSANCE'
There was a veritable explosion of intellectual activity throughout the nineteenth century,
particularly in Bengal and Western India. 111 Bengal there was the Young Bengal movement,
and publicists, thinkers and social reformers like Raja Rammohun Roy, Iswarchandrst
Vidyasagar, Keshub Chandra Sen, Michael Madhusudan Dutta, Surendranath Banerjee, Swami
Vivekananda and such other personalities who embodied this effervescence. In Western
India there were reformers like Bal Shastri Jambhekar, Jotirao Govindrao Phule, Ramakrisl~na'
Gopal Bhandarkar, Gopal Ganesh Agarkar and Swami Dayanand Saraswati (whose activity
was mainly in North India), such other luminaries who directly addressed the question of

internal regeneration of Indian society. They launched the nzost vigorous critique of their own
society, with the aim of bringing it out of its backwardness. As Ratnmollutl Roy put it, it was
the "thick clouds of superstition" that "hung all over the land" (i.e. Bengal), tliat worried him
most. As a consequence, he believed, polygamy and infanticide were rampant and the
position of the Bengali woman was "a tissue of ceaseless oppressions and miseries". ldolatory
arid priestcraft were often held responsible by thinkers like Dayanand Saraswati, for the
destruction of the yearning for knowledge. He believed that it was institutions such as these
that had made Hindus fatalist and inert. The issues that dominated the concerns of the social
reformers were primarily related to the status of women in Indian society. Sati, widow remarriage and the education of wotnen were central issues raised by the reformers. To this
end, they re-interpreted tradition, often offered ruthless critiques of traditional practices and
even lobbied support with the colonial government for enacting suitable legislations for banning
some of the more obnoxious practices like Sati.
Needless to say, while the position of women was a matter of central concern, there was
another equally itnportant question - that of caste divisions and untouchability that became
the focus of critique of many of these reformers. I-lowever, you must bear in mind that their
approach to caste was different from those of reformers like Jotiba Phule and later, Dr
Arnbedkar. Uniike the latter, they did not seek the emancipation of the lower castes, but their
assimilation into the mainstream of Hindu society. Most of the reformers held not otlly tliat
Hindu society had become degenerate, insulated and deeply divided into hundreds of different
communities and castes, but also it had become thereby incapable of forging any kind of
'comtnon will'. Hindu society therefore, had to be reconstituted and reorganised into a single
community. Swami Vivekananda or Dayanand Saraswati therefore, sought to reorganise
somewhat along the lines of the Christian Church, as Ashis Nandy suggests. If Vivekananda
was candid that tno other society "puts its foot on the neck of the wretched so mercilessly
as does that of India", Dayanand Saraswati sought to redefine caste 'in such a way that it
ceased to be determined solely by birth. He sought to include the criterion of individual
accomplishment 'in the deterlnillation of the caste-status of an individual.

3.3.1 Two Intellectual Moves of Reformers
There are two distinct moves made by the reformers that we niust bear in mind. First, their
critiques drew very explicitly from the exposure to Western liberal ideas. To many of them
Birtish power was the living proof of the validity and 'invincibility' of those ideas. They were
tl~erefore,open admirers of British rule. For instance, as Bal Shastri Jambhekar saw it, a
inere sixty or seventy years of British rule over Bengal had transformed it beyond recognition.
He saw in the place of the "vioIence, oppression and misrule" of the past, a picture of
"security and freedom"w11ere people were able to acquire "a superior knowledge of the
Arts and Sciences of Europe". Jambl~ekar'sstatement is in fact, fairly representative of the
understanding of the early reformers with regard to British rule. It should be remembered
that the first generation of reformist thinkers began their intellectual journey in the face of
a dual challenge. On the one hand, there was the overwhelming presence of colonial rule that
did not simply represent to them a foreign power but also a modern and 'advanced' society
that had made breathtaking advances in the field of ideas - of science and philosophy. To
them, it embodied the exhilarating developments of science and modern ways of thinking that
a country like India - which to most reformers was essentialIy Hindu - had to also adopt,

if it was to emerge as a free and powerful country in the modern era. On the other hand,
there was the continuous challenge thrown before the emerging indigenous intelligentsia by
Christian missionaries who mounted a powerf~ilcritique of Hinduism and sonle of its most
inhuman practices like Sati, female infanticide, and caste oppression - particularly the
abominable practice of untouchability. Questions of widow re-marriage and the education of
women, therefore were major issues of debate and contention. These formidable challenges
required two simultaneous intellectual moves: (a) An acknowledgement of the rot that had
set in, in Hindu society and a thorough going critique of it. For this purpose, they welcomed
modern liberal ideas and philosophy with open arms. (b) As we saw, in the last unit, they
were equally arlxious to retain a sense of their own Self. Complete self-negation could not
make a people grcar. So, most of the reformers, drawing 011 contemporary Orientalist
scholarship, claimed a great and ancient past. Even a convinced Anglophile like Ranimohun
Roy, for instance had the occasion to reply to a missiona~ycritic that "the world is indebted
to our ancestors for the first dawn of knowledge which sprang up in the East" and that India
had nothing to learn from the British "with respect to science, literature and religion." This
awe of Western lcnowledge and achievenients and a simultaneous valorisation of a hoary
Indian past, were a common features of the reformers of all shades - even though the
specific emphasis on different aspects varied from thinker to thinker. For instance, Dayananda
was not really influenced, as many others were, by Western thinkers and philosophers.
Nevertheless, he too acknowledged the immense progress made by the West. He attributed
this progress to the high sense of public.duty, energetic temperament and adherence to their
own religious principles, rather than to their scientific and philosophical achievements. He
therefore drew very different conclusions from his reading of the modernity and progress of
the West, which focussed on the regeneration of Hindu society through religious reform.
There are reasons to believe that the early responses to British rule and the so-called
Renaissance were a distinctly I-Iindu phenomenon. For various reasons that we cannot go
into in this unit, it was within Hindu society that the first critical engagement with colonial
modernity began. Other responses from communities like the Muslims, had their own distinct
specificities and history and we shall discuss them separately. I-Iowever, we can identify two
immediate reasons for this relatively early effervescence within Hindu society. One immediate
reason for the Hindu response was of course, the fact that it was precisely cerlain practices
within Hindu society that colonial rule sought to address. A second reason was that, for
specific historical reasons, it was the Hindu elite that had an access to English education and
exposure to the radical ideas of the Enlightenment. It will be wrong, however, to present
what was essentially a response from within Hindu society as an "Indian renaissance".
There was a time when most scholars woilld consider the Bengal Renaissance in particular,
as an analogue of the European Renaissance. More specifically, the "role of Bengal in India's
modern awakening" as historian Sushobhan Sarkar argued, was seen as analogous to the role
played by Italy in the European Renaissance. Later historians like Sumit Sarltar and Ashok
Sen however, reviewed the legacy of the Bengal Renaissance in the 1970s, and came to the
conclusion that the portrayal of the intellectual awakening of this period was actually quite
flawed. The tendency to see the division between the reformers and their opponents as one
between 'progressives' and 'traditionalists' was an oversimplification of the story of the
renaissance. They noted the "deeply contradictory" nature of the "break with the past"
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inaugurated, for instance by Ramlnohun Roy, which combined with it, strong elements of a
Hindu elitist framework. Sumit Sarkar, in fact, presented a much more modest and complicated
picture of the Renaissance that1 had been drawn by earlier historians and scholars. It makes
more sense, therefore, to see these responses as Bhikhu Parekh does, as primarily Hindu
responses to the colonial encounter. Parekh has suggested that for these Hindu thinkers, their
own self-definition and their attempt to understand what colonial rule was all about, were
part of the same exercise: they could not define and make sense of themselves without
making sense of colonial rule apd vice versa.
In this context, an intense soul-searching marked the activities of the early intelligentsia. The
encounter with colorlialistn and through it, with ideas of equality and liberty, made them
aware of some of the inhuman practices still prevalent in Indian society. It was the section
that was able to avail of Western education and steeped therefore in Western values that
became the harbinger of refortns. Since you will read about the positions of the different
thinkers in greater.detai1 in the later units, here we will not go intc; the positions of individual
thinkers. From the point of view of political and social thought, however, we will identify
below some of the broad strands.

3.3.2 Modes sf WeformistTkaugBat
Bhikhu Parekh has suggested that the argt~lnentsof these Hindu reformers relied on one or
more of the followiilg four modes of arguments derived from tradition but deployed with a
distinct newness to meet the demands of changing times. First, they appealed to scriptures
that seemed to them to be more hospitable to their concerns. Vidyasagar for instance relied
on the Parasharasmriti, while Rammohun Roy invoked the Upanishads. Second, they
invoked what they called sadharand/zarnza, which they interpreted to mean the universal
principles of morality. Third, they appealed to the idea of a yugadharnza, or the principles
that accord with the needs of the prevailing yuga or epoch. Fourthly, they invoked the idea
of loksangraha, and "argued that the practice in question had such grave consequences that
unless eradicated, it would destroy the cohesion and viability of the Hindu social order." As
instances, he lnentions that Vidyasagar argued that unmarried widows were turning to
prostitution or corrupting their families; K.C. sen contended that child marriages were
endangering the survival of the Hindu jati; Dayananda Saraswati believed that image worship
was leading to internal sectarian quarrels.

V.R. Mehta has suggested that there are at least two important theoretical issues involved
in these intellectual initiatives of the reformers. First, they worked strenuously to change the
attitude towards fate and other-worldliness and assert the importance of action in this world.
While they continued to assert the importance of the soul and spirituality as a distinctive
feature of HinduIIndian thought, they shifted the emphasis to underline the significance of
"enterprise in the service of the community." In that sense, they asserted the significance
of secular, this-worldly concerns, in the face of the challengesof the modern worG Secondly,
the main focus of their enquiry however, remained not the individual but society, community
and humanity as a whole. They do not see society as an aggregate of individuals in pursuit
of their self interests but as an organic whole. I-Ie suggests that this was so for two reasons.
Firstly, there was already a strong tradition in India that emphasised the wholeness or
oneness of being. Secondly, the individualist idea society was already under attack in much
of the nineteenth century thinking in Europe itself, There is a third feature that he also

mentions in relation to later social reform thought - the concern with the welfare of the
peopte and the attraction that ideas such as 'socialism' and 'equality' held for thinkers like
Vivekananda and Bankimchandra.
Mehta also locates three broadly identifiable sources of the elements that went into the
constitution of Renaissance thought. The first, the "culture and temper of European
Renaissance and the Reformation", and more particularly the ideas of Bentham, Mill, Carlyle
and Coleridge through which came a sense of democracy and rule of law and private
enterprise. These ideas beca~ileavailable to the indigenous elite through the advent of
English education. The second was the influence of the ideas of German philosophers like
Schelling, Fichte, and Herder. This is a current however, that influenced the later-day
nationalists more than the early reformers - with their sharp emphasis on the ideas of volk,
community, duty and nation, that were more immediately the concern of nationalists like
Bankimchandra, Vivekananda, Bipin Chandra Pal and Aurobindo Ghosh. The third source
identified by Mehta is Indian traditional thought. Here the work of great Orientalist scholars
like William Jones and Max Muellei-, who had brought ancient Indian culture and learning to
light, became the basis for a renewed appeal to the greatness of that past. However, as you
will see in subsequent units, it was the first and third of these sources that made up the
frameworl<of the reformist thinkers. The concern with 'nation' and a rejection of everything
British and colonial was strikingly absent among them.

3.4 THE ARRIVAL OF NATIONALISM
'Nationalism' could be said to have made its appearance in the last part of the nineteenth
century. In this phase, the concerns and approach of the thinkers change in a very significant
way. Here the;e is a strong concern with the 'freedom of the nation' and an almost
irreconcilable hostility towards colonial rule. Uillike thf social reformers before them, they
placed no trust on the institutions of the colonial state for effecting any reform. On the
contrary, they displayed a positive opposition to what they now considered the 'interference'
by the colonial state in the 'internal matters' of the nation. Alongside this, there is a parallel
move towards privileging of the political struggle over social reforms.

3.4.1 The Vnmer'and 'Outer' Domains
Partha Chatterjee observes that there is a disappearance of the 'women's question', so
central to the concerns of the reformers, from the agenda of the nationalists towards the end
of the nineteenth century. We may also mention here the fact that practically the first major
nationalist n~obilisationtook place around the Age of Consent Bill of 1891, where the nationalists
argued that this was gross interference in the affairs of the nation and that Hindu society
would be robbed o f its distinctiveness if this were allowed to pass. As you would know, this
Bill was meant to prohibit marital intercourse with girls below the age of twelve. You would
also know that in the past, most reformers had in fact solicited colonial legal intervention in
the prohibition of certain practices, even when these supposedly intervened within the socalled 'private' sphere. It s h o ~ ~also
l d be remembered that this was a controversy that spread
far beyond the borders of Bengal and lay behind the final
of ways between Gopal
Agarkar and 3 a l Gangadhar Tilak - tile former supporting the cause of social reform and
the latter staunchly opposing it. Cl~atterjeesuggests that this disappearance of women's

issues from the agenda of the nationalists had to do with a new framework that had been
set in place by then. This framework was characteristic of what Chatterjee calls nationalism's
'moment of departure' and was a fairly elaborate one, where the overriding concern was
that of the nation 5 sovereignty. Here, Chatterjee argues that nationalism began by making
a distinction between two spheres: the 'material and the 'spiritual', or what is another name
for it, the 'outer' and 'inner' sphere. As you saw above, this was a distinction already made
by the reformers and even they would, on occasions, claim that they were spiritually superior
. to the Birtisli, even if the latter had made significant material progress. What the nationalists
did then, was to carry over this distinction into the formulation of an entirely novel kind. It
conceded that as a colonised nation it was subordinate to the colonisers in the material
sphere. But there was one domain that the coloniser had no acces's to: this was the inner
domain of culture and spirituality. Here the nation declared itself sovereign. What did this
mean? This meant that henceforth, in this inner domain, it would not allow any intervention
by the colonial state.' From now on, the questions of social reform would become an 'internal
matter' that would be dealt with after the nation attained freedom in the material domain.
This did not mean however, that all nationalists were against reforms per se. What it did
mean was that these questions would now be dealt with after the power of the state passed
into the hands of the nationalists.
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There is another aspect of this distinction that Chatterjee does not deal with, but which we
can easily see in relation to the question of caste reforms. Soon after tlie Age of Consent
agitation, the nationalists led by Tilak threatened to bum down the panda1 of the Indian Social
Conference that used to be held simultaneously with the sessions of the Indian National
Congress and used to be a forum for discussing questions of social reform. This was the
period when the so-called 'moderates' were in the leadership of the Congress. The methods
of the moderates like Gokhale and Ranade were in the framework of constitutional reform
and very much in line with the position of the early reformers. With the arrival of nationalism,
all this changed and soon power within the Indian National Congress passed into the hands
of the so-called 'extremists', in particular the Lal-Bal-Pal combine (i.e. Lala Lajpat Rai,
BalGangadhar Tilak and Bipin Chandra Pal). Unlike the women's question there was 110
resolution here with regard to caste reforms; they were simply deferred "in the larger
interests of anticolonial unity". All issues of social reform were henceforth to be considered
"divishe" of national unity. As it happens, there is one more thing that happened here: wit11
the demarcation of the 'inner' sphere as a sphere of sovereignty, many socially conservative
ideas could also now easily inhabit the natio~lalistmovement, It is here that we must locate
the strident critique of nationalism that was made not only by leaders and thinkers like Jotiba
Phule and B.R. Ainbedkar but also many Muslim leaders who began to see tlie emergent
nationalism as a purely Hindu affair. As nationalism became. a mass movement and since
most nationalists saw the incipient nation as primarily Hindu, there was an increasing resort
in this phase to a revival of Hindu symbols for mabilisation.
However with the entry of Gandhi into the political scene, we can see a shift from this
framework to some extent. Although Gandhi himself resorted to the use of Hindu symbols,
he was acutely aware.6f the unfinished agenda of social reform. Here it is interesting
however, that while he located himself squarely within the framework of nationalism as
defined by his predecessors, and held on to the idea of sovereignty in the inner sphere, he
nevertheless made an important departure in terms of his insistence on the question of the
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social reform. Unlike other nationalists, he was not prepared to abandon it altogether and
would repeatedly insist upon the need of Hindu society to redeem itself by exorcising
untoucl~abilityfrom within itself through 'self-purification'. It is also interesting that while he
hi~nselfused the idea of 'Ram Rajya' as a utopia of nationhood, he made untiring efforts to
draw the Muslims into the mainstream of the nationalist struggle.

,

3.4.2 Concerns of the Nationalists
At this stage, it is necessary t o point out that it will be wrong to see the divisions between
different strands as those between 'progressives' and 'conservatives' or 'modernists' and
'traditionalists'. For, as many scholars have pointed out, even the llationalists who rejected
the standpoint of the reformers, were worlcing for a thoroughly modernist agenda. Their
valorisation of I-lindu tradition was not a valorisation of existing practices of Hindu religion.
In fact, they all wanted, much like the reformers, a modern and reorganised Hindu society
that would become the centre-piece of the emerging nation. Being 'Hindu' to them was the
sign of national identity rather than a religious one. It is for this reason that, as Bhikhu
Parekh notes, these thinkers (whom he calls 'critical traditionalists') were largely preoccupied
with themes of statecraft, autonomy of political morality, political realism, will power, and
courage - issues that were absent from the discourse of the reformers. And these were all
entirely modern concerns. This concern with 'Hinduness' as a marker of national, rather than
religious identity was very much there not only in the case of Congress nationalists but also
of Vinayak Damodar Savarkar, the author of the ideology of Hindutva. It is not surprising
that Savarlcar, who stayed away from the Gandhi-dominated Congress movement, was a
thorough modernist and atheist who was opposed to all kinds of superstitions and was greatly
influenced by the scientific and philosophic achievements of the West. In fact, Savarkar
greatly valued the work done by Ambedkar and unlike Gandhi who was suspicious of his
motives, he associated him with his I-Iindu Mahasabha functions. What is even more interesting
is that Savarkar's critique of Gandhi was precisely because of Gandhi's wholesale rejection
of modern civilisation, science and technology. In a sense, like Nehru the secular-nationalist,
Savarkar's complaint with Gandhi related to his 'irrationality' and 'backward-looking' ideas.
0

This is precisely the coriundrum of the nationalist phase that has eluded many scholars and
historians. For, it is the proclaimed anti-modernist and sanatani Ilindu Gandhi who stood
steadfastly for Hindu-Muslim unity as the precondition of India's freedom, while the modernist
and secular leaders like Madan Mohan Malaviya, Purushottamdas Tandon and Ganesh Shankar
Vidyarthi often seemed t o be speaking a language of Hindu nationalism. It was Gandhi who
made the Klrilafat-Not1 Cooperation movement collaboration of Hindus and Muslims possible.
It is true that Gandhi's insistence on a Hindu sanatnni identity could not eventually convince
either the Muslims or the DalitAower caste leaders about his sincerity in safeguarding their
interests. In the case of the Dalits, in fact, the problem was far more complex at one level,
for what they wanted was an independent political voice within the new nation and that could
not be achieved merely by Gandhian self-purification methods.

3.5 THE TRAJECTORY OF MUSLIM THOUGHT
We have traced the broad contours of nineteenth and twentieth century thought as it emerged
from within Hindu society. The history of Muslim society in India is still steeped in a sea of
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ignorance and ~nisconceptionsand a lot more work needs to be done to unearth the different
kinds of trends of tl~oughtthat einergcd from within it. We will sketcll a broad outline of this
below but let it be stated at the outset that the situation is no less complex and val-iegated
and the common myth of a monolithic Muslim society is as ill-founded as that of any other
community. There are a range of responses to the changing world that we encounter here
too. A case in point for instance, is the role of the Ulama (i.e, religious scholars) of Farangi
Mahal, brought out by the pioneering research of Francis Robinson in the ~ n i d1970s. Robinson
noted that this tendency, so active in the second decade of the twentieth century, had been
consigned to silence, buried under the narratives of both the Indian and the Pakistani
nationalisms. I-le pointed out the crucial role played by Maulana Abd-a1 Bari of Farangi
Mahal in the pan-Islamic protest, particularly the Khilafat movetllent and in the foundation
of the Jamiat-ul-Ulema-I- Hind, which worlced, for the most part, i n close cooperation wit11
the Indian National Congress and remained opposed to the Muslim League demand for a
separate homeland.
With regard to Muslim society in India, we might need to steer clear of two diametrically
opposed viewpoints. One, represented by I-Iindu nationalists, wllicli sees Muslilns as an alieri
body continuously at odds with and i~lsulatedfrom local society arid culture, and the other
represented by the secular-nationalists who see merely a syncretic culture that expressed the
combined elenlents of Islamic and Hindu culture. We need to see the process by which what
was once and elite Perso-lslarnic culture of the ashrafs (the gentry or the nobility), gradually
--enters into a dialogue with the local traditions of learning, of the arts and lllusic etc. This is
a process that spans centuries and there are contradictory pulls and trends that are at work
throughout. To take just one instance, as Robinson observes, most eigllteenth century Sufis
believed in the doctrine of wahdat-al-wujzrd (the Unity of Being), whicl~saw all creation
as the matlifestation of a single Being and thus made it possible for them to search for a
common ground with the Hindus. But this teaching of the 13"' century Spanish mystic Ibnal-Arabi, was also cl~allengedby the Naqslibandi order whicll insisted an the more sectarian
doctrine of wuhdut-al-shuhud (or the Unity of Experience) which insisted on the formal
teachings of scriptures'as they encapsulated God's revelation. This tendency however, remained
far less popular for a very long time. However, we cannot dwell on this prehistory of modern
Muslin1 thought in this unit at any length but it should nevertheless be kept in iniild as a
background.

-

3.5.1

he Specificity of Muslim History and Thought

The advent of British rule meant a more immediate loss of political power for the ruling
Muslim elite, especially in North India and Bengal. And this contest with British power
continued through the century from the Battle of Plassey (1757) to the Great Revolt - the
so-called 'Mutiny' - of 1857, which saw a massive participation of Muslims as a whole and,
not merely of the elite. As a consequence, in the immediate period following the institution
of the power of the British, the relationship between the erstwhile ruling elite and the colo~lial
rulers came to be marked by deep hostility and antagonism, One of the consequences of this
hostility was a certain inwardness that came to define Muslim attitude towards the modern.
By and large, they seemed to stay away from English education and ideas and institutions
associated with British power. This, as you can see, is in sharp contrast with the attitude of
the early Hindu intelligentsia whic1-1embraced the new ideas and institutions with cotlsiderably

less difficulty. One instance of this complexity can be seen in the instance of Delhi College,
established in 1825, which began to impart both Oriental and Western education together in
the same institution. In 1827, it began the teaching of English. However, after the revolt of
1857, Western education was discontinued and could only be restarted in 1864. Nonetheless,.
the fact that such an institution was established indicates a certain openness towards Western
knowledge, despite the overall experience of hostility vis-his the British. Mujeeb Ashraf,
in fact, claims that Delhi college became one of the models for institutions like Jamia Millia
Islamia in the later period. Delhi College produced important nineteenth century reformers
and writers like Zakaullah, Muhammad ~iusainAzad and Nazir Ahmad Nazir.

3.5.2 The Reform Initiative
The crucial turning point in this respect, however, is the emergence of Sir Syed Ahmad Khan
(1817-99) who is known to be the I~arbingerof liberalism and modernity in ~ u s l i msociety.
He opposed the Great Revolt as he believed that not only had British rule come to stay but
also that there was much to be gained by imbibing modern ideas from its contact. It is well
known that in order to propagate modern scientific knowledge, he established his Mahommedan
Anglo-Oriental College, which in due course, became the Aligarh Muslim University..In 1870,
after his return from a trip to England, he began publishing his Urdu journal, Tahzib-ulIkhlaq, which exhorted Muslims to reform their religious ideas. Sir Syed's basic intellectual
move was to argue that Islam was not incompatible with modern ideas and values. For this
reason, though he was not a religious scholar by training, his insistence on reform took
recourse to a well established method of ijtihad that calls for the use of independent
reasoning in order to keep up with changing times. Theologically, therefore he took it upon
himself to distinguish the essence of Islam from the inessential parts, which he described as
'social customs and practices' that had attached to it and which he argued, had lost relevance
in the modern world. Among these, for instance was the Islamic prohibition on charging
interest. In doing so, he began to insist on the Quran as the sole legitimate source of Islam.
Alongside the Quran, he proclaimed the importance of keason and Nature, in his attempt to
combat the 'overgrowth' of superstition and 'unreasonableness' that was attached to the
religion over the centuries. It was a move, you can see, that was clearly parallel to the kind
of move made by the Hindu reformers discussed above in relation to their own society. There
was undoubtedly a large body of support for his project among the educated Muslims as he
managed to raise enough money by contributions for setting up the Aligarh college.
Among the other important figures associated with Syed Ahmad Khan's reform moves were
those of Sayyid Mahdi Ali, better known as Muhsin-ul-Mulk and Maulana Shibli Numani.
Muhsin-ul-Mulk differed from Syed Ahmad Khan insofar as he sought to win over the
Muslim clergy to their side and therefore found it necessary to dialogue with them in terms
of Islamic principles. Shibli Numani is considered, along with poets Altaf Husayn Hali and
Mohammed Iqbal as one of the key literary figures of modern Muslim society in India. A
founder of modern literary criticism in the vernacular language, he also had a reputation as
a great poet and historian of Islam. While Shibli supported the efforts of the Aligarh school,
he was almost entirely rooted in the vernacular wsrld and the world of Islam. His ambition
was to reform Islam from within. According to Ayesha Jalal, he is a more complex figure
as he eludes classification either as a 'liberal moderniser' or as an 'anti-modern traditionalist I.
bespite*his allegiance to the reformist programme he continued to work within the world of
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Islamic learning. In later years he took on a different project - that of trying to bridge the
gulf between tlie Aligarh modernisers and the 'traditionalists' represented by the Ulama of
Deoband
and Farangi Mahal. In his later years he also became a critic of Syed Ahmad Kliai~,
>a
whom he held responsible for stunting the growth of political consciousness among the
Muslims. Shibli was among those important voices who remained a strong critic of the
Muslim League, which he saw as a forum of upper class, landlord elements of North India,
and believed that the interests of the Muslims would be better served by overcoming its
'minority complex' and malting common cause with the Congress.

,
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3.5.3 The Anti-imperialist Currents
\

The Aligarh school came under fierce attack fi-om the more theologically inclined Muslims
- tlie learned Ulama. The conflict between thc Aligarh scllool and the Ulama has often been
seen as the conflict between the 'modernisers' and the 'traditionalists' but this is in some
sense an ovcrsirnplification. The Ularna's main problem with Syed Ahmad seems to have
h his Angreziyat or Englishness.
been with what they considered his eulogisation of the ~ r i t i s There was here something parallel to what we witnessed in the case of the nationalists
departure from the social reformers, insofar as the Ulama saw his Angreziyat as being too
collaborationist. It is interesting therefore that his most strident critics were also those who
were more clearly anti-imperialist and sought to ally with the nationalist movement for
liberation from the British rule. Among the most scathing of his critics was the Persian
scholar Jamaluddin-aI-Afghani who was also an advocate of Hindu-Muslim unity against the
British. Afghani's strident anticolonialism combined with a deeply i*eligiousIslanic universalism,
says Ayesha Jalal, found a receptive audience arnong many Muslims put off by Syed Ahmad
Khan's loyalism vis-a-vis the British.

,
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Into the twentieth century, other important figures like the poet-philosopher Mohammed Iqbal,
Mohammed Ali Jinnah, Maulana Abul Kalaln Azad and Maulana Abul Ala Maudoodi came
ta the fore. By the time nationalism emerged as a strong mass force and it was becoming
clear that it was increasingly being dominated by Hindu ethos, Muslim politics and thought
went through interesting transformations. Mohammed IqbaI was, at one level, one of the
great modernisers of Islam, who infused a sense of action and celebration of individual
freedom in this world, into the religion, He was supremely concerned with combating the
fatalism, contemplation and resignation that is normally associated with pre-modern religions
and strove hard to articulate a notion of the Self (klzudi) that would take its destiny into its
own hands. As W.C. Smith put it, to that end he even transformed the notion of a transcendent
God into an immanent one - into a God that lives here, in this world, arguing that the will
of God is not something that comes from without but surges within the Self, to be absorbed
and acted upon, In doing this, he was actually making a sharp critique of Islam as it was
practiced by the mullahs. While Iqbal imbibed much from European philosophy - especially
Nietzche and Bergson - he was equally contelnptuous of those who thought they could
become modern by simply aping the West. Here again, much like the Hindu thought we
discussed earlier, we can see a clear critique in his thought, of the "materialistic" and
"irreligious" nature of Western thought. It is interesting too, that like much of madern Hindu
thought, he too sought to extricate science from his overall attack on the West, arguing that
while repudiating the latter, the East should adopt the former. It is also interesting that like
I

all reformers from Syed Allmad Khan to Arneer Ali, he also toolc recourse to ijtihad.
However, he also qualified thc recourse to ijtihacl, by arguing that in times of crisis of Islam,
such as was his time, this sl~ouldbe resorted to with circumspection.
It is also important to remember that while being a votary of Islamic universalism and a
trenchkt critic of the western idea of territorial nationalism, Iqbal was till pretty late in his
life a celebrator of a deeper unity of I-Iinclus and Muslims as evidenced in some of his finest
poetry. Here we will not go into the complex political process by which Iqbal, inveterate
enemy of territorial nationalism fillally through his lot with the movement for Pakistan.
The figure of Maulana Abul Icalam Azad represents the more supposedly 'traditionalist'
Muslims, d h o like other believers in Islnrnic universalism, are often seen as a paradox by
most scholars. For, like the other traditionalists like the Ulama of Deoband, he was a strong
believer in Islamic universalism, that is, the idea of a worldwide Islamic un~nlah,even while
remaining as one of the rllost steadfast supporters of a composite Indian nationalism. This
is a paradox that awaits greater research, which alone will explain why the so-called
traditiollalist and theologically inclined Muslims found it easier to make comrnon cause with
the Hindu-dominated Congress. This stands in sharp contrast to the position of someone like
Jinnah who was a liberal and secular politician but eventually became the driving force for
the struggle for Paltistan. We shall not deal any further here with the thought of individual
thinkers whom you will read about in greater detail in the later units.

3.6 THE REVOLT OF THE LOWER ORDERS
The important point that needs to be registered here in relation to the work and thought of
lower caste leaders like Jotirao Phule, EVR Ramaswarny Naicker - also known as Periyar
- and B.R. Anlbedkar is that it differed from the trends identified in the case of both Hindu
and Muslim thought in two crucial ways. Firstly, at no point did these thinkers give up the
social reforsn agenda and in fact their consistent critique of nationalism remained linked to
this question. Secondly, they did not suffer from the deep ambivalence with regard to the
West that marked the thought of reformers and nationalists alike in the case of the Hindu
thinkers or of Shibli Numani, Muhsin-ul-Mulk and Iqbal in the case of the Muslims. You will
read about the respective thoughts of these figures later but for now we will briefly outline
some of the reasons for this stark difference.

It is important to note in this context, that to most leaders of the lower castes, particularly
the Dalits, the notion of a putative Hindu community simply did not carry any positive
significance. To them, the memories of past and continuing huiniliation and degradation
thro.ugh practices like untouchability and violent exclusion from society as such, constituted
their over-riding experience that framed all their responses. In their perception, therefore,
there was something insincere in the efforts of even the reformers who merely wanted the
assimilation of lower castes into mainstream Hindu society without disturbing the power
structure in anyway.
Phule's main concern therefore, is with an all-out attack on Hinduism and caste - where he
sees caste as central to the existence of the former. In fact to most of the radical lower
caste'thinkers, Hinduism is merely another name for Brahmanism and they prefer to refer
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to it by that name. Therefore Phule, like Periyar after him, seelcs to ~ ~ n i all
t e the nonBrahmans or shudra-atishuhns against the power of the Brahmans. It is also necessary
to note that in this struggle alnlost all the radical lower caste leaders give special importance
to the question of women's education and emancipation. Pli~lletherefore established the first
school for shudra-atishudra girls in 1848, at great risk, for he knew that it would invite the
wrath of the upper castes. Later he also established a school for girls of all castes.
In a way, education was the key to DaJit or in the case of Periyar, Non-Brahman liberation,
for it was their exclusion from the arena of knowledge that was see11as the main mechanism
of their oppression. In the new, niodern world, the possibilities hacl opened out for the lower
castes to take their destiny into their owl1 hands. For the first time, their exclusion was
significantly broken down, with tlie arrival of colonialism, which not only opened the doors
of education to tlie~n,but also opened up sccular public spaces where they could move about
without fear of upper caste retribution. This being 'the case, the Dalit and Shudra leaders
were less concerned with nlarking their difference from the 3rreligiousYand 'materialistic'
West and more directly concerned with breaking down tlie chains of bondage that had
shackled then1 for centuries. To thew colonial rul& if anything, appeared as their biggest
benefactor. It is precisely for this reason that they saw the colitinuation of the social reform
agenda as being of critical significance for the emancipation of the Dalits/SI~udras.It is not
as if they I~adgreat faith in the social reform of the upper caste, bhadradok reforniers of
the nineteenth cetitury but the abandoning of even that limited agenda by nationalism was
something that Ainbedlcar had occasion to recall bitterly in his writings and speeches. IIe
especially recalled the role of Tilak and his .followers in stopping the sessions of the Social
Conference in the late 1890s.

!

It is significant that even when the focus of Dalil alld lower caste thinkers shifted to the
explicitly political terrain -- witnessed for instance in the work of Pel-iyarand Ambedlcar, their
central preoccupations remained with the strz,ctzrr.c cfpowur. w~ithinthe emergent nation:
who would wield power within an independent India ? Wl~at:would be tlie position of the
Dalits in the new dispensation? And central to this structure of power was tlie question of
'social reform' - not in the vague sctlse of 'uplifi' of the untoucliables that Gandhi was
seeking to do, without of course disturbing the power of the upper caste elite - but in the
more radical sense given to it by Phule. These tliinl<essand leaders also realised that if the
British were to leave without tlie question of power being settled, they would be yoked into
slavery once again. It is from this fear that the rnain plank of Ambedkar's and Periyar's
political life emerged: the vexed question of 'safeguards' or 'co~mnunal proportional
representation' as it was also called. The radical lower caste leaders reaIised that i~idepenclence
wou1d come, sooner or later; thus it was necessary to stake a clainl for power by bargaining
hard on the question of safeguards, while the British were still here. It is this battle that
Ambedkar was forced to partially lose thanks to Gandhi's emotional blackmail - his notorious
fast-unto-death and the eventual Poona Pact.
i

3.7 SUMMARY
We have seen that there are extrctnely conlplex layers to what we refer as "'modern Indian
political thought"; that in fact there is no single body of thought nor ti single set of themes
that define thein. All of them I~avedifferent histories and arise from different sets of

experiences. Nevertheless, we can identify, at least among the Hindu and Muslim thinkers,
a deep engakement with colonial modernity, leading to two distinct trends: (a) a sharp critique
of the existing state of Iiindu or Muslim society and an effort to rejuvenate it by offering
a different reading of tradition and canonical religious texts in mist cases. (b) an effort to
emulate the West in its scientific and philosophical advances, while at the same time offering
a critique of what is seen to be crass materialism and ir-religiosity of its civilisation. We see
a deep ambivalence that marks the efforts of reformers and nationalists alike, in this respect.
We can also see, how with the coming of nationalism on the political stage, the reform
agenda gives way to the political struggle for sovereignty among the Hindus. We have also
seen that responses among the Muslims in this phase are much more layered and complex.
Finally, we saw the entirely different attitude of the radical leaders of the lower castes - both
with regard to colonialism and the West on the one hand and community, nation and religion
on the other.

3.8 EXERCISES
1. Discuss the phases of modern Indian Thought.

2. Explain the relevance of Social Reforin Movement in India

3. Explain the different concerns of Nationalism in India.
4. Discuss various aspects ofMusli~nThought in India.

5. Explain the role of the Political Leadership to reform Indian Society led by lower order.
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UNIT 4 EARLY NATIONALIST RESPONSES:
RAMMOHAN ROY, BANKIM CHANDRA
CHNTERJEE, DAYANAND SARASWAT1
AND JVOTIBA PHUhE
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Excrciscs

4.1 INTRODUCTION
I

'

There arc two diffel-eiit phases of Indian nntiol~alisn~.
The first one continues till the formation
of lhc Indian Natioiial Congrcss in 1885 whereas nationalism, in its second phase, was
articulated through popular ~nobilisatioilaround various lci~ldsof anti-imperial idcologies. Of
all 11ic competing ideologies, Gandliiaii '~1011violence' was perhaps the most popular ideology
in or-ganising anti-impcrisl movements ill India. Unlike the second phase when the national
intcsvenlion was 131-imasily political, viz., the capture of state power, the i'irst phase was
largely dominated by the zeal of reform that appeared to havc brought togetller various
indivitluals wilh more or less san1e ideological agenda. In these kinds of activities, individuals
played decisive roles in sustnini~lgthe zcal of those who clustered around them. What
inspired thcm was perhaps the idea of European Enlightenment that traveled to India
simultaneously will1 colonialisn~.Drawn on tllc philosophy of Enlightenment, neither was the
British colo~iialismcondcillned nor were there attempts to expose its dcvastatitlg impact on
India's socio-political map in the long run. I11 otlier words, colonialism was hailed for its
assitmcd sole in radically altering the archaic socio-political networks sustaining lhe feudal
o~.dcs.It is possible to arguc that colonialisii~in this phase did not become as sutlilcss as it
was latcr. And, in contrast with the past rulers, the British administration uncler the aegis of
thc East India Company seemed to have appreciated social rcforms cither as a hatter of
faith in the philosophy of Eiilighten~nentor as a strategy to infilse the Indian social reality
with tlic valucs on wliicl~if drcw its sustenancc. With this background in view, this unit will
focus on tlic early nationalist response 'to the British rule that was largely appreciated in
co~nparisonwith the socio-political nature of the past rulcrs. Not only will there be an
i~&un~cntseeking to explain the uncritical endorsenlent o f the British rule by the socially
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radical thinkers, but there will also be an atlenlpt to focus on the changing nature of colollialisrn
that also had a noticeable impact on their conceptualisation of the British rule in India that
became coter~ninouswith exploitation very soon.

.!:

4.2 EARLY NATIONALIST RESPONSE

1
:

Before etnbarlcing on a detailed analysis of the individual thinkers, it would be appropriate
to identify the sources from which they seemed to have derived their ideas in thc context
of an incipient colonial rule. As mentioned earlier, tlie first formidable influerlce was definitely
the Enlightenment philosophy that significantly influenced tlie famous 1832 Macaulay's minutes.
Seelting to organise Indian society i l l a typical Western mould, Macaulay argued for an
introduction of E~iglisbeducation and British jurisprudence for their role in radically altering
the feudal basis of Indian society. What was+implicitin his views was the assumption that
the liberal values of the British variety would definitely contribute t o the required social
transfor~nationin India. So, the arrival of the British in India was a boon in disguise. Not only
did colonialistn introduce Indians to Western liberalism but it also exposed them to the socially
and politically progressive ideas of Bentham, Mill, Carlyle and Coleridge, whicli drew attention
to a qualitatively different mode of thinking on issues of contemporary relevance. The secand
equally important influence was the ideas of German philosophers, Sclielling, Ficlite, Kant
ahd Herder. These ideas gained ground as the intellectual challenge against the British rule
acquired momentum. In fact, there are clear traces of German ideas in Banltim's writings.
Unlike Ram Mohan Roy whose historical mission was to cotnbat the social evils in the form
of inhuman customs, including the sattee, Bankim sought t o champion the goal of freedom
by drawing upon the German philosophy and Hindu past. Conceptually, the notions of volk,
community and nation seemed to have inspired the early nationalists, including Bankim
presumably because they contributed to I~omogeneitydespite differences in the context of
foreign rule. So, the primary concern of the early nationalists was not uniform: for some, the
introduction of the ideas o f European Enlightenment was unwarranted simply because that
would destroy the very basis of civilisation of India'that drew, in a considerable way, on the
Hindu past; wliile there are others who adopted a very favourable stance vis-a-vis the
English rule and its obvious social consequences. The third significant influence in the early
phase of Indian nationalis111 was the French revolutior~and its message for Liberty, Equality
and Fraternity. Ram Mohan was swayed by the ideas that inspired the French revolution. 111
his writings and deeds, Roy launched a vigorous attack on the archaic social mores dividing
India along caste and religious cleavages. For him, the priority was to create a society free
froin decadent feudal values that sin~plystood in the way of attaining tlie goal of Liberty,
Equality and Fraternity. The final source is of course the traditional Indian thougl~tthat was
interpreted in the context of colonial rule. Not only were there writings of Williarn Jones and
Max Muller on India's rich cultural traditions, there were cotitributio~lsfrom the renaissance
thinkers, including Vivekananda, that provided tlie basis for redefining India's past glossing
largely the phase of Muslim rule in India. Inspired by the message of Bhagvad Gira, the
renaissance thinkers supported the philosophy of action in the service of thc motherland.
What they tried to argue was the idea that successes or failures were not as important as
the perfor~nanceof one's duty with 'the purest of motives'. Their attack on fatalism it1
Hinduism and Buddhist religion clearly shows how realists they were in conccpicalising the
outcome of human action. For then,, life could be transformed in this world b j individuals
believing in the philosophy of action. So, it was nut surprising that both Jivekananda and
56
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Dayananda insisted on karma, or service to the humanity, a s the best possible way of
justifying one's existence as human beings.
The above discussiotl of sources is vely useful in underlining the importance of intellectual
threads in shaping the nationalist ideas of the early nationalist thinl<erslike Ramrnohan Roy,
Bankiln Cbandra Chatterjee, Dayananda Saraswati a11d Jotirao Phule. It should also be
mentioned here that while seeking to articulate an alternative nationalist vision, the early
nationalists were influenced by the processes of socio-economic and political churning of a
particular phase of British colonialism when political arliculatio~aof freedom of the Gandliian
era was a distant goal.

.

4.3 THOUGHTS OF RAMMOHAN ROY

.

Rsmmohan Roy was a social thinker par. excellence. His role in doing away with sntdee
aniong the orthodox Brahtnins was historical. By founding Brahn~aSamaj, Roy sought to
articulate his belief in the Islamic notion of 'ot?e god'. In his conceptualisation, social reform
should precede political reform for the former laid the foundation for liberty in the political
sense. Given his priority, Roy did not appear to 11wepaid adequate attention to his political
ideas. Altlzough he despised colonialism, he appeared to have e~ldorsedthe British rule
~ gprevalent feudal forces. Not only
presumably because of its historical role in c o ~ l i b a t i ~the
was-thk British rule superior, at least, c~tlturallythan the erstwhile feudal rulers, it woiild also
contribute to a different India by injecting the values it represented. His admiration for the
British rule was based oil his faith in its role in radically altering traditional mental ttlake-up
of the Hindus. The continued British rule, he further added, wolrld evetltually lead to the
establishment of delnocratic institutions as in Great Britain. Like any other liberals, Ray also
felt that the uncritical acceptance of British liberal values was probably the best possible
means of creating democratic institutions in India. In other words, he appreciated the British
rule as 'a boon in disguise' because it would evel~tuallytransplant delnocratic governance
in India. The other area for which the role of Iiam Mohan was,decisive was the articulation
of demand for the freedom of press. Along wit11 his colleague, Dwarkanath Tagore, he
submitted a petition to the Privy Council for the freedom of' press, wllicll lie justified as
essential for dernocratic functioning of the government. Not only would the freedom of press
provide a device for ventilation of grievances it would also enable the governrneilt to adopt
steps for their redressal before they caused damage to tlze administration. Viewed in the
liberal mould, this was a reinarkable step in that context for two reasons: (a) the dernand
for freedom of press was a significant developnrent in the growing, tllough limited,
democratisation among the indigenous elite in India; and (b) tbe idea of press freedom, if
sanctioned, would .act as 'a safety valve' for the colo~lialruler because of tlre exposition of
grievances in the public domaill.
Rammohan Roy had played a progressive role in a particular historical context. While
conceptualising his historical role, Roy appeared to liave privileged his experience of British
colonialism over its inltnediate feudal past. By undermining the obvious devastating impact
of foreign rule on Indian society, politics and economy, he also clearly supported one system
of administratio11 over the other rather consciously simply because of his uncritical faith in
British Enlightenment in significantly trunsforming the prevale~ztIndian mindsets. One may
find it difficult to digest his invitation to the British. planters in India despite their brutalities

and ruthlessness vis-A-vis the Indian peasants if discussed in isolation. But this was perfectly
rationalised if one is drawn to his argument justifying the continuity of the empire on the basis
of its economic strength. The more the planters acquire 'wealth', argued Roy, the better
would be their defence for continuity in India. Given his l~istoricalrole, it would not be wrong
to argue that Ram Mohan Roy discharged his responsibility in tune with the historical
requirement of his role in the particular context of India's growth as a distinct socio-political
unit. It would therefore be historically inaccurate to identify hi111 as pro-imperial thinker
simply because nationalism did not acquire the cl-taracteristics of the later period. His ideas
-whether supporting the British or criticising the past rulers - were both historically conditioned
and textured; he authored his historical role in the best possible way rei-lecting the dilemma
of the period and the aspiration of those groping for an alternative in tlie social and political
doldrums of incipient colonialism.
1

4.4 BANKIIM'S IDEAS IN SHAPING NATIONALISM

I

Bnnkimchandra Chattopadlryay (1838-94) was probably .the first systematic expounder
in India of the idea of nationalisln. His unique contribution lay in conceptualising nationalism
in indigenous terms. In opposition to the Muslim rule, Bankim elaborated the idea by drawing
upon the Bhagavad Gita that was widely translated in Bengali in the nineteenth century. In
his translated version of Gita, what Bankim provided was a reinterpretation in the light of
Western knowledge to lnalte the Gita more suitable reading for the Western-educated
intelligentsia in the newly emerged context of the nationalist opposition to the British rule. An
entirely new Gita emerged reflecting the concerns of those seeking to provide a national
alternative to foreign rule.
What was primary in Bankim's thought was his concern for national solidarity for on it
depended the growth of the Hindu society. National solidarity is conceivable, as Bankim
argued, only wllen there is a change in one's attitude in the following two ways: first, the
conviction that what is good for evely Hindu is good for me and my views, beliefs and
actions must be consistent with those of other members of the Hindu society. And, secondly,
one should inculcate a single-minded devotion to the nation and its interests. This was an idea
that Bankim nurtured in all his novels and other writings because he believed that without
care and love for the nation (and implicitly for the countty) one simply failed to justify one's
kistence as a unit in a cohesive whole, called nation. Here lies an important theoretical
point. Unlike typical liberals, Bankin1 was ill favour of community and the role of the
individual was explained in terms of what was good for the former. He admitted that the
contact with the British enabled the Hindu society to learn its weaknesses not in terms of
physical strength but in terms of what l ~ defined
e
as 'culture'. Hindus Iack the culture simply
because they are so diverse, separated by language, race, and religion and so on, and it
would not be possible for them to create conditions for national solidarity unless this divisive
content of Hindus completely disappeared.
From the notion of national solidarity, Bankim now delved into anushilan or his concept of
practice. Elaborating this notion in his 1888 essay entitled 'The Theory of Religion', Bankiin
defined it as 'a system of culture', more complete and more perfect than the Western
concept of culture, articulatqd by the Western thinkers like Comte and Mathew Arnold.
Critical of the agnostic Western view ofpractice, anusbilan was based on 'bhakti' (devotion)
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that implied a con~binationof 'knowledge and duty'. In practical terms, anushilan means that
it simultaneously imparts knowledge of what is good for the community and what the community
is supposed to do under specific circumstances. Anushilan implies duty that is the perforlnance
of an act for which one should not expect reward. In other words, the community is dutybound to perform certain acts not out of choice but out of devotion to a cause or a goal.
From this, he derived the idea of duty towards the nation. There was no choice and the
community had to work for 'the defence of the nation' that was con~pletelycrippled due to
specific historical circumstances. For Bankitn, this selfless and non-possessive notion of
devotion lay at the foundation of dharma or religion.
By underlining the importance of a'hdrma in national solidarity, Ballkin1 sought to create
conditions for a separate identity for the Hindu community. Not only was it necessary for
a subject nation, it was also most appropriskfor building a strong community on the basis
in the domain
of its inherent cultural strength and not merely by inlitating the West. S~~perior
of sciences and industry, the West represented a culture that succeeded in conquering the
East, Hence he argued for emulating the West it1 :he do~nainof material culture. But in the
domain of spiritual culture, the East was certainly superior and hence should not be bypassed.
Combining these two ideas, Bankim thus suggested that the West could be emulated in tllc
domain in which it was superior while internalising the spiritual distinctiveness of the East.
So, in the construction of a national identity, Banlcirn does not appear to be entirely xetzophobic
but a creative ideologue of thg early nationalist movement appreciating the strength and
weakness of both East and West simultaneously. In other words, the difference-seeking
project of Bankim constitutes what Partha Chatterjee defines as 'the moment of departure'
in our national thought.

While Bankim had a clear political lnessage for the nation that lacked solidarity, Dayananda
(1825-83) who founded the Arya Salnaj had concerns similar to those of Rammohan.
Primarily a social refortner, the latter bclibved that the success of the British in subjugating
the Hindu society was largely due to its divisive nature and also the failure in realising its
strength. If Rammohan drew upon Upanishads, Bankiln upon the Gita, Dayanand while
articulating his nationalist response, was inspired by Vedas. The other contrasting point that
marked Dayananda off from the rest lies in the utter absence of the influence of European
culture and thought on him. Rammohan was fascinated by European enlightenment and his
response was articulated accordingly. The influence of the positivist and utilitarian philosophy
was evident in Banlcim's conceptualisation of national solidarity. Unlike them, Dayananda
found the Vedic messages as most appropriate for inspiring the moribund nation, plagued by
several 'ills' that could easily be cured. Seeking to construct a strong Hindu society, Dayananda
, was strikingly different from other early nationalists in two specific ways:$rst, his response
:was essentially based on a conceptualisati~nthat is absolutely indigenous in nature presumably
'because he was not exposed to the Western ideas. Unique in his approach, Dayananda
' therefore interrogated the processes of history in a language that added a new dimension to
the early nationalist response. Secondly, his response was also an offshoot of a creative
dialogue with the traditional scriptures, especially the Vedas - which appeared to have
influenced the later Extremist leadership for its appeal. to distinct civilisational characteristics

of India. Unlike those who were drawn to Western liberal ideas, Dayananda was probably
the only thinlter of his generation to have begun a debate on the relative importance of the
ancient scriptures in inspiring a nation that was divided on innunlerable counts.
Two ideas stand out in Dayailanda's The Satyarth Prakush (Light of Truth) that was
published in 1875. First, the idea of God as an active agent of creation appeared to have
appealed hiin most. He asserted that the empirical world was no illusion but had an independent
and objective existence. His refutation of advaita and nirguna brahnlarz separated him
from Rammohan and Vivekananda as his denial of sakara and avatara distinguished him
from Banlti~nand Ramakrishna. On this basis, he further argued that human action was an
indeli of puilishmeilt and reward by God. Here a theoretical effort was made by DayanalIda
to assess individual acts in terms of cestain well-defined norms of behaviour in the name of
God. This was what inspired Aurobindo who found in this contention a clearly-argued theoretical
statement not only for analysing 11utnau behaviour at a critical juilcture of history but also for
mobilising a vanquished nation for a goal that was to be rewarded by God. In other words,
by redefining God in a creative manner, Dayananda actually articulated the Old Testanlent
God of justice and not New Testament God of love. Underling the importance of Divinf in
shaping human action, the Arya Samaj founder was perhaps tiying to play on the religious
sentiments for meaningful social activities. This was, in his views, the basic requirement for
a nation to grow and prosper.

"

The second ilnportant idea that stems from The Satyarth Prakush is actually a comment
on the divisive nature of Hindu society. According to him, the British victory in India was
largely due to 'our own failings'. As he mentioned, 'it is only when brothers fight among
themselves that an outsider poses as an arbiter'. Furthermore, the Hindu society was inherently
crippled due to practices like child marriage, carnal gratification that clearly defied the Vedas
and the principles it stood for. In his words, what caused an irreparable damage to our
society was untruthfulness and neglect of Vedas'. Hence the first task was t o grasp the
substance of Vedas where lay the distinctiveness of the Hindus as a race. No attack on the
British' would succeed till this was accomplished to our satisfaction. This was probably the
reason why the Arya Samaj was not allowed to involve in direct political campaign against
the British.
These ideas were unique given their roots in Hindu scriptuses. Here lies the historical role
of Dayananda who explored the Vedas primarily to inculcate a sense of identity among the
Hindus who, so far, remained highly fractured and were unable to resist the foreign rule. In
other words, he turned to the Vedas to discover a 'pure' Hinduism wit11 which to confront
the corruption o f Hinauism in the present. He felt that the Vedas contained Hindu beliefs in
their most ancient and pure form showing God to be just and infinite creator. He called for
the purging of the degenerate practices of Hindus in the present. He was critical of the
present divisive caste system that had distorted the Vedic practices since social hierarchies 1
of Vedic society was based on merit, ability and temperament of the individual, ratlrer than
011his birth.
Similarly, while conceptl~alisingGod as a creative agency and not solely a spiritual being, he
purposely redefined the Vedic notion of God to rejuvenate a moribund nation that appeared
to have lost its vigour and zeal. By defending reward and punishment as inevitable for good
and bad 'deeds' respectively, Dayanatida probably sought to eradicate 'the evils', in~peding

'

ihc gro\vtIi 01' tlic tIi~idusocicty. In other ~vords,for Dnyananda the pt-imary task was to
strcngtlicn tlie mot-al foundation of the I-iindu society that, givcn its inhercnt weaknesses,
~.cniaincclhighly divided. Lilce Rammollan, Dayananda was a social reformcr with al~iiostno
in~crcstin politics. And, accordingly lie scriptcd tllc rolc of the Arya Sanlaj in a strictly nonpolitical ~vriy.l'hc reasons are obvious. I n i.he context o f a strong colonial rule, tlie evinced
political role of tlic Samaj woulci certainly have attracted the attention of tlie government that
wils not desirable especially when the organisation was at its infancy. By deciding to stay
iiway f'l,orn politics, not only did Dayananda fulfill liis historical role but also left behind a
clcal-ly-nrticuI;~tcdnatio~i:iIist I-esponsethat drew absolutely on Hindu truditions and especially
tl1c I / ~ ~ ~ I . S .

,Jotirao I'i~ule (1827-YO), lilte Dayananda, had the dcsirc for a form o f social organisation
~ h a lwould rcflcct tlic merits atid aptitudes of' tlic individual, rather tliatl enforcing birth as
tlic basis both Ibr occupation and for religious status. Tlie play, Tri,(ycr Rctozn (The Tlzil-d
l:1~'),
\vliicl~I I C 11~1blislicdi n I855 is a powerfill exposition of his ideology. T l ~ cplay is about
llic cxploit:~tionof an ignorant 2nd superstitious peasant couple by a cunning Brahmin priest
and tllcir subscque~itc~ilightenntcntby a Cliristian missionary. Tlircc important points stand
o i ~ ill
t this play. First, critical oi'Brahmin domination, he made a widcr point concerning the
ol~pscssivcnat~11-c
o f Hi~ldurcligion that, in its prcscnt forlii, iniposed an ideological hegemony
011 t!v- ,shuri~-~t.s
and t ~ ysi~ggcstingscvcral purifying rituals, it also contributcct to niaterial
in~~,ovc~.isli~iic~lt
of tllc ~mtoucliablcs.Secondly, by ~inderliningthc rolc of a Christian missionary
\vho ~.csc~rcd
thc couple fiom tlie clutchcs of the greedy Brahmin, Phule sec~iicdto have
csl~lorccltlic possibility of convcrsion :IS probably tlic only practical device to get-out of tlie
csl>loitati\lc Hindu ~xligion.Allhougli in the play, Pliule did not talk about conversion per se
he by supporting the convcrsion ol'l'andita Roniabai, a CIiitp;~vnn13rnllmin scliolar, defended
a~.gumentsin its s~1ppor.t.To him, Christianity was not only an escape from Bsnhmi~iical
oppression but also a religion oSSc~.ingsnlvntiun, Thirdly, underlying this story, thcrc rcniaincd
anollicr ~nqjoritlcological point concerning thc iniportance of education in sustaining tlic
Hralimiriic Iicgcmo~iyin I-Iindu socicty. I-lc was persuaded to laelicvc that access to education,
ant1 particularly, litcracy in English, confcrrcd vital social resources on thc Brahmins as a
social group. As a rcsult, the Brahmins continued to dominate thc contcniporary social,
political ant1 :idministrativc domains. By acquiring the new skills in tlic changed ciscumstances
ol'thc British rule, thc Brahmins tl~crcforesustaiiicd tlicir influence by rcdelining their soles
i1-r accordance with tlie rccluiremcnts of the day. 111otlicr words, by being English literate, the
l31.;ll11ninscniergcd ns the most usefill social group that tlic British government could ill3t'fi)s~Ito ig~ioregiven their obvious t.olc in running the administration.
Wli:it historical rolc did 1'11~11~play? Similiis to the early nationalists, llic principal nicssage
that lic co~ivcyedwas conccr~icdwith his model of a socicty lice from B r a l i m i ~ iexploitation.
i~
For liini, tlic British rule was a boo11 in disguise for having struck at the foundation of tlic
caste hegemony of tlie Brahmins. Presumably because o f this dimension of tlie foreign rule,
l'liulc appci~redto have undcrplayccl tlie exploitative nature of colonialism. It was also
possiblc illat l'liulc accordccl top priority to liis ~nissionof securing a respectful place of the
s / ~ i ~ t l ~ ~ u ~ i (~~ntouclinblcs)
s h i ~ t l ~ ~ ( ~ in the society in whicl~the Brali~nitislicld tlie hcgcmony.
I ' h i ~ lwas
~ not so much against the I-liadu scriptures pc~.sc as he was against the values and
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ideas sustaining the prevalent Hindu system. In other words, by deliberately
articulating his
,
opposition to Brahminical discourse and not Hinduism as such, Phule was perhaps trying to
distance from the bandwagon against Ninduism. In his view, Hinduism is rooted in Shrutis
(Vedas) and the Srnritis and Brahmins distorted them to rationalise their hegemony. Similarly,
the interpretation that the Varna system (the division of society into four different clusters)
was god-given and hence unassailable was derived from 'the selfish desire' of the Brahmins
to perpetuate their domination on the rest of the society. So, not only did he reject the Hindu
system and its theoretical literature altogether but also argued, rather persuasively, against
the dichotomous nature of the Hindu society nurturing Brahminic hegemony over the shudras.
This was an arrangement in which, he argued further, members of the privileged segment
of the society, viz., the Brahmins, tended to justify their hegemony by reference to the
religious tracts and distorted practices. On the basis of his criticism of Hindu theology, he
challe~lgedthe notion of uvatara as an agency of change when the society was completely
demoralised. In the I-lindu col~ceptualisationof avatnra, Phule found another design, quoted
in a religiously-justified distorted version of 'good' and 'bad' to avoid friction in Hindu
society. Drawn on his mission to create an equitable order striking at the roots of the
dichotomous Hindu society, he never reconciled himself to the Brahminical gods and beliefs
sustaini~lgthem. In other words, by challenging the Brahn~inicalexposition of Hinduisln from
the shudras perspective, Phule successfully articulated an alternative discourse of histoly and
its unfolding.
For Phule, literacy and especially English education, was most useful in substantially eradicating
the Brahminic hegemony. Not only was literacy a powerful device in radically altering the
existent social order it would also bring about gender equality. Pilule was perhaps the first
nationalist to have seriously pursued the women literacy and an exclusively girls school was
established in 1842 at his behest. In this respect, he, like Rammohan, appeared to have
appreciated the British rule for having laid the material and institutional foundation o f a
modern-equalitarian society. Though persuaded by liberalism of the Western variety, Pbule
was not particularly Gappy with the British response to people's needs and demands. Like
the other early nationalists, there was no doubt that what prompted Phule to endorse foreign
rule was its role in creating a co~npletelynew socio-political system undermining the prevalent
hegemony of the Brahmins over the shudras.
The other distinctive dimension in Phule's response is that he stands out among the early
nationalists for having implemented his ideas, as far as possible, into practice. The
Sutyashodlzuk Samaj (the Society of the Seekers of Truth) that came into being in 1873
was foullded with this objecti,ve in mind. Not only was the Sanzaj involved in girls' formal
education, widow remarriage and campaign against prohibition, it also led to vigorous debates
on the nature of Hindu society and the scriptures, especially Vedas on which it was based.
So, Phule was a forerunner of Gandhi in the sense that most of the major socio-political
issues that the Mahatma raised were broached by him in a context when the British rule did
not appear to be as oppressive as it later became. By consistently arguing against tlie
orthodox Hinduism, denying a majority of their legitimate dues, he provided a powerful social
critique of the prevalent Brahminical practices and values, justified in the name of religion
and religious texts.
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4.7 NATIONALIST RESPOBUSE : A CRITICAL APPRAISAL
Another major characteristic of the early nationalist response is the way the nation was
conceptualised. By avoiding reference to Muslims, these nationalist thinkers seemed to have
clearly identified the constituents of the proposed nation. By drawing on exclusively Hindu
traditional tracts lilte Upanishads or Vedas, the early nationalists identified the sources of
inspiration for the nation at its formative phase that clearly set the ideological tone in
opposition to Islam and its supportive texts. Their idea of nation had therefore a narrow basis
since Muslims hardly figured in the conceptualisation. The explanation probably lies in the
historical context characterised by the declining decadent feudal culture, supported by the
Muslim rulers on the one hand and the growing acceptance of the values of European
modernity on the other. Apart from Bankiln who had strong views on the Muslim rule, none
of the early nationalist thinkers articulated their opinion on this issue in clear terms. What
drove the& to embark on a nationalist project was the mission to revamp and revitalise the
Hindus who failed to emerge as a solid bloclc due largely to the inhere~ltdivisive nature.
Whether it was Dayananda or Bankim, the idea of consolidating the'Hindus as a race
seemed to have acted in a decisive manner while articulating their response. Given his
interest in Persian literature and Islamic culture, Rammohan held different views from Bankim.
Since Phule was critical of the dichototnous Hindu society, lze argued in a reformist language
and reference to Muslims did not appear to be relevant. I11 his perception, the British r ~ ~ l e
was providential simply because it provided him with intellectual resources to combat the
archaic practices in Hinduism.
What is evident now is that in articulating a nation, these thinkers discharged a role that was
historically conditioned. 11would therefore be wrong to sin~plylabel them as partisan due to
their indifference or critical comments on the Muslims and their rule. By critically endorsing
the British rule as most appropriate for the nation they were persuaded in two ways: first,
the Enlightenment philosophy provided an alternative system of thought to critically assess
Hinduism and traditional scriptures on which it was based. Secondly, by drawing i~ponthe
civilisational resources of'the nation, these tliiilkers had also articulated an intellectual scarch
for a rnodel that was socio-culturally meaningful for the constituencies it was conceptualised.
In this sense, the idea of nation, though narrowly constituted, seems to be a product of
historical circumstances in which they were placed.
There is a final point. Their response was hardly political. While Dayananda eschewed
politics altogether for the Alya Samaj?Rammohan was concerned more with eradicating the
evil practices in Hindu society. Bankim's historical novel, A17arzdaniath~had a political message
in his support for the sannyasi rebel against thc ruler. Althougl~his ideas of state and state
power are not so well-developed, his argument for the spiritual superiority of the East seems
to have given him an intellectual edge over other early nationalists. Phule was also reluctant
to essay the role of the Satyasadhok Sa~najin political terms. What was central to him was
to challenge t l ~ eBrahminical hegemony over the shudras who constituted a majority. Given
this well-defined priority, Phule scripted the role of the Samaj accordingly. Furthermore, the
avoidance of a clear political role was perhaps strategically conditioned in a context when
an anti-British stance was likely to draw governrneni attention. In other words, apprehending
damage to the mission they undertook, these thinkers were persuaded to adopt an agenda
allowing them to pursue'their ideological missidn ivithout governlnentnl intervention. Despite

-all these, the ideas they floated galvanised the masses into action when the nationalists
confronted the British government fbr a final show-down. Not only did they inspire the
Extremists, tlaey also provided it~tellectualresoilrces to Gandhi and his followers. So, the
early nation:alist response forms an integral part of the nationalist thought that was differently
textured in different historical circumstances depending on what was central in the nationalist
vision.

4.8 SUMMARY
What rims through the early nationalist response - whether Rammohan, Banltim, Dayananda
or Phule - was tile concern for massive reform in Hindu society that lost its vitality. Given
the fractured nature of Hindu society, it would be difficult, if not impossible, they argued, for
the nation to strilce roots, let alone prosper. Drawn on his liberal values of the British variety,
Rammohan welcomed the foreign ruie as a signiricant step towards radically transforming
the Hindu society by injectit~gthe basic ideas of Enlightenment. With an uncritical faith in
Gita, Banlcim foutld in anushilarr diianna an appropriate device to galvanise a moribund
nation. While Dayananda distinguished himself froin the rest by depending exclusively on the
Vedas, Phule appeased to have been iilfluenced by Western Enlighte~lmentin articulating his
views on reform. There is an implicit assumption in what they wrote attributing the triumph
of the British t o the divisive nature of Hindu society. While Bankiln endorsed Western
superiority in the material domain and hence their success, he however drew on the spiritual
resources of the Hindus in instilling a sense of identity. Interestingly, this was the running
thread in the writings of Rammohan, Dayananda and Phule. By privileging conceptualisation,
a difference-seeking agenda figured protninently and the distinction between 'us' and 'them'
was pursued consistent'ly to develop an alternative nationalist discourse.

4.9 EXERCISES
1. What was the basic argument in the early nationalist response for rejuvenating the moribund

Hindu society?
2. How do you account for the difference between Ramtnohan, Bankim and Phule on the one
hand and Dayananda on the other?

3. How was nation conceptualised in the early nationalist response? What are the basic ingredients
of a nation according to these thinkers?

4. "A difference-seeking agenda seems to have governed the early nationalists while
conceptualising a nation". Elucidate the statement with reference to the writings ofRammohan,
Bankim, Dayananda and Phule.
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The nationalist movement was articulated differently in different phases of 1ndia's.freedom
struggle. Apart from ideological shifts, there were noticeable differences in the social
background of those who participated in the struggle against the British. For instance, the
Gandhian phase of Indian nationalism, also known as the phase of mass nationalism, radically
altered the nature of the constituencies of nationalism by incorporating the hitherto neglected
sections of Indian society. It would not be an exaggeration to mention that Indian masses
regardless of religion, class and caste plunged into action in response to Gandhi's anti-British
campaign. That Gandhi had inaugurated a completely new phase in Indian freedom struggle
can easily be shown by contrasting it with its earlier phases, namely, the moderate and
extremist phases. In contemporary historiography, 'the Moderate' phase begins with the
formation of the Indian National Congress in 1885 and continued till the 1907 Surat Congress
when 'the Extremists' appeared on the political scene. The basic differences between these
two groups lay in their perception of anti-British struggle and its articulation in concrete
programmes. While the Moderates opposed the British in a strictly constitutional way the
Extremists favoured 'a strategy of direct action' to harm the British economic and political
interests in India. By dwelling on what caused the dissension among those who sincerely
believed in the well-being of the country, the aim of this unit is also to focus on the major
personalities who sought to-a~&cJllateas coherently as possible the respective ideological
points of view.

5.2 DEFINING MODERATES AND EXTREMISTS
While Moderates and Extremists constit$e contrasting viewpoints, their contribution to the
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freedom struggle in its early phase is nonetheless significant. Moderates like Dadabhai
Naoroji, Suretidranath Banerji, Pherozeshah Mehta, Gopal Krishna Gouale, M. G. Ranade,
were uncritical admirers of Western political values. They held the concept of equality before ,
law, of freedom of speech and press and the principle of representative government as :
inherently superior to their traditional Hindu polity which they defined as 'Asiatic despotism'. 3
So emphatic was their faith in the British rule that they hailed its introduction in India as 'a providential mission' capable of eradicating the 'mis-rule' of the past. Given the reluctance
of the Crown to introduce representative institutions in India, Dadabhai Naoroji lamented that
the British government in India was 'more Raj and less British'. What he meant was that
though the British rule fulfilled the basic functions of Hindu kingship in preserving law and
order in India, its reluctance to introduce the principle of representative government was
most disappointing. So, despite their appreciation of British liberalism their adnliration hardly
influenced the Raj in changing the basic nature of its rule in India.

5.3 MODERATE IDEOLOGY
The moderate philosophy was most eloquently articulated by Surendranath Banerji (1848 1925) in his 1895 presidential address to the Congress. In appreciation of the British rule,
Banerji thus argued: 'we appeal to England gradually to change character of her rule in India,
o liberalise it, to adapt it to the newly developed environments of the country and the people,
o that in the fullness of time India may find itself in the great confederacy of free state,
English in their origin, English in their character, English in their institutions, rejoicing in their
permanent and indissoluble union with England'. It seems that the Moderates were swayed
by British liberalism and were persuaded to believe that in the long run the crown would
fulfill its providential mission. Banerji appears to have echoed the idea of Dadabhai Naoroji,
(1 825-1917) who in his 1893 Poona address, underlined the importance of 'loyalty to the
British' in protecting India's future. As he stated, 'until w e are able to satisfy the British
people that what we ask is reasonable and that we ask it in earnest, we cannot hope to get
what we ask for, for the British are a justice-loving people . .. [and] at their hands we shall
get everything that is calculated to make us British citizens'. Despite his 'loyalist' attitude,
Naoroji was perhaps the first Congressman who argued strongly for a political role for the
Congress that so far was identified a. a non-political platform. While conceptualising the role
of the Congress in 'the British-ruled' India, Naoroji had no hesitation in announcing that the
Congress 'as a political body [was] to represent to o m rulers our political aspirations'.

I
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There are two points that need tc~be highlighted here. First, as evident, the Moderates
identified specific roles for the Congress that sought to mobilise people in accordance with
what was construed as the most appropriate goal in that context. The guiding principle was
to avoid friction with the ruler. In fact, this is how G. K. Gokhale explained the birth of the
Indian National congress. According to him 'no Indian could have started the Indian national
congress. .. if an Indian had ... come forward to start such a movement embracing all India,
the officials in India would not have allowed the movement to come into existence'. Secondly,
the philosophy stemmed from an uncritical faith of the early nationalists in the providential
mission of the British and hence the British conquest of India was not 'a calamity' to be
lamented but 'an opportunity' to be seized to 'our advantage'. So it was not surprising for
Ranade to uncritically appreciate the British nation that came into existence 'by ages of
struggle and self-discipline which illustrates better than any other contemporary power the
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supremacy of the reign of law'. This is what differentiated the British government from other
colonial powers which endorsed different systems of law for the colonies. The British nation
therefore 'inspires hope and confidence in colonies and dependencies of Great Britain that
whatever temporary perturbation may cloud the judgment, the reign of law will assert itself
in the end'. Thirdly, the moderates believed that the continuity of the British rule was sinequa-non of India's progress as 'a civilised nation'. In other words, the introduction of the
British rule was a boon in disguise simply because Hindus and Muslims in India, argued
Ranade, 'lacked the virtues represented by the love of order and regulated authority'. Hailing
the British rule as mivine dispensation', he further appreciated the British government for
having introduced Indians to 'the example and teaching of the most gifted and free nation
in the world'. Finally, Ranade defended a strong British state in India to ensure equality of
wealth and opportunity for all. By justifying state intervention in Indiz's socio-economic life,
he differed substantially from the basic tenets of liberalism that clearly restricts the role of
the state to well-defined domain. Here the Moderates performed a historical role by underlining
the relative superiority of a state, drawn on the philosophy of enlightenment, in comparison
with the decadent feudal rule of the past. To them, the imperial state that graduaIly unfolded
with its devastating impact on India's economy, society and polity, was a distant object and
hence the idea never gained ground in their perception and its articulation.
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Underlying the Moderate arguments defending the British rule in India lay its 'disciplining'
function in compai-isonwith the division and disorder of the eighteenth century. And also, the
exploitative nature of imperialism and its devastating role in colonies did not appear to be as
relevant as it later became. So, the .moderate assessment of British rule, if contextualised,
seems to be appropriate and drawn on a new reality that was clearly a break with the past.
~ i n a l l iti would be wrong to dismi'ss the role of the Moderates in India's freedom struggle .
given their loyalist attitude to the rule for two reasons: (a) there is no denying that the
Moderates never launched mass agitations against the alien state in India; but by providing
an ideological critique of the British rule in India keeping in view the grand ideals onwhich
the British civilisations stood, they actually initiated a political dialogue that loomed large in
course of time; and (b) the Moderate constitutional and peaceful method of political mobilisation,
if contextualised, seems to be a milestone in India's freedom struggle for it paved the ground
for other kinds of anti-imperial protests once it ceased to be effective.

5.4 EXTREMIST IDEOLOGY
In contrast with the Moderates who pursued a policy of reconciliation and compromise with
imperialism, the Extremists demanded time-bound programmes and policies harming the British
interests in India. This new school of thought represented an alternative voice challenging the
Moderates' compromising policies of conciliation with imperialism. Disillusioned with the
Moderates, the Extremists believed in 'self reliance' and sought to achieve Swaraj through
direct action. So, there were two levels at which the Extremist critique had operated. At one
level, they questioned the Moderate method of 'mendicancy' that, for obvious reasons,
appeared 'hollow' when #e imperial logic of the state prevailed over other considerations.
In other~words,the failure of Moderates in obtaiining concessions for the Indians indicated
the changing nature of the colonial state that had shown its true colour as soon as its political
control in India was complete. So it was a level in which the ~xtremistsarticulated their.
opposition both .to the Moderates and the British government. At another level, the Extremists
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also felt the need of being self-reliant economically to fight the British state that gained in
strength by exploiting India's economic resources. Swadeshi was not merely an economic
design but also a political slogan on which India was sought to be made strong by being selfreliant. This was an area where serious intellectual contributions were made by the exponents
of Extremism - BG Tilak, Bipin Chandra Pal, Aurobindo among others. Unlike the Moderates
who insisted on c o n s t i t u t a m e a n s to reform the British state, not only did the Extremists
dismiss this plea as 'most unfortunate' but also ruled out the possibility of negotiations with
the ruler for 'verbal' concession.
There were several factors that had contributed to the disillusionment of the Extremists with
the Moderates. First, the growing government atrocities, especially in the wake df the 1905
Bengal partition agitation, clearly revealed the inadequacies of the constitutional and peaceful
means. In fact, the Congress strategy of persuasion was usually interpreted as a sign of
weakness by the British government and its supporters. Hence, there was a growing pressure
for a change of strategy to force the authority to succumb to the demands of the Indians.
Articulating the feeling of the extremist section of the Congress, Tilak thus exhorted: 'political
rights will have to be fought for. The Moderates think that these can be won by persuasion.
We think that they can only be obtained by strong pressure'. As evident, the friction between
the two sections of the Congress reached a pinnacle and a formal division was imminent.
Secondly, the uncritical acceptance of Western enlightenment of the Moderates was also
rejected as a sign of emotional bankruptcy, especially, given the rich heritage of Indian
civilisation. What contributed to the sense of pride among these youths in Indian values and
ethos was certainly the socio-religious movements of the late nineteenth century seeking to
articulate an altern'ative theoretical design for nationalist intervention. The ideal of Bhagavad
Gita inspired them to pursue a line of action against the alien rule'for its effort to denigrate
Indian and its cultural distinctiveness. Vivekananda was a central figure in this nationalist
conceptualisation and his teachings remained a significant source of inspiration for those who
were critical of blind adherence to the western ideals. Thirdly, the recurrence of famine and
the lackadaisical attitude of the British government brought out the exploitative nature of
colonial power in clear terms. Even in the context of massive human sufferings, the government
did not adopt measures to ameliorate the conditions of the victims. In fact, there were
indications that the government deliberately withdrew relief in areas that suffered the most.
The true nature of colonialism came to the surface and it was alleged that the indifferent
alien authority left no stone unturned to gain maximum at the cost of human miseries. What
caused rnaximurn damage to the already crippled Indian economy was an economic policy
of the British government that had stopped the supply of food grains to the affected areas
on the plea that it would avoid famine in places where there was apparently no crisis of food.
Nobody was persuaded by this logic. Even the Moderate Leaders like Naoroji and Ranade
were critical of this governmental stance in the context of severe human agony that could
have been avoided had the government followed 'a humane policy' even after the outbreak
of famine in certain parts of India. The atmosphere was surcharged with anti-British feelings
and the failure of the Moderate Congress to persuade the ~ r i t i k hfor relatively pro-people
welfare policies catapulted the Extremists to the centre stage. Finally, the anti-Indian repressive
measures during the tenure of Curzon as the Viceroy (1899-1905) revealed the extent to
which the Moderate methods of conciliation failed.- Persuaded by his belief that Indians
lacked the capacity to rule, the Viceroy adopted several legislations - the 1904 Indian
Universities Act, the 1899 Calcutta Corporation Act, to name a few -in which the

representation of Indians was both drastically reduced and bypassed conveniently to fulfill his
design. What was most distinctive in his reign was the decision to partition Bengat in 1905
that galvanised the masses into action against this imperial device of creating a religious
division among the Indians. Although Curzon ostensibly undertook this administrative step for
efficiency in administration, what prompted him was the principle of divide and rule. Since
Curzon attributed the success of political movements in Bengal to the Hindu-Muslim unity,
he deliberately adopted this measure to permanently separate the Hindus from the Muslims.
This design caught the attention of the nationalist irrespective of religion and ideoIogy and
even a typical Moderate leader Surendranath Banerji while criticising Cuwon for Bengal
partition hailed 'this most reactionary of Indian viceroys' as someone who 'will go down to
the posterity as the architect of lndian national life'. By releasing those forces in the wake
of the partition agitation 'which contributed to the upbuilding of nations', argued Banerji,
'Curzon had made us a nation'.
As evident, by the early part of the twentieth century and especially in the context of the
1905 Bengal partition agitation, the Moderates lost credibility since their anti-itnperial strategies
failed to gain what they aspired for. Moreover, their faith in the British liberalism did not work
to their advantage and it dawned on the later nationalists, pa-titularly the Extremists, that the
colonial power in India drew more on exploitation and less on the basic tenets of liberalism.
So, the rise and consolidation of Extremism as a political ideal in contrast with the Moderate
philosophy is a clear break with the past since the principles that inspired the late nineteenth
century nationalists appeared to have completely lost their significance.

5.5 MODERATE

- EXTREMIST COMPARISON

The distinction between the Moderates and Extremists is based on serious differences among
themselves in their respective approaches to the gritis11 Empire. Based on their perception,
the Moderates hailed the British rule as most beneficial in contrast with what India had
confronted before the arrival of the British. Until the 1905 Bengal partition, the Moderate
philosophy was based on loyalty to 'the Empire that had shown signs of cracks in the
aftermath of atrocities, meted out to those opposing Curzon's canonical design of causing a
fissure amoilg the Indians by highlighting their religious schism. For an extremist like Bipin
Pal, it was most surprising because 'how can loyalty exist in the face of injustice and
misgovernment which we confront everyday'. Opposed to the Moderate stance, the Extremists
always considered the British rule as a curse that could never render justice to the governed
in India. Not only did they challenge the British government for its 'evil' design against the
Indians, they also criticised the Moderates for having misled the nationalist aspirations in a
way that was clearly defeating. Instead, the new nationalist outlook, articulated by the
Extremists drew largely on an unco~npromisinganti-imperial stance that also fed the
revolutionary terrorist movement in the late nineteenth and early part of the twentieth 'century.
Secondly, the difference between the Moderates and Extremists was based on their respective
approaches to the outcome of the nationalist intervention. While the Moderates stood for the
attainment of 'self government' through gradual reforms, the Extremists insisted on complete
Swaraj. In other words, the model of self-government, as evident in the dominion of Canada
and Australia, appeared to be an ideal form of government for India. The Extremist arguments
were qualitatively different. By demanding complete swaraj, Tilak, the most prominent of the
Extremists, exhorted that 'swaraj is my birthright' and 'without swaraj there could be no
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social reform, no industrial progress, no useful education, no fulfillment of national life. That
is what we seek and that is why God has sent us into the world to fulfill Him'. In appreciation
of this attitude, Bipin Pal, a member of the Lal-Bal-Pal group, was categorical in stating that
the principal goal of the extremist struggle was 'the abdication of the right of England to
determine the policy of the Indian Government, the relinquishment of the right of the present
despotism to enact whatever law they please to govern the people of this country'. Secondly,
the Extremists were not hesitant in championing 'violence', if necessary, to advance the
cause of the nation while the Moderates favoured constitutional and peaceful methods as
most appropriate to avoid direct friction with the ruler. In contrast with these means, the
Extremists resorted to boycott and swadeshi that never evoked support from the Moderates.
While defending boycott, Tilak argued that 'it is possible to make administration deplorably
difficult And to create conditions impossible for the British bureau.cracy by fighting for our
rights with determination and tenacity and by boycott and strike'. Urging those associated
with the British bureaucracy, Tilak further argued that with the withdrawal of the Indians
from the administration, 'the entire machinery will collapse'. Simultaneously with boycott of
government offices, the Extremists also propagated for boycott of foreign goods and promotion
of swadeshi or home-spun. This strategy, first 'adopted in the context of the 1905 Bengal
partition agitation, was further extended to the nationalist campaign as a whole, presumably
because of its effectiveness in creating and sustaining the nationalist zeal. The economic
boycok, as it was characterised in co&emporary parlance, caused consternation among the
British industrialists more than the other types of boycott. Thirdly, the Moderates appeared
to be happy under the British presumably because of their belief that Indians were not
capable of self-rule. This was what prompted them to support the British rule uncritically.
The views of the Extremists were, for obvious reasons, diametrically opposite. While articulating
his opposition to this idea, Tilak argued that 'we recognise no teacher in the art of selfgovernment except self-government itself. It values freedom for its own sake and desires
autonomy, immediate and unconditional regardless of any considerations of fitness or unfitness
of the people for it'. Here too, the Moderate-Extremist distinction is based on serious
ideological differences. While the former supported a loyalist discourse, the latter simply
rejected the stance in its articulation of anti-imperialism. Fourthly, in the Extremist
conceptualisation of struggle against imperialism, the ideal of self-sacrifice, including the
, supreme sacrifice figured prominently while in the Moderate scheme of political struggle, this
idea appeared to have received no attention. This probably indicates two different faces of
Extremism: on the one hand, there was the public appearance where the strategies of boycott,
swadeshi and strike were pursued to articulate the nationalist protest; the sudden violent attack
was, on the other, also encouraged to terrorise the British administration that was rattled following
the incessant violent interventions by those who preferred underground militant operation. One
of the preferred modes of action was assassination of 'brutal' British officials. Such acts
would strike terror into the hearts of the rulers, arouse the patriotic instincts of the people,
inspire them and remove the fear of authority from their minds. And it had propaganda value
because during the trial of those involved in conducting violent attacks on the British officials,
ihe revolutionaries, and their cause received adequate publicity not only in the pro-government
but aho in the nationalist.media. Finally, while the Moderates drew upon the British variety of
liberalism, the Extremists were inspired by the wriiings of Bankim Chandra Chatterjee and the
teachings of Vivekananda. In view of their faith in constitutional means of opposition to the
British rule, Moderates preferred-the path of conciliation rather than confrontation v+:l.iereasthe
Extremists, espousing the demand for Swaraj, plunged into direct action against the government

by resorting to boycott and strike. Unlike the Moderates who drew upon the ideas of
Gladstone, IYisraeli and Burke to refine their political strategy, the Extremists found Bankim's
Anandamath, a historical novel that narrated the story of the rise of the Hindu Sannyasis
vis-kvis the vanquished Muslim rulers and Vivekananda's interpretation of Vedanta philosophy.
The poem "Bande Mataram" in Anandamath clearly set the tone of the Extremist philosophy
in which the notion of 'Mother' seemed to be prominent. Mother representing si~nultaneously
the divine motherland and the mother-goddess, Durga, conveyed both patriotic and religious
devotion. This was an articulation that generated mass emotional appeal which the Moderate
form of constitutional agitation failed to arouse. Bankim and Vivekananda were probably the
most effective ideologue who evoked Hindus imageries, well-tuned to the contemporary
scene. By overlooking the non-Hindu tradition completely and accepting the Hindu tradition
as Indian tradition, they however, nurtured a narrow view of history which is misleading
given the cross-fertilisation of multiple traditions in Indian civilisation.

5.6 THE IMPORTANCE OF LAL-BAL-PAL
The Extremist ideology created a leadership trio of Lal-Bal-Pal (Lala Lajpat Rai, Bal Gangadhar
Tilak and Bipin Chandra Pal), who, while critiquing the Moderates, altered the nationalist
vocabulary by incorporating swadeshi, boycott and national education. So popular were LalBal-Pal in Punjab, Maharashtra and Bengal respectively, that Moderates seemed to have lost
their credibility in these areas. Of the trio, Bal Gangadhar Tilak, rooted in Maharashtra, was
perhaps the most articulate militant leader of this phase of freedom struggle. Long before
his active involvement in the Congress, Tilak articulated his nationalist ideas in both Kesari
(in Marathi) and Mahratta (in English). In 1893, he transformed the traditional religious
Ganapati festival into a campaign for nationalist ideas through patriotic songs and speeches.
Similarly, in 1896, he introduced the Shivaji festival to inspire the youth by drawing upon the
patriotism of Shivaji in opposition to the Moghul ruler, Aurangzeb. It would be wrong however
to blame as a 'revivalist' since he supported, most enthusiastically, the Ganapati and Shivaji
festivals. In fact, Tilak himself responded to this charge by saying that these festivals were
intended to give to the people 'a sense of belonging and to evoke in them a pride in their
past'. He also dismissed the idea that he was in favour of bringing back 'the reign of Shivaji
or of Peshwas' while arguing strongly for 'popular and representative government' in opposition
to the 'oriental ideal of revivalism'. He rose to prominence by organising a successful
campaign for boyco.ttof foreign clothes in Maharashtra in 1896 in protest against the imposition
of taxes on cotton. His involvement in the no-tax campaign in areas, adversely affected by
the 1896-7 famine in Maharashtra, had clearly articulated his mission of expanding the
Congress base by incorporating the peasants, a constituency that was simply beyond the
Moderates purview. By deciding to serve the plague victims in Poona during the 1897, Tilak
became a leader of the people who autom~icallywere drawn to him for humanism. Apart
from his role in serving the victims, he wrote several pieces in Kesari condemning the
arrangement and the steps, the government undertook in combating this deadly disease, In
fact, the killing of Rand, the chairman of the Plague Commission in Poona in 1898 was
attributed to the popular resentment against official measures even in the government document.
Tilak was arrested following the assassination but was released soon because of lack of
proof of his involvement.
Two important features in Tilak's political philosophy separated him from the Moderate
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thinkers. First, unlike the Moderates who argued for gradual introduction of democratic
institutions in India, Tilak insisted on immediate swaraj or self rule. His concept of swaraj
was not complete independence but a government constituted by the Indians themselves that
'rules according to the wishes of the people or their representatives. Similar to the British
executive that 'decides on policies, impose and remove taxes and determine the allocation
of public expenditure', Indians should have the right 'to run their own government, to make
laws, to appoint the administrators as well as to spend the tax revenue'. This is one dimension
of his thought; the second dimension relates to the1 notion of prajadroha or the right of the
people to resist an authority that loses legitimacy. Iq Tilak's conceptualisation, if the government
fails to fulfill their obIigation to the ruled and becomes tyrannical, it lacks legitimacy to rule.
What is interesting to note that Tilak's prajadroha also justifies the enactment of laws to
prevent unlawful activities of the people. If contextualised, this idea makes sense because
he was aware that a total rejection of the government would invite atrocities on the nationalists
who had neither the organisatjonal backing nor a strong support base among the people. So,
his support for governmental preventive mechanisms was strategically conditioned and textured.
Tilak was a nationalist par excellence. In view of his uncritical acceptance of Vedanta
philosophy and orthodox Hindu rituals and practices, Tilak was accused of being sectarian
in multi-religious India. That he upheld the most reactionary form of Hindu orthodoxy was
evident in his opposition to the 1890 Age of Consent Bill that sought to raise the age of
consummation of marriage of girls from ten to twelve years. While the Moderate spokesman,
Ranade hailed the bill for its progressive social role, Tilak found in this legislation an
unwarranted intervention in Hindu social life. Similarly, his involvement in the ~ o w ' ~ r o t e c t i o n
Society alienated the Muslims to a large extent from the Extremist campaign, Tilak's argument
in favour of cow protection drew upon the sacredness of cow in Hindu belief disregarding
completely the importance of beef in Muslim diet. Furthermore, theorganisation of national
festivals in honour of Shivaji, the Hindu hero of the Marathas and also redefining of an
essentially Hindu religious festival - the Ganapati utsav - in nationalist terms, set the ideological
tenor of Tilak's political philosophy where Muslims seemed to be peripheral if not entirely
bypassed.
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It is necessary to pause here for a moment and reassess Tilak's worldview critically with
reference to the context in which it was articulated. There is no denying that underlying all
these religious forms lay the national patriotic purpose. Under the cover of religious festivals,
Tilak sought to create a nationalist platform for an effective mobilisation against the British
that would not allow, for obvious reaspns, a political campaign adversely affecting the imperial
interests. Under conditions of severe governmental repression of all political agitation and
organisation, before the nationalist movement had struck roots among the masses, the use of
such apparently religious and orthodox forms of nationalist outpouring seems to be strategically
conditioned and Tilak emerged as a master planner in r'efining these in the pre-Gandhian
phase of India's freedom struggle. So, not only did he articulate the voice of protest in a
unique vocabulary, but also he expanded the constituency of the nationalist politics by
proclaiming the supposed spiritual superiority of the ancient Hindu civilisation to its Western
counterpart. In other words, Tilak played a historical role in the construction of a new
language of politics by being critical of 'the denationalised and westernised' Moderate leaders
who blindly clung to typical western liberal values disregarding their indigenous c~unterparts
while articulating their opposition to the British rule. It is possible to argue that Tilak had a

wider appeal for his campaign was couched in a language that drew upon values, rooted in
Indian culture and civilisation in contrast with what the Moderates upheld, which were
completely alien. So, Tilak was not merely a nationalist leader with tremendous political
acumen; he himself represented a new wave of nationalist movement that created an automatic
space for it by (a) providing the most powerful and persuasive critique of Moderate philosophy
and (b) articulating his nationalist ideology in a language that was meaningful to those it was
addressed. This is how Tilak is transcendental and his ideas of swadeshi, boycott and strike
had a significant sway on Gandhi who refined and well-tuned some of the typical Extremist
methods in a completely changed socio-economic and political context when the nationalist
struggle had its tentacles not only in the district towns but also in the villages that unfortunately
remained peripheral in the pre-Gandhian days of freedom struggle.

5.7 THE 1907 SURAT SPLIT
From 1905 to 1907, the struggle between various trends within the nationalist articulation of
freedom struggle was fought out also at the annual sessions of the Congress, culminating in
the Surat split of December, 1907. The flashpoint was the 1905 Bengal partition that appeared
to have enabled the Extremists to provide a sharp critique of the Moderate strategies that
miserably failed. The Moderate method of constitutional agitation, articulated in three Ps petition, prayer and protest - remained largely an.academic exercise that seemed to have
exhausted potentials with the consolidation of various groups championing direct action against
the British. Condemning the Bengal partition and the repressive measures, Gokhale in his
1905 Benaras presidential address referred to economic boycott in a very lukewarm manner
.to avoid further repression by the' government. The 1906 Calcutta Congress fulfilled the
Extremists goal partly in the sense that the Congress president, Dadabhai Naoroji officially
endorsed the resolutions on boycott, swadeshi, national education and self-government. The
Extremists effort to extend the boycott resolution to cover provinces other than Bengal as
well was defeated along with the resolution on boycott of honorary offices and of foreign
goods. Enthusiastic over the victory of the Liberal par& in England, the Moderate leadership
was hopeful of a series of reform measures including the annulment of the Bengalt partition.
The appointment of John Morley as the secretary of state in early 1907 was hailed for his
liberal views and was expected to inaugurate a new face of British colorlialism in contrast
with the bitter legacy of the Curzon era. Despite changes in the British political climate, the
friction between the Moderates and Extremists had shown no abatement and they were
preparing themselves far a head-on collusion in the 1907 Surat Congress presided over by
Rash Behari Ghosh who was vehemently opposed by Tilak and his colleagues from
Maharashtra and Bengal, This was perhaps the only annual meeting of the Congress that
was dissolved without deliberations.
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On the surface, one may find that the Surat Congress ended in a fiasco because it failed to
amicably settle the Extremist-Moderate dichotomy. In other words, what came out of this
failed meeting of the Congress was largely attributed to the irreconcilable cantradiction between
the Extremists and Moderates over the anti-imperial political agenda. There is, however, another
dimension if one goes below the surface. The antagonism that split the Congress in Surat
was the product of a fierce struggle between 'the Tilakites of Poona' and Moderates of
Bombay, led by Pherozeshah Mehta. In fact, the Bengal Extremists, including Aurobindo
wanted to avoid the split within the Congress so as not to weaken the Swadeshi movement
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in Bengal. This was expressed clearly at the Bengal Proviilcial Conference at Patna, presided
over by Rabindranath Tagore in which a resolution for an immediate session of the Congress
was accepted unanimously. Even Tilak's effort did not yield results. The Bombay Moderates
remained adamant and at its 1908 Allahabad convention, the split was formalised by debarring
those, opposed to 'the strictly constitutional methods' from participating in the Congress
meetings and deliberations. The most obvious victim of this division was the nationalist
movement itself that appeared to have. taken a backseat during internecine feud among the
Moderates and Extremists. Interestingly, it would be difficult, if not impossible, to demarcate
the Extremists and Moderates in terms of their class background. Supporting largely the
Hindu vested interests, both of them, though separated ideologically, were a product of an
era when the nationalist politics was primarily confined to the urban areas. While the extremists
,by encouraging 'individual heroism' and 'revolutionary terrorism', inaugurated a new phase
in nationalist agitation, Tilak's 1896-7 no tax campaign for the famine-stricken peasants in
Maharashtra was a concrete step in expanding the constituency of nationalist politics by
addressing the issues that hitherto remained neglected in the Congress agenda.

Of the different phases of Indian nationalism, the Moderate and Extremist phases represented
the voice of an incipient nationalist movement that was neither properly crystallised nor had
a support base anlong the masses. Based on their faith in British liberalism, Moderates were
perfectly justified in pursuing the policy of reconciliation. The 1909 Morley-Minto Reform
was probably the upper limit of what the Moderates could have gained under the circumstances.
Even the revocation of Bengal partition was largely attributed to the reform zeal of the
Liberal government in Britain. So, Moderate efforts did not, at least on paper, go waste.
What was however most remarkable was the fact that Moderate campaign let loose a
process, of which Extremism was also offshoot, whereby new ideas were set in motion. The
nationalist zeal, which so far was articulated in the annual sessions of the Congress in a
strictly constitutional and peaceful way, was translated into a variety of actions, including
boycott, swadeshi and strike. This resulted in an immediate expansion of the constituencies
of nationalist politics that, under the Moderates, represented largely the upper crest of Indian
society. Despite sharing more or less the common social background with the Moderates, the
Extremists however addressed the issues of the peasantry and workers, of course in their
terms, to underline the ideological differences with the former.
What lay at the root of the acrimonious exchange between the Moderate and Extremist
leaders during the short-lived 1907 Surat Congress was perhaps the irreconcilable differences
between the two. Articulating the ideological schism in probably the most sordid manner, both
these groups seemed to have allowed them to be swayed by considerations other than antiimperialism. That is why Rabindranath Tagore lamented that by determining to capture the
Congress by hook or crook, the Moderate and Extremists failed to conceptualise, let alone
realise, the basic nationalist goal of serving the people and thereby made a mockery of
themselves and alsp what they stood for. Despite Tagore's own effort in bringing these two
forces together in the aftermath of the Surat fiasco, the adoption of resolutions in the 1908
Allahabad convention by the Moderates for permanently disqualifying the Extremist section
of the Congress underlined the declining importance of nationalism as a cementing ideology
vis-~vis'theBritish imperialism. Also, the Extremist alternative was not qualitatively different
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although the Extremists were more militant and their critique of British rule was articulated
in stronger terms. They neither created a viable organisation to lead the anti-British movement
nor could they define the movement in a way that differed from that of the Moderates.
'

5.9 SUMMARY
It would be however historically inaccurate to dismiss the Moderate and Extremist efforts
as futile simply because of the historical role they discharged in conceptualising nationalist
struggle in an organised manner. With a well-defined political agenda, the ea y Congress
leadership of both varieties identified the true nature of the principal political contradiction
in a colony between the ruler and the ruled. There were various counts where the efforts
were neither well-tuned to the requirement nor well-directed involving the people regardless
of religion, caste and clan. In fact, the failure of the Congress in its formative years to
address the social contradiction between the Hindus and Muslims led to the growth of the
Muslim League in 1906 as the sole champion of the Muslims socio-political interests in
British India. From now on, a significant section of Indian Muslims asserted a separate
identity vis-it-vis Congress and the government. Given the class bias of the Hindus, the
chasm between these two principal com~nunitieshad grown bigger in course of time. If this
was one side of the coin, the other side provided the foundation for a qualitatively different
experiment in organised politics, conducted by Gandlli through non violence in the post-war
period. Redefining the Extremist method of Swadeshi, bcycott and strilce in the changed
environment when the imperial power became more brutal than before, Gandhi easily nlobilised
the masses in the anti-British campaign. The Congress in the Gandhian phase of nationalist
struggle was completely transformed into a movement that had its tentacles even in remote
villages. So, Gandhi's success as a leader of a gigantic mass movement against perhaps the
most organised imperial power was largely due to the organisational backing of the Congress
that remained a mere platform for annually ventilating grievances against the British as well
as settling scores against the fellow congressmen.
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5.10 EXERCISES
--

-

1. What are the distinctive features of Moderate and Extremist phiIosophy?
2. What are the factors that contributed to the growth of Extremists in Indian nationalism?

3. How do you account for the split between the Moderates and Extremists?
4. In what ways, Dadabhai Naoroji was an epitome of Moderate politics?

5. How did Tilak differ from the Moderates? Ilow did he articulate swadeshi, boycott and strike?
6. In what ways, the 1907 Surat split was a watershed in Indian struggle for independence?
.

7. What are the contributions of the Moderates and Extremists to tlse Indian struggle for freedom?
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6.1 INTRODUCTION
In 19"' celitury, India camc under the British rule. Due to the spread of moder~ieducation

and growing public activities, there developed social awakening in India. The religion of
Hindus wns very harshly criticized by the Christian n?issionaries and the British historians but
at ~ h csanie timc, researches carried out by the Orientalist scholars revealcd to the world,
lhc glorioi~s'tiaaditionof the Hindu religion. The Hindus responded to this by initiating reforms
in thcir religion and by esfablishing new pub'lie associations to spread their ideas of refor111
and social development anlong the people. They wanted to give new birth to Hinduism.
of renaissa~rceo f Hinduism started with Raja Rani Mollan Roy and it was
fur-t11cr developed by the Asya Samaj of Swami Dayanand, the Prarthana Samaj and the
Satyasl~odl~alc
Samaj of Jotiba Phule. Sri Raniakrislina Mission, founded by Swnlni Vivekananda,
j'layed a key rolc in renaissance and reforniation of Hindu society. There was a .nFw
7911~. process
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interpretation of Vedanta philosophy and Swafii Vivekananda and Sri Amobindo Ghosh were
two major interpreters of Neo-Vedanta philosophy. They were of the opinion that NeoVedanta philosophy would increase cultural strength of Hinduism and pave the way for the
growth of nationalism in modern India. They interpreted Indian nationalism in the context of
reformation and rejuvenation of Hinduism.

6.2 RENAISSANCE OF HlMDkllSM AND THE ROLE OF SWI
RAMAMRlSHNA MISSION
RamaKrishna Mission played a key role in the renaissance of Hinduism. It was established
by Swami Vivekananda. It was named after his teacher Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa.
Ramakrishna (1 836-86) was a son of soil and never lost his rustic simplicity, He was a mystic
who preached self-less devotion of God and ultimate absorption in him. He personified the
rebirth of ancient tradition in the midst of growing westernisation. He preached the people
to follow the path of self-less devotion and claimed that service o f man was service of God.
He asked his disciples to live pure life, free af passions, desires, hatred and pride. He
condemned no one and saw good in all. It was his firm belief that the religions of the world
were not contradictory but were various phases of one eternal religion.
His disciple Swami Vivekananda established the Ramakrishila Mission to serve the people.
He wanted to find a new path.of progress for Hinduism because he was not happy with the
reform movements as they were imitations of the western methods. He had three alternatives
before him. First, to follow the path shown by Raja Ram Mohan Roy and join Brahmo Samaj,
Secondly, to follow thk path of total renunciation and go to Himalayas to atfain the goal of
liberation. Thirdly, to follow the path of ser9ice to the society and to create social awakening
in the minds of the people about resuscitation of the Indiatz society. Vivkkananda chose the
third path and told the Indians to see Narayana in the form of a poor beggar dying of
starvation. Thus, for ~ivekanandathe Ramakrishna Mission should stand for selfless service
of the people, cease.lar;s efforts to find truth and thereby for reawakening of the spirit of
India. During Vivekananda's life time and aaer his death, Sri Ramakrishna Mission played
a key role in the renaissance of Hinduism.

6.3 SWAMI VIVEKANANDA'S PHILOSOPHY OF NEOVEDANTA
,
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Vedanta philosophy was one of the most important ancient philosophies of India which
believed that God alone was real and the visible world was unreapand the absorption of
indiddual soul in the one supreme soul was the goal of every human being. That was called
liberation and it could be achieved with the help of true klxowledge. Raja Ram Mohan Roy
was a supporter of non-dualistic monism. He expounded ttie concept of fatherhood of God
and the brotherhood of man. But Vivekananda followed the Vedanta preached by his teacher
which was rooted in the traditional Indian wisdom of Bhakti tradition, He did not believe in
the path of renunciation and asked people to perform their duties in the spirit of self-lessness.
There were three important principles of Neo-Vedanta philosophy of Vivekananda. They
were as follows:

s

Vedanta believed in the oneness between God and man and the solidarity of Universe.

e

It did not stand for a life of renunciation but stood for self-less action in the services &humanity.
Hence, service of man should be considered as service of Cod.
It propagated tlie principle of universal tolerance and believed that different religious faiths
were different paths to reach the goal of liberation.

Thus; for Swami Vivekananda, Neo-Vedanta philosophy stood 'for service, sacrifice and
freedom. He did not want the Neo-Vedantists to remain inactive but to work for the awakening
of the masses. He wanted young Indians to dedicate themselves in the cause of resurgence
of India.

6.4 SWAMI VIVEKAMANDA OM NATIONALISM

,

.

Swami Vivekananda is considered as one of the prophets of the Indian nationalism because
he tried to awaken Indian people who were lying in deep slumber. He wanted to see the
emergence of a strong and self-confident India which would give the message of the Vedanta
to the world. He maintained that the Indians should be proud of the& history, culture and
religion and should try their level best to reform them - in the light of the demands of time.
The awakening of the spirit of India was the goal for young people. Hence, he asked them
to "arise, awake and stop not till the goal is reached."

'

Vivekananda was highly critical of the British rule in India because he held that due to their
rule, Indians lost confidence, famines engulfed the land, farmers and artisans were reduced
to poverty and penury. The British were exploiting Indians in all the spheres of economic
activity. They had let loose the reign of terror and struck fear in the minds of the people.
Due to exploitative economic policies of the British government, Indians could not develop
their natural resources and her productive potential was sapped. It was imperative that
Indians should know the evil effects of the British rule in India.
Vivekananda was of the opinion that the national regeneration of India would begin when
people became fearless and started demanding their rights. Also, he asked the Indians to
develop solidarity and oneness of the spirit by the eradication of social evils, superstitions and
caste-arrogance. He was of the opinion that caste system divided the Indian society into
classes and created the feeling of inferiority,and superiority among them.
He held that though there was a variety of races, languages, religions and cultures in India, there
existed a common ground between Indian people. There was a common religious tradition
which could be depended upon to build national spirit. According to Europe, the basis of
national unity was political ideas but in Asia, religion formed the basis of it. It was not
hecessarily a particular religion as such, but all religions would help us develop the national
integration. For the Indians, religion was a unifying force as the spirituality was blood in the life
of India. All differences melted in it. Indians preserved their faith in the most difficult conditions.
It was the duty of the educated Indians to make its knowledge available to the people in their
oneness and solidarity. He exhorted Indians not to get involved in the divisive issues of race
and language and imbibe the spirit of unity. He said that Hindus should not blame Muslims
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f o r their numerous invasions because the Muslim conquest came as a salvation to the
downtrodden masses in India. One fifth of India did not become Muslim because of sword
but because of their egalitarian message. Therefore, national dnity could not be fostered by
caste conflict but it would be secured by raising the lower to the level of higher classes and
not by bringing the upper to the lower level. The privileges of classes should cease and it
w a s the duty of every aristocracy to dig its own grave and the sooner it did so the better.
T h e more it delayed, the more it would fester and died worse death. India should be of one
mind and of one resolve. Hence, we must revive the whole of India. India must conquer the
world not with the help of gun, but with the help of spirituality.

I

F o r the growth of national spirit in India, independence of mind was necessary. India should
expose herself to the outside world but she should not get scared of any one because her
fieedom would come through heroism and bravery. Indians should be proud of their country
and declare that all Indians, despite their different castes and religions, are brothers. Thus
in Vivekananda's theory of nationalism, there were four important components which were
as follows:
s

There was unity and oneness of the Indian people despite their outward diversity.

1
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It was necessary to remove caste differences to inculcate the spirit of social solidarity.
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There war similarity in the teachings of aifferent religions and India consisted of all religious
communities.

o

National spirit in India could be developed by young people by devoting their life to social
service and national awakening.

,

6.4.1 Swami Vivekananda on Democracy
Vivekananda was a great advocate of democracy and he wanted to awaken the young
people to establish free and democratic government in India. For him, the principle of liberty
was important because he held that there could not be growth in society as well as that of
an individual without liberty. He said that every one should have liberty of thought, discussion,
food, marriage and dress. He wanted to democratise the Indian society by abolishing caste
privileges, by opposing cunning of priest craft and social tyranny.
Vivekananda was a supporter of equality of all mpn and pleaded for the abolition of caste
and class privileges. He thought that the spirit of equality in India could be inculcated through
the spread of knowledge and education. Caste system was a hindrance to the development
of India into a strong nation. He held that in democracy, power rested with the people. He
was of the view that for the democratisation of the country, the western thinkers tried to
perfect the political and social order but the Eastc;~, thinkers laid more stress on perfection
of individual. For, sound social and political institutions wers ultimately rooted in the goodness
of individuals. For him, religious tolerance was crucial for the growth ~f bmooracy because
that alone could promote the cause of liberty, equality and fraternity.

6.4.2 Swami Vivekananda on Social Change
Vivekananda wanted an overall development of India and the eradication of poverty and
\
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degeneration of the people. He was an opponent of aristocracy and feudalism. He pleaded
for bridging the gap between the rich and the poor. For that purpose, he wanted to awaken
the toiling masses of the country. He d a s of the view that in future, the Shudras or those
who were toiling hard would become the rulers of the country. The socialist and anarchist
nlovements in the Western countries indicated this. Vivekananda developed his own theory
of social change to explain this.

*

Vivekananda's theory of social change was based on the Indian concept of history. It was
a theory of political cycle that visualised periodic and circular change in the regimes on the
basis of law of change, with the help of historical evidences from the histoly of Greece,
Rome and India. He held that in every individual, there prevailed three qualities of Sattva
(Knowledge) Rajas (Valour) and Tamas (ignorance) and in every society and in every
civilisation, there existed four classes of the people. All societies which had developed
division of labour had four classes of Brahmins, Kshatriyas, Vaishyas and Shudras. According
to Swami Vivekananda, on the basis of historical examples and law of nature, each of this
class in every society governed the country, one after another in succession.

,

,

Vivekananda was of the opinion that in the first stage of human development , in almost all
ancient civilisations of the world, the power was in the hands of the Brahmin or a priest. He
ruled with the help of magic. His power was overthrown by the Kshatriyas or warriors who
formed monarchical or oligarchic governments. But the power of this class was overthrown
by the Vaishyas or traders. In most of the modern nations, such as England, the power of
controlling society was in the hands of Vaishyas, who amassed wealth by carrying out
commerce and trade. They became powerful only in the lgfi and lgfi centuries. Many a
kingly crown had to kiss the ground due to the growing power of commercial classes. Now,
the Vaishyas had enormous power in their hands. Therefore, the conquest of India was not
the conquest by Christianity but it was a conquest by the commercial classes, whose flag
was a factory chimney, whose warriors were merchant men and whose battlefields were the
market places of the world. It was the opinion of Vivekananda that the power of the
Vaishyas would be overthrown by the Shudras.

I
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According to Vivekananda, as per the law of nature, wherever there was an awakening of
new and stronger life, there it tried to conquer and take the place of the old and the decaying.
Nature favoured the dying of the unfit and the survival of the fittest. The power of the
Kshatriyas was brought down because of its dictatorship. He maintained that the real power
of the society rested with the Shudras who produced wealth with the help of their labour
power. But they were treated harshly by the ruling classes. But they would gather strength
and overthrow the rule of commercial classes. The ~hudraswould become great not .by 1
acquiring the qualities of Brahmins, Kshatriyas or Vaishyas, but by retaining their own
qualities as producers of wealth. In the Western world, we had seen that the ranks of the
Shudras were growing and with the increase in their awakening, they would capture power.
The last phase of social change was the victory of Shudras and the capture of political power
by them. The rise of Socialist and anarchist movements in Europe substantiated this.

,
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Thus, in the political theory of Vivekananda, the awakening and freedom of India was
synchronised with the rise of Shudras and workers and peasants to political power. He was
a supporter of nationalism and provided tlze basis of Neo-Vedanta to it. He used religion and
culture in the cause of nationalism.

6.5 TRANSITION OF ~INDUISM:FROM VIVEKANANDA TO
SRI AUROBINDO
In the social and political ideas of Swami Vivekananda, we had seen the rise of Hinduism
and Indian nationalism. New Hinduism became the tool of national consciousness in India.
But this consciousness was broad enough to include Muslim, Parsee, Christian and other
minorities in India. In the political ideas of Vivekananda, w e could see the rudimentary
elements of nationalism. But with the growth of national consciousness, Bengal produced
another great nationalist thinker in whose political ideas we could see the development and
growth of Indian nationalism. In the beginning of the 20U'century, nationalism became more
aggressive and anti-colonial. Sri Aurobindo Ghosh was instrumental in giving radical content
to nationalism in India.

'

The Political career of Aurobindo Ghosh began in the last decade o f lgthcentury as he spent
13 years of his life in England to get the best English education. I-le returned to India and
studied history and philosophy. In the process, he became one of the authentic exponents of
Hinduism and Hindu philosophy. He joined the extremist group in the Congress and took a
leading role in the anti partition movement in Bengal. During this pc;iod, he mobilised people
through speeches and writings. He was a leading member of the radical group in the
Congress party. The British government tried to suppress the Swadeshi movement. Tilak and
Aurobindo were arrested, Lala Lajpat Rai was deported and many were put behind the bars,
Along with Aurobindo, his re-qrolutionary brother Barinder w a s arrested on the charges of
sedition. In the trial, ~ u r o b i n d bwas acquitted but Barinder was sent to gallows. In the jail,' .
he had certain spiritual and mystical experiences and as a result, h e decided to leave politics
and concentrate on the life of philosophy and Yoga. In a brief political career, Aurobindo
carried forward the process of the renaissance of Hinduism on t h e basis of Vedanta and
deepened the concept of spiritual nationalism.
Sri Aurobindo's political ideas could be divided into two phases. In the first phase, he
expounded the concept of Indian nationalism and developed the theory of passive resistance.
In the second phase, as a great sage of India, he wrote extensively on the ideal of human
unity and the essential characteristics of Indian model of state building. Tlius, in the first
phase, he was a militant nationalist eager to liberate his motherland from the bondage. In the
second phase, he was a great sage who sought to give message to the wofld in the ideals
of the human unity and nationalism to achieve the goal.

6.5.1 Sri Aurobindo on Renaissance of Hinduism
As we have seen, Sri Aurobindo was a prominent figure in the renaissance of Hinduism and
he wanted to complete the task left incomplete by Swami Vivekananda and Elankimchnndra
Chatterjee. Aurobindo carried forward the development of Neo-Vedanta and declared that
the true message of Vedanta was selfless action or Karma Yoga. In the theory of Karma
Yoga, a person was enjoined to perform his duties without aspiring far the fruits thereof, The
~ e e t htaught us to fight against injustice because life is a series of struggles.
Aurobindo was of the opinion'that there was a need of the renaissance of Hinduism which
called for the awakening of the Indian soul which was in deep slumber. It could achieve its:

-
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glory through the philosophy of Vedanta which gave more importance to spirituality than to
science. The West glorified science but science is a light within a limited room and not the
sun that which illumines the world. The spirit of every human heart had to be awakened to
revive the glory of Hinduism. Hinduism should change the rags of the past so that its beauty
might be restored. It must alter its bodily appearance so that her soul might be newly
expressed. According to Sri Aurobindo, the goal of new Hinduism was to pave the way for
emergence of Indian nationalism and to harmonise the world and the spirit. He held that the
genius of the Hindu was not for pure action but for thought and aspiration realised in action.

6.5.2 Sri Aurobindo on Evil Effects of British Rule
Aurobindo was a harsh critic of the British rule in India. He did not agree with the opinion
of the moderates that it was a divine dispensation. He said that it was a curse for the
majority of the Indian people because the foreign rule in India sapped moral and mental
energies of the Indian people. The British rule ruined the economy of India and did not allow
the latter to develop as an independent nation. It disorganised the Indians into a crowd, with
no centre of strength or means of resistance. Her industries and trade were ruined and
agriculture devastated. The British government in India was the worst type of bureaucratic
despotism motivated by plunder and domination. India was held in subjection for the benefit
of the British ruling classes. The British claim of a good government was false'and a good
and efficient government was no substitute for self-government and freedom.
It was the contention of Aurobindo that the spirit of India could be freed only by securing
complete independence of the country. Freedom from foreign rule was an inalienable right
of the people. The evil effects of the British rule could be eradicated only by overthrowing
it. Its continuance would further worsen the situation in India.

6.6 SRI AUROBINDO'S CRITIQUE OF POLITICAL
MODERATES IN INDIA
When Aurobindo Ghosh entered Indian politics, it was dominated by the moderate leaders
who were of the view that British rule in India was a divine dispensation. Aurobindo was
highly critical of their approach to politics. Hence, he wrote a series of articles iri the 'Indu
Prakash' of Pune under the title 'New Lamps for Old' and severely criticised the politics
of petitions and prayers of the moderate leaders. He said that the Congress leaders had very
narrow and limited ideals. The Congress was selfishly frigid of social development and
awakening of the masses and organically infirm. It was unaware of deeper facts; therefore,
it did not articulate the popular opinion of the entire Indian people. It lacked the spirit of
sincerity, whole heartedness, right type of metl~odsand right type of leaders because when
the blind led the blind both were bound to fall in a ditch,
Aurobindo argued that during Ram Mohan Roy's period, politics of prayers and petition was
the only possible policy, but it was wrong to continue it even in the later years. He pleaded
for the adoption of new and strong methods. He wrote that the ideas that governed the
country were pgrely western; hence, they could not seize the attention of the people. The
Indians should realise that both the liberals and the conservatives were supporters of the
continuance of the'British rule in India; therefore, the Congress should not expect much from
1

John Morley - the liberal leader

- because he was an ardent supporter of imperialism.

He called for a complete change in the policy of the Congress party because under the
moderate leadership, the Congress confused sufferance with freedom and favour of foreign
despotism with the right of citizenship. If the Congress did not understand it, it would remain
unfit for freedom and the standing hindrance to the country's freedom. He pleaded for the
adoption of new policies and programmes to replace the politics of supplication carried out
by the moderates.

6.6.1 Sri Aurobindo on the Essence of Politics

-

After the partition of Bengal, there was a tremendous upheaval in the country and a large
number of the people joined the Swadeshi movement led by the radical group of the Congress
party. Aurobindo joined Tilak, Bipinchandra Pal and Lala Lajpat Rai to popularise the
programme of the party. He was a philosopher of new party. He wanted the Congress to
be with people, speak in their language, identity itself with the wishes and aspirations of the
people and Indianise the movement in the true sense of the term.
Aurobindo a i d that Swaraj, Swadeshi, national education and boycott were four methods of
the new party. For him, 'Swaraj' meant complete independence because he argued that a
political agitation was not launched to secure a few seats in bureaucracy and in assembly
but to secure right of self-government to the people. Swadeshi meant using the products that
were manufactured in our country only and national education stood for imparting education
to Indians that suited to their temperament, needs and culture. Boycott meant not using the
products manufactured in England. All these four methods were necessary to train the
people in national spirit and to be architects of liberty. Thus, for Aurobindo, new politics stood
for self-development and self-help. He hoped that it would inculcate the spirit of nationalism
in people.

6.6.2 Sri Aurobindo on Nationalism
Sri Aurobindo Ghosh was considered as a prophet of the Indian nationalism. Along with
Bankimchandra, Tilak and Dayanand, he developed the theory of nationalism in India. Through
their self-less work, the forces of nationalism were released.
Sri Aurobindo's theory of nationalism was based on Vedanta philosophy which saw unity and
oneness in man and God. There was an essential unity in India despite the existence of the
outward differences because the spirit of unity and oneness pervaded it. For her rejuvenation,
India needed "Shakti' or the power that was physical, moral, material and spiritual. The
power or strength of a nation depended on the unity of her nation. Taking a clue from
Bankimchandra, he declared that India was infact Mother India which represented united
power and Shakti of millions of her children. Mother India represented infinite energy of her
people: He identified Mother India with God and maintained that it was God's divine mission
to set India free. Also, it was divine work to serve 300 million Indjan people. There was a
deep divine purpose in India's freedom because India's freedom movement represented time
spirit that would liberate resurgent Asia and all the subject people in the world.
I

Aurobindo was critical of those people who claimed that due to cultural, racial and linguistic
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diversity and divisions in the Indian society, India could never become a nation. He pointed
out that if we carefully studied the history of Europe and England of the last two centuries,
we would realise that their condition was no way different from India. But now England and
many other countries of Europe had emerged as nations. India would also succeed to form
as a nation because it was a law of history. He held that without political freedom, true
advancement of the couiitry was not possible. He was of the opinion that education played
a key role in the development of national consciousness in the country,
Aurobindo pointed out that there were certain essential elements in the formation of nationality.
These essential elements were geographical unity, cominon past, a powerful common interest
impelling towards unity and certain favourable political conditions which enabled the impulse
to realise itself in an organised government. Its goal was to establish a single and united
existence. According to Sri Aurobindo, a comlnon enthusiasm coalescing with a common
interest was the most powerful promoter of nationality. He pointed out that there existed the
necessary conditions for the growth of nationalism in India because Indians had been slowly
realising the importance of national unity and offering united resistance to foreign rule.
Aurobindo recognised the importance of villages in the Indian life and pointed out that unlike
in the West, where the city was the Centre of all political action, in India vfllage was the
backbone of national persistence. Indian villages were democratic, autonomous and selfgoverning. Therefore, regeneration of the village was important for the regeneration of India.
He said that village should retain its autonomy and self-government but at the same time,
'should seek to promote national cohesion. Hence, he held that the days of independent village
had gone and must not be revived. National unity could only be achieved when the r u r d .
population was developed into a mighty, single and compact democratic nationality. The ideal
of national Swaraj must be modelled on the old village community which was self-sufficient,
autono~ilousand self-governing.
Aurobindo's concept of nationalism was based on the philosophy of Vedanta which stood for
unity between God and man. He used llindu religious ideas and symbols. He realised that
the ideal of Indian nationalism was largely Hindu in character but he pointed out that this
nationalism was wide enough t o include the Muslim, his culture and traditions. He said that
the Hindu should win Swaraj for himself as well as for the Muslim. A large part of his theory
of nationalism was based on awakening the dormant spirit of nationalism that was latent in
the soul of India. The struggle against the foreign rule would enable it to achieve selfrealisation.

6.6.3 Sri Aurobindo on Passive Resistance

.

The new party of the radicals wanted to use new methods against the government to secure
political rights for the Indian people. Aurobindo thought that the method of passive resistance,
which was used by the Irish nationalists, would be ideal for India. Hence, he developed
theory of passive resistance in a series of articles published in the weekly called 'Bande
Mataram".

6.6.4 Theory of Passive Resistance
According to Sri Aurobindo, for a subject country, the attainment of political independence

was its highest goal. But there were different means to attain that goal. In India, for Indian
patriots, three alternative means were available to win Swaraj and they were as follows.
I) the method of prayers and petitions.
11) the method of armed revolt.
111) the method of self-development and passive resistance.

In the Indian context, Sri Aurobindo pointed out that the adoption of method of prayers and
petitions was out of question because its futility was proved. Again, in the Indian context,
the method of armed revolt or resistance was not possible or desirable. Hence, Indians had
no alternative but to take recourse to self-development which was expressed in the methods
of Swadeshi and boycott. Pursuit of both the methods strengthened the cause of self-help.
The programme of self help and self-development would be opposed by bureaucracy ,and
government because it challenged their authority. In such a situation, the people should adopt
passive resistance to the government. Passive resistance meant the resistance to authority
of the government in an organised manner and through peaceful means. The use of arms
was not allowed in passive resistance.
According to Sri Aurobindo, in India, attainment of political freedom was the goal of passive
resistance. Freedom in India was necessary to stop the drain of wealth and to carry out
social reforms. The programme of Swadeshi, national education, boycott and establishment
of arbitration courts was the programme of self-development. But this programme, on its
own, would not be in a position to secure political freedom for India. Political freedom could
only be secured by organised passive resistance carried out on a large scale. This policy was
followed by Parnell in Ireland. Its main object was to paralyse the functioning of the
government by withdrawing support and co-operation to the government.
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6.6.5 Methods of Passive Resistance
The essence of passive resistance was to challenge the authority of the state by following
non-violent means because under the present circumstances armed conflict or a violent
aggressive resistance in the form of sabotage, assassinations and terrorism was not possible
and desirable, He said that "ultimately our methods depended upon the type of opposition we
met and the type of response they gave to our agitation." Those who were agitating for noble
cause should be ready for sufferings and sacrifices because passive resistance required more
universal endurance. One of the major benefits of passive resistance was that through this
method, we would be in a position to involve people and let them learn methods of struggle
and sufferings. It would train the Indians in heroic actions and boost their morale. It would
bring pressure on the government to keep the promises it had made to people.
According to Aurobindo, passive resistance worked on two levels. At the first level, it
encouraged the people to pursue the methods of self-development s~rchas Swadeshi, and
national education and at the second level, it sought to exert pressure on the government to
I
concede the demands of the people. According to him, in the passive resistance, the following
ineasures would be undertaken to achieve success:
e

Refusal to assist the government.

.

e

Refusal to pay taxes to the government.

e

Boycotting the products manufactured in the foreign countries.

e

Boycottitlg the government schools, colleges and law courts.

,

Starting our own schools, colleges and arbitration courts to train people in the method of self
help and national independence.
Sri Aurobindo was of the opinion that to pursue the'policy of passive resistance effectively,
we should develop a well-knit political organisation, linking province to province and district
to district. This organisation would represent the national will of the people.

-

Though the method of passive resistance was as legal as the method of prayers and petitions,
keeping the struggle within the bounds of law was not its pre-condition. Occasionally, the
passive iesistance had to break the unjust and oppressive laws which required a high degree
of truthfulness and courage. Because, if the movement succeeded in getting the support of
the people, the repression by the government would increase. The main purpose of passive
I resistance was to make law unworkable by a general and organised disobedience. It was his
opinion that conflict was the heart of passive resistance and it brooked no meek submission
to authority. Passive resistance method could be changed if the situation so demanded. He
held that the norms of general ethics should not be applied to him because he was a
Kshatriya and a fighter and not a saint. Aurobindo pointed out that if the government did not
consider the legitimate' demands of the people, the people would go underground and take
recourse to sabotage and terrorism. Terrorism might perish of inan'ition; coercion was its
food.
Sri Aurobindo's theory of passive resistance was influenced by the Irish home rule movement
against the British rule. It is to be noted that Aurobindo's ideas on resistance could be
considered as precursor to the Gandhian theory of Satyagraha. He was of the opinion that
with the development of liassive resistance movement, the aspirations of the people would
grow and they would acquire the capacity to actualise national self-consciousness and national
will in their day to day activities.

I

6.7 SRI AUROBINDO ON THE INDIAN THEORY OF STATE
Sri Aurobindo senoun'ced active politics in 1910 and left for Pondicherry to pufsue his
spiritual goals. All attempts to bring him back to national politics did not succeed. In the
second phase of his life, Aurobindo emerged as a great sage and a'philosopher and received
worldwide respect. He became the authentic representative of Indian wisdom. He wrote in
1947, a book explaining the spirit and form of the Indian polity.
--

-

According to Aurobiado, ancient Indian thinkers developed an Indian model of state building
which was democratic in character in the sense that it allowed communal freedolnland selfgovernment and autonomy to the village and the community. It was a synthesis of communal
autonomies of village, town, caste, guild and family. The state was a means of holding
together and synthesised free and living organic systems and autonomies into fret: slid living
organisms. Indians successfully struck the right balance between stability and change. It was

an organic totality of social existence. Ancient Indian system had a capacity to renew itself.
According to Aurobindo, the Indians did not want to establish a mechanical state that laid
exaggerated dependence on legislation, administration and force. The Western idea of state
was artificial and the state in the West was imposed upon the people. The Indian system was
flexible and was built up from within. The Western state was based on a rigid uniformity but
in the Indian system, new elements were harmonised without destroying the original elements
and existing institutions. It was a creation of practical reason and the common experience
of communal self-government.
Aurobindo was of the opinion that a rich and creative thought was necessary to create a
transmitting medium between the spirit atid the external world. The Indians did not develop
creative thought, hence, they had lost independence. He said that Indians should not imitate
the West and reproduce the ideals and forms of West because it was not creative. Instead
of blindly following the West, they should recover their ancient creative power and in the light
of principle of Dharma, retrieve the spirit and form of Indian polity.

6.7.1

Political Ideas of Sri Aurobindo - A Critical Study

Sri Aurobindo can be considered as one of the greatest political thinkers in modern India.
He added almost a religious fervour to nationalism by identifying mother India with 'Shakti'
or power of the Indian people. He defined the essence of religious nationalism in a manner
which, for its shee; passion, had never been surpassed. He came to idealise his native land
and faith and identified one with other. The fervour of his faith in 'India' helped his countrymen
to transcend the differences of caste, language, custom which had hindered the development
among them. Secondly, his ideas on passive resistance broke new grounds in the sense that
in his theory, he had visualised most of Gandhian ideas and programmes though he had
differed with him on the issue of primacy of truth and non-violence. Thirdly, in his theory of
state, he sought to represent the authentic Indian tradition to the world and claimed that the
Indian theory of state building was superior to the Western theory of state building.

6,8 SUMMARY

.

In this unit, we have studied the political ideas of Swami Vivekananda and Sri Aurobindo,
who were considered as the two great figures in the renaissance of Hinduism in moderntimes. Both the thinkers identified renaissance of Hinduism with the emergence of nationalism
in India and held that rejuvenation of Hinduism in the spirit of Vedanta philosophy was a
precondition for it. Hence, they gave new interpretation of the Vedanta which declared that
the service of man was service of God. Vivekananda's concern for the plight of the
downtrodden sections was compliinentary to it. Both Aurobindo and Vlvekananda were of
the opinion that religion and culture played a key role in the making of nationalism as they
added rare fervour and passion to it. One of the notable features of their nationalism was
that it was not based on the exclusion of any community and included all religious communities.
Thus, their nationalism was all inclusive. They inspired thousands of young men in undertaking
the patriotic causes. Swami Vivekananda's concept of social change and Sri Aurobindo's
theory of passive resistance can be considered as significant contributions to the modern
Indian political thought.

6.9 EXERCISES
1. Discuss Sri Aurobindo's theory ofNationalism.
2: Describe in brief the methods of passive resistance advocated by Aurobindo.

3. Discuss the salient features of Aurobindo's theory of state.
4. Discuss briefly the main features of renaissance of Hinduism.
5. Write a short note on the Neo-Vedanta philosophy of Swami Vivekananda.

6. Discuss briefly Swami Vivekananda's views on nationalism.

7. Briefly state the salient features of Swami Vivekananda's theory of social change.
8. What were Sri Aurobindo's views on the renaissance of Hinduism?

,9. What were the evil effects of the British rule, according to Aurobindo?
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7.1 INTRODUCTION
/

, '

The ideology of 'Hindutva' was essentially the ideology of Hindu .nationalism. The first
prominent exponent of Hindu nationalist ideology was Mr. V. D. Savarkar. He wrote a book
called 'Hindutva' in 1924 lo explain the basic principles of Hindu nationalism. In 1925, the
R.S.S. or the Rashtriya Swayam Sevak Sangh was formed to protect the Hindus from the
Musli~ll'aggression'. The R.S.S. was established by Dr. Keshqv Baliram Hedgewar. In the
subsequent period,' Savarkar and the R.S.S. propagated the Hindu nationalist ideology against
tlie ideology of the composite Indian nationalism expounded by Mahatma Gandhi and the
Congress. Mr. M. S. Golwalkar, who succeeded Hedgewar expounded the Hindu nationalist
ideology of the R.S.S,
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The basic difference between Hinduism and Hindutva is that Hinduism stands for Hindu
religion, but Hindutva is a political ideology that wants to establish Hindu nation in India.
Hinduism does not have any political agenda, but Hindutva has a specific political agenda.

BACKGROUND OF THE RISE OF HINDU
NATIONALIST IDEOLOGY

I

After the failure of Non-cooperation movement, there was growth of communal and separatist
ideas both among Hindus and Muslims. Both of them claimed that their ideology was not a
coinmunal ideology but it was a true nationalist ideology which took into consideration the
culture and religion of the people. After 1922-23, the followers of Lokmanya Tilak started
supporting the Hindutva movement. Along with them the newly educated Hindu middle class
also supported it. The Mopala revolt in Kerala created a lot of unrest in the I-Iindu community.
The main arguments of the Hindutva supporters were as follows:

1

I
I
I

i)

In the past, the Hindus suffered many a defeat and lost their independence to the foreign
invaders because of lack of unity. They had numbers, valour and resources at their command
but they faced defeat due to lack of unity.

ii) The Hindus had been losing their numbers due to the aggressive proselitisation by the Christian
missionaries and the Muslims. As a result, in a long time they would be reduced to a minority
in their land of birlh. Hence, in order to maintain the level of Hindu population, the Shuddhi and
Samghatana movements should be launched. Shuddhi stands for reconversion of Hindus.

I
I

I
I
I
i

I

ii There was a need to protect the political interests of Hindus because the British government

1

was hostile to them; the Muslims aggressively prsued their separatistagenda and the congress
under the false notion of secularism was betraying the cause of Hindus.

i

In India, we could see the emergence of two traditions of Hindutva, the first tradition was
led by V. D. Savarkar and the second tradition was led by M. S. Golwalkar. Though both
the traditions professed their allegiance to the ideology of Hindutva, their emphasis and
methods differed.

7.2.1 Political Career of V. D. Savarkar
V. D. Savarkar (1883-1966) was a charismatic leader, who played a significant role in the
freedom struggle of India. For his revolutionary activities he was sent to Andamans in 191 1
and was brought back to India in 1922. Subsequently, he was kept confined to Ratnagiri town
from 1923-1937. During this period, he suffered great hardships and made countless sacrifices
in the cause of freedom of the country. There were two phases in the ideological development
of Savarkar. In the first phase of his life, he was influenced by the philosophy of the Italian
nationalist Joseph Mazzini and supported the concept of the composite Indian nationalism,
which was not different from the nationalism of Aurobindo and Tilak. During this period,
religion played an important role in his concept of nationalism, but it did not exclude any
religious community from it. But in the second phase of his career after 1922-23, Savarkar
became the supporter of Hindu nationalism. After his release from the confinement in 1937,
he joined the Hindu Mahasabha and became its President from 1938 to 1945.

7.2.2

Savarkar's Views on Social Change

V. D. Savarkar was a product of renaissance in the Western India and in his early days he
was influenced by the philosophy of Gopal Ganesh Agarkar, a rationalist philosopher. Agarkar
was deeply influenced by the ideas of Herbert Spencer, J. Bentham and J.S.Mil1. Savarkar
was not a religious man and throughout his life, he eschewed all religious practices. From
the European philosophical tradition, he borrowed three important ideas:
i)

In .nature and in all human societies, the principle of life struggle determined the course of
action because in this life struggle, the fittest survived and those who could not stand the
struggle got eliminated.

ii) Violence was in-built in the creation of nature and-the nature abhorred absolute non-violence.
But due to gradual development of human beings, both violence and non-violence got intertwined.
Hence, in this difficult life, man should acquire strength and power to overcolne the problems
he faced.

iii) There was no absolute morality in the world. Morality or immorality of a particular action was
.

.

ultimately determined by the factors such as time, space and object. The use of all weapons
was desirable provided it was directed against slave~yand imperialism. Thus it was relativistic
ethics.

Savarkar was a supporter of positivist epistemology and accepted the direct evidence of the
senses as the only valid source of knowledge. He rejected the sanctity of religious scriptures
and maintained that all religious scriptures were man-made and their teaching could not be
applied to all societies in all times. He rejected otherworldly philosoplly of Shankara and
Ramanuja and discounted otherworldly pursuits of man. He held that to secure the progress
of the country, to acquire more power and strength and to live good and prosperous life, we
must pursue these worldly goals. For that purpose, we must use science and technology. He
favoured the pursuit of science and reason and criticised 'irrational and superstitious practices
of Hindus.
Thus, in Savarkar's theory of social change, the principle of life struggle played an important
role. For him, reason, science and technology were important to bring about the change in
the society.

7.3 V. D. SAVARKAR ON SOCIAL REFORMS

..

Savarkar was a great supporter of social reforms and he exhorted the Hindus to accept
modern practices based on science and reason and reject the religious superstitions and
customs which were standing hindrance to the social progress. All the religious scriptures
were man-made and they were subject to scrutiny of reason. Due to blind faith in the
scriptural authority, the Hindus became superstitious, fatalist and credulous. This weakened
their desire to know more. They neglected science and technology.
Savarkar was a critic of caste system. He held that both 'Chaturvarna' and caste system
proved very disastrous for the unity.of Hindu society. The 'Chatruvarna' was based not on
91
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any scientific criterion, but was a creation of scriptures and age old beliefs. It gave birth to
inhuman practice of untouchability. The caste encouraged and institutionalised inequality,
divided Hindu society into numerous compartments and sowed the seeds of hostility and
hatred among the Hindus. Historically, Hindus constantly faced defeats at the hands of
invaders because of the caste system. The untouchability was a distortion and it was wrong
to consider any human being as untouchable. It militated against the spirit of human brotherhood.
Hindus had developed several shackles that had been keeping them in chains which were
based on the principles of purity and impurity. Hindus enslaved woinen due to these wrong
customs.
~avarkarwanted the Hindus to reject blind faith in the Vedas and customs and tried to
acquire material strength. They should accept the supremacy of machines and tech~lology
and break all bonds of blind faith and custonls. It was incumbent upon Hindus to weed out
all the defects in their society so that they could emerge as a strong nation in the world.
For Savarkar, social reforms, rationalism and science were needed for the development of
a Hindu society which would enable it to acquire the necessary strength. He said that in
modern times, nation was accepted as a viable unit for human beings. In the international
politics, conflict and competition was raging between different nations of the world. In the
international politics, language of strength was understood. Hence, Hindus should acquire
strength through the pursuit of science and technology, so that they could protect their
national interest as well as self-interest.

7.4 HINDU NATIONALISM OF V. D. SAWRKAW
Savarkar was the first systematic exponent of the Hindu nationalism. He elaborately described
his theory of Hindutva in his book 'Hindutva' published in 1924. By that time, he had
abandoned his concept of Indian nationalism that he borrowed from Joseph Mazzini in favour
of Hindu nationalism. In the process of developing his concept of Hindu nationalism, he
rejected some of the arguments of territorial nationalism. He held that the existence of a
mere territory did not make nation but nation was made by the people who constituted
themselves as a political community, bound together by cultural affinities and traditions.

7.4.1 Nindutva as Cultural Nationalism
Savarkar was a supporter of cultural nationalism. He was of the opinion that identity formation
was the essence of nationalism. India had received such identity from the Hindu religion.
This identity was evolved over a long period of time. Despite having outward differences,
the Hindus were internally bound together by cultural, religious, social, linguistic and historical
affinities. These affinities were developed through the process of assimilation and association
of countless centuries. It moulded the Hindus into a homogeneous and organic nation and
above all induced a will to a common national life. This homogeneity was important because
other sections in the society had divergent cultural traditions.
Savarkar argued that it was cultural, racial and religious unity that counted more in the
formation of the nation. While defining nation, Savarkar wrote that nation meant a political
community which had occupied a contiguous and adequate territory and developed independent

national identity. This community was internally organised and was bound together by cultural
and racial affinities. He held that the Hindus had become nation because they possessed all
these characteristics.
Savarkar was of the opinion that Hindus constituted nation because they had developed close
affinities with the land bound by I-Iimalayas to the Indian Ocean and the Indus River. Hindus
considered India as their fatherland and holy land. Savarlcar tried to show that those people
constituted nation who considered India as fatherland and holy land. In this definition, Savarkar
effectively excluded those people wlio did not consider India as their holy land - because
their sacred religious places were not situated in India. For him, Hindu nationalisnl stood for
the unity of all Hindus. For him, Hindu society and not Hindu religion came first; Hindus
were a nation because they were a self-enclosed community which was intertlally organised
on the basis of racial, religious and linguistic affinities. The Hindus shared a common historical
past Savarkar knew that ultimately, nationalism was a psychological feeling and it was
necessary to cultivate national consciousness anlong the' Hindus. The common affinities
s h o ~ ~ be
l d used to strengthen the national co~lsciousness.He wanted Hindus to cultivate the
xffinities that encouraged national consciousness and undermine tlze tendencies that divided
the Hindu society.

7.4.2 Hindu Nation and Indian Siate
Savarkar wanted the I-Iindu nation to be strong and powerf~~l
so that India could survive as
an independent strong nation in the ferocious life struggle that was going on between different
countries of the world. He held that in the modern times, nation had been recognised as the
only viable political entity and all the societies of the world had been organised on the basis
of nation. Hence, everybody had to think about his national policies in the context of nation
only. There was tlothing parochial or sectarian about it.
For Savarkar, I-lindus as a com~nunity,formed nation. Hence, he laid stress 01.1 the principle
of exclusion. I-le excludcd Muslitns and Christians from the Indian nation because they did
not consider India as a lloly land because their sacred religious places were situated outside
India. Hence, he laid emphasis on the difference between Hindus and Muslims. Thercfore,
Ile wrote that everything that was common anlong us wealcened out. resolve to oppose them;
I-Iindus were constantly fighting against Non-Hindus to save their col~imunity.I-lence, he
launched the Shuddhi ~novernentto reconvert thc converted Hindus to Hinduism and to purge
Marathi language of Arabic and Persian words. The Muslims were not assimilated in India,
in fact, they tried to absorb Hinduism but thcy failed in i'heir efforts. The prolonged resistance
of the Hindus to Muslim invasions moulded theln into a strong and resolute nation. '
What were the rights and positions of minorities in such a Ilindu nation? Savarkar hcld that
nation was a cultural category but state was a political category. All I-Iindus were the
members of the nation. Non-Hindus might not become tne~nbersa f the nation but they were
members of the Indian state. He maintained that Hindus did not advance any claims, privileges
and rights over and above non-Hindu sections. He wrote, "Let Indian state be purely Indian,
and let there be no distinction as far as franchise, public services, offices and taxation on
the grouild of religio~lwas concerned. Let all citizens of the Indian state be treated equally
according to their individual worth irrespective of their racial and religious percentage in thc
general population." He w k ready to concede all rights to the minorities but did not think

it necessary to concede the demands of special interests advanced by Muslims.
Thus, Savarkar made a distinction between the Indian state and Hindu nation and considered
the Hindu nation as a part of the Indian state.

7.4.3 Hindu Nationalism of V. D. Savarkar- ACritical Study
Savarkar was the first Indian thinker who declared that Hindus formed separate nation in,
India. He stood for a strong Hindu nation which would withstand and survive f&ocious life
struggle among the nations. He sought to popularise the Hindu nationalism throughout his life
with the help of the Hindu Mahasabha.
There are obvious tensions and logical inconsistencies in the Hindu nationalism of V. D.
Savarkar. He could not properly define the concept of nationalism because Hindus, Muslims
and Christians shared common traditions and affinities in India even in the religious field. His
advocacy of reason, science and technology was instrumental in the sense that for him they
were useful because they helped him forge strong Hindu nation. Reason and science in the
West were the culmination of the develop~nentof social philosophy which fought against
religious prejudices and superstitions. The same could not be used to strengthen the cause
of religious nationalism. From that point of view, the use of the word 'reason' was deplorable
because rationally speaking the whole of communities could not be excluded from the definition
of the nation on the grounds of loyalty and patriotism because the betrayers of the national
interest could come from any community. Also, his distinction between the nation and the
state was not convincing because both of them (nation and state) could not be separated and
they came together as nation state. He conceded all the citizenship rights to non-Hindus
except the membership of the nation. This would definitely create distinctions anlong the
people and destroy national unity. A large section of the society would feel that they were
excluded from the national mainstream for no fault of theirs. Savarkar's advocacy of the
relativist ethics did not resolve these tensions because reason, science and relativist ethics
did not recognise ascriptive loyalties. They had to be applied to all human beings across the
board.

7.4.4. The Growth of Hindutva and the Rashtriya Swayam SevakSangh
(RSS)
The second school of Hindutva or Hindu nationalism was expounded by the leaders of the
RSS. The RSS was established by Dr. Keshav Baliram Hedgewar in 1925 to protect the
interests of the Hindus. Dr. Hedgewar was a follower of Lokmanya Tilak and in his young
days, he had contacts with some armed revolutionaries of Calcutta. Hedgewar was close to
Dr. B. S. Munje. In 1920-2 1, Dr. Hedgewar took part in the non-cooperation movement.
After the suspension of the movement, the relations between the Hindus and the Muslims
got deteriorated. Hedgewar thought that due to the disorganised nature of Hindu sqciety, the
Hindus were suffering losses in the communal riots. Hence, he decided to establish a strong
organisation of the Hindus to protect their interests.
In 1925, he established the RSS It was a cultural organisation in the sense that it did I A Q ~
directly participate.io politics. Dr. Hedgewar set three objectives before the RSS and tlGy
were as follows:

,

1) Mobilisation of the I-Iindus to protect their interests and to bring about unity and col~erencein
all their activities.
2) Opposition to British militant andcom~nunalMuslim politics and the Congress which had been
following the policy of appeasement of Muslims.

3) Increasing the influence ofthe R.S.S. in all walks of life by patiel~tlyundertakingorganisational
work and by inculcating the spirit of patriotism. According to Dr. Hedgewar, the basic purpose
of the RSS was not to capture political power but to increase the influence of Hindus in the
public life of the country.

During Dr. Hedgewar's time, the R.S.S. became popiilar among the white collar middle
classes. It did not take part in the civil disobedience movement o f 1930 and did not directly
get involved in the political activities of the Hindu Mahasabha. In 1940, Dr. Hedgewar
nominated a young university Professor Mr. Madhav Golwalkar as the chief of the R.S.S.
The RSS did not join the tu~nultuousQuit India Movement of 1942. Golwalkar continued to
occupy the position of the chief of the RSS upto 1973. It was M. S. Golwalkar who
expounded the RSS' concept of Hindu natioaalism. His was an impressive personality. He
had studied ancient Indian philosophical texts. ~ h r o u ~ h ohis
u t life - Guruji-as he was called,
was a great teacher and commanded unique respect and following. His enunciation of the
Hindu nationalism became popular among the youth.

The Hindu nationalisn~of M. S. Golwalkar was different from that of V. D. Savarkar in the
sense that Golwalkar's theory of nationalis~nwas based on Indian spiritualism. Savarkar was
a modernist and he did not oppose westeraisation. But Golwalkar was a supporter of Hindu
culture and opposed the Western way of life. He held that the Indian spiritualism was
superior to the Western materialism. He believed that India was a holy land and it was the
divine will that India should lead the world.

7.5.1 Nation as Motherland
Golwalkar was an expone~ltof cultural nationalism and he identified nationalism with love for 1
our motherland. He held that the Hindus considered India as their motherland because, since
thousands of years they had been identified with this holy land. 111this holy land only, Hindus
registered all their great acl~ievements.Hindus were children of this ancient land as they
were nurtured by water flowing from her rivers and food produced by her rich soil. It was
wrong to believe that India became a nation in the recent past. In fact, she had been existing
as a nation since thousands of years. There might be some outward differences, but there
existed basic unity in India. All Hindus were bound together by same religion, same language
and same culture. The Great Sage Sanltara realised this principle and established liis religious
centres at four different corners of India. Ile held that all Hindus were pepneated by the
spirit of unity and solidarity.
While discussing different elements of Hindu nationality, Golwalkar pointed out that existeilce
of contiguous territory was the first element of nationality. The second element of nationality
was the characteristics of the people who inhabited that territoly. Tlte people should consider

this land as a holy land and motherland. They should be united by common culture, common
traditions, and common historical past and common ideals. This cominonality brought them
together and helped them evolve their own way of life. Third element of nationality was
common economic interests of the people living in that particular territory. All these eremenis
contributed in making the national character of our country. Thus, in Hindu nationalism of M.
S. Golwalkar cultural factors played a very important role. Thus he laid emphasis on developing
the right type of attitude in the minds of the people by giving them proper training and
education. He was of the opinion that the Hindu method of imparting right type of values and
practices to the people was useful. It is only through this that the Hindu nation could evolve
into national organism pulsating with the spirit of unity and oneness.

7.5.2 Territorial Nationalism Rejected
We have seen in our previous discussion that M. S. Golwalkar was a supporter of the cultural
nationalism and he defined his nationalism in the light of cultural traditions of the Hindus. He
rejected the concept of territorial nationalism as humbug. He held that an assortment of
people having different.cultures and languages could not become nation simply because they
resided in a particular territory. This group of divergent people could not be called nation
because it could not function as a coherent whole. It was not permeated by the living spirit
of unity and oneness. It lacked the life, blood and the living spring of culture. According
Golwalkar, it was the cultural affinity and common historical traditions that bound the people
together and made them of one mind and one body.
Golwalkar was of the opinion that territorial nationalism was lifeless, unscientific and unnatural.
If we accepted the principle of territorial nationalism, then the country would get converted
into 'Dharmashala'. Anybody could become a member of one nation. But this theory of
nationalism was wrong because a nation was normally formed of the people who had
developed common cultural affinities and who considered India as their motherland. He was
of the opinion that the concept of territorial nationalism was responsible for the partition of
the country and disunity in the country. It had sapped our national energy and destroyed the
life spring of natiorlalism that nourished the national spirit of the Indian people. Territorial
nationalism was unnatural and unscientific because Muslims did not consider themselves as
a part of the nation. He maintained that it was this divisive.and anti-national agenda that
resulted in the partition of the country. The Partition of India was a standing example of the
failure of the concept of territorial nationalism. As against this, Golwalkar's cultural natio~lalism
was based on five principles: common religion, common race, common language, common
culture and count&. These five principles generated the national consciousness in the minds
of the people and made them of one mind and of one resolve.

7.5.3 Hindu Nationalism and Minorities
Golwalkar rejected the concept of the Indian or territorial nationalism as reality. He claimed
that due to certain historical and cultural factors, Hindus in India constituted a nation and they
considered India as their motherland. But as far as other religious comlnunities in India were
concerned, they did not consider India as their motherland or holy land. They took pride in
the fact that they were heirs of the invaders of India. They were invaders who waged wars
against Hindus to keep them in subjection. They had developed extra territorial loyalties.
Though most of the converted Muslims and Christians were originally Hindus, because of
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their conversion, they lost their devotion and affection for motherland. They started claiming
the foreign racial genealogies as their o&n. Therefore, Golwalkar was of the opinion that
these minorities could not be' considered as a part of the Hindu nation.
LI
could also become a part of the
Golwalkar was of the opinion that the n o n - H ~ ~minorities
Indian nation, if they abandoned their separatist tendencies and accepted all the traditions as
their own. He exhorted the Muslims and the Christians to join the mainstream and be a part
of the Hindu national tradition. He held that these communities should Indianise themselves
by accepting and imbibing tlie 13indu cultural and historical traditions. They should consider
themselves as inheritors of the great Hindu heroes described in the epics and talce part in
the celebration of Hindu festivals. They should imbibe the Hindu way of life. He pointed out
that it was not necessary for them to leave their religion. They should practice their religion
as they wanted because they had freedom of religion and worship. Also, by accepting the
Hindu way of life, they could remain Musli~nsand Christians. It was high time that they
should return back to home and be a part of the great national tradition. Golwalkar said that
he did not want to do this with the help of coercion or force, but through love and persuasion.
He held that the minorities would enjoy all social and political rights but they would not be
given any .privileges.
Arguing further, Golwalkar pointed out that since long, Hindus had developed unique metliod
of assiniilation and absorption which enabled the foreign elements that entered into society
to get integrated into Indian society without losing their identity. The best example of this
assimilation was that of Parsis who came to India fro111 Iran to escape the religious persecution
and became a part of the great Indian tradition without losing their religion and identity.
Golwalkar was highly critical of the so called progressive and secular Hindus for encouraging
the process of identity formatioli among tlie minorities and backward castes. They Justified
these divisive tendencies on the grounds of secularism and democracy. Instead of promoting
the process of integration in different parts of Hindu conimunity, they were encouraging tlie
divisive tendencies to grow. He was of the opinion that these westernised and denationalised
Hindus would not be able to forge unity of the Indian nation on the grounds of pluralism and
secularism. These processes were developed as a reaction and thus they would not be in a
position to develop a positive content in their activities.

7.6 GOLWALKAR QIV SOCIAL ORGANISATION
M. S. Golwalkar was a supporter of Hindu way of life and looking from that perspective,
he found that most of the criticisms levelled against the ancient Indian Varna system were
baseless. It was his contention that tlie present caste system was a degenerated form of the
Varna system? and the practice of untouchability was inhmman and wrong. It was wrong to
blame India's caste system for the defeats the Indians suffered at the hands of foreign
invaders.
It was his contention that originally, the Varna system was based on the f~~nctional
specialisation.
Charturvarna was considered to be the form of God as tlie four Varnas constituted his limbs.
All Varnas were considered equal and the system was bised on mutual help and mutual
assistance. All the varnas contributed equally to the growth and prosperity of the society.

Varna and caste system were not responsible for the defeat of the Hindus. Ilistorically
speaking, Hindus were the only people in the world who fought bravely and incessantly
against the Muslims and saved their religion in the most trying circumstances. The only areas
which succumbed to Islam were parts of Punjab and Bengal and North West province. O n e
of the major reasons for that collapse was the existence of a weak caste system in these
areas.
Golwalkar was of the opinion that in the Vari~asystem, due to functional specialisation, the
people could perfect their skills as a family tradition, avoided competition between the people
which was a bane of present capitalist system and ensured sources of livelihood for each
and every member of the family. Hence, it was a scheme of employment insurance without
the state intervention. Satisfaction of the individual self-discipline and elasticity were the
characteristics of the Varna system. Though occasionally, Golwalkar attributed the lack of
unity among the Hindus to caste distinctions, he did not undertake any programme t o reform
caste system. His justification of the Varna system was a part of the ideological tradition that
was developed in modern India in the lgh Century.

7.7 POLlTlCAL IDEAS OF M. S. GOLWALKAR
Galwalkar was of the view that the Indian perspective of nationalism and politics was
essentially spiritual, hence, Indians stood for peace and noi~~violence.
But in the changed
conditions, Hindus should acquire strength of arms including atom bombs to safeguard their
national interests. Hindus faced defeats in the past because they did not acquire latest
'weapons and militarily they did not prepare themselves well. He agreed with Savarkar that
there was a struggle for dominance among different countries of the world; therefore, India
..should try to become a strong nation. He argued that non-violence was the method of
cowards and the strength was necessary to protect the good and to eradicate the evil in the
world. Therefore, the Vedas say that 'Veer bhogya Vasundhara" -the 'earth is enjoyed by the.
brave.

7.7;1 Three World Views of Change
Golwalkar maintained that capitalism, communism and Hindu spiritualism were three world
views of change. He was of the opinion that the Hindu perspective of change was superior
to the other two perspectives.
While criticising capitalism, Golwalkar pointed out that. capitalism was based on greed and
exploitation. In the name of equality of opportunity and individual freedom, the more powerful
and intelligent among the pgople had exploited the weaker and poorer sections of society and
established their own monopoly over people. The rights of individuals became useless and
right to vote was exploited by the capitalist classes to win political power. The capitalist
system caused untold miseries to the working classes and it reduced millions of peoplc to
poverty and penuly.
The second system of chenge was that of Communist system which emerged as a reactio~l
to the capitalist system. It offered materialist interpretation of history. But the materialist
interpretation of Marx proved wrong because his prediction of inevitability o f revolution did
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not materialise. The Communists captured political power in the name of working classes and
promised them that they would be given freedom, peace and prosperity. But instead of
fulfilling these promises, they imposed a worst type of dictatorship on the people. They had
not been in a position to solve the basic problems of bread and shelter both in Russia and
China. Both the systems failed to solve the basic problems of the people because they were
the fruits of the same seed and shared many things in common. Their attitude was materialistic
because they tried to measure pleasure in satisfying basic physical needs and wants of the
body.
According to Golwalkar, the Hindu spiritualism was the third perspective of change which
was superior to both capitalism and communism. Hindus did not approve of the materialistic
perspective of life and thought that the satisfaction of material needs and physical wants was
not the goal of life. Hindus believed that human life was homogeneous which was permeated
by the supreme spirit. A man lived not to maximise his pleasures and powers but to help and
assist others. Hindus did not see duality of relations between man and man but saw harmony,
mutual help and accord in their relations. Every human being was a part of society and their
mutual interests were not contradictory. The ultimate goal of life, according to the Hindu
perspective was the establishment of a society where there would not be any punishment,
or any punisher, and people would protect each other by the principles of Dharma, which is
the highest stage of society.
According to Golwalkar, the Western models of social organisation and change failed because
they laid more stress on the system than on the individual. Infact, Individual was the b h i s ,
of the society and hence, development of the individual was the goal of Hindu social life. .

7.7.2 Negative and Positive Hindutva
According to Golwalkar, there prevailed two types of Hindutva in India. The first type of
Hindutva was called negative ~ i n d u t v aand the second type of Hindutva was called positive
Hindutva. The negative Hindutva was developed as a reaction to the Muslim communalism
or the Congress secularism. The negative Hindutva was base^ on hatred. It constantly
thought negatively about others and vice versa. Therefore, we should not develop our social
system in contrast to the Muslims and the British, because there would not be any positive
content in it. Those leaders who followed negative Hindutva remained firm supporters of
Hindutva, but because of their fierce opposition to Muslims in their minds culturally they
became Muslims. The work of organisation and development of Hindus had nothing to do
with Muslims because it was not undertaken to oppose Muslims as such. He said that
negative Hindutva was a means to capture political power.
Golwalkar was of the opinion that his Hindutva was positive Hindutva i r ~the sense that it
was not developed as a reaction to any adversary. It was his contention that the essence of
positive Hindutva was the organisation of Hindus as a social force in the society, which
would continue to remain steadfast and resolute in the most trying circumstances. TZo
seizure of political power was not the objective of positive Hindutva because it believed that
all our problems could not be solved with the help of political power. There were many
historical evidences in the past that showed that great empires established with the help of
political power were destroyed by the savage invaders. For example, the Roman Empire was
reduced to dust by the Huns. They were destroyed because they were raised on the weak
,
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foundation of political power. But the Hindus never thought that the acquisition of political
power was the ultimate goal of life. The secret of resilience of Hindu community could be
found in their attitude towards life. They built their social and political organisations not on
the basis of force but on the basis of Dharnla. The King was not as respected as the great
sages who were the experts in Dharma. The national regeneration of Hindus was not
brought about by great Kings but by great sages, like Sankaracharya, Chaitanya and Nanak.
In modern times, the same role was played by Sri Ramakrishna Paramhamsa, Vivekananda,
Aurobindo, Dayanand and Ramteertha. Golwalkar maintained that the great goals in life
were not achieved with the help of political power; history had shown that great religions
such as Islam and Christianity got corrupted because of political power. The lust for political
power destroyed great religious movements; the Communist experiment of establishing the
socialist society in Russia with the help of political power had failed. If the state decided to
undertake the task of rejuvenation of cultural values and social organisations, it had not
achieved success but in the process, it corrupted other cultures and societies as well.
Golwalkar argued that it was the goal of positive Hindutva to remain outside the seat of
political power but control it from outside so that it would work in the interest of the society.
The greatness of a nation lies not in political power but outside it. Therefore, he pleaded for
developing a strong and well organised society which could work as bedrock. He had
compared the society to the sun which gave light, energy and strength to the different organs
of society. The goal of the RSS was to develop individual as well as society so that it could
become strong, united and powerful. The vision of Golwalkar was a political vision and it was
based on the programme of an organised and conscious effort to change the social, cultural
and political life of the society. Though he rejected political power, the state power as
sovereignty and national strength were crucial to his vision of a Hindu nation.

-

7.7.3 Hindu Nationalism of M. S. Golwalkar A Critical Study
Along with Savarkar, Golwalkar can be considered as a philosopher of Hindutva. Golwalkar
sought to develop his I-Iindutva on the basis of the Indian spiritualism or non-dualistic monism
of Sankaracharya. But there were some tensions in his position because in the "Vedanta",
there was unity between the individual soul and the supreme soul. This unity pervaded all
human beings including the Hindus and Muslims. The Indian spiritualism did not make distinction
between Hindu and non-Hindu souls. Secondly, he tried to reject the concept of territorial
nationalism but his own concept of cultural nationalism was based on territoriality of motherland!
His concept of cultural nationalism also faced some problems because his exclusion of
Muslims and Christian communities from nation on the grounds of extra -territorial loyalties
was questionable. We can give several examples to prove that both Hindu and Muslim
communities had produced traitors to nation. The entire community cannot be blamed for the
betrayal of a few. Golwalkar's concept of positive Hindutva, which did not pursue political
power, .was not convincing because he was a supporter of strong natives and strong nation
state. The RSS was not disinterested in political power; perhaps he wanted the RSS to
remain outside political power while organisations of the Sangha Parivar could pursue it. The
RSS would stand above political power but control it from without. Therefore, Golwalltar's
critique of political power was interesting but difficult to fit into his overall orientation of the
militant nationalism.

--

There were basic differences in the political ideas of Savarkar and Golwalkar. Savarkar's

agenda was a modernist agenda and he wanted to establish modern Hindu society in India.
He was opposed to both Varna and caste system. He was worshipper of political power and
for him state power was crucial in the protection of the country. Golwalkar was opposed to
the process of Westernisation and he was of the opinion that negative Hindutva would not
be in a position to solve our basic problems. He did not want to abandon the basic principles
of the Hindu civilisation; therefore, he supported Varna and caste system. The basic
contradiction in Golwalkar's political ideas was that 11e wanted to develop a very strong
nation state in India, but at the same time, he wanted to stay away from political power! Both
the ideas could not go together.

7.8 SUMMARY
In this unit, the Hindu nationalist ideas of V. D. Savarkar and M. S. Golwalkar have been
studied. Both of them gave new political interpretation of the renaissant Hinduism. In the
Hindu nationalism of V. D. Savarkar, it was argued that those people who considered India
as their fatherland and holy land were members of the Hindu nation and those people wl~ose
holy land was outside of India were excluded from Hindu nation. In order to strengthen the
Hindu nation, Savarkar advocated total social reforins and abolition of the caste system. He
supported a modernist agenda of social change which relied on the use of science, rationalism
and technology. He made distinction between the nation and the state.

M. S. Golwalkar's Hindu nationalism was based on the spiritualism and he was of the opinion
that the Hindu community in India constituted nation because it considered India as its
motherland. Common religion, race, language, culture and history were instrumental in creating
a nationality and due to their consolidation into a national community on these lines, Hindus
had become nation. In order to be a part of this national community, the minorities should
Indianise themselves, accept the traditions and cultures of the country as their own, and get
integrated into a national community. He also discussed the essential characteristics of the
negative Hindutva and positive Hindutva. He held that the RSS stood for positive Hindutva
which would lay stress upon internally strengthening the social organisation of the Hindus.
The negative Hindutva was a means to secure political power. But he was of the opinion
that political power was an inadequate means to achieve social progress.

I. Describe briefly causes of emergence of politics of Hindutva in India.
2. Write a short note on Savarkar's theory of social change.

3. What, according to Savarkar, is the role of social reforms in strengthening the Hindu nation?

4. Discuss the main features of Hindu nationalism of V. D. Savarkar.
5. Bring out Savarkar's views on nation and state.

6. Examine briefly Golwalkar's ideas on Hindu nationalism.

7. Why does Golwalkar support the Hindu social organisation?Give reasons.
8. Write a short note on the rise of the RSS in Indian politics.
i

9.

Briefly examine Golwalkar's ideas on Hindu nationalism.

10. What advice did Golwalkar give to the religious minorities in India?

11. Discuss Golwalkar's views on positive Hindutva.
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The Muslim thought in modern India can be understood properly only in its larger historical
sctting. It is important to note that the evolution of the Muslim political thought was a
complex pl~enomenoninvolving historical context of the Muslims' social, cultural and political
life and interactive process with the colonial rule which had been established in India particularly
i n the aftermath of the Revolt of 1857. Several issues had emerged, such as relative
backwardness of Muslin~sin relationsto modem tendencies which had come in the wake of
of the colonial rule. The question of accommodation of various social
the establish~~ient
groups including Muslin~sin the existing and future power structures became an important
issue which was widely debated among all groups. Equally important was the issue of religiocultural identity of various communities whicl~went through a process of redefinition in the
late nineteelath century as well as the first half of the twentieth century. All these issues
emerged over the years with varying responses from different social groups which, in the
long run, affected inter-community relations. These developments also affected the political
processes whicl) were unfolding in the course of an articulation of anti-colonial nationalist
idcology.

%

While all these issues were matter of concern for all, it is important to recognise that the
response of the Muslin~sto all these issues was not uniform but varied since the Muslims
did not constitute a ~nonolithiccommunity. Tile Muslims were divided on lines of language,
region and class as any other religious community. When a community is vertically a s well
as horizontally divided, the response to any issue would most certainly be as divided. It is
vitally important to recognise that thoughts of several leaders, that we shall be sl~ortly
discussing, can only be seen in their evolutionary perspectives since they were not fixed in
a tinleframe and were constantly evolving. In the course of evolution of the thoughts of the
person under discussion we shall discover that in certain respects there is a continuity while
in others there is a contradiction. The contradictioh and continuity may be seen as the
running thread in the thougllts of all those under discussion. It is up to the readers to discern
the meaning of those thoughts in historical time.

8.2 SIR SYED AHMAD KHAN (1817-1898)
Sir Syed Ahmad Khan was one of the most formidable figures of the late nineteenth cetltury
India. He emerged on the Indian scene as one of the great reformers, educationist and
moderniser within the Muslim community. He was born on 17thOctober1817 in one of the
respected families associated with the Mughal court.. Sir Syed was a direct witness to the
declining fortunes of the Mughals and was conscious about the fact that while the glory of
the Mughals was as good as gone, the political force which was gaining ground was that of
the British. In any case, the British East India Company had already gained tremendous
power in the eastern part of India in the second half of the eighteenth century. Gradually it
had been spreading its influence in other parts of India as well. The British had started
knocking on the doors of Delhi under the Mughals and by 1803 they had succeeded in
confining the Mughal rulers within the precincts of the Qila-i-MuaZla (The Red Fort). It was
a part of the growing experience of Syed Ahmad Khan to have seen that the Mughals were
surviving on the suffrage of the British since 1803. It is not surprising therefore that Syed
Ahinad Khan took a niinor post with the British at the age of twenty one years despite some
opposition in the iamily. Subsequently he passed the examination of the Munsif and was
appointed at Mainpuri. In 1842 he was transferred to Fatehpur Sikri and in 1846 re-posted
at Delhi and stayed here for about nine years. During his stay at Delhi he engaged himself
in academic pursuits and apart froin other things, he produced an important work Asar-usSanadeedd, a monumental work on the monuments of Delhi which was widely acclaimed.
Later in 18.55 he was given promotion and appointed as Sadr Amin at Bijnor. While Sir Syed
was posted here at Bijnor, the Revolt of 1857 broke out which had shaken the British. I-Iere
at Bijnor, Sir Syed had played an active role in saving the lives of several British officers.
In this Revolt Sir Syed's family too suffered loss of some family members and was able to
take his mother and aunt to safety in Merrut with great difficulty.
Sir Syed, having seen the Revolt and subsequently its brutal suppression by the British, was
convinced that the British were too powerful and any attempt to resist them might not be
fruitful at all. From this time onwards, the British started suspecting the Muslims at large as
they were violently opposed to them (British). As a consequence of such an approach, the
Muslims were treated more harshly than any other social group irivolved in thb l?-cvolt. 'The
prospects looked bleak as regards the collective lives of the Muslin~sin India, ar.d Sir Syed
took it upon himself to bring about reconciliation between the Muslims and ti13 British. In the

immediate aftermath of the Revolt, Sir Syed wrote several pamplllets (Bookiets) on various
issues concerning the Revolt. The first was, Tmikh-i-SarkashiyeBijnor, with a narrative of
the developments as regards the Revolt. However more important was his Asbab-iBaghawat-i- Hind published in 1858, in wlzich he tried to explaitl various underlying causes
of the Revolt. However, his central argument was that the Revolt came about because the
British were entirely unaware of the Indian opinion since Indians were deliberately kept out
of the governance of their country. He argued, as if addressing the government of the day,
that, "It is from voice of the people that the government can learn whether its projects are
likely to be well received. Tllis security can never be acquired unless the people are allowed
a share in the consultation of government." It is difficult to establish any co-relation but the
fact remains that within a short time, Indians were to be incorporated in the GovernorGeneral's Council as per the provisions of the Indian Council Act of 186 1.
After having convinced the British that it would serve their interests to take Indian opinion
too in the governance of India, he wrote another pamphlet, The Loyal Mohu~nmedansof
India in 1860, in which he argned that it was not true that all the Muslims were the enemy
of the British as enumerated, that there were several Muslims who had stood by the British
during the tumultuous days of the Revolt. From this time onwards, Sir Syed devoted his entire
life to bring about reconciliation between the British and the Muslin~s.I-Iowever it was clear
to him that his attempts at reconciliation would not bear fruits unless the Muslims' attitude
towards many modern institutions such as modern education including science etc, undergo
some transformation.

8.2.1 Contribution to Modern Education
Sir Syed was, by now, co~ivincedthat in order to stem the declining fortunes oC the Muslims,
it was important that they took to modern education as it was introduced by the British. With
this purpose in mind, he founded the Scientific Society in 1863 at Ghazipur, in Uttar Pradesh.
The basic objective was to translate scientific literature, into Urdu. In this project, he was
supported by all including several Hindu friends, The subjects such as mechanics, electricity,
pneumatics and natural philosophy received particular emphasis. Subsequetltly, this society
was shifted to Aligarh. In 1866, Sir Syed started a journal on behalf of the Society called
the Indian Institute Gazette. During 1869-70, he travelled to England and was able to
observe the British educational institutions and was impressed by them. Upon his return from
this extended journey he developed an idea that in order to improve educational standards
of the Muslims of India, there must be modern educational institutions for them. This was
the larger objective in mind with which he founded Mohammedan Anglo-Oriental (MAO)
College in 1875/ 1877. It was proposed that here, while modern education would be imparted
to the Muslims, they would a b o have some training in the preservation of their cultural
heritage. It is interesting to note that while MA0 College was founded for Muslims, its doors
were open to all. Many graduates in the early years of this college were Hindus. He also
wanted the Indian Muslims to bring about reforms in their society with the help of a magazine
called Tahzib-ul Akhlaq, in which he ridiculed tnany practices which were out of tune with
modern trends of tlze time. For all his efforts to reconcile the Muslims wit11 the British,
modern education, his advocacy for fresh interpretation of the Quran and keeping the door
of the MA0 College open to all, he was fiercely attacked by the conservative Muslims. He
remained undaunted in his endeavour.

8.2.2

Hindu- Muslim Unity

Sir Syed was also a champion of the Hindu-Muslim unity. He had once described the Hindus
and Muslims as two beautiful eyes of a beautiful bride. He wrote two essays in Tahzib-uZAkhlaq, one in 1888 and another 1898 exhorting Muslims to give up killing of cows since
this would bring about a good neighbourly relations between the Hindus and the Muslims.
There were innumerable occasions when he strongly advocated for this unity between tile
two important re1 igious communities.
While these were some aspects of the various thoughts of Sir Syed where he was committed
to larger well being ~f the Muslims, there were certain other aspects as well where he
seemed to suggest distinct political options for the Muslims and did not wish them ever to
come closer to the Congress. Some of these tendencies were visible from the time the
movement to replace Urdu in Persian script with that of Hindi in Nagari script had emerged
in the United Provii~cesin 1867. The protagonist of this movement had argued that Urdu was
not the language of the masses as Hindi was, and thus, such a demand was raised. Sir Syed
was disturbed by such a development since he was himself given to use Urdu extensively
in producing all kinds of literature and treatises. This sudden development on the language
and script question led him to argue that, "Now I am convinced that these two llations will
not work unitedly in any cause. At present there is no hostility between them. But, on
account of the so called educated people it will increase a hundred fold in the f~lture."Later,
in a letter dated 2gthApsil 1870 to Nawab Mohsinul Mulk lle wrote, "This is proposal which
will make Hindu-Muslim unity impossible to achieve. Muslims will never agree to Hindi and
if the Hindus, in accordance with their latest attitude, insist on I-Iindi, they will reject Urdu.
The inevitable consequence of sucfl a move will be that the two will be permanently separated."
In the political realm too, Sir Syed did not have any conception of bringing religious communities
together for certain political action. On the contrary he maintained that these colnmunities
would have distinct political options separate from each other. This was the driving force
which made him argue that the Indian National Congress was not in the best interest of the
community of Muslinls. He thought the Congress was likely to take a conft.ontationist stan-ce
in due course of time, which would be it~juriousto the interest of the Muslims since they had
already suffered as a consequence of the Revolt of 1857. He further thought that a rilere
passing of resolutions by the Congress did not make it national in character. In gcneral he
argued with Muslims that they sllould keep away from the Congress. s i r Syed was also
opposed to the principle of election even for the local boards and district boards. He argued
that keeping in view the Icinds of social differences that existed in the Indian society, it would
be imprudent to introduce the principle of elections. He suffered from a strange fear that,
in the event of elections, various religious communities would vote for leaders of k e respective
communities which wo~lldresult in the political marginalisation of the Muslims. Instead he
which would ensure certain representation of Muslilns
favoured the principle of nomi~~ation,
too. In making these arguments, Sir Syed betrayed certain elite bias. He llilnself was nominated
to the Imperial Legislative Council in 1878.
>

It is another matter altogether that there were not many among Muslims who paid heed to
his exhortations. For instance, Badruddin Tayabji refuted Sir Syed's argument and said that
Muslims' interest would be better served by advancing the general progress of India. There
were scores of Muslim delegates participating in the proceedings of the Indian National
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Congress since 1887 and many of them came from the same province 'as Sir Syed's. The
Ulema of Darul Uloom at Deoband were issuing Fatwas exhorting Muslims to join the
Congress.
It is important to remember that in a country such as India where diversity of all hues existed
for such a long time, religious communities were no exception. Every community threw up
diverse options keeping in mind the class, linguistic, regional and other backgrounds in mind.
After all Sir Syed was not preaching any hatred between commm~ities.However his major
concerns were to promote the interests of the Muslims at large particularly the established
groups. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan died on 27thMarcl~
1898.

8.3 MOHAMMAD IQBAL (1576-1938)
Mohammad Iqbal is commonly referred to as Allama Iqbal for the reason that he was
considered as one of the important intellectuals .mong the Muslims in the first half of the
twentieth century. Even though he is widely knowii for*his Urdu and Persian poetry, he was
a practitioner of the politics as well. Between his poetry and politics, he was able to blend
elements of philosophy as well, in which he had received training it1 Germany in the beginning
of the twentieth century. He started his career as a poet rather early in life who, later on,
acquired immense maturity. He is one of the few Urdu poets wl~osecompositions required
prior initiation for better comprehension. However, in this section, we shall concern ourselves
more with his social, cultural and political world view than his poetry.

8.3..1 Early Life
Mohaminad Iqbal was born on 22"dFebruary1873 at Sialkot, in Punjab. His forefathers were
Kashmiri Brahmins who had embraced Islam about three hundred years ago. Mohainmad
Iqbal looked at his ancestry with pride and gave enough reflection to it in his poetry as well.
His initial education was in a traditional Maktab. Latei he joined Sialkot Mission School and
upon completing matriculation, he went to Lahore for higher studies and joined the Government
College there and completed his B.A. in 1897. Two years later, he secured his Masters'
degree and was appointed as a lecturer in the Oriental College, Lahore to teach History,
Philosophy and English where he served between 1899 and 1905. He went to Europe and
secured a Ph.D at Munich and returned to Lahore in 1908. In the course of his stay in
Europe, he also obtained degree to practice as a barrister.

8.3.2 Ideas on Nationalism
C.

Before Mohammad Iqbal had visited Europe he was given to espouse a rather strong sense
of patriotism. For instance his famous song Sure Jahan se Achcka Hindustan Hunzara was
the ultimate tribute to the motherland, India. His poem, Naya Ski~wlatoo was an example
of sincere exhortations to his countrymen to give up pettymindedness and develop broader
vision and perspective about the corporate life as Indians. However, upon his return from
Europe he seemed to develop some distaste for nationalism because of the way various
European nations were pursuing this, The period he was in Europe was truly an age of
aggressive nationalism. Nations were attempting to run down each other. Such observations
of Iqbal led him to believe that nationalism was too narrow an ideology to make an ideal of

human and territorial groups. However, the point that must be noted here is that nationalis~n
in a colonial society such as India was not directed towards dominating any other nation but
seek liberation from coloilial rule and exploitation at the hands of the British. The Indian
nationalism, as it was unfolding in the course of its evolution, was Inore progressive than
jingoistic.

8.3.3 Political Activities
While Iqbal had his one step firmly rooted in poetry and philosophy, his second step gradualIy
started setting into the world of politics as well. He had become familiar with the muslin^
League propagation of the demand for separate electoi-ates while he was still in England in
1906. After his return to India in 1908, he joined the provincial Muslim League in Punjab.
From this time onwards, Iqbal's concerns remained only with the promotion of the Muslims'
interests. In order to engage himself in this exercise, he argued with Muslims that there was
no point in opposing the British. He disagreed with lnany Muslim individuals and groups who
were active it1 the freedom struggle and accused them of harbouring too much of the
Western ideas which he thought the nationalism were. In 1909, he argued that for Muslims,
the basis for nationhood was Islam itself, since nationality for Muslims was not based on
material and concrete notion of such a country in terms of certain physical embodiments.
Iqbal argued that in Islam the essence was 'non-ten~poral' and 'non-spatial' and could not
be bound by character and features of a particular social group alone. The question of
nationality in Islam was based on abstraction and potentially expansive groups. The values
of collective life for the Muslims were based on firm grasp of the principles of Islam. Iqbal
believed that Islam was a potent source to challenge the 'race-idea', which had proved to
be the hardest barrier in actualising the Iiumanitarian ideal; therefore, the Muslin~smust
rejecting it. He asserted that Islam was non-territorial and believed in encompassing the
entire humanity, thus rejected the limited and narrower boundaries. He asserted that the 'idea
of nation' as some kind of principle of human society was in direct clash with Islam since
it believed in the principle o f human society. In the course of articulation of his political
philosophy, he disagreed with those who believed that religion could coexist with political
nationalism. He asserted that in a country such as India whcre different faiths existed,
making the land or geographical territory as the basis of nationhood would, in the long run,
result in undermining the religion itself because in the event of such a development, Islam
will be reduced to mere 'ethical ideal', without its accompanying 'social order'.
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Iqbal was elected to the Punjab Legislative Asselnbly in 1927 and actively participated in the
debates of the Assembly. While participating in the Budget discussion on 5"Marcll 1927, he
pleaded for more allocation for rural sanitation and inedical relief for women. In the course
of the proceedings of the House, he also pleaded for Inore funds for mass education, which
he thought was absolutely essential in the interest of the people. However, at the same time,
Iqbal was keen that M~~slims
should develop their own educational institutions without which
their history and cultural acllievements would be overshadowed. On various occasio~isin the
Assembly debates, he kept on e~nphasisingthat to tall<about united nationalism was a futile
exercise since all the coinmunities were inore concerned about their exclusive interests
rather than the 'national' interests. All through he never allowed his focus shift away from
this position.
G

In the wake of the coin~nllnalriots in Punjab in 1927,'he pleaded for harmony among the

communities. While Iqbal was a member of the Punjab Legislative Assembly he was elected
the Secretary of the All India Muslim League. But he soon ran into differe~lceswit11 many
leaders of the League on the issue of the boycott of the Simon Commission, which was an
all white commission for making suggestions to bring about constitutiot~alchanges in the
existing Government of India Act 1919. He left the Secretalyship of the Leaguc but continued
to remain loyal to the ideology and large<principles ofthe party. Later in 1930 11e was invited
to preside over the session of the Muslim League at Allahabad. In this session he delivered
a speech which was to have delineated certain options which hitherto w a s not envisaged by
anybody else. He argued, "To base a constitutio~lon the conception of a homogeneous India,
or apply to India principles dictated by British democratic sentiments is utlwitti~lglyto prepare
her for a civil war. ... The formation of a consolidated North-West Muslim Indian states
appears to be the final destiny of Muslims, at least of N~rth-WestIndia ...,I therefore
demand the formation of a consolidated Muslim state in the best interest o f India and Islarn."
This statement of Mohamtnad Iqbal in a way contradicted much of what he was saying since
the beginning of 1909 that Islam and many of its principles could not be kept confined to any
geographical limits since they were expansive in nature. But his new set of ideas was to
become an ideological reference point for the League in tiines to come.
However, it has to be noted that Iqbal did not maintain consistency in his formulations on the
question of nationalisn~.In March 1933 he remarked that nationalism irllplied certain race
consciousness which was against the grain of his conviction. He argued illat if such a
consciousness was allowed to take place in the Asian context, it was recipe for some kind
of disaster. Again in 193 8 he argued that it was not the national unity but human brolherhood
alone was the unifying force for the mankind since such a thing w o i ~ l dbe above tlie
considerations of race, colour, la~lguageatid nationality. He believed that i n order to achievc
higher goals of humanity, it was important to blur thcsc distinctions. I-Ie reiterated the same
principles in his response to Husain Ahinad Madani's argument for territorial nationalism
encompassing all religious communities of India. While Iqbal was arguing for a universal
brotherhood, according to him, it was to be based on his conviction that it was [slam alone
which would provide sue11 a ground. It is not difficult to discern therefore, certain contradictions
in his world-vicw of ul~iversalbrotherl~oodbased only on Islam, thus leaving out all other
philosophy for similar options. Another glaring contradiction that we can notice is that his
universalism was tampered with an argument for the Muslirns maintaining their separate
identity in a clearly demarcated geographical area.
Iqbal's participation in the contemporary political process was full o f contradiction and
inconsistencies. However his contributions in the realm of poetic creativity were f.dr more
- enduring. He breathed his last on 21"Apri1193 8.

8.4 MWULANA MAUDUDl (1903-1979)
Syed Abul A'la Maududi popularly known as Maulana Maududi, is one of the greatest
revivalists of Islam in the 20d1century. Apart from having produced a large number of
literature concerning Islam and Muslims, he was the founder of the Jamat-i-Islami in 1941.
Maulana Maududi was born on 2ndSeptember 1903 in a devout Muslim family of Aurangabad,
in the present day Maharashtra. I-Iis educational training was steeped in Isla~nicstudies right
from the beginning. Towards the close of the second decade of the twentictl~century hc was

drawn to the nationalist movement in the wake of the on-cooperation-Khilafat movement
and was impressed by Gandhiji's work so much that he wrote a book on his persollality and
work but it was confiscated by the British Government. After a brief stint with a paper called
Taj at Jabalpur, he came in contact with Jamiat-ul-Ulema-i-Hind a body of Muslim theologians
committed to the cause of Indian's struggle for independence, which was founded towards
the end of 1919. He became the editor of the paper launched by it called the Muslim and
served it till the end of 1923 when this paper was closed. Subsequently the Jamiat-ulUlenza-i-Hind launched another paper called al-Jarniat which Maulana Maududi again joined
it as the editor and continued to serve the paper till the end of 1927.
The time Maulana Maududi broke his links with the Jamiat, he launched himself as an
independent Islamic thinker with the Publication of al-Jihadfil-Islam in 1927, which he had
written to address many issues which had arisen as a consequence of the assassination of
Swami Shardhanand and went into some length to argue that not all acts of aggression, a
Muslim deserves to describe as Jihad .This book was considerably noticed in religious and
political circles. However Maulana Maududi did not have any defined pursuit o f career. I-Ie
came to much wider prominence with the editorship of Tarjzmman-ul-Qzna at I-Iyderabad
since 1936. His writings attracted even Mohammad Iqbal, who invited him to Pathankot and
pursue his studies there. He offered the support of some Wakf property there. He moved
to Pathankot in January 1938 to establish Darul Islam Academy. However the death of
Mohammad Iqbal soon after, made Maulana Maududi return to Lahore to teach Islamiyat at
Islamia College there.

8.4.1 Views on Nationalism
There appears some shift in Maulana Maududi's world-view as regards the Muslims being
a part of the territorial nationalism or distinct from it. We have already disct~ssedthe point
that in the early years Maulana Maududi strongly believed in the composite territorial nationalism
but from this time onwards he seemed to have undergone ideological transformation. He
started arguing that Islamic 'nationhood' was more rational than the territorial nationalism.
It had the capacity to absorb all, therefore capable of absorbing all and lay the foundation
of cultural unity. He argued that Islamic 'nationhood' could not coexist with other 'nationalities'
of race, language and country. He asserted that Muslims must sever all links with the land
of birth. In Maududi's perception, Islamic and geographical nationalism were two mutually
exclusive entities, therefore he was apprehensive that geographical nationalism among Muslims
would undermine Islamic 'nationhood' and unity. He thought that Indian leaders were mistaken
in their belief tliat in order to fight the British, they must create a common nationality. He
disagreed with Husain Ahmad Madani's contention that in the Indian context a religious
community did not constitute a nation unto itself. On the contrary, ail religious commullities
must politically merge together in order to emerge as a distinct nation on territorial basis.
However while Husain Ahmad Madani was making these arguments on behalf of the Jamiatul-Ulema-i-Hind, he was also conscious of the fact that while Muslims were willing to join
the process of the making of a nation, they must retain their distinct religio-cultural identity.
Maududi's notion of Islamic 'nationality' reached an incomprehensible length when he argued
tliat all those who were struggling against the British should be aware that if the British were
to transfer power to non-Muslims then the very participation of a Muslim in this process
would not be valid from the point of view of religion. He further argued that if the Muslims

truly want to fight for the freedom from the Rritish then they should have one clear objective
in mind that they would strive to makc India dnr-ul Islanz where it would be possible for
Mr~slilnsto organise their life according to the principles of Islam. Around 1937-38 Maulana
Maududi proposed some kind of state within a state where the MusIirns would enjoy freed0111
to organise their life according to the Sharia and preserve their 'national life'.
Maulana Maududi's conception of the Muslims constituting some lcind of transcendental
nation was so strong that he neither endorsed the Congress' approach to bring the whole of
India under popular sovereignty of all its people, nor did he endorse tlle Muslim League's
claim that Indian Muslims were a nation unto thernselvcs in order to justify their demand for
the partition of India and the making of Pakistan. According to Maulana Maududi, the
Muslim League notion of nationalism too was self limiting. In order to propagate the religious
and political philosophy of Maulana Maududi, a party was established under his leadership
called the Jama't-i-Islami 011 25'hAugust 1941. At the time of founding the Jamat, a constitution
was also drawn up where the emphasis was Inore on religious matters rather than political.
Encouraged by the criticism of the Congress too, the Muslim League thought of etllisting the
support of the Maulana Maududi twice tl~roughMaulana Zafar Ahamad Ansari. He was
once invited in 1937 to join the research group of the League; in 1945 again similar kind of
invitation was extended to him by Maulana Ansari. Oti both tlle occasions he turned down
the League's invitation. In a booklet titled as Rah-i-Anzal published in 1944, Maulaiia Maudrldi
argued that theirs (Muslims) opposition was neither to the Hindus nor the British. Tkeir only
sin1 and objective was establishnlent of the sovereignty of God. Keeping this in mind he
castigated all other Muslim organisations for being obsessed wit11 'freedorn' either from the
Hindus or British imperialism. According to him, the real salvation of the Muslinis was in
deliverance from the rule of those other than God.
Maulana Maududi did not endorse the Muslim League's claim for Palcistan for it was not in
tune with his conception of Islarnic 'nation' since such a demand was based on the notion
of territorial nationalism. He could not have accepted it. However wl~enthe partition became
imminent, he decidcd to split the Jamat-i-Islami into two, one part working in Pakistan and
the other in India in ordcr to realise the goals it liad set before itself at the time of its
foundation. It is another matter altogether that in 1948 Maulana Maududi himself migrated
to Pakistan and ran into troubles with the Palcistan Government from time to time.

8.5 MOHAMMAD ALI JlNNAH (1 876-1948)
Mohammad Ali Jinnah travelled long distances in his political career finally to becotne the
Qaid-i-Azam, which literally means a great leader to the Pakistanis since he had the credit
of founding Pakistan after seeking the partition of India on 14"' August 1947. It was argued
by the.All India Musli~nLeague and M.A.Jinnah in March 1940 that Indian Mi~slimswere
not only just a religious community seeking certain canstitutional arrangements which would
ensure better and secure future of the Muslims of India, but also make it a distinct nation.
Once such ,a declaration was made, the next logical step was to demand a state in the name
of Pakistan. The man who carried this demand to its fruition was the one and only M.A.Jinnah.
Mohatnmad Ali Jinnah was born on 2SthDecember 1976 in the family of a relatively prosperous

business family of Jinnabhai in Karachi. After his initial education in Karachi and Bombay,
Jinnah went to England to study law which he soon completed at the age of eighteen $ars
with two more years of stay there at Lincolll Inn's formal training. At the age of twenty he
returned to India to join the Bar first in Karachi and later in Bombay and soon established
himself among the legal fraternity of the city.
Jinnah became a part of the Congress led politics by joining the party in 1906. At the annuai
session of the Congress, the same year, he acted as the private secretary to Dadabhai
Nauroji who was the president of the Indian National Congress for that year. Around ihis
time he was largely given to a liberal world-view and strongly believed in the constitutional
process. He came quite close to a moderate Congress leader, Gopal Krishna Golchale and
received his initial political training under him and soon earned recognition. He was a part
of the battery of lawyers who defended Lokmanya Tilak in 1908 when he was prosecuted
by the British. In 1909 he was elected to the Imperial Legislative Council from Bombay and
excelled in I ~ i sperformance in defending several issues which affected the lives of Indians
including the struggle which was going on in South Africa under the leadership of Mahatma
Gandhi. He spoke about the harsh treatment meted out to the Indians there. Jinnah supported
Gokhale in 1912 when he came up with the Elementary Education Bill and argued for more
allocation of money for the purpose. While Jinnah was still in the Congress, he joined the
Musli~nLeague as well on the suggestioi~of Maulana Mohammad Ali and Wazir Husain in
1913. I-Iowever before joining the League, he ensured that joining it never meant any
compromise on the larger national cause as espoused by the Congress. The same year he
was instrumental in accepting the Wakf Validating Bill by the then Viceroy, which was meant
to safeguard the interests of the beneficiaries of the Muslim family trusts against the folly
of any one member of the family. This particular act of Jinnah earned him recognition among
the Muslims.

8.5.1 Hindu-Muslim Unity
Just like Syed Ahmad Khan, Jinnah was also keen to work for the well being of the Muslims.
However, his concern for the Muslims was not meant to be at the cost of the Hindu-Muslim
unity. As a matter of fact it is important to note that till the elections of 1937 he believed
that both the communities must join hands to remain strong in order to overcome the difficulties
placed on the Indians by the British Government. Some reflection in this regard was manifest
at the time of the Lucknow Pact of 1916 which envisaged certain seat sharing forinula
between the Hindus and Muslims, in which the Muslims gained better advantages in Muslim
minority provinces such as United Provinces while they had conceded more ground to the
Hindus and others in the Muslim majority provinces such as the Punjab and Bengal. Important
national leaders played a crltcial role in this like Tilak. Jinnah too played an important role
in bringing about this agreement.
Ji~inahwas one of the many leaders who did not approve of mixing religion with politics. In
the context of the emerging Non-cooperation-khilafat movement, he did not approve of
religion being pressed in the service of politics. He was sounding certain note of caution that
the consequences of such a strategy might prove to be counterproductive. During 1919-1920,
strong religious feelings were stirred among the Muslims on the issue of Khilafat, an Islamic
institution in the hands of the Ottomans of Turkey for considerably long time. However after
the defeat of Turkey in the First World War, it was feared by Muslims that soon Ottomall

Empire would be fragmented and inany Holy places would fall in the hands of the nonMuslims, which was unacceptable to them. In any case, for quite sometime, pall-Islamic
upsurge had already generated anti-colonial sentiments anlong the Muslims. Keeping all
these developments in mind, Gandhiji decided to go along with the Muslims and agreed to
lead the movement. His understanding was that he, as a good Hindu, was duty-bound to
stand by h i s Muslim compatriots in times of their distress. In the context of all these
developments, the Indian National Congress, despite its initial reluctance, finally decided to
extend support to Gandhiji; this was the movement with which Jinnah did not agree at all and
resigned from the Congress in 1920 not to come back to it ever again.

8.5.2 dinnah and the Muslim League
It must be pointed out that while Jinnah left the Congress, he retained his association with
the Muslim League. However, after leaving the Congress, he remained politically dormant
but sprung t o action once again when it was announced that an all-white Simon Commission
would visit India to study the working of the Government of India Act 1919 and make
recommendations for bringing about changes in it. All shades of political opinion barring
sorne, decided to boycott the Commission. At this point of time the Muslim League was split
into two wings - one led by Mohammad Shafi of the Punjab and the other by M.A.Jirina11.
The Shafi wing of the League agreed to cooperate with the Commission whereas the Jjnnah
faction decided to go along with the Congress in boycotting it. In view of these developtnents,
it was resolved that instead of cooperating with the Commission, Indians would work out
their own constitution acceptable to all. In the context of this resolve that Indians would work
out their o w n constitution, various groups activated themselves to come up with proposals
which might be given some consideration while preparing the constitution. Many prominent
Muslim leaders met in Dell~ion 20thMarch 1927 under the presidentship of Mohammad Ali
Jinilah to discuss Muslim representation in the legislature and after long deliberation came
up w'ith certain proposals which are popularly known as the Delhi Declaration. It was for
the first time that many Muslim leaders had agreed to give up separate electorates, which
was considered a stumbling block in bringing the two important communities together. The
Declaration said that giving up separate electorates should be conditioned upon the following:
( I ) Sind to be separated from the Bombay Presidency and made a separate province
(2) reforms to be introduced in the North-West Frontier Provinces and Bal~~chistan
on the
same footing as any other province in India (3) in Bengal and Punjab proportion of
representation to be made in accordance with the size of population (4) in the Central
Legislature, Muslim representation to be not less than one-third, It was said that after these
demands were accepted, Muslims would accept joint electorates in all the provirlces so
constituted and make to Hindu minorities in Bengal, Punjab and North-West Frontier Province
similar concessions that the Hindu majorities in other provinces were prepared to make to
the Muslims.
The Madras session of the Congress held in December 1927 broadly accepted the suggestion
made in the Delhi Declaration and gave assurances to Muslims that their legitimate interests
would be secured by reservation of seats in the joint electorates on the basis of population
in every province and in the Central Legislature. It had also agreed to other proposals
regarding Sind, N.W.F.P. and Balucl~istan.In order to work out a constitution, an All Parties
Conference was constituted which, in turn, constituted a Drafling Commidee under the
chairmanship of Motilal Nehru. In the course of deliberations and consultations with all
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concerned parties, it came to the fore that despite the Congress approval of the Delhi
Declaration, the Hindu Mahasabha was not willing to concede demands raised by various
shades of Muslim opinion. As a result, in the final Report which is popularly known as the
Nehru Report, these issues were ignored thus causing disappoint~nentto many Muslim groups.
However in order to get the final approval of the said Report, an All Parties Conference was
convened in Calcutta in December 1928. In this meeting Jinnah made a fervent plea with
members present there that for the sake of unity among the communities particularly the
Hindus and Muslims, "It is absolutely essential to our progress th?t Hindu Muslim settlement
should be reached, and that all communities should live in friendly and harmonious spirit in
this vast country of ours." I-le further added by way of caution, "Majorities are apt to be
oppressive and tyrannical and minorities always dread and fear that their interests and rights,
unless clearly defined and safe-guarded by statutory provisions, would suffer.." Jinnah was
shouted dowu in this All Parties Conference. With disappointment Jinnah came back to
Bombay and soon after left for England with an intention to settle down there practicing law.
This episode was a turning point in the political life of Jinnah. Determined to stay in England
but on the persuasion of Liaqat Ali Khan, the future first Prime Minister of Pakistan, Jinnah
decided to return to India in 1934. Soon be was elected as the permanent President of the
All India Muslim League. He worked hard to expand the social base of the League. There
was one opportunity to test the electoral strength of the League in the context of 1937
elections, which was held under the provisions of the Government of India Act 1935. The
said Act was severely criticised by all, including Jinnah. Yet many, including the Congress,
thought of using this opportunity to test their respective strengths. The Muslim League could
secure only 109 out of total 482 Muslim seats in all British Indian provinces. It was nowhere
close to forming the majority in Muslim majority provinces. It turned out to be a sad commentary
on the League's performance in the 1937 elections. Combined with such dismal performalice,
it (League) was alarmed by the Musliin Mass Contact Programme of the Congress and
feared that such a programme would undermine its claim to represent Muslims. Coupled with
attempts to form coalition Ministries in Bombay
this, there were also two unsuccessf~~l
Presidency and United Provinces. The Muslim League adopted an aggressive attitude towards
the Congress and the Congress-led ministries in various provinces. It charged them of
pursuing anti-Muslim policies and started describing the Congress as caste-Hindu party
instead of national party.

8.5.3

' .*

Two NationTheory

In its opposition to the Congress, the Muslim League crossed all limits and finally came
around to the idea of describing the Muslims of India not as a religious community or a
minority in a Hindu-majority country but a distinct nation. Thus according to tile League's
formulations, India was home to not one but two nations which led the demand that India be
partitioned so that there could be separate homeland to the Musliins as well. This understanding
was put to crystallisation in the annual session of the Muslim League held in Lahore on 23rd
March 1940. The Resolutioll adopted here is popularly known as the Pakistan Resolutio~lor
'Two-nation theory'. In this resolution it was said that the Muslims of India on account of
their religious, cultural and historical distinctiveness in contrast with the Hindus, constituted
a nation unto themselves. Since then, Jiniiah reiterated this positior~on all occasiolls and from
all platforms. From this time onwards, the Muslim League, under Jinnah, did not look back

and never considered any settlement which was not conceding Pakistan. In this effort. of the
League, the British Government was more than obliging right since t h e t i m e of August offer
of 1940 and right through the Cripps Mission of 1942 and the Cabinet Mission of 1946. In
the Simla Conference held in 1945, Jinnah had argued that in the event of any interim
arrangements of ministry formation, only the Muslim League would have t h e right to nominate
Muslim members. In an unsaid manner, Lord Wavel, the then Viceroy, conceded this demarid
raised by the Muslim League. As a consequence many Muslim political leaders in provinces
such as Punjab switched sides in favour of the League and in the elections of 1945-46 it was
able to secure almost 75% of the Muslim votes. However it is important to mention that
these elections were held under the provisions of the Government of India Act 1935 and the
average franchised percentage did not exceed more than 15% of the total population, Muslims
being no exception to it.
It is pertinent to recall that there was opposition to Jinnah?sformulations of Muslims constituting
a nation from within the Muslims, apart from the Congress and others. For instance within
one month of the passing of the 'two-nation theory', various Muslim political formations from
different parts of the country and representing different sections but firmty committed to the
cause of Indian nationalism, came to form a coalition called Azad Muslim Conference. In
April 1940 a huge convention was organised in Delhi where 'Two-nation theory' was
challenged. It was argued that while MusIims were a distinct religious community with their
cultural world-view, they did not constitute a nation as claimed by Jinnah and the Muslim
League. In several places the League had to face electoral challenge from the constituent
of this Azad Muslim conference. For instance in B.ihar six Muslim League candidates were
defeated in the provincial elections in 1946 by the candidates of All India Momin Conference,
a body of Muslim weavers. Jamaiat-ul-Ulema-i-Hind, a body of Muslim theologians, too kept
on challenging the League for its demand for partition. It vehemently argued that Muslims
were not a nation but a religious community and it was an integral part of the single territorial
nationhood along with the rest of the people of India.
I

8.6 SUMMARY
In the ljreceding pages we have discussed the emergence and evolution of the ~ u s t i m
thought only with reference to four persons. In all cases we have noticed that these thoughts
were fixed entities since they were continuously evolving in the context of certain historical
developments. In many cases some thoughts of these men became irrelevant while in others
they persisted. However it is important to underline that Sir Syed was more concerned about
securing the future of Muslims through modern education and reconciliation with the British.
In case of Mohammad Iqbal and Maulana Maududi, we find that they were more concerned
with the theological aspects of Muslims' life. They both treated nationalism outside the pale.
of Islamic principles of life. But Mohammad Ali Jinnah essentially focused on the political
dimensions of the collective life of the Muslims. He started well in tune w i t h Indian nationalism
but in due course of time adopted a belligerent attitude and called Muslims a nation, therefore
justifying the demand for partition of India and the making of Pakistan.
It is important to bear in mind that while these four were important figures who attempted
to influence the thought process and political'developments~there were many others in their
contemporary times who held diametrically opposite view to all these. At the same time, let
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us bear in mind that since the Muslims were not a homogeneous community, no single
individual or formation could ever make a legitimate claim to represent the entire community
in the realms of tl~oughtsand politics. We have to take into account diverse voices emanating
from equally diverse society such as India's without any exception.

8.7 EXERCISES
1. Analyse Sir Syed Ahmad Khan's views on Hindu-Muslim Unity.
2. SummariseMohammad Iqbal's ideas on Nationalism and his contribution to the Muslim Thought.

3 . The Islamic nationhood and geographical nationalism, as Maulana Maududi argued, are two
distinct identities. Explain.
4. Briefly analyse M.A. Jinnah's contribution to the 'Two Nation Theory'.
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9.1 INTRODUCTION
Concern for Indian nation was never expressed in a homogeneous way. Social and political
thinkers of modern India understood the nature of Indian society and polity in different ways
for obvious reasons; therefore, construction of nation was never unif'ortn. While some of
them designed an overarclling and encompassing Indian identity, others constructed Indian
nation on the fou~~dation
of particular identities like religion, caste, ethnicity and gender,
language, etc. In this lesson, an attempt has been made to understand the central ideas and
concerns of some of the thinkers of modern India who represented and chainpioned particular
identities; they include: E.V. Ramaswamy Naicker(l879-1973), Pandita Ramabai(1858- 1922),
Jaipal singh(1903- ld70), Kazi Nazrul Islam(l899-1976) and Bhai Kahn Sing11 Nablla(186 1 - .

1938). A11 these thinkers, unfortunately, have not received enough attention in the 'mainstream'
literature of political science, despite their immense socio-political contributions and mobilisational
capabilities.

9.2 E. V. RAMASWAMY NAlCKER (1879-1973)
E.V. Ramaswamy Naicker, popularly known as Periyar (Great Sage), was born in Erode, in
a family of welI-off artisans. He married at an early age of 13, but after six years became
an ascetic. Wandering all over India, particularly the Hindu pilgrimage centres, he experienced
the 'evils' of Hinduism and the priestly exploitations.

9.2.1 Critique of Hinduism and B'rahminical Domination
Periyar's negative perception of Hinduism and Brahmins needs to be analysed in the sociopolitical context of Tamil Nadu. Like their counterparts in other provinces, in Tamil Nadu as
well, Brahmins always enjoyed a dominant position in the Hindu scriptures and rituals.
'Though constituted only about 3 per cent of Tamils, they continued to dominate the public
spheres even under the colonial rule. Their settlement in fertile areas further enhanced their
social power. In the pre-colonial Tamil Nadu, although Brahmins did not monopolise the
ownership of land, they virtually monopolised scribal occupation, which enabled them to
acquire Western education much faster than others under the colonial rule. This gave the
Brahmins an early lead in the professions. Further, they used a dialect having a distinct
character and with a far greater Sanskritic content. Thus, many Tamil Brahmins were very
conscious of the sanskritic nature of their sub-culture and claimed with pride to be 'Aryans',
suggesting a quasi-racial distinction from other classes.
.
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To Naicker, Hinduism was a tool of Brahminical domination and the Brahmins epitomised
Hindu arrogance and perpetrated social injustice. He castigated Hinduism as an opiate by
which the Brahmins had dulled and subdued the masses. Naicker blamed the Aryans for
introducing an unjust and oppressive social system in the country and espoused a Dravidian
racial c~nsciousnessto defend the rights of the Dravidians against the Aryan domination. He
argued that ;a Hindu may be a Dravidian, but a Dravidian "in the real sense of the term
cannot and shall not be a Hindu."

f

Naicker was convinced that Hinduism perpetuated casteism, and must be resisted. Thus, he
public19 ridiculed the Puranas as fairy tales, not only imaginary and irrational but also grossly
immoral.
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9.2.2
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Critique of the Congress and Mahatma Gandhi

The scope of the associational activity and self-government increased in the early decades
of the century. Brahmins set the tone of Madras city politics in the 1910s, of the Home Rule
Leagues sprouting during the World War I and of nationalist mobilisation after the War. They
controlled Congress's state level leadership until World War 11, Naicker was active in the
Congress-led Freedom Struggle for sometime. He participated in the non-cooperation
movement, offered satyagraha and defended khadi. But Naicker's efforts to get Tamil
e entation were
Nadu Congress to adopt resolutions in favour of caste quotas in political repr-::
continually defeated between 1919 and 1925.
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MoreoGer, he got disenchanted with the 'paternalistic' aspects of Gandhi's social programme,
which he thought, was conducive to the legitimation of the prevailing social order. Periyar
was opposed to Gandhi's reconstructed version of varnashrama dharma as it did not
correspond to the way the caste system had historically functioned. Periyar also interpreted
Gandhian nationalism as a hegemonic project to maintain the dominance of the Brahmins and
'Brahminism' in Indian society and the predominant influence o f north India in the national
politics. Naicker's growing dissatisfaction with Gandhi and the Congress, which he began to
express from 1925 onwards in the journal Kudi Arasu, led him and his followers to found
the Self Respect Association in 1926.
Protesting against the Brahlninical dominance in high politics, he quit the Congress and
developed Dravidian cultural alternatives to the prevailing hegemonic Brahminical culture. In
1925, he organised the "Self Respect Movement", designed as Dravidian Uplift, seeking to
expose Brahminical tyranny andthe deceptive methods by which they controlled all spheres
of Hindu life. Tl~us,Naicker advocated: "God should be destroyed; Religion should be destroyed;
Congress should be destroyed; Gandhi should be destroyed; The Brahmin should be destroyed."
Naicker's methods of struggle included the destruction of the images of Ilindu deities such
as Raina and Ganesha. According to Periyar, "Rama and Sita are despicable characters, not
worthy of imitation and admiration even by the lowest of fourth-rate humans.' Ravana (a
Dravidian hero presented as a demon in the north), oil the other hand, is depicted as a
Dravidian of "excellent" character. In his preface t o The Ramayana : A True Reading, he
slates that "the veneration of the story any longer in Tamil Nad is injurious and ignolninious
to the self-respect of tlie community and of the country." Periyar's neth hods of breaking idols
and taking out anti-God processions, earned him a lot of criticism. Yet he was adamant that
from his radical point of view, idols were symbols of Brahlninical ideology and superstition.

9.2.3 Naicker's Discourse
Portraying Naicker as just anti-Brahmin or anti-God would be not doing justice. He was a
radical social reformer. His determined campaign against Hindu orthodoxy accompanied by
rationalism and social reform, transformed tlie social landscape of Tamil Nadu. His radical
social reform campaign caught the imagination of the underclass: As in the Self-Respect
Movement, one of Naicker's basic objectives was to remove all "superstitious belief' based
upon religion or tradition. No inember was allowed to wear the sectarian marks of faith
across his forehead. Members were urged to boycott the use of Brahmin priests in ceremonies.
He campaigned for widow remarriage and inter-caste marriage. Thus, his thrust on nonBrahminism must be placed in the context of the rigid rituals that had legitimised caste
oppression at that time.
Naicker claimed that his brand of politics was oriented o n the contrary, towards the
emancipation of the subordinate groups in Tamil society, much as fiberalisin had opposed
upper class and clerical dominance in the West. Naicker sought to associate himself with the
enlightenment heritage by elaborating a materialist ontology and a genealogy of Brahminical
morals as founded on a resentment of worldly non-Brahmin virtues. Further, he claimed
Rousseau, Marx and Ingersoll as sources of inspiration and pointed to a future in which caste
divisions and 'superstition' would yield place to pluralism, secularisation and acceptance of
modern science and technology. Such self-representations promoted some scholars to view

the Self Respect movemerit as consonant with 'British liberal assumptions.'
Important aspects of Naicker's ideology and the manner in which it was deployed in
mobilisation were out of tune with liberalism. Far from relying on the concept of abstract
citizen centraI to British liberalisn~,Naicker adopted ethnic categories drawn from colonial
knowledge and sought to accord Shudra primacy in the political community. In contrast to
the north, the south India, even before the colo~lialrule, had experienced considerable social
mobility at different points and the intermediate castes increasingly rejecting the traditional
varna orddr. As kingly power grew, mercantile and warrier groups acquired more land as
well as dominance. The onset of'the British rule constricted the kingly path to political power.
Naicker's vision of Sllridra primacy provided the ideological basis on which later Dravidian
ideologues reinforced the dominance of nowBrahmin elite, both old and new, such as rich
farmers, merchants and industrialists. Thus, the emancipatory potential of Naicker's notions
of socia1 identity remained a subsidiary aspect of dravidianist project right through.

9.2.4 Drawidian Mob'ifisation
Naicker conceived Dravidian community primarily in terms of a coalition of megacastesthe non-Brahmin Hindu castes of Tamil Nadu, i.e. Tamil speaking Hindus who were neither
Brahmins nor SCs. Non-Brahminism endured in Tamil Nadu because it was linked to Tamil
nationalism from the 1930s onwards in a populist discourse. The opposition to Brahmin
dominance had the potential of serving as a banner for subordinate non-Brahmin groups to
buttress their dominance.
Under the Congress Ministry of C. Rajagopalachari in 1937, Hindi was introduced to the
South as a compulsory subject in schools. Taking it as an affront to Tamil culture and its rich
literary traditions, Naicker waved black flags of rebellion in his first anti-Hindi campaign. The
campaign forced the government to change Hindi into an optional subject. Naicker saw the
imposition of Hindi as a subjugation of Tamil people which could be avoided only through the
creation of a Dravidian state. In 1938, Naicker was elected President of the Justice Party.
The Party resolved that Tamilnadu should be made a separate state, loyal to the British Raj
and "directly under the Secretary of State for India."
In 1939, Naicker organised the "Dravida Nadu Conference" for the advocacy of a separate
and independent Dravidasthan. The demand was again reiterated the following year in response
to the Lahore resolution demanding Pakistan passed by the Muslim League. Naicker gave
full support to the scheme for Pakistan and tried to enlist support for the creation of a
Dravidasthan. The basic presupposition of the movement was that the Dravidian non-Brahmin
peoples (Tamil, Telugu, Kannada, and Malayalam) were of a racial stock and culture, which
distinguished them from the Aryan Brahmins.
I

In 1944, the justice Party was reorganised as Dravida Kazagham(DK). The object of the DK
was proclaimed to be the attainment of a sovereign independent Republic, which would be
federal in nature with four units corresponding to the linguistic divisions, each having residual
powers and autonomy of internal administration. It would be a "classless society," an egalitarian
Dravida Nadu to which the depressed and downtrodden could pledge allegiance. Tile party
proclaimed its opposition to the British Raj, and Naicker called upon the DK members to
renounce all titles conferred by the British and resign all offices connected with the National

War front. This action greatly enhanced the prestige of the movement and the DK could no
longer be considered a handmaiden of the British, as was the Justice Party from the very
beginning.

Pandita Ramabai (1 858-1922) was one of the greatest women of modern India. Exceptionally
learned, Ramabai, an outspoken champion of women's rights and social reform, earned the
unique distinction of being the sole woman representative in the male-dominated world of gender reforms. As Ramabai 'transgressed' the boundaries and contested patriarchy in' her
educational and missionary activities, she understandably became the most controversial
upper-caste woman of her times, and hence, was consciously 'erased' from the modern
Indian history for a long period.

9.3.1 Early Life: Non-conformist Background
Ramabai's father Anant Shastri Dongre, a Chitpavan Brahmin, a non-conformist, invited the
ire of his powerful conservative community brethren when he decided to teach Sanskrit to
his wife which was regarded 'heretical7. Sanskrit, the 'divine language' was after all reserved
for the upper-caste men. As consequences of his non-conformism, he had to live outside the
community and took to wandering the country with his family, living off of donations as a
puranic storeyteller. His life was unique in the sense that while leading a Brahminical way
of life, he strongly rejected some of its core principles. Ramabai learnt Sanskrit and Puranas
in those hard days, full of suffering and pain. Thus, Ramabai's break with Brahminism was
inevitable, considering the life and the legacy she inherited from her father.
After the death of her parents, Ramabai arrived in Calcutta in 1878 at the age of njneteen.
Interestingly, the religious elite of the city warmly welcomed her and encouraged her to study
the Vedas and Upanishads despite the prohibition on women to do so. She impressed the
religious elite of the city with her mastery over Sanskrit language and texts and received the
title of 'Pandita' (Scholar) and 'Saraswati' (Goddess o f Learning). Ramabai soon took up
her social reform agenda by travelling widely in Bengal and addressing women on the need
for their education and emancipation, drawing heavily on the mythological figures of educated
and independent women.

9.3.2 Contesting Patriarchy: Hinduism and Christianity
Ramabai's reading of Dharmashastras made her deeply conscious of the contempt with
which women of all castes and men of the lower caste were treated in these texts. Like
women, rules did not permit the Shudras to perform the same religious acts as the upper
castes. Ramabai rejected this discrimination in her personal life when she decided to accept
the marriage proposal from a Bipin Behari, a Shudra, lhereby decisively breaking with the
tradition. Bipin was excommunicated as it was an inter-caste marriage by civil registration.
Just after two years of marriage, Bipin's death forced widowhood on young Ramabai at the
age of twentyfour. After her initial experiences of oppressive widowhood, Ramabai refused
to be confined to the domestic space and catapulting herself into the public arena.

' ..

Returning to Maharashha, Ramabai experienced her first public encounter with the fbrces
of patriarchy when she set up the Arya Mahila Samaj in 1882 in Poona to mobilise women,
. ,
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and aroused instant hostility. She brought out a book in Marathi, Stree Dharma Niti [Morals
for Women] with the objective of counselling the helpless and ignorant women. The Kesari
commented: "In reality, it is the task of men to eradicate these and other evil customs in our
society. Women cannot therefore interfere in it for many years to come - even if they are
'panditas' and have reached the ultimate stage of reform ... Our women will have to be
under the control of men for a long time to come." Undeterred, Ramabai set up a home for
high-caste Hindu widows and made an appeal to the Hunter Commission to provide training
facilities to women to become teachers and doctors enabling them to serve other women.
However, she failed to connect to the women in Maharashtra and felt alienated as she had
no community, no social base and no real emotional bonds to fall back upon. This led to her
search for solace in religion and God which could simultaneously accommodate her social
agenda as well as her personal quest for religious fulfillment. Thus she got converted to
Christianity by the Anglican Church.
Ramabai's encounter with the patriarchy of the Anglican Church across the globe was no
less harsh. When she was offered a professorship which would involve her teaching to male
students, the Bishop of Bombay protested, or "Above all things, pray believe that her influence
will be ruined forever in India if she is known to have taught young men." Ramabai promptly
replied: "It surprises me very much to think that neither my father nor my husband objected
[to] my mother's or my teaching young men while some young people are doing so." Thus,
the major contestation in Ramabai's educational and missionary activities was that of patriarchy.
A Christian convert and renowned social reformer, Pandita Ramabai was a scholar of
Hinduism who had profound disagreements with its philosophical premises, particularly with
regard to women, and later as a Christian convert who rebelled against Christian dogma.
Thus, her life was a narrative of complex contestations-that of a woman against male
hegemony both in Hindu society as well as Anglican Church, that of an Indian convert
against the British Anglican bishops and nuns, that of an Indian Christian missionary against
the oppression of Hindu women.

Jaipal Singh (1903-1970), was a multi-faceted personality-a distinguished parliamentarian, a
champion sportsman, an educationist, a powerful orator and above all, the leader of the
Adivasis. Jaipal alias Pramod Pahan was born at the Takra village of Khunti subdivision of
the present day Jharkhand. In childhood, his job was to look after the cattle herd. His destiny
had a turn around with his admission to St. Paul's School, Ranchi, in 1910. Then Jaipal moved
to England and graduated from St John's College, Oxford with Honours in Economics. Jaipal
was selected in Indian Civil Service from which he later resigned. In 1928 Amsterdam
Olympics, he captained the Indian hockey team which won the gold medal. In 1934, Jaipal
joined teaching at the Prince of Wales College at Achimota, Gold Coast, Ghana. Jn 1937, he
returned to India as the principal incumbent of the Rajkumar College, Raipur. In 1938, he
joined the Bikaner princely State as foreign secretary. Jaipal thought that with his varied
experience he could be more useful to the country through the Congress. His encounter with
Rajendra Prasad at the Sadaaquat Ashram in Patna, however, did not go well. The then
Governor of Bihar, Sir Maurice Hallet offered to nominate him to the Bihar Legislative
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Council but Jaipal declined. In deference to their wishes, Jaipal then decided to go to Ranchi
and assess the situation for himself. The return to Ranchi was Jaipal's homecoming.

1

When the news got around that Jaipal had arrived in Ranchi, there was great excitement
among the Adivasis. The united Adivasi forum called Adivasi Sabha, formed in 1938 made
him the president of the-organisation. As many as 65,000 people gathered to listen to Jaipal's
presidential speech on January 20, 1939. They came from all over, walked on foot for days
together to have a glimpse of him as they had done in the past for Birsa Munda, the legend.
His oratory, simultaneously in English, Hindi, Sadani and Mundari, mesmerised men and
women from all walks of life.
"The Adivasi movement stands primarily for the moral and material advancement of
Chhotanagpur and Santhal Parganas," he d~claredand set as his goal a separate administrative
status for the area. He was instantly the people's "Marang Gomke" - their Supreme
Leader. The history of the region changed henceforth. With Jaipal at the helm, there was no
looking back. He worked ceaselessly for a better future for his fellow Adivasis everywhere,
even beyond the frontiers of south Bihar.
The Adivasi Sabha was changed into All India Adivasi Mahasabha. On the national political
front, Jaipal had alienated himself from the Congress personally. He played an active role
in the anti-Compromise Congress conference at Ramqarh in 1940 in close alliance with
Subhas Bose. He went against the Congress stand and supported the British in the World
War I1 and recruited men and women from Chhotanagpur for the British army.
I
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Since 1946, he was a member of the Constituent Assembly, the Provisional Parliament and
was elected four times to the Parliament until his death in 1970. As a close friend of the
doyen of anthropology, S.C. Roy and Verrier Elwin and supported by Ambedkar, he led his
"glorious struggle" both inside and outside the legislature t o establish the Adivasi identity.
With the creation of the Jharkhand Party and the induction of non-Adivasis into it in 1950,
he changed the emotive cultural movement in Jharkhand into a regional political movement,
free from any communal bias.
The Jharkhand Party (JHP) was the first legitimate political party that drew the political
agenda and gave the direction to the future of Jharkhand politics. The party became so
strong that it played a vital role in the formation of the government in the neighbouring
province of Orissa in 1957.

9.4.1 Championing Adivasi Identity
As a member of the Constituent Assembly Jaipal played a key role in raising the issue of
Adivasi identity. The dominant view in the Assembly reflected a patronising attitude towards
the tribals; the discontentment in the tribal areas existed due t o their exclusion from the
.. . mainstream development pattern. It was believed that an industry-led model of development
would be a panacea for all ills in the tribal areas. The emphasis was on the 'civilising
mission' and assimilation of tribals into the national mainstream.
Jaipal Singh countered this dominant view. Participating in the debates on the Draft Constitution,
'on 24 August 1949, Jaipal Singh delivered an important speech on Adivasi identity. He raised
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the existence of a tribal community in Jharkhand. He ernphasised that the tribal people were
the true and original inh,abitants of India, and as such had a claim to the whole of India. Yet,
he ernphasised that reservation of seats for tribals in the legislatures was necessary. He also
made an effort to divorce the case of Schduled ~ r i b e sfrom that of the Scheduled Castes.
Jaipal argued that Adivasi Society always emphasised on equality and democracy. As he
stated: "Adivasi society was the most democratic element in this country. Can the rest of
India say the same thing? ... In Adivasi society all are equal, rich or poor. Everyone has
equal opportunity and I d o not wish that people should get away with the idea that by writing
this constitution and operating it we are trying to put a new idea into the Adivasi society.
What we are actually doing is you are learning and taking something.. . . . Non-Adivasi
society has learnt much and has still to learn a good deal. Adivasis are the most democratic
people and they will not let India get smaller or weaker. . .. . I would like the members [to]
not be so condescending."(Constitzrent Assembly Debates 1949)
Asserting an Adivasi identity and advocating a key role for the community in the national
politics, he observed: "What is necessary is that the backward groups in our country should
be enabled to stand on their own legs so that they can assert themselves. It is not the
intention of this Constitution, nor do I desire it, that the advanced community should be
carrying my people in their arms for the rest of eternity. .All mat we plead is that the
wherewithal should be provided . . . so that we will be able to stand on our own legs and
regain the lost nerves and be useful citizens of India. . . . I may assure non-Adivasis that
Adivasis will play a much bigger part than you imagine, if only you will be honest about your
intentions and let them play a part they have a right to play." (Constituent Assembly
Debates 1949).

9.5 KAZl NAZRUL ISLAM (1899-19761
Kazi Nazrul Islam (1899-1976), the national poet of Bangladesh, was born in Churulia,
Burdharnan district, West Bengal. He lost his father in his childhood and had a finanqial
hardship, thereby forced to work as a teacher in a lower Islamic school at the age of nin'e.
Though his education went only up to tenth grade, he continued learning Arabic and Persian
languages. As a boy, he translated Persian ghazals and Arabic writings in Bengali. He also
educated himself enough to enjoy the writings of Keats, Shelly and Whitman. Nazrul became
a literary genius, writing 50 books of poetry and songs, 6 books of stories and novels, 3 books
of translations, 53 plays, verse-plays and operas, 2 movie scripts, 5 books of essays and 4000
songs and ghazals. He holds the world record of recorded songs, for most of which, the
music was composed by Nazrul himself.

9.5.1 The Rebel Poet (Bidhrohi &hi)
Nazrul was opposed to the British rule of India and took an active part through his writings
on Swadishi and Khilafat movement. He had to undergo rigorous imprisonment for a year
for his writing Andamoyeer Agamaney which appeared in Dhumketu. Rabindranath Tagore
called Nazrul "Dh~rnketu'~- the Comet. For Mahatma Gandhi, Nazrul's poem was "the song
of thew spinning wheel" and Nazrul was "the ultimate spirit of the spinning wheel" and
freedom ran through his vein. .

Nazrul same to be known as Bidrohi Kobi-the rebel poet-for his astonishing masterpiece
"The Bidrohi." This was a furious manifesto of self-conscious against immoraljty. As Sajid
Kamal describes: "A universal proclamation, an affirmation, an inspiration, an invocation, of
'The Rebel' within the hearts of each 'I' of the common humanity which lay oppressed,
subjugated, exploited, resigned and powerless." It is said that Nazrul would have been Nazrul
even if he had not written anything else but "The Bidrohi." Thus, Kazi Nazrul Islam refused
to compromise with the unjust.

9.5.2 Hindu-Muslim Issue
In the context of the Hindu-Muslim riots in Calcutta in 1926, quoting Rabindranath in 'HinduMuslim [The tale of tails]', he emphasised Gurudev's comment: " You see, one can sever the
tail that is outside, but who can sever the tail that is inside?"
To Nazrul, those who grow tails-inside or outside-become animals. Those tailed animals
whose ferocity or cruelty is obvious through their "horny" display and one does not have to
be as much concerned about them.
In this context, Nazrul criticises the conscious attempt perpetuated by Hindus and Muslims
to construct their respective oppositional identities through Tiki (tuft) and Dari (beard).
Nazrul's satire is striking: "The birthplace of this inner tail must be Tiki-pur and Dari-stan.
What a primitive (adim) and overpowering propensity of human being to be like animals!
Their sadness about not being able to grow tail has found a remedial consolation in growing
Tiki-Dari."
Nazrul regrets how the universal relation of humanity has been transformed into adversity/
animosity by raising walls after walls. He observes that one can live with the truth of religion,
but the overbearing nature of the books of laws/codes create all the problems. Nazrul does
not find difficulty "tolerating Hinduhood (hindutto) or Muslimhood (tnusalmanotto), but Tikitto/Dari-tto is intolerable because those seem to engender lot of animosity and friction."
NazruI argues that s w h symbols which construct the essentials of religious identities have
nothing to do with religion. Thus, he comments: "Having Tiki is not essential to being a Hindu,
it might be pedantry. Similarly, Dari is not essential to being a Muslim, it's mullatto. These
two brands of hair-bunches have caused so much hair-pulling."
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A strong believer in composite culture Nazrul blames pundits and Mullahs for being responsible
for constructing confrohtationa! identities on tlze basis of meallingless outer symbols and
divide the communities. As he concludes: "Today's squabble is also between pundit and
mullah, not between Hindu-Muslim. The mace of Narayan and sword of Allah won't have
problem, because they are the same, and weapon in the: hand of someone does not strike
the other hand of the same person. He is pronoun (shorbonam), all names have merged in
Him. In all this fight and squabble it is comforting that Allah or Narayan is neither Hindu
nor Muslim. He has no Dari or Tiki. Absolutely "clean"! I am so upset about this Tiki-Dari
because these seem to be reminders to human beings that I am different, you are different.
These outwardly marks make humanity forget her eternal blood relation."
He finds it unfortunate that Krishna-Muhammad-Christ have become communal property,
and all these squabbles centre on this property rights. "One is saying, our Allah; the other

..
is saying, our Hari. As if, the Creator is like cow-goat. And the charge of settling such
matters is on the shoulder of Justice Sir Abdul Rahim, Pundit Madan Mohon Malyobbo, etc.
One easily can see the outcomes by visiting the wards (full of wounded bodies) of the
, Medical College."

9.6 BHAl KAHN SINOH NABHA (1 861-1938)
Bhai Kahn Singh, a distinguished Sikh scholar, was born in the village of Sabaz Banera,
Patiala. His father Narain Singh was the in-charge of a Gurdwara at Nabha. Kahn Singh
did not attend any formal school or college, yet he mastered several branches of learning
through traditional education. By the age of ten he could recite with ease the Guru Granth
Sahib. He also studied Sanskrit as well as Persian. In 1887, he was appointed tutor to Tikka
Ripudaman Singh, the heir apparent of Sikh State of Nabha. From the Maharaja's private
secretary to the judge of the High Court, he held different positions in the state.

In 1885, he accidentally met Max Arthur Macauliffe who was working on Sikh scriptures
and history of early Sikhism. Macauliffe took Kahn Singh to England and depended a great
deal on his advice and guidance acknowledging his contribution; he assigned Kahn Singh the
From among Bhai Kahn Singh's numerous
copyright of his 6-volume The Sikh
works, Gurshabad Ratanakar Mahan Kosh, the first encyclopaedia of Sikhism, will always
remain a monumental one. Besides his maiden work Raj Dharam (1884), his other prominent
works incfude: Gurmat Prabhakar, a glossary of Sikh terminology, concepts and institutions,
Gurmat Sudhakar, an anthology of important Sikh texts, scriptural and historical, Gur Chand
Divakar and Gur Sabad Alankar, dealing primarily with rhetoric and prosody employed in
Guru Granth Sahib and some other Sikh texts. His Gur Girah Kasauti answers some of the
questions raised by his pupil, Tikka Ripudaman Singh, about the meanings of certain hymns
in the Guru Granth Sahib, and his Sharab Nikhedh is a didactic work stressing the harmful
effects of drinking. Among his other works are Visnu Purana, Sadd and Chandi di Var.
Bhai Kahn Singh lived his life totally immersed in his scholarly pursuits and left a permanent
imprint on the subsequent Sikh literature. His works continued to enrich the contemporary
Sikh life in its diverse aspects and his writings subtly moulded the course of Sikh awakening
at the turn of the century.

elki ion.

9.6.1 Hum Hindu Nahin: We are not Hindus
In 1898, he published Hum Hindu Nahin (We are not Hindus) with a specific purpose. The
title makes Kahn Singh's view abundantly dear. It was a response to the Arya Sarnaj
propaganda that Sikhs were just a sect of Hindus. His book set forth forcefully the Sikh
standpoint with regard to the Sikh identity. It represented the dominant view of the Singh
Sabha movement and has ever since retained the fame, which it so quietly acquired. It is
worth stressing that the approach adopted in this book is neither hostile nor aggressive. In
his presentation, he took great care to stress that he sought peace, not discord.
Bhai Kahn Singh was a revolutionary Gursikh far ahead of his times. Kahn Singh justified
the need of such a work as 'We are not Hindus' when "it is perfectly obvious that the Khalsa
is indeed distinct from Hindu society." He brings out the significance of his work through a
parable, which runs briefly as follows: Guru Gobind Singh once covered a donkey with a lion
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skin and set it loose in the wasteland. Men as well as cattle thought it was a lion and were
so frightened that none dared approach it. Released froin the miseiy of carrying burdens and
free to graze fields to its heart's content, the donkey grew plump and strong. It spent its days
happily roaming the area around Anandpur. One day, however it was attracted by the braying
of a mare from its old stable. There it was recognised by the potter who removed the lion
skin, replaced its pannier-bags, and once again began whipping it to make it work.
The Guru used this parable to teach his Sikhs an important lesson. "My dear sons," he said,
"I have not involved you in a mere pantomime as in the case of this donkey I have freed
you, wholly and completely, from the bondage of caste. You have become my sons and Sahib
Kaur has become your mother: Do not follow the foolish example of the donkey and return
to your old caste allegiance. If forgetting my words and aba;doning the sacred faith of the
Kl~alsayou return to your various castes your fate will be that of the donkey. Your courage
will desert you and you will have lived your lives in vain." Thus, Kahn Sing emphasises the
casteless aspect of Sikhism which makes it different from the caste-ridden Hitiduism.
Kahn Singh regretted that many of his brethren were in fact neglecting this aspect of the
Guru's,teaching. They regard themselves as Sikhs of the Khalsa but accept the Hindu
tradition though Sikh religion is distinct from the Hindu religion. Tlle reason for this, as Kahn
Singh argues, "is that they have neither read their own Scriptures with care nor studied the
historical past. Instead they have spent their time browsing through erroneous material and
listening to the deceitful words of the self-seeking. The tragedy is that these brethren are
falii~igaway from the Khalsa."
Kahn Singh was coilvinccd that India "will flourish when people o f all religions are loyal to
their own traditions, yet willing to accept other Indians as members of the same family when
they recognise that harming one means harming the' nation, and when religious differences
are no longer an occasion for discord." I-Ie advised the Sikhs to practice their religion in the
harmonious spirit of Guru Nanak, "for thus we shall ensure that ~nutualenvy and hatred do
not spread. At the same time, you will grow in affection for all your fellow countrymen,
recognising all who inhabit this country of India as one with yourself." Thus, Bhai Kal~n
Singh, while advocating a separate Sikh identity, does not view it as oppositional to other
religious/community identities.
Kahn Sing11 made a pioneering contribution to the Singh Sabha Movement. He had to face
expulsion froin the Nabha state because he recommended idols be removed from Darbar
Sahib. He also undertook enorlnous efforts to establish the Khalsa college at Amritsar,
thereby boosting a movement for Sikh education.

9.7 SUMMARY
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This lesson dwelt on how these political thinkers, while aualysing the socio-political lnilieu of
colonial India, brought different identities to the political domain. Naicker focused on a
Dravidian identity and culture; Ramabai's struggle was against the patriarchal order withi11
Hinduism and Christianity; Jaipal Singh championed the cause of the adivasis; Nazrul's
protest was against the artificial division of Hindus and Muslims on the basis of constructed
symbols; and Kahn Singh sharpened a distinct Sikh identity. Manifestation of these diverse

identities sharpen our understanding of colonial as well as post-colonial India.
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9.8 EXERCISES
1) Explain Naicker's ideology of mobilisation to establish just serial order.
2) Write a note on Naicker's Dravidian of movement in Tamil Nadu.

3) Explain pandita Rama Bai's contribution to Women's rise and reform.

4) Write a note on Jaiptll Singh's political leadership.
5 ) Explain the various contribution ofNazrul Islam to the growth ofNationalism in India.
6 ) Write anote on Bhai Kahn Singh and his views on Sikh identity.
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10.1 INTRODUCTION
Moha~ldasKaran~chandGandhi (1869-1948), herein after Gandhiji, was undoubtedly the most
authentic and celebrated representative of the wisdom and culture of India in our times. His
co~~nlrymen
address him, with respect, as the Mahatma. For Many, among the greatest,
Gandhiji was the great. He was a social reformer, an economist, a political philosopher and
a seeker of truth. We collsider him as a 'yugapurusha', one who inaugurated a new era.
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Thc contribution of Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi t o the Indian national movement was
u~~pa'ralleled.He made the Indian National Congress a peoples' Congress and the national
niovement a mass movement. He made people fearless and bold and taught them the nonviolel11 1iietl1odsfor fighting against injustice. He had a passion for individual liberty which
was closely bound with his understanding of truth and self-realisation. His search for truth
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Icd him to niake dcep forays within Iiis own inner self as it led him to probe into the natural
and social world around hini, particularly the tradition which he considered his own.
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Gal~dliiji'sphilosopliy was a profound engagement with modernity and its pitfalls. Against
thc cvils of wan.ton industrialisation, materialisni and selfish pursuits, Gandhiji suggested, in
turn, swadeshi, primacy o f the self and trusteeship; against the institutioii of state, as the
force personified, and the prevalent notion of democracy where only heads are counted, he
favourcd a swaraj type of denlocracy where everything springs from the free individual and
wlierc decisions are made bottom-up with the locus of power below. He proposed a minimal
slate, vested only with coordinative powers, that supports decentralisation with the autonomous
indiviclual as its base of support.
A spiritual perspective infuses Gandhiji's whole approach to life. I-Iis political understanding
and practices, suggestions on the economy, social niobilisation and practical life have their
basis in inorality and ethics. Pursuit o f Truth is his mantra and non-violence was integral
to it.
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Among Gandliiji's notable writings, mention may be made of An Autobiography: The Story
of' U I J , Experirtlents with Truth; The Collected Works of Mahatrna Gandhi; Panchayati
Rrrj; Satj)ugr.nha ii? Solrfh Africa; Sarvodaya and Hind Swaraj. He edited Young India
wllich he later ienanied as Harijnn which remained his mouthpiece.
As is ti-ue abo.ut anyone else, Gandhiji was also influenced by many: Tolstoy (Gospels in
Brief; What lo Do, The Kingdonz of God is Within You), Ruskin (Utzto This Last), Thoreau
(Essnj~on Civil Disobedierrce), Swami Vivekananda, Gokhale and Tilak, just to mention a
few. T11ere is the strong stanip of his family and the Indian national movement with its crosscurrents 011 hini. He was fa~uiliarwith the teachings of the major religions of the world. He
was exceptioiially well-read and even translated such works as Plato's Republic into Gujarati.
He maintained extensive correspondence wit11 some of the most outstanding figures of his
time, I-le maintained a whipping schedule travelling to different parts of the vast Indian
subcontjneilt sometimes traversing long distances on foot. Many associated themselves
pe~.sonaflyclose to hini and he left his imprint on many who came into contact with him. He
lenr~itfrom everyone I1e came across and 110 significant event of his times escaped his
attention. His assassinatio~ibrought t6 a close a life of undaunted courage resting on the
call of conscience, conilnitted to the service of his country, comnlon weIfare and ulliversal
lovc.

10.2 PHILOSOPHICAL FOUNDATlONS.OFGANDHI'S
POLITICAL PERSPECTIVE
Ga~idliijiwas a deeply religious man..$.This
- perspective shaped his politics, his economic ideas
and his view of society. However, the religious approach that lie inibibed was markedly
different from other religious illen. He wrote to Mr. Polak, "Most religious men I have met
arc politicians in disguise; I, however, who wear the guise of a politician, am at heart, a
~.cligiousman. My bent is not political but religious."
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He accepts the inner oneness of all existence in the cosmic spirit, and saw all living beings
as representatives of the eternal divine reality. Divine presence envelops the whole world
and it makes its reflective presence felt in men and women. Gandhiji believed that man's
ultimate goal in life was self-realisation. Self-realisation, according to him, meant seeing God
face to face, i.e., realising the absolute Truth or, what one may say, knowing oneself. He
believed that it could not be achieved unless man identified himself with the whole of
mankind. This necessarily involved participation in politics. Politics is the means, par excellence,
to engage with the world. Such an engagement is expressed in service. Gandhiji was clear
in his mind that Truth could not be attained by merely retiring to the Himalayas or being
bogged down with rituals but in actively engaging with the world, keeping oneself open to
the voice of God and critically reflecting upon oneself and letting others to reflect on you.
"Man's ultimate aim is the realisation of God, and all his activities, social, pol$c~l;religious,
have to be guided by the ultimate aim of the vision of God. The immediate service of all
human beings becomes a nece&iry part of the endeavour, simply because the only way to
find God is to see Him in His Creation and be one with it. This can only be done by service
of all. I am a part and parcel of the whole, and I cannot find Him apart from the rest of
humanity. My countrymen are my nearest neighbours. They have become so helpless, so
resourceless, and so inert that I must concentrate myself on serving them. If I could persuade
myself that I should find Him in a Himalayan cave I would proceed there immediately. But
I know that I cannot find Him apart from humanity."
It is only through the m&ns of self-purification that self-realisation can be attained. The
fasts, prayers and works of service that he undertook were all directdd towards such an end.
In his Autobiography, Gandhiji says that self-realisation required self-purification as its
ethical foundation. Man's moral life flows from sucll a search inward into his own self and
expresses itself in outward activity of fellowship and concern to others. Gopinath Dhawan
writes in this connection: "This ethical outlook is the backbone of Gandhiji's political philosophy
even as his ethics has for its foundation in his metaphysical principles. To him the moral
discipline of the individuals is the most important means of social reconstruction." Gandhiji
invoked the five-fold moral principles: truth, non-violence, non-stealing, non-possession and
celibacy. The observance of these moral principles would purify man and enable hiin to strive
after self-realisation.
i
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10.3 VIEWS ON HUMAN NATURE
Gandhiji's views on man, human nature and society are in consonance with his philosophical
outlook and reflect his convictions regarding morality and ethical pursuit of life. At the
same time he was deeply aware of the imperfections of human beings. What is important,
. however, is the disposition: "There is no one without faults', not even men of God. They are
men of God not because they .are faultless but because they know their own faults .... and
are ever ready to correct themselves." Conscious as Gandhiji was about man's weaknesses
* ' as an individual or a member of a group, he still did not think of man merely or onIy as a
brute. Man, he was convinced, was after all a soul as well. Even the most brutal'of rneri,
fie felt, cannot disown the spiritual element in them, i.e,, their potentiality for goodness.
While regarding the individual as imperfect, he had great faith in human nature. "I refuse",
:
he says, "to suspect human nature. Its will is bound to respond t o any noble and
.
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friendly action". At another place, he says, ".... There are chords in every human heart.
If we only know how to strike the right chord, we bring out the music." What distinguishes
man from the brute is the self-conscious ilnpulse to realise the divinity inherent in him. H e
writes: "We were born with brute strength but we were born in order to realise God who
dwells in us. That indeed is the privilege of man and it distinguishes h i ~ ufrom the brute
creation." He argued that every man and woman has capacity in them to change their life
and transforn~themselves truly into the self they are. "Man as animal," he says, "is violent,
but as spirit (he) is non-violent. The moment he awakens to the spirit within he cannot
remain violent."
Man is inherently predisposed towards his self-realisation. In him, moral qualities and social
virtues such as love, cooperation, and tolerallce preponderate over violence, selt~shnessand
brutality, and man keeps working for higher life. He writes: "I believe that the sum total of
the energy of mankind is not to bring us down but to lift us up and that is the result of the
definite, if unconscious, working of the law of nature".
Gandhiji believed that human nature is, in its essence, one and that everyman has the
capacity for the highest possible development: "The soul is one in all; its possibility is,
therefore, the same for evelyone. It is this undoubted universal possibility that distinguishes
the human from the rest of God's creation."

10.4 RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN RELIGION AND POLITICS
The modern world attempted to mark off religion from the political dolnair~and made religion
a purely persona1,affair. Religious beliefs and commitments by themselves are not sr~pposed
to shape the political realm. Against such a position Gandhiji called for the reinsertion of
religion in shaping public life and saw an intimate relationship between the health oSa polity
and religious pursuits.

10.4.1 Concept of Religion

,

What does religion stand for? How does one make sense of diversity oi'religions? Gandhiji's
answer was, "1 bclieve in the fundamental truth of all great religions of the world ... they
were at the bottom all one alld were all helpful to one another." There were, accordilig to
.him, as many religions as there were minds. Each mind, he would say, had a different
conception of God from that of the other. All the same they pursue the same God. J-le
insisted that religion be differentiated from ethics. Fundamental ethical precepts are conltuan
across religions although religions may differ from each other with respect to their beliefs
and practices. "I believe that fundamental ethics is common to all religions. .,.. By rcligion
I have not in mind f~~ndamental
ethics but what goes by the name of denominationalism".
Religion enables us to pursue truth and righteousness. So~netilncshe distinguished religion
in general and religion in a specific sense. One belongs to a specific religion with its beliefs
and practices. As one proceeds through the path suggested by it one also outgrows its
limitations and comes to appreciate the common thread that binds all religions and pursuers
of truth. Gandhiji once said: "Let me explain what I mean by religion. It is not the Hindu
religion which I certainly prize above all other religions, but the religiirz which transcends
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Hinduistn, which changes one's very nature, which binds one indissolubly to the truth within
and whichever purifies. It is the permanent element in human nature which counts no cost
too great in order to find full expression and which leaves the soul utterly restless until it has
found itself knows its maker and appreciates the true correspondence between the Maker
and itself'. Any kind of sectarian foreclosure, he felt, was a violation of human nature and
its authentic striving. He said, "Religion does not mean sectarianism. It means a belief in
ordered moral government of the universe. It is not less real because it is unseen. This
religion transcends Hinduism, Islam, Christianity, etc. It does not supersede them. It harmonises
them and gives them reality". Talking about specific religions, he says, "Religions are
different roads converging to the same point. What does it matter that we take different
roads, so long as we reach the same goal? In reality, there are as many religions as there
are individuals". While diversity of religions is admissible, he did not think that any religion
can claim itself as superior over others. In fact, when a religion claims itself superior to
others its credentials are suspect and it becomes a hurdle in the path of our self-realisation:
"So long as there are different religions, evely one of them may need some distinctive
symbol. But when the sy~nbolis made into a fetish and an instrument of proving the
superiority of one's religion over others, it is fit only to be discarded '.
J

10.4.2 Concept of !Politics
Politics, for Gandhiji, was but a part of man's life. Though lie thought that an increase in
the power of the state did the greatest harm to mankind by destroying individuality which lay
at .the root of all progress, yet he viewed political power as a. means that enabled people to
better their conditions in every department of life. Politics therefore is an enabling activity.
He wrote, "my work of social reform was in no way less ox subordinate to political work.
The fact is that when I saw that to a certain extent my social work would be i~npossible
without the help of political work, I took to the latter and only to the extent that it helped
the former".
Political activity of man is closely associated with other activities of man and all these
activities, according to Gandhiji, influence each other. "Life is one indivisible whole, and all
my activities run into one another". Therefore political activity is intimately related to other
walks of life and pursuits. What he hated in politics was the concentration of power and the
use of violence associated with political power.

10.4.3 Relationship between Religion and Politics
He formulated the relationship between politics and religion as an intimate one. Religion
cannot be divorced from politics. Given the fundamental objective of life as self-realisation,
if politics does not enable religious pursuits it is not worthwhile at all. He stated categorically,
"For me, politics bereft of religion is absolute dirt, ever to be shunned". He further thought
e
that political activity that divorces itself from the quest of self-realisation is not worth d ~ salt.
Politics creates the conditions for pursuits which members of a polity feel are basic to the
making of their selves. What could be more basic than pursuit of one's own self? He felt,
"For me there is no politics without religion - not the religion of the superstitious and the bind,
religion that hates and fights, but the universal religion of toleration."
Politics is intimately related to the entire activities of human life. This is particularly true in

modem times. He wrote, "The whole gamut of man's activities today constitutes an indivisible
whole. You cannot divide social, economic, political and purely religious work into watertight
compartments."
While regarding politics as the method through which men can rule themselves without
violence.and religion as the embodiment of ethical and moral rules, Gandhiji argued that their
close relationship has to be lecognised. So much importance did he attach to politics that
he insisted on taking part in politics as if it is something religious in nature.
As evident, Gandhiji looked at politics with a view to reform it. He firmly believed that he
could lead a truly religious life only when he took part in politics. But the motivation that
imbues one in participation in public life is important.
The Gandhian view of politics was a politics where people participated in public affairs for
purposes of serving others. Hence, for him, all political activities concerned themselves with
the welfare of everyone. As political activity is closely related to the cause of the people
it is essential that such activity be permeated by religion or at least should be thq concern
of the people who are religiously motivated. Politics permeated by religion, according to him,
means politics dedicated to serve the cause of humanity which eventually leads t o a better
understanding of truth. For him, the kingdom of God lies here in this world, in the men here,
and within men, those whose political activity is directed towards the service of humanity.
TO quote him, "I could not be leading a religious life, unless I identified myself with the whole
of mankind, and I could not do so unless I took part in politics".
For Gandhiji, politics, is one method of seeking a part of the whole truth. Political activity
helps man to achieve the capacity to rule himself, a capacity wherein he obeys rules of the
society without any external force or external imposition. Religion and politics, so understood,
make, a good case for swaraj. He regards concentration of power as detrimental to the
individual freedom and initiative
Gandhiji never considered political power as an end; it was a means to enable people to
better their condition in every walk of life. For him political power was a means to regulate
public life at varipus levels in tune with the principles stated above. If the life of a polity
becomes self-regulated, there was no need to have representative government.
It will then
be an enlightened anarchy. In such a state everyone will be his own ruler respecting the
self-rule of others over themselves. It would then be a completely non-violent society and
state. I32 however felt that no society can ever become completely non-violent but if it does
'it would be the purest anarchy'. The latter is the ideal to strive for. In the idoal state,
therefore, there is no political power because there is no state.

10.5 UNITY OF ENDS AND MEANS
That the ends and means are related to each other is one of the basic tenets of Ga~ldhian
philosophy. Gandhiji drew no distinction between the means and the ends implying thereby
that one leads to the other and that the latter is the effect of the former, Such an assertion,
for him, approximates the scientific principle of the relationship between cause and cffect,
Gandhiji would not like to attain the noblest end if that was to be achieved through impure
means.

'

10.5.1 Relationship between Means and Ends
He felt that the relationship between means and ends are integral and constitutive. "Means
and ends are convertible terms in my philosophy of life". Refuting t h ~ s ewho opined that
'means are after all means', he said, "means are after all everything". As the means so the
end. There is no wall of separation between means and ends. While good ends have to be
cherished they are not in our control. But means are in our control. "Indeed the Creator
has given us control (and that too very limited) over means, none over the end. Realisation
of the goal is in exact proportion to that of the means. This is a proposition that admits of
no exception." Therefore, "If one takes care of the means, the end will take care of itself."

He rebuked those who think that if one seeks good ends the morality o f means can be left
to themselves. For him, "Impure means result in impure end.. . One cannot; reach truth by
untruthf~~lness.Truthful conduct alone can reach Truth".
He argued that means and ends are enmeshed into each other. "Are not Non-violence and
'i'ruth twins?" He replies, "The answer is an emphatic 'No'. Non-violence is embedded in
Truth and vice-versa. Hence has it been said that they are faces of the same coin. Either
is inseparable from the other."
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Inspired by the Gita, the ethical principle that he upheld was atmasakti. One does not
perform his duty expecting the fruit of his action and does it for the sake of duty. It sought
detachment from the fruits of action. "By detachment I mean that you must not worry
whether the desired result follows from your action or not, so long as your motive is pure,
your means is correct. Really it means that things will come right in the end if you take care
for the means and leave the rest to Him."
His approach to action was to be stated by him in categorical terms "I have.. .. concerned
myself principally with the conservation of the means and their progressive use. I know if
we can take care of them, attainment of the goal is assured. I feel too that our progress
towards the goal will be in 'exact proportion to the purity of our means.
This method may appear to be long, perhaps too long, but I atn convinced that it is the
shortest."

10.6 SATYA. SATYAGRAHA AND AHlMSA
Truth or Satya, for Gandhiji, is God himself. He therefore changed the statement, "God is
Truth", later in his life into, "Truth is God" and suggested that it was one of the fundamental
discoveries of his life's experiments. It is Truth, lze says, that exists; what does not exist
is untruth. The life of man, for Gandhiji, is a marc11 of his pursuit in search of Truth or God.
According to Gandhiji, truth is what the inner self experiences at any point of time; it 'is an
answer to one's conscience; it is what rcsponds to one's moral self. He was convinced
that knowledge alone" leads a person to the truth while ignorance takes one away from the
truth.
Satyagraha means urge for Satya, or truth. Satyagraha is not merely the insistence on truth;
I
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it is, in fact, holding on t o truth through ways which are moral and non-violent; it is not the
imposition of one's will over others, but it is appealing to the reasoning of the opponent; it
is not coercion but is persuasion.
Gandhiji highlights several attributes of satyagraha. It is a moral weapon and does not
entertain ill-feeling towards the adversary; it is'a non-violent device and calls upon its user
to love his enemy; it does not weaken the opponent but strengthens him morally; it is a
weapon of the brave and is constructive in its approach. For Gandhiji, a Satyagrahi is always
truthful, morally imbued, non-violent and a person without any malice; he is one who is
devoted to the service of all.
Truth, he firmly believed, can be attained only through non-violence which was not negative,
meaning absence of violence, but was positively defined by him as love. Resort to nonviolence is recourse to love. In its positive sense, non-violence means love for others; in its
negative sense, it seeks no injury to others, both in words as well as deeds. Gandhiji talked
of non-violence of different people. There is the non-violence of the brave: one has the
force but he does not use it as a principle; there is the non-violence of the weak: one does
not have faith in non-violence, but he uses it for attaining his objectives; there is the nonviolence of the coward: it is not non-violence, but impotency, more Ilarmful than violence.
For Gandhiji, violence was a better option than cowardice.
Through non-violence one appeals to the truth that nestles in people and makes the latter
realise it in themselves, comc around, and join hands in the common march to truth along with
those whom they earlier considered as their adversaries. Given the enmeshing of means and
ends, Gandhiji, often saw Love, Truth, God and Non-violence as interchangeable terms. Truth
or God or Self-realisation being man's ultimate goal in life, this goal can be attained only
through non-violence or ahimsa.

10.7 CONCEPT OF' SWARAJ
Gandhiji's concept of Swaraj was not merely confined to freeing India from the British yoke.
Such freedom he desired but he said that he did not want to exchange 'king log for king
stork'. Swaraj is not transfer of political power to the Indians. Nor does it mean, as he
emphasised, mere political self-determination. For him, there was no Swaraj in Europe; for
him the movement of Swaraj involved primarily the process of releasing oneself from all the
bondages one i s prey to both internal and external. It involves a movement of self-purification
too. It is not the replacement of one type of authority by another. He felt, "the real Swaraj
will come not by the acquisition of authority by a few but by the acquisition of the capacity
by all to resist authority when abused". Swaraj, he used to say, is power of the people to
determine their lot by their own efforts and shape their destiny the way they like. In other
words, "Swaraj is to be attained by educating the masses to a sense of their capacity to
regulate and control authority".
Swaraj is usually translated in English as 'Independence'. Gandhiji, however, gave this term
a much deeper meaning. 'The word Swaraj is a sacred word, a Vedic word, meaning selfrule and self-restraint and not freedom from all restraint which 'independence' ofien means".
He saw swaraj as freedom for all plus self-control by all. It is related to t h p inner strength

and capacity of a people which enable them to understand and control their social world:
"The outward freedom that we shall attain will only be in exact proportion to the inward
freedom to which we may have grown at a given moment. And if this is the correct view
of freedom, our chief energy must be concentrated upon achieving reform from within".
Freedom from within means control over oneself, which, in turn, means a life based on
understanding one's own self. Gandhi perceived non-violence as the key to attain such
freedom and self-control. Non-violence needs to be imbued in our thought, words and deeds.
Once non-violence as Love takes possession of these dimensions of the person then a sense
of duty prevails over those of rights. We tend to do things for others without expecting
returns thereon. "In Swaraj based 011 Ahimsa, people need not know their rights, but it is
necessary for them to know their duties. There,is no duty that does not create corresponding
rights and those rights alone are genuine rights, which flow from the performance of duty.
77

Swaraj is thus a basic need of all. It recogtlises no race, religion, or community. "Nor is
it the monopoly of the lettered persons... .. Swataj is to be for all, including thk former but
emphatically including the maimed, the blind, the starving, toiling millions. A stout hearted,
honest, sane, literate man may well be the first servant of the nation." Swaraj will necessarily
be inclusive of the poor and the toiling masses. Therefore, he adds, "Let there be no mistake
as what Purna Swaraj means. .... It is full economic freedom for the toiling millions. It
is no unholy alliance with any interest for their exploitation. Any alliance must mean their
deliverance." (Young India, 16.4.193 1, p.77). In the same vein, Gandhiji made it very clear
that India's Swaraj did not mean the rule of majority coin~nunityi.e. Hindus. 'Every community
would be at par with every other under the Swaraj constitution.'
Swaraj, implying government based on the consent of the people is not a gift which comes
from above, but it is something that comes from within. Democracy, therefore, is not the
exercise of the voting power, holding public office, criticising government; nor does it mean
equality, liberty or security, though important as they all are in a democratic polity. It is
when the people are able to develop their inner freedom which is people's capacity to
regulate and control tlzeir desireslimpulses in the light of reason that freedom rises from the
individual and strengthens him.
His Swaraj had economic, social, political and international connotations. Economic Swaraj,
as he says himself, "stands for social justice, it promotes the good of all equally including the
weakest, and is indispensable for decent life." Social Swaraj centres on "an equalisation of
status." Political Swaraj aims at '.'enabling people to better their condition in every department
of life." In the international field, swaraj ernphasised on interdependence. "There is", he
says, "No limit to extending our services to our neighbours across state-made frontiers. God
never made those frontiers."

10.8 ON PARLIAMENTARY DEMOCRACY
Gandhiji did not subscribe to the view that democracy meant the rule of the majority, He
gave several definitions of democracy on several occasions. When we put them together,
Gandh@ may say, "Democracy must in essence.. . mean the art and science of mobilising the

entire physical, economic and spiritual resources of all the various sections of the people in
service of the common good of all." He further said, "true democracy or the Swaraj of
the masses can never come through untruthful and violent means, for the simple reason that
the natural corollary to their use would be to remove all opposition through the suppression
or extermination of the antagonists. That does not make the individual freedom. individual
freedom can have the fullest play only under a regime of unadulterated Ahimsa."
Democracy is a reflective and deliberative activity marking the presence of everyone. "In
true democracy every man and woman is taught to think for himself or herself. HOW this
real revolution can he brought about I do not know except that every reform, like charity
must begin at home." Democracy extends consideration to the viewpoints of others as it
expects consideration to one's own viewpoint. "The golden rule of conduct (in a democracy),
he said, "is mutual toleration, seeing that we will never all think alike and that we shall
always see Truth in fragments and from different angles of vision. Conscience is not the
same thing for all. Whilst, therefore, it is a good guide for individual conduct, imposition of
that conduct upon all will be an insufferable interference with everybody-else's freedom of
conscience."
Gandhiji was wedded to adult suffrage. He felt that it is the only way to safeguard the
interests of all: the minorities, the poor, the dalits, the peasants and women. He hoped that
the voters give weight to the qualifications of the candidates, not their caste, community, or
party affiliation. He wanted men of character to enter legislatures for even if tliey commit
mistakes they would never do anything against the interests of the voters. Men and women
without character elected by the people would destroy the democratic system.
Referring to parliamentary democracy in 1931, Gandhi envisaged a constitution of indepcnde~lt
India "which will release India from all thraldom and patronage, and give her, if need be, the
right to sin". He laid down his vision of an independent India as follows: "I shall work for
an India in which the poorest shall feel that it is their country in whose making tliey have
an effective voice; an India in which there shall be no high class and low class of people;
an India in which all communities shall live in perfect harmony. There can be no room in
such an India for the curse of untouchability, or the curse of intoxicating drinks and drugs.
Women will enjoy same rights as men. Since we shall be at peace wit11 all the rest of the
world, neither exploiting nor being exploited. We shall have the smallest army imaginable,
All interests not in conflict with the interests of the dumb millions will be scrupulously
respected whether foreign or indigenous. Personally, I hate distinction between foreign and
indigenous. This is the India of my dreams. ... 1 shall be satisfied with nothing less."

10.9 GRAM SWARAJ OR DEVELOPMENT FROM BELOW
According to the Gandhian thinking, democracy can function smoothly and according to the
concept of swaraj only if it is decentralised. "Centralisation as a system is inconsistent with
non-violent structure of society". H e wanted the centre of power to move from cities to
villages.
While conceptualising the decentralised system of rule, Gandhi advanced his theory of Oceanic
Circle, which he explained in the following words:

"In this structure composed of innumerable villages, there will be ever- widening
never ascending circles. Life will not be a pyramid with the apex sustained by the
bottom. But it will be an oceanic circle whose centre will be the individual always
ready to perish for the village, the latter ready to perish for the circle of villages, till
at last the whole becomes a life c~mposedof individuals, never aggressive in their
arrogance but ever humble, sharing the majesty of,the oceanic circle of which they
are integral units.
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Therefore, the outermost circumference will not wield power to crush the inner circle but
will give strength to all within and derive its own strength from it. Gandhi defended such
a position even at the cost of being called a utopian. " I may be taunted with the retort that
this is all Utopian and, therefore, not worth a single thought. If Euclid's point, though
incapable of being drawn by human agency, has an.imperishab1e value, my picture has its
own for mankind to live. Let India live for this true picture, though never realisable in its
completeness".
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The building blocks of democracy have to be villages. Gandhiji wanted each village to have
an annually elected Panchayat to manage the affairs of the village. Each village following
the oceanic circle theory would be autonomous yet interdependent. As Gandhiji argued, "My '
idea of village swaraj is that it is a complete republic, independent of its neighbours for its
own vital wants, and yet inter-dependent for many others in which dependence is a necessity".

!

10.10 IDEAS ONTHE ECONOMY

I

Gandhiji's political philosophical ideas came to shape his ideas on the economy centrally. His
economic thought revolves around the following normative ideas: (i) Economic process must
work towards equality and non-exploitation (ii) it must be consistent with f i l l employment (iii)
it must provide low priced consumer goods which satisfy the needs of the people (iv) all
those industries with sophisticated technology must be in the public sector (v) no mass
production without equal distribution.
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For Gandhiji, the two cardinal principles in his economic thought are the promotion of equality
together with social justice. For the purpose the three principles which he prescribed are:
(a) of non-possession i.e, economic policies to be pursued on need-base and not on the wantbase (b) inequality arises with irrational desires to have more than what one wants (c) in
technologically advanced countries, people do not consume goods in the same proportion they
produce; labour-intense technologies are to be preferred to the capital-intensive ones.
Gandhiji's economics stressed on equality, social justice, full employment and harmonious
labour-capital relations. The last two centuries produced a good number of social thinkers
and scientists. Mam offered an alternative to the capitalistic system articulated by Adam
Smith. He called it communism. In between capitalism and communism stood socialism.
Capitalism gave rise to colonialism and exploitation of the poor against which Gandhi fought
all through his life. But he opposed capitalism as much as communism. For him the
individual, his freedom, dignity and satisfying life were more important than mere economic
progress, which both capitalism and communism promised to deliver, Anything that did not
liberate the man was unacceptable to Gandhi.

Morality and ethics occupy a central place in Gandhian concept of economics. "True
economics never mitigates against the highest ethical standard, just as all true ethics to be
worth its name must. An economics that inculcates Mammon worship and enables the
strong to amass wealth at the expense of the weak is a false and dismal science. It spelIs
death. True economics, on the other hand, stands for social justice; it promotes the good of
all, equally including the weakest, and is indispensable for decent life."
In Gandhian economics, the supreme consideration is the human being. Every man has the
right to live and, therefore, to find work to meet his basic needs of food, clothing, shelter,
education, health and self-esteem. He felt, 'these should be freely available to all as God's
air and water arie ought to be. They should not be made a vehicle of traffic for exploitation
of others. Their monopolisation by any country, nation or group of persons would be unjust".
,I-Ie argued that we must utilise all human labour before we entertain the idea of employing
mechanical power. "Real planning", according to Gandhi, "consists in the best utilisation of
the whole man-power of India and the distribution of the raw products of India in her
numerous villages instead of sending them outside and re-buying finished articles at fabulous
prices."

10.11 SARV0DAVA:THE RISE OF ALL
Gandhiji was critical o f the path both capitalist and socialist economies had taken, America
harbours massive poverty amidst abundant wealth. "America is the most industrialised country
in the world, and yet it has not banished poverty and degradation. That is because it neglects
the universal manpower and concentrates power in the hands of the few who amass fortunes
at the expense of the many." Socialist economies, he felt, put the cart before the horse: "As
I look at Russia where the apotheosis of industrialisation has been reached, the life there
does not appeal to me. To use the language of the Bible, 'what shall it avail a man if he
gain the whole world and lose his soul? In modem terms, it is beneath human dignity to lose
one's individuality and become a mere cog in the machine. I want every individual io
become a full blooded, fully developed member of the society."
While he looked at socialism positively, he felt that it was deeply enmeshed in'violence
"Socialisn~was not born with the discovery of the misuse of capital by capitalists. As I have
contended, socialism, even communism is explicit in the first verse of Ishopanthad. What
is true is that when some reformers lost faith in the method of conversion, the technique of
what is known as scientific socialism was born. ... I accepted the theoly of socialism even
while I was in South Africa. My opposition to socialists and others consists in attacking
violence as a means of affecting any lasting reform." Further, socialism has only one aim
that is material progress. "I want freedom for full expression of my personality. ... Under
the other socialism, these is no individual freedom. You own nothing, not even your body."
(Harijan, 4.8.1946)
Against capitalism and socialism, Gandhi proposed the concept of Sarvodaya, which was
based on three basic principles:

I . that the good of the individual is contained in the good of all;

,
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2. that the lawyer's work has the same value as the barber's, in as much as all have the same

right of earning their livelihood from their work;
3. that a life of labour, i-e., the life of the tiller of the soil and the handicraftsman is the life worth
living.

10.12 THEORY OFTRUSTEESHIP
One of the most original contributiolls of Gandhiji in the area of economics is the concept
of trusteeship. Gandhiji wanted complete equality in so far as the basic needs of the people
were concerned. 111fact he wanted the basic needs o f all including animals to be met
satisfactorily. But at the same time, he wanted people to have illcentives to remain economically
active and producemore. This naturally would lead to some people having Inore than what
they need. They would bc rich but there would be no poor because the basic needs of all
would be satisfied.
To ensure that those who were rich did not use their property for selfish purposes or to
control others, he derived the term "Trusteeship". Explaining the meaning underlying this
term he said, 'Everything belonged to God and was from God. Therefore, it was 111eantfor
His people as a whole, not for particular individuals. When an individual had more than his
proportionate portion he became trustee of that portion for God's people'.

He wished that the idea of trusteeship becomes a gift from India to the world. Then there
would be no exploitation and no reserve. In these distinctions he found the seeds of war and
conflict.

.

He elaborated on his idea of trusteeship extensively. He suggested "as to the successor, the
trustee in office would have the right to nominate his successor subject to the legal sanction."

The idea underlying the concept of trusteeship was twofold:
1. All humans are born equal and hence have a right to equal opportunity. This means that all
must have their basic needs fully satisfied.
2. All humans, however, are not endowed with equal intellectual and physical capacity. Some
would have greater capacity to produce than others. Such persons must treat tlleinselves as
trustees of the produce beyond their basic needs.

3. Violence and force as modes of distribution of produce have to be rejected,

10.13 EVILS OF INDUSTRIALISM
Gandhiji was against industrialisation on a Inass scale because it leads to many insoluble
problems such as the exploitation of the vijlagers, urbailisation, eavironmental pollutioll etc.
~e wanted manufacturing to be done in villages and by the villages. This would keep the
majority of the people of India fully employed; they would be able to meet their basic needs
and would remain self-reliant. Even modern machines could be used provided they did not
lead to unemployment and become the rneans of exploitation.

Gandhiji considered the prevailing industrialisation as a disease. 'Let Us not be deceived by
catchwords and phrases', he admonished. Modern machines 'are in no way indispensable
for the permanent welfare of the human race.' He was not against machinery as such; he
was against industrialism, i.e. industrial and mechanical mentality. "Industrialisation is, I am
afraid, going to be curse for mankind. Exploitation of one nation by another cannot go on
for all time. 1ndu.trialism depends entirely on your capacity to exploit ... India, when it
begins to exploit other nations - as it must if it becomes industrialised - will be a cllrse for
other nations, 2 menace for the world".
It is because of this perspective that Gandhi suggested the boycott of mill made cloth and
manufacture of handmade cloth in each and every household particularly in the rural areas,
The efforts he made to promote Khadi were just a beginning of the movement he wanted
to launch to promote village industries in general. One must see Gandhiji's concept of basic
education (nai taleem) in relation to his movement for village industries.

10.14 CONCEPT OF SWADESHl
Swaraj as we would see later does not mean just political freedom. Gandhi ascribed a far
deeper meaning to this term. It means self-control to begin with. Swaraj and Swadeshi go
together. Swadeshi is 'that spirit in us which restricts us to use the services of our immediate
surroundings to the exclusion of the more remote".. "Much of the deep poverty of t h e
masses", he felt, "is due to the ruinous departure from swadeshi in the econornic and
indu'strial life." Swadeshi will not merely reinforce autonomous local units but also buiId
cooperative relations with others with whom they need to associate. 'If we follow t h e
swadeshi doctrine, it would be your duty and mine to find our neighbours who can supply
our wants and to teach them to supply them..... Then every village o f India will almost be
self-supporting and self-contained unit exchanging only such necessary commodities with
other villages as are not locally producible".

,
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Swadeshi and self-sufficiency go together. The former is possible only if the latter is
accepted as a matter of principle. Each individual, each family, each village and each region
would be economically self-reliant, "Self-sufficiency does not mean narrowness; ta be selfsufficient is not to be altogether self-contained. In no circumstances would we be able t o
produce all the things we need. So though our aim is complete self-sufficiency, wc shall
have to get from outside the village what we cannot produce in the village; we shall have
to produce more of what we can in order thereby to obtain in exchange what we are unable
to produce".
There are two other concepts, which go together with Swadeshi: they are Decentralisation
and Cooperation. "Interdependence is and ought to be as much the ideal of man as selfsufficiency. Man is a social being. Without inter-relation with society he cannot realise his
oneness with the universe or suppress his egotism.. . If man were so placed or could so place
himself as to be absolutely above all dependence on his fellow-beings, he would become so
proud and arrogant, as to be veritable burden and nuisance to the world. Dependence on
society teaches him the lesson to humility". He felt that the value of self-sufficiency central
to swadeshi has its limits. 'Self Sufficiency too has a limit. Drops in separation could only
fade away; drops in cooperation made the ocean which carried on its broad bosom
greyhounds".
P
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The concept of Swadeshi, for Gandhi, is encompassing. In religion, it means to be faithful
to our ancestral religion; in politics, it means the use of indigenous institutions; in economics,
it emphasised on the use of things produced in the immediate neighbourhood; one must prefer
locally produced things even if they are of relatively inferior quality or costly. It: does not
mean that one should hate foreign-made products. Gandhiji had a place for foreign-made
goods, especially medicines and life-saving drugs if they are not produced in the country.

10.15 SUMMARY
There is a remarkable consistency and continuity in the political ideas of Gandhiji and the
uses he put them to. Gandhi considered man as embodying the spiritual principle in him which
is divine. His self-realisation is the prime task of every man and woman. While man is not
perfect and desires and mundane interests constantly pitch themselves as his prime wants,
he has an innate disposition to seek his spiritual realisation. If the spiritual nature of man has
to be privileged then man's priorities have been to be ordered accordingly. He therefore
bitterly criticised modernity and its insinuations which confine man to this world and its
allurements. He argued that the divine nature of man makes religion to engage itself positively
with the world. He did not agree that religion should be separated,frotn politics. He thought
that politics offers great opportunities to serve others and such service is an essential
attribute of religion. While Gandhi believed in his own religion and thought highly of it, he
bad equal respect for all other religions, considered all of them as true but not without
sh~rtcomings.He considered that ends and means are integral to each other. I-Ie did not
subscribe to the idea that good ends justify appropriate means. He applied this principle to
the pursuit of truth as well, which he considered as God himself. Truth as end and nonviolence as means are inseparable.

,

While Gandhiji appreciated the need of power in the absence a fully self-regulated and selfdirected order, wl~ichhe called swaraj, he did not consider political power as an end; it was
only a means to serve the people, especially the poor. Its primary purpose is to enable people
to be themselves aid to establish the conducive conditions for the purpose. He was the
votary of swaraj which meant more than political freedom. Swaraj to him meant self-control.
A person who can control his thoughts, words and actions is well-disposed to self-realisation.
If all are imbued with swaraj individually and collectively, an ideal society would become a
reality,
He saw democracy as an art and science of mobilising the entire physical, economic and
spiritual resources of all the various sections of Ihe people in service of the common good
of all. It cannot come about by untruth and violence.
Gandhi considered capitalism, communism and socialism as socio-political systems that do not
recognise adequately the freedom, equality and dignity of the individual. Their priorities
remain lop-sided. He advocated the principle of sarvodaya - the rise of all -which ensures
basic needs of all and extends equal consideration to all.
Gandhi rejected the concept of Homo economicus on which modern economics and civilisation
is based. Gandhian economics focuses on meeting the basic needs of all through selfemployment. This is possible only if the wants are minimised and they are placed in perspective

with the essential striving of man. Gandhi believed that trusteeship ensures creativity and
initiative, ensures freedom while at the same time ensuring equal distribution of goods.
Gandhi stood for village based decentralised system of governance. He wanted to see
villages as self-governing republics with maximum autonomy but at the same time cooperating
and interdependent upon one another. He defended swadeshi wherein all the basic needs of
citizens can be met locally. Gandhiji not only encountered strong opposition to his ideas but
also received support in ample measure. But these consequences did not deter him from
holding fast to his ideas and formulate his practices accordingly.

10.1 6 EXERCISES
1. Explain briefly the philosopl~icalfoundations of Gandhiji's political philosophy.
2. List the special features of Gandhian economics.
3. Highlight the Gandhian concepts of economic equality and swadeshi.

4. Discuss Gandhiji's views on religion and its relationship with politics.
5. Comment on Gandhi's views on the End-Means unity.

6. Discuss Gandhiji's views on truth and non-violence.

7. Explain the uses of power according to Mahatma Gandhi.
8. Discuss Gandhiji 's ideas of parliamentary democracy.

9. Do the present day village panclrayats meet the requirements of Gram Swaraj?
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11.I INTRODUCTION
The cotltributiotl of Jawaharlal Nehru is rightly acclaimed as the maker of modern India.
Having faith in the Indian people, he sought to build a democratic polity, nil economically
modernised nation and a country whose role in the cotnlnunity of nations he perceived
clearly. He was both a philosopher as well as a practical political leader. He did learn the
western style of living and life, and to that extent he did imbibe in himself the western culture
and western democratic thought with a clear tilt towards a near-commutlist thinking, yet, in
his latter years, he acquired, as Michael Brecher said (Nehrzi: A Political Biography), "a
deeper appreciation of Indian history and philosophy and enriched the basis for subsequent
thought and action." He was influenced by the developments of the l g a and 20thcenturies
' as he found them in the world, but at no poil~tof time, he closed his eyes from the ground
realities of the country he belonged. Though he belonged to life of comforts and luxuries, lie
remained a man of masses.

Jawaharlal Nehru (henceforth, Nehru) was born in 1889. lie received education at his home
in Allahabad and at Harron and Cambridge. During his seven years stay in England, he,
imbibed the traditions of British humanist liberation, subscribing largely to ethos propagated
by Mill, Gladstone and Morley, Atnong those whose ideas influenced Nehru were George
Bernard Shaw and Bertrand Russell. He was not a political philosopher like Hobbes, Rousseau,
or Marx, but he was certainly a man of ideas as also of action.
Nehru was one of the indomitable fighters of Indian freedom who led the Congress movement
,
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(under Gandhiji's leadership) alongwith a host of ,other leaders such as Vallabhai Patel,
Subhash Chandra Bose, Jaya Prakash Narayan, Rajendra Prasad, to mention a few. He led
the interim government in 1946 and became the first Prime Minister of the independent India
and occupied this position till his death in 1964. During the period of national movement,
Nehru suffered imprisonment many a times and had presided over the Congress a couple of
times. He was the Congress President in 1929 when it adopted the historic resolution of
'Purna Swaraj '.
Nehru authored ~ l i m ~ s of
e s World History, Autobiography and The Discovery of India.

11.2 NEHRU'S SCIENTIFICTEMPER
Nehru was basically a scientist in his approach. In fact, he was the first amongst the
nationalist leaders who did recognise the importance of science and technology for the
modernisation of the Indian society. For a lilodern educated Indian and this is true as well,
Nellru represented the desire to be lnodern and scientific in one's outloolc. To Nehru, Science
constituted the very essence of life, without which, he would say, the modern world would
have found it difficult to survive. Science, being the dominant factor in nlodern life, Nehru
asserts, must guide the social system and economic structure. Etnphasising the achievements
of science which include mighty and fundamental changes in numerous fields, what is the
most important of all changes is the development of the scientific outlook in man. Together
with the scientific method, the new outlook of man alone could offer to mankind hope and
expectation of a good life and an ending of the agony of the world, Nehru argued. He was
aware of the difficulties inherited "in nurturing science and technology in a society where
thought processes were governed by traditional mores." He was never tired of speaking
about the scientific temper or fighting irrationality (See R.C. Pillai, Nehru and His Critics,
P. 29)
Addressing the Indian Science Congress in late thirties, Nehru stated: "Politics led me to
economics and this led me inevitably to science, and the scientific approach to all our
problems and to life itself. It was science alone that could solve these problems of h~inger
and poverty, of insanitation and literacy, of superstition and deadening custom and tradition,
of vast resources running to waste, of a rich country inhabited by starving people."
Like his father, Nehru was an agnostic. Nehru had never been able to absorb the religious
devoutness of his mother. In spite of his over thirty years' contact with Gandhiji whose
prophetic personality impressed everyone, Nehru continued and in fact, remained agnostic.
He was not a dogmatic or militant atheist, but he was not a spiritualist either. I-Ie writes:
"Often, often as I look at this world, I have a sense of mysteries, of unkilown depths. What
the mysterious is I do not know. I do not call it God because God has come to mean much
that I do not believe in .. ." But what he could call spiritual, the term that he used often, was
nothing but one that we subscribe to 'moral' or 'ethical' and Nehru was, only in that narrow
sense, religiaus; religious in the framework of science. Science was Nehru's mantra: "science
as the way of observation and precise knowledge and deliberate reasoning".
I

111.2.1 Science and Religion
Nehru's scientific temper did not permit him to be dogmatic. He had, therefore, no attraction

for any religion, for 11e s a y nothing more than superstitution and dogmatism in the religion,
in any religion. Behind every religion, Nehru arelied, lay a method of approach which was
wholly unscientific. But he did recognise that religion does provide some kind of a satisfaction
to the inner needs of human nature and give a set of moral and ethical values of life in
general. Religion was acceptable to Neliru only to that limited extent. He was not a religious
man, nor would he ever spend time, as a routine, for morning and evening worshipping.
Science was much preferable to religion, Nehru used to argue and continued.
As Nehru had scientific temper, it was natural that 11e would be a secularist. V.P. Varma
(Modem Indian Political Thought) writes, ''But for a person (Jawaharlal Nehru, for example)
who is an agnostic, materialist or atheist, it is easy to adopt a secularist attitude." "Jawaharlal
was", he continues, "an agnostic and was not emotionally involved in religious disputations."
Secularism is basically the separation of religion from politics. Politics is associated with
public activities. Religion is an individual affair, giving everyone the right to practise one's
own religion. Referring to the concept of secularism, Nehru says "Some people think that it
means something opposed to religion. That obviously is not correct. What it means is that
it is a state wllicl~honours all faiths equally and gives them equal opportunities; that as a
state, it does not allow itself to be attached to one faith or religion, which then becomes the
state religion." As a part of religious colnlnullity anyone can share any belief. People observe
their religious festivals, rituals and customs. But at the same time, if anybody wants to come
out of this belief system, 11e has a right to do so. If somebody is an atheist, he is free not
to have any faith. State is not going to interfere in somebody's belief system.
Nehru did not take religion in a narrow sense: religion does not teach hatred and intolerance;
all religions speak the truth; that is the essence of each religion. He was of the view that
the religious basis of politics does not help social progress. At the same time, Nellru had
respect for Gandhi's view on the role of religion in politics. Ne was of the opinioll that Gandhi
had a moral view of politics. For Gandhi, religion can teach the politicians to be moral and
ethical; it has a role in a society for teaching moral values and maintaining an ethical order.
To that extent, Nehru was one with Gandhi. But at the same time he opposed the view that
political parties should be organised on the basis of religion. That created hatred between
different religions and hatred breeds violence and intolerance anlong people. I-Ie agreed to
the point that religious equality can be the basis of creating a peaceful and harlnonious
society. Without social peace, no social progress is possible. Changing the religion of a group
can create social disharmony; though he theoretically agreed to this point of view, 11e did not
support it politically.
Nehru was a secularist. He disapproved both the Hindu communalistn as well as the Muslim
communalism. His loyalty to secularism has been a great relief to the minority group in India.
His belief in scientific methodology with its stress on rationalism has helped the evolution of
his nationalist political ideology.

11.2.2 Scientific Humanism
It is not easy to declare Neliru irreligious; he was, in fact, not opposed to religion. He did
recognise that religion 'supplied a cleepor craving of human beings'. He did admit that
religion served a significant human purpose as "the resting ground for 'faith' and 'faith in

progress, in a sense, in ideals, in human goodness and human destiny" (see Nehru, An
Autobiography). According to Nehru, it was from 'faith' that 'the inner imaginative urges'
which distinguished man from other begins, flowed, and it was to these urges that the ends
of a life bore reference. Science too, Nehru says, suggested the existence of the inner world
of spirit, but the latter was beyond the reach of science, for his understanding of science was
that it explained the 'How's of the existence but left the 'why's' of its alone'. Obviously
then, man had to turn inwards to his intuition to see the world of spirit. Thus, between
science and intuition, the role was clear: science could help refine one's senses; intuition
could help understand the spiritual world. The only adequate pltilosophy of life, 'the integral
vision of life', as Nehru called it, was, the one that had the 'temper and approach of scielice
allied to the philosophy and with revenge for all that lies beyond". "It was", as Nehru had
said, "philosophy which explained the matter of existence while science explained the manner
of it." (See, Nellru, The Discovery of India). So, Nehru cotlcludes: "Lest the approach of
life grew lopsided, with either the outerself or the innerself, and not both as conlbined when
as the whole life, reconciling of the scientific with the spirit of philosophy was necessary for
'balancing of an individual's outer and innel. life." (See M.N. JHA, Modern Indian Political
Thought, Meenakshi Prakashan, Meerut.) Nehru, thus, adds the environmental dimension to
Gandhi's worldview on the one hand, and though he drifts away from Gandhi, h e aligns
himself with hitn on the other. Though he got influenced by Marx's scientific approach, he
alienated himself from him for his hostility to the spirit of man. To that extent Nehru
combines the scientific aspect of the Marx and the spiritualist aspect of Gandhi, especially
in his scientific humanism. Scientific humanism forms the basic content of'NehruYsview of
human relationship.
Nehru's scientific humanism had the combination of scientific dimension as well as the
spiritual dimension. Unlike Gandhi's uni-dimensional approach, there is a in-dimensional
approach in Nehru. According to Nehru, "the way to the spiritualisation of human relationships
lay through that of the circumstatices envirotting them". Nehru ltilnself admitted that it was
in the interest of matt to have faith in the essential spirituality of ma~lhood,but he empllasised
that faith was merely the concluding end of tlie rationalist process. He was o f the opinion
t h a t man would never have faith in the spirituality of the human being unless circumstances
envirotling him compelled it. He asserted that the way to the spiritualisation of the social
progresses lay through the objectivisation of the spirit of malt alone and to the realisation of
the social processes lay through the objectivisation of the spirit of man alone, and to the
realisation of it.
The key to man's problems lies, as Neltru believed, if people tried to imbibe in themselves
the highest ideals, such as humanism and scientific spirit. He did not see any conflict
between the two: ''there is a growing synthesis between humanism and scientific spirit,
resulting in the kind of scientific humanism". He *rites: "the modern mind, that is t o say, the
better type of the modern type, is practical and pragmatic ethical and social, altruistic and
humanitarian. It is governed by a practical idealism fqr social betterment. It Ilas discarded
to a large extent the philosophic approach of the ancients, their search for ultimate reality
as well as the devotio~~alism
and nlysticism of the medieval period. Humanity is its god and
social service, its religion".
Endowed with a scientific and rational temper, Nehru always looked upon science as an
effective means for the liberation of man.

As an active politician and an author with sociological realism and political pragmatism,
Nehru would hardly subscribe to the concept of culture as an organic unity permeated with
some primordial systems. Nehru could never entertain such a perspective of India's structural
cultural continuity, but he did appreciate the vicissitudes of India's historical transformations
from the days of the ancient Harappan civilisation to the contemporary one. He was not the
man who would acknowledge the revelation of God or Dllarrna in dle Indian cultural
manifestations. Nehru is a naturalist determinist wlto upholds physical, geological, zoological,
chemical and anthropological data, but sees no spiritual governalwe of the cosmic process.
So with Nehru's historiology, there are no providential dispensatiotl and no emotional attachment
to any specific culture.
Though Nehru was a Brahmin, he did not attach any meaning t o ritualism; he did admire the
Gita gospel of dedicated disinterested altruism, and was never thrilled by the exalted orations
of the Visvarupa of the Gita's eleventh chapter. He was more influcnced by Russell and
Lenin than by the notion of Nirvana. The external materialistic attempts of the WesternSoviet worlds fascinated Nehru more than the Puranic cosmography of the oriental world.
That does not mean that Nehru was all Marxist-Leninist. He did know the strength of
Marxism - Leninism, but he also knew that it was weak in domains relating to humanisl
values, wl~enit ignored the positive aspects of capitalistic system, and also when it canle
to dwell solely on materialistic factors. Nehru was a blend o f the two extremes: the external
civilisational advancement together with a quest for die realisation of values it) all spheres
of human activities. Professor Varnia holds the view: "Towards the latter part of his
life, Jawaharlal would have agreed that materialistic dialectics and class polarity cannot be
adequate tools for understanding the widespread ramificatior~sof alienation." "Valires", he
continues, "in turn, lose their significance if they are solely rcgarded as class ideological
responses."
Nehru's concept of culture was not spiritual, but material; it was not eternal, but Izumanist;
it was, more or less, this worldly, historical and to that extent a blend of secular and temporal,
social and economic values. His culture was not dogmatic, fundametitalist, fanatical, narrow,
prophetic, angological, divine and godly. It was one that w a s an apostle of compassion,
altruism, humanism and one which was more close to liberty, equality, fraternity, human
rights, and rationalistic. Speaking about the concept of culture, Professor Vartila says, "Cultural
comprehensiveness requires an emancipated mind liberated from the shackles of dogmatic
and revealed theology, the renunciation of unjust demands for the retention of uilfounded
socio-economic vestiges and the abjuration of all claims to impose one's limited conceptions
of ethics, justice and social norms on others professing loyalty to divergent creeds and
religious tenets." About Nehru's culture, Professor Var~naconcluded, "Jawaharlal and some
other top spokesmen of Galidhian values found it easy to reconcile democratic liberalism with
social toleration and cultural pluralism because they had genuine com~nitrrletltto the demands
of patriotism oriented towards cosmopolitan fulfilment. Jawaharlal was sincere in his advocacy
of secularism as a political and cultural value,"

11.4 POLITICAL IDEAS F

MEHRU
-

16.4.1 On Nationalism
Nehru was a great nationalist, though he had no theory of nationalism. He did believe in the
objectivity of the fundamental unity of India nurtured on cultural foundations which was,
according to him, "not religious in the 11ar1-owsense of the term. He did accept the narrow
diversities, but, at the same time, he admired the unity running throughout the Indian history.
He was, indeed, inspired by the concept of cultural pluralisln and synthesis. To him, nationalism
was a noble phase of self-magnification. He writes: "Nationalism is essentially a group
memory of past achievements, traditions, and experiences, and nationalism is stronger today
than it has ever been .... Wherever a @riskhas arisen, nationalism has emerged again and
dominated the scene, and people have sought comfort and strength in their old, traditions.
One of the remarkable developments of the present age has been the rediscovery of the past
and/ or the nation." But nationalism has also solid - social, political and economic - foundations.

By nature, Nehru was a nationalist and was a rebel against authoritarianism. He did not like
the politics of talks, of too much subinission and appeal to authorities and that was why he
always found himself akin to Bal Gangadhar Tilak. He says: "So far as political matters were
concerned, I was, if I may say so, an Indian nationalist desiring India's freedom, and rather,
inclined, in the context of Indian politics to the more extreme wing of it, as represented then
by Mr. ~ i l a k . "But he was in the way in agreement with Tilak's, deep religious motivations.
Nehru's nationalism had its clear distinctive features. It was a composite and a living force
and as such could make the strongest appeal to the spirit of man. Only such a type of
socialism could be a driving force for fieedom, and it alone could give a certain degree of
unity, vigour and vitality to many people all over the world. But Nehru did not appreciate the
narrow and fanatical type of nationalism. R.C. Pillai writes about Nehru's views on narrow
nationalism: "Nationalism would be harmful, if it ever made the people conscious of their own
superiority. It would be most undesirable if the spirit of nationalism pushed up any people
towards aggressive expansionism," Nehru himself says of the Indian nationalis~nas liberal
and tolerant: "Nationalism is essentially an anti-feeling and it feeds and fattens on hatred and
anger against other national groups ..."
Translated into action, Nehru's nationalism was patriotism and independence of the country.
In fact, Nehru's nationalism was a firm commitment to the idea of complete independence
of the country. In his sharply worded rejoinder to all those who still advocated dominion
states, Nehru most emphatically stated, way back in 1928, "If India has a message to give
to the world, it is clear that slie can do so more effectively as an independent country than
as a member of the British group." And in 1928, he presided over the Lahore Congress
session and got the Purna Swaraj resolution passed.

1 1.4.2 On Democracy
Nehru was a great champion of democracy, Throughout his life, he laid emphasis (iil the
importance of democracy and desired passionately that independent India would gc along the
full democratic process. He had a great passion for freedom. Grown in the Western democratic

I

traditions, ~ e ' h r uabsorbed, since childhood, many of the dominant concepts of modern
democratic thought. He had read extensively philosophers such as Rousseau, Montesquieu,
Mi11 and made reference of their works in the writings. He conferred and wrote in his An
Autobiography, "My roots are still perhaps partly in the lgth century and I have been too
much influenced by the humanist liberal tradition to get out of it completely".

.

For Nehru, democracy was an intellectual condition, it was primarily a way of life, based on-1
the hypothesis that the freedom was integral to the being of man. I-Ie was also aware th>freedom required a set of cotiditions. He writes: "Self-discipline, tolerance, and a taste of
peace - these were the basic conditions for living a life of freedom". He did not subscribe
to the view that unrestrained freedom made any sense. He held, M.N. Jba says, "that the
state was born to make a reality of the freedom of its citizens, for, it served to counteract
the evil influences of the lower instincts of the individual inan in the social process." The
state, Nehru held, was a spiritual necessity for man to clear the particularistic convictiol~s
that the religions promote.
Nehrr~was a true democrat, for he never doubted the soundness of democracy as a spiritual
proposition. In his view, the spiritualisation of a social process was, "synonymous with the
maximisation of democracy within it, and the latter called for the objectivisation of not merely
the guarantees of rights but also of rights themselves."
Nehru's concept of democracy had specific implications. In the early years of liberation
struggle, democracy, for Nehru, meant the ideal of self-rule or responsible government.
Later, with the socialist ideas altering his world-view, he came to see democracy a i one that
emphasised an equality of opportunity to all in the economic and political field and freedom
for the individual t o grow and develop to the best of his personality.

11.4.3 Individual Freedom and Equality
Nehru 'was a democrat by nature, temperament and conviction; he held individual freedom
and equality as important co~nponentsof any democratic polity. According to Nehru, thc
creative spirit of man could grow only in an atmosphere of freedom. To promote and
preserqe the values of human life, both society and individual must enjoy freedom. The
purpose of a democratic society, Nehru held, was essentially to provide necessary conditions
of creative development. Why must India accept the democracy process? Nehru gave the
following reason.
:. '

'"t is not enough for us merely to produce the rnatariar $oods of the world. We do want high
standard of living, but not at the cost of inan's creative spirit, his creative energy, his spirit
of adventure, not a t the cost of all fine things of life which have ennobled man throughout
.- the ages. Democracy is not merely a question of elections."
Nehru believed in the primacy and autonomy of the individual; the state had no right to
suppress the individual, no development could be attained if man's creative abilities were to
remain suppressed. Nehru's concept of individual freedom necessarily implied fieedorn of
speech, and expressiony of association, of many other fields of lzuman activities. The general
health of a society, Nehru believed, was largely determined by the freedom of its people.

,
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In Nehru's democratic thought, equality constituted an important component of his concept
of democracy. "The spirit of the age is in favour of equality .. ." Nehru declared. The
doctrine of equality, according to Nehru, meant equal opportunities for all; it presupposed a
certain faith in and respect for humanity as a whole, and a belief that the progress and wellbeing of individuals, groups, or races mainly depended upon the enjoyment of equal opportunities
by all, with more opportunities to the weaker sections of society.

11.4.4

On Parliamentary Democracy

Indian cultural traditions and historical experience under the British rule helped Nehru to
support the parliamentary democracy instead of Presidential system of the USA. Parliamentary
democracy is much more flexible to accommodate diverse social groups. No social group is
allowed to go out of the system as the system is ready to bear the agitation orgaizised by
such a group to a point. Even Nehru did not agree to the demands of such groups but
accommodated their demands in a democratic process. Once the system accepts the demands,
the agitation fritters away. For instance, the states' reorganisation on the basis of language
is a classic case. There was agitation by Telugu people for the separation of Andhra from
Madras Presidency; Nehru as the Prime Minister accepted the demand by constituting a
Committee of Reorganisation of States on the basis of language with some reservation. This
is the spirit of a democratic leader. Very often the leader may not agree to the point
theoretically but accepts it as the best policy for creating a healthy system. Once the states
are reorganised on the basis of language, the Indian democracy functions as a federation;
though in the Constitution it is written as a union of states, in practice it f~~nctions
as a
federation. Federation helps in building an institutional framework for nurturing the cultural
identities of a linguistic group. In the Indian Constitution there is a distribution of powers
between the centre and the states. Legal and institutional arrangements hold the key to
democracy, while linguistic federalism provides the flesh to the skeleton democracy. This
political arrangement has been working for fifty years without creating proble~nsof
unmanageable magnitude, though there are problems for the Indian Federation from the
peripheral states.
Parliamentary democracy supports cabinet form of executive that can accon~modateeach
state and c5mmunity in it. The formation of Council of Ministers helps to give a place to each
group and state. This creates a healthy federation by accommodating and incorporating
representatives from different groups. In the Presidential system it is not possible, as the
formation of the executive becomes prerogative of the President. Further, there is a chance
that the President can turn into an authoritarian personality. This is not possible in the
parliamentary system. The Prime Minster is one of the Council of Ministers though he is the
leader of the House and leader of the nation. He cannot but be a democrat as he listens to
various viewpoints not only from the Ministers as his colleagues, but also from the Chief
Ministers. Nehru was always in constant communication with the Chief Ministers; sometimes
there was opposition from the Chief Ministers to his viewpoint but he listened to them. In
the case of Hindu Code Bill ].re had a strong difference with the President of India, Rajendra
Prasad. But he tried to accommodate Prasad's viewpoint in making the Hindu Code Bill,
though he characterised the bill as a conservative one. Nehru opposed the intervefitiol~by
the President, as unconstitutional, on the grounds that in the Indian democracy, the President
is a nominal head. As a Prime Minister, he recognised the President's position arid wanted
the latter to lead as a friend and guide, and not as a master of the team.
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Parliamentary democracy depends on the balancing of institutions. Nclzru played a decisive
role in bringing a balance between the legislature, executive and judiciary. He had a high
regard for the legislature. He made it a point to attend every session of the Lok Sabha. He
tried to listen to the opposition with a sharp attention. He saw to it that his cabinet colleagues
did some homework before attending the session. He, as a team leader, provided leadership
to his team for performing better in Parliament. He cooperated with his colleagues and the
opposition leaders for showing to tlie world that India's nascent democracy functio~iswell.
The outside inteIligentsia, who did study the functioning of lndiati Parliament, gave due
recognition to Nehru as a Parliatnentarian, who got due cooperation from the opposition and
his colleagues. There were many stalwarts on the opposition front, leaders like Lohia, Masatxi
and Kripalani. There were political leaders outside the parliamentary system like JP Narai~i
and Vinoba who recognised the leadership qualities of Nehru. Very often these lionparliamentary leaders, branded as the 'saintly poiiticians' of this country had a bigger influence
in politics than the political parties and Nehru was able to get necessary cooperation from
these outstanding leaders as well. He directed the administration to provide all cooperation
for making the Bhoodan movement a success.

I
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Parliamentary denlocracy depends on the periodic election for getting a mandate of the
people, wherein a political party puts forth an election manifesto and faces llze election which
is conducted by the neutral authority, the Election Commission. The Congress, under the
leadcrship Nellr~~,
faced the general election to the Lok Sabha and secured the majority in
the Lok Sabha and formed the governlnent at the centre. It is interesting to note that the
Congress Party under Nehru's leadership faced the general election successfully till he was
alive. He placed an Election manifesto in 1946 general election regarding the abolition of the
Zamindari System. Tile general public gave wide support to him, though the electioil was l~cld
before Independence. His leadership was recognised and got legititnacy among the people
of India. I11 the 1952 general election, the nlanifesto of the Congress carried the question of
the implementation of the programmes of the first five year planned document whicl~colltained
the state's role in both the rural and industrial economy. The public accepted this ovenvhel~ningly,
Tlle Congress Party won each election on the basis of its performance, competing with the
opposition political parties like the Socialist, Swatantra and Communists, But Nehru had a
high regard for these political leaders and parties. He helped some of the leaders to get
elected in the by-election to the Lok Sabha and did not field any calldidate against the
opposition leaders. He was concerned about the quality of the debates in tile parliament
which was possible only with the presence of the top leaders on the opposition side, Moreover, ,;
participation in electoral politics strengthens the parliamentary democracy. Competitive politics
is based on the participation of different political parties witlr a dirferent ideology. Election
becomes the festival for the parliamentary democracy. Nehru used to participate in these
festivals with all seriousness. Election studies conducted by the independent academia show
that the 'Congress had got the electoral support from each section of the society, both in
terms of caste and class . Electoral politics help in the mobilisation of various social groups
into the system whose demands keep increasing the capacity of the political system.

,I1.5 NEHRU ON SOClALlSM
Nehru's interest in socialisin can be traced to his Cambridge days when the Fabianism of
George Bernard Shaw and the Webbs attracted him. He was, during those days, attending

the lectures of John Maynard Keynes and Bertrand Russell, which influenced his ideas. The
fast changing political, social and economic ideas taking place throughout the world sharpened
his socialistic influences. India's millions living in poverty made Nehru a socialist,
notwithstanding the Marxist ideology of Marx and Lenin which had its profound impact on
him. Socialism, with Nehru, was not merely an economic doctrine; 'it is a vital creed', Nehru
spoke at the 1936 Congress session, "which I hold with all my head and heart." He was
convinced that there was no other way of ending the appalling mass poverty and sufferings
in India except through socialism.
Nehru was of the opinion that no ideology other than socialisn~could fit in the democratic
pattern as that of India. I-Ie was convinced that no democracy could succeed without
imbibing sociaIist pattern. The essence of socialism, Nehru used to say, lies in "the control
by the state of the means of production", and the idea inspiring socialism was the prevention
of the exploitation of the poor by the rich. The socialist way, to Nehru, was that of "the
ending of poverty, the vast unemployment, the degradation and the subjection." He laughed
off GandhiYsclaim to being a socialist and rejected the Marxian thesis of the dictatorship o f
proletariat. Under India's peculiar conditions, Nehru came to advocate the socialistic, if not
socialism, pattern of society.
Nehru's concept of socialism was not the abolition of private property, but the replacement
of the present profit system by the higher ideal of cooperative service. His socialistn was
not the state ownership. o f the means of production, but was their societal and cooperative
ownership. Nellru brought socialis~nclose to democracy.
Nehru's socialism has the distinctive characteristic of progressive industrialisation through
which alone the Indian economic problems (poverty, backwardness,'low rate of production)
could be solved and through which alone the modern India could be built. He strongly
believed that in industrialisation, "the only solution for this lay in utilising modern science and
technology for accelerating the progress of indu'strialisation on which depended also the
prospects of agricultural development". For industrialisation, Nehru ruled out the capital istic
model and pleaded the socialist inodel by limiting the same to nationalisation of certain key
industries and cooperative approach in agriculture whjle allowing the private sector to participate
in industry and agriculture. That was what one may say the essence of socialistic pattern
of society ... the model which was made to work through (1) econornic planning; (ii) mixed
economy, (iii) five years plans. Nehru knew that the socialistic pattern of society was "not
socialisin in its pure form but this form would," he was convinced, "lead the country ia the
direction of socialism."
Nehru's concept of socialism had a vision of future India and of modernising India. FIe wrote:
"For we have to build India on a scientific foundation to develop her industries, to change
that feudal character of her land system and bring her agriculture in time with modern
methods to develop the social services which she laclcs so utterly today." If India has to
rnodernjse itself, it must, Nehru said, "lessen her religiosity and turn to science. Sh'e must get
rid of her excllnsiveness in thought and social habbit which has become like a prison to her,
stunting her spirit and preventing growth."

6

Nehru's significant contribution lies in the evolution and growth of an international outlook.
Indced, he was a great nationalist and as such had a vision of independent India's foreign
policy which was in tune with India's national interest. Non-alignment as foreign policy was
nationalistic in its objectives. India could not have devoted itself to modernisation, nor wollld
it have successfully protected her frontiers, had it aligned with any one of the two military
blocs. Her economy, politics, social existence, internal circutnstances would have been at risk
if India would have chosen the path of joining ally bloc of the post-war (1945) days. So, if
Nehru sought to build an independent non-aligned foreign policy for India, it made sense and
brougllt to the fore Nehru as a nationalisi.
But Nehru was, despite his being a nationalist, a great internationalist. He was the architect
of non-alignment as a movemelzt and as a force on the international forum. At heart, Neliru
was internationalist, an advocate for the United Nations, a cllampion of the world. He had
a role for India in the community of nations. I ~ d i a ,therefore, Nehru argued, "must be
prepared to discard her narrow nationalism in favour of world cooperatiotl and real
internationalism." He used to insist that tlie states should maintain a reasonable balance
between natiollalism and internationalism. Narrow nationalism, according to him, leads to
imperialism which Ile discarded outrightly, to fascism which he denounced at the first
opportunity, to exploitation of one state by another which Ec thought posed a threat to world
peace. He would rather visualise the emergence of a world federation, and a world republic,
and not an empire for exploitq.tion. Nehr~isays: "The world bas become internationalised,
production is international, markets are international and transport is international. .... No
nation is rcally independent, they are all interdependent."
If romantic loyalties had made Nehru a nationalist, "the rational and pragmatic considerations,"
Professor Varma says, "for human welfare made him a believer in peaceful coexistence and
the ideals of "one world". In an age of nuclear fission, hydrogen fusion and the prospects
of neutron bombs and chemical warfares, Nehru could have been an apostle of world peace,
a champion of disarn~arnent,and a true believer of the ideals of the United Nations. There
is only one alternative to world terrorism, and it is, as Nehru rightly says, world peace.
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Nel~ru'scontribution to India's freedom struggle and to the malting of modern India can
hardly be denied. He was one of the important leaders of the Indian National Congress.
Though he was a disciple of Mahatma Gandhi and also his successor, he had significant
differences with him. Nehru was not a religious man while Gandhi was; he never shared
Gandhi's views on spiritualisation of politics; he never subscribed to Gandlti's economic ideas
of trusteeship. Nehru was agnostic, and hence, in politics, a secularist. He found in science
a solution to all problems. All through his life, Nehru advocated a scientific temper and
preached scientific humanism.
Nehru was a political realist and had always a pragmatic approach towards all the problems.
In his political ideas, Nehru was a nationalist to the point of internationalism, a firm believer
in democracy; had a passion for individual freedom and for equality. He advocated

parliamentary democracy and wanted to build a democratic polity. In his economic ideas,
Nehru was a socialist of the Fabian brand. He chose a mid-way between capitalism and
Marxism. His outstanding coiltribution in the international field has been his advocacy of a
peaceful and sectire world.

11.8 EXERCISES
1. Explain Nehru's scientific temper and his concept of scientific humanism.

2. Evaluate Nehru's theory of culture.
3. State briefly the main tenets ofNehru's political ideas.

4. State the evolution of Nehru's concept of socialism. What are the characteristics of his theory
of socialism?
5 . Explain briefly Nel~r~i's
international outlook.
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12.1 INTRODUCTION
Babasaheb Ainbedkar is one of the foremost thinkers of modern India. His thougl~i is
centrally concerned with issues of freedom, I~umanequality, democracy and socio-political
emancipation. I-le is a unique thinker of the world who himself suffered much hurnilialioi~,
poverty and social stigma, right from his childhood, yet 11e rose to great educatio~laland
phiIosophica1 heights. He was a revolutionary social reformer who demonstrated great faith
in democracy and the moral basis of a society. He was one of the principal critics of India's
national movement led by M.K.Gandlli. I-Ie built civic and political institutions in India and
criticised ideologies and institutions that degraded and enslaved people. He undertook several
major stidies on the economy, social structures and institutions, law and constitutionalism,
history and religion with inethodological rigour and reflexivity. He was the Chairman of the
Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution and defended its key provisions wit11 scholarly
precision and sustained arguments without losing sight of the ideals it upheld while, at the
firinly to the ground. He embraced Buddhism, recasting i,t to respond to
same time; l~oldi~lg
modern and socially emailcipatory urges, with hundreds of tllousands of his followers and
paved the way for its resurgence in Modern India.

12.2 LIFE SKETCH
B

1

Babasaheb Ambedkar (1 891-1956) was born in the unto~ichableMahar Caste in Maharashtra
on 14 April, 1891. He suffered all kinds of social humiliations in childllood as well as in his

subsequent life on account of the stigma of untouchability. In the class room he was not
allowed to sit along with the rest of the students. He had to drink water only in his handcup in school, poured by members of the upper castes from above. Learning Sanskrit
language was denied to him. Inspite of all these hurdles, he successfully completed his
graduation from Bombay University and went on to do his Masters and Ph.D. froln Columbia
University in U.S.A. He was influenced by the liberal and radical thought currents in America
and Europe, more particularly with the tliought that emerged following the French Revolution.
Struggles against racial discrimination in America helped his resolve to fight against castebased oppression in India. He came to be deeply concerned with untouchability and caste
system that prevailed in India. At the same time, he probed the i~iipactthat colonialis~n]lad
on the economy, politics and social life of India.
His M.A. dissertation on Administration and Finance of the East India Compa17yand his
P1i.D. thesis on The Evolution of the Provincial Finance in British India at Columbia
Ulliversity and his D.Sc.dissertation on The Probleitl of the Rzpee - its Origin cn~dIts
Solution were brilliant contributio~isto the analysis of colonial economy and politics and to
anti-colonial economic thought.
After he completed lzis PI1.D. at Colulnbia University, he returned to serve the administration
of Baroda Maharaja who had sponsored his education in America. But even after such
exceptional qualifications, 11e had to suffer the pangs of untoucl~abilityin Baroda administration.
He left his service and was for some time Professor of Political Econonly at tlie Sydenharn
College of Comlnere and Economics, Bombay. He made a representation before the
Southborougll Corninittee that preceded the Montague-Clielmsford reforms of 1919 and
pleaded for separate representation to the depressed classes, as the i~ntoucliablcand ,low
castes and communities were then known. He started Mooknayak, a fortnightly in ~ a r a t h i
in January, 1920 and played a leading role in the first All-India Conference of Depresscd
Classes held that year, presided over by Shahu Maliaraj of Kolhapur. I-Ie joined the London
School of Ecollomics to do his D.Sc. which lie completed in 1922 and was invited lo the
Bar-at-Law from Grey's Inn in the same year. He started his legal practice in Bolnbay it1
1923 and played an active role in thk political mobilisation and organisation of the untouchables.
He formed the Bahishbit Hitkarini Sabha ( Depressed Classes Welfare Association) in
1924. In 1927, he was nominated to the Boinbay Legislative Council. Ilc led tlie famous
Satyagraha at Chowdar Tank in Maliad demar~dingrights for utitouchablcs fsom colniilorl
water tank, from which they were hitherto barred, eventually leading to the burning of the
M a n u s m u . He started the fortoightly journal Bahishkrit Bharat in Marathi and formed two
organisattons, Samaj Samata Sangh and Samata Saillik Dal in 1927 to 1-einforce the demand
for equality of the depressed classes. In 1928, the Depressed Classes Education Society,
Bombay was founded. The fortnightly jour~lalSarnata too was brought out in the same ycar,
During these years, Dr. Ambedkar remained active as the professor of law. I11 1928, he
made his deputation before the Simo~iCommission, enquiring into the issue of constitwtional
reforms in India. He led tlie Satyagral~aat Kalra~ntemple, Nasik denlanding tcniple entry
to untouchables in 1930. He presided over the First All India Depressed Classes Congress,
held in Nagpm in 1930.
Dr. Ambedkar's emphasis on self-help and the task of emancipatiotl of untouchables as
primariIy resting on themselves, his vision of Modern India and his ideas a11 rights, de~nocracy
and representation increasingly pit him against the Indian National Congress and M.K.

Gandhi, its undisputed leader. This opposition was poignantly visible at the Round Table
Conference in 1931 where Dr Ambedkar demanded separate electorate for the depressed
classes, which, M.K.Gandhi, as the sole representative of the Congress veheme~itlyopposed.
M.K. Gandhi went on a fast unto death against the con~munalaward of 1932 that granted
separate electorate to the untouchables. Dr.Ambedkar negotiated on behalf of the Depressed
classes and signed the Poona Pact, agreeing for the joint electorate with reservation for
depressed classes, that led to the withdrawal of the fast by M.I<.Gandhi.

In 1936, Dr Ambedkar founded the Independent Labour Party which contested 17 seats in
the elections of 1937 in the Bombay Province and won 15 of them. The World War 11 and
the demand of the Muslit~lLeague for Pakistan introcluced new and complex issues in the
national movement. Dr Atnbedkar established a d i.fferetltparty, the Scheduled caste federation
in 1942 and was appointed as a nlember of the Viceroy's Council in the same yeas for ta
period of five years.
Ambedkar was elected to the Constituent Assembly from Bengal and in the Assembly, made
a plea for a united India with the Congress and thc Muslim Leagite working together. 1-Ie
was appointed as the Chair~nanof the Drafting Committee of the Indian Constitution and
became the law minister in the Nehru Cabinet in August 1947. In both these capacities he
conceptualised, for~nulatedand defended a free and egalitarian fratnework for public life in
India with extensive safeguards for the disadvantaged and autonorny for religious nlinorities
and linguistic and cultural groups in India.
Alnbedkar resigned from the Nehru Cabinet in 195 1 and strove to work out an altenlativc
to the lack of social and economic democracy in India and the inability oi'thc Constitutional
delnocracy to effectively function in its absence. Such a search eventually Icd llin~to conversion
to Buddhism and the proposal for the establishment of the Rcpublica~~
Party of India. I-Ic died
on 6 December, 1956 n~ournedby millions. He lcrt behind a complex body of thought
scattered across a large numbcr of wrilings and speeches, an eventful public life spanning
across civic and political life and a radical agcnda for economic, social and cultural
reconstruclion.

12.2.1 His Writings

DL Anlbedkar wrote several books. Unlike his contemporaries, he l ~ a ddone a lot of original
researcli on his texts. Apart from writing thc Indian Constittltion as the Chairman of its
Drafting Colnnlittee and defending it in the ~narathondebates of the Constittrent Assembly,
he wrote several books that reflect syste~haticthinking. Apart from his doctoral dissertations
on The Problem of the Rupee (1923) and The Evolzrtiori oJ'Proviwciu1 Firzance ii.1 British
936), Thoz~gI7t~s
India(1925) he wrote Annihilation of C7c~.rfe(1
on Pakistan (1 940), What
Congwss and Gandhi have dorte lo the U?;2touchable,s(l945),Who were the Szidras?
(1946), The Untouchables: who were They. ctntl IYIgi they hecume Urztozcchables? (1948)
, States and Minorities (1947), Thoughts on li~zgziisticStates (1955) and his magnum opus
The Buddha and his Dharnrna (1957) are the most important. Apart from them he wrote
numerous articles, submitted learned mcmorallda, delivered lectures and commented on the
issues in the journals he published.

.

12.9 B. R. AMBEDKAR'S THOUGHT AND IDEAS
Dr. Ambedkar's thought has inany dimensions. There were very few issues that he left
untouched. He formulated his opinion on many crucial questions that India was confronting
during his times. His versatility is reflected in his social and political though't, economic ideas,
law and constitutionalism.

12.3.1 ldeoIogical Orientation
Dr Alnbedkar described himself as a 'progressive radical' and occasionally as a 'progressive
conservative' depending upon the context of demarcation from liberals, Marxists and others
as the case might be. He was an ardent votary of freedom. He saw it as a positive power
and capacity, enabling people to make their choices without being restrained by economic
processes and exploitation, social institutions and religious orthodoxies and fears and prejudices.
He thought that liberalism upheld a narrow conception of freedom which tolerated huge
accumulation of resources in a few hands and the deprivation and exploitation that it bred.
He thought that liberalism is insensitive about social and political institutions which, while
upholding formal equality, permitted massive inequalities in the economic, social and cultural
arenas. He argued that liberal systems conceal deep inequalities of minorities such as the
coliditions of the Blacks in U.S.A. and Jews in Europe. I-Ie further argued that liberalism was
often drawn to justifi colonial exploitation and the extensive injustices it sustained. Liberal
stress on the individual ignored community bonds and the necessity of thc latter to sustain
a reflective and creative self. Further liberalism ignored the repression and Llle alienation of
the self that exploitative and dominant structures bred. He found that liberalism has an
inadequate understanding of state and the measures that state has to neccssnrily adopt to
promote and foster good life. He felt that the principle of equality before law is truly a great
advance as compared to the inegalitarian orders that it attempted to s~rpplantbut it is not
adequate. He advanced stronger notions such as equality ~Fconsideration,equality of respect
and equality of dignity, He was sensitive to the notion of respect and the notion of community
was central in his consideration.
Ambedkar identified certain crucial areas on wlhh he was in tune with Marxism. I-Ie argued
that the task of philosophy is to transform the world, as Marx suggested in his tl~eseson
Feurbach, and he saw the central message of the Buddha as dernarlcling thc S ~ I I I C ,There
is conflict between classes and class-struggle is writ large in social relations, IIe argued that
a good society demands extensive public ownership of the means of productiotl and equal
opportunity to everyone to develop his or her self to the fitllest extent, I-Ic, however, rejected
the inevitability of socialism without the intervention of human agency concretely working
towards it; the economic interpretation of history which does not acktlowledge the crucial
role that political and ideological institutions play and the conceptioll ofthe withering away
of the state, He decried the strategy of viole~lceas a means to seize power and called for
resolute mass action to bring about-a good society. I4e underscored the transformative effect
of struggles in transforming those launching the struggles and the social relations against
which they are 1aunched.He further argued that a desirable political order can lac created
only by acknowledging a moral domain which he saw eminently expressed in the Buddha's
teachings.
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He was very critical of the Brahmanical ideology which, he felt, has been the dominant
ideological expression in India. He argued that it reconstituted itself with all its vehemence
by defeating the revolution set in motion by the Buddha. It subscribed to the principle of
graded inequality in organising social institutions and relations; defended the principle of birth
over the principle of worth; undermined reason and upheld rituals and priest-craft. It reduced
the shudra and the untouchable to perpetual drudgery and ignominy. It defended inequality .
and unequal distribution of resource3 and positions and sanctified such measures by appeal
to doctrines such as karrtla-siddhanla. It upheld the principle of the superiority of mental .
labour over manual labour. It had little sympathy towards the degraded and the tnarginalised.
It left millions of people in their degraded condition, away from civilisatioa, and defended
their abomi~zableconditioils. It had little place for freedom and for re-evaluation of choices,
It parcellised society into umpteen closed groups making them unable to close ranks, foster
a spirit of comlnunity and strive towards shared endeavours. It took away from associated
life its joys and sorrows, emasculated struggles and strivings and deplored sensuousness and
festivity. He constructed Brahmanism as totally lacking in any ~noralvalues and considerations
based on such values.
Arnbedkar was a bitter critic of Gandhi and Gandhism. He attacked Gandhi's approach to
the abolition of untouchability, an approach that denied its sanction in the shastras and which
called upon caste Hindus to voluntarily renoLunce it and make reparations for the same.
Ambedkar felt that rights and hurnanity cannot be left lo the mercy and pre.judices of people
who have developed a vested intcrest in undermining them. He did not demarcate the caste
system and varna system, as Gandl~idid, but saw both of them as upholding the same
principle of graded inequality. Even if untouchability is abolished through the Gandl~iatiappeal
to conscience, which A~nbedkardid not think possible, untouchables will continue to occupy
the lowest rung of society as a layer of the shudras. He saw Gandhi not merely caving in
to I-lindu orthodoxy but reformulating such orthodoxy afresh, Gandhi was dispensing moral
platitudes to untouchables and trying to buy them with kindness while letting others to
promote their interests, without hindrance. He rejected the appellation 'Harijan' that Gandhi
had bestowed on untouchables alld poured scorn an' it.
Ambedkar rejected many central notions as propounded by Gaiidhi stlch as Swaraj, nonviolence, decentralisation, Khadi, trusteeship and vegetarianism. He subscribed to a modern
polity with tnodern economy. This-worldly concerns were central to his agenda rather than
other-worldly search. He felt that an uncritical approach to Panchayat Raj will reinforce the
dominant classes in tlie countryside handing over additional resources and legitimacy to then1
to exploit the social classes and groups below them.

12.3.2 Reason and Rights

a

Ambedkar saw the modern era as heralding a triumph of hunzan reason from myths, customs
and religious superstitions. The world and man, he argued, can be explained by human reasoh
and endeavour. The supernatural powers need not be invoked for the purpose. In fact tlie
supernatural powers themselves reflect weak human capacities and an underdeveloped state
of human development: He therefore saw the expression of human Peason inanifest in
science and modern technology positively. If there are problems with regard to them then
the same reason is capable of offering the necessary correctives. Further, he s ~ w
knowledge
~
rather than speculative and esoteric. He felt that speculative knowledge
as e m i i k n t ~practical

divorced from active engagement with practice leads to priest-craft and speculation.
Ambedkar's attitude to religion remained ambivalent. While he did not subscribe to a belief
in a personal God or revelation, he felt that religion, as morality, provides an enduring
foundation to societies and enables collective pursuit of good life. Such a religion elevates
motives, upholds altruism and concern for others, binding people in solidarity and concern.
It cares aiid supports and strives against exploitation, il~justiceand wrong-doing.
Hc argued that freedom, equality and fraternity are essentbl conditions for good life and a
regime of discrete rights need to be constructed on them as the foundation. He understood
rights not merely with it^ the narrow confines of liberal individualism but as individual and
group-rights. Ile defenc d both types of rights in the Constituent Assembly debates. Further .
he argued for both civil and political right. and social and econolnic rights. He did not see
them in opposition but rs reinforcing one a ather. If there is a conflict between them, they
have to be negotiated through civic and political Ibrums He also subscribed to the rights of
n~inoritiesand cultural groups to maintain their distinctive belief's and identities while at the
same time afrording them proper conditions to take their rightful place in public affairs. He
defended preferential treatment accorded to disadvantaged communities not only for reasons
of equality but also on grounds of egalitarian social structures, and for the pursuit of a sane
and good society.

12.3.3 Religion
Ambedkar dwelt extensively on major religions of the world, particularly Hind~lism,Islarn,
Christianity and Buddhism. I-Ie wrote a great deal 011 Hin 21 m and Buddhism. The mainstream
trajectory of religious evolution that he traced in earl) tndia was the Vedic society getting
degenerated into Aryan society; the rise of Buddhism and thc social and moral transformation
that it brought about and the coul~terrevolutionn u ' =st in the development of a speciric
ideological and political expsession which he termed Bralimanism.

I-Tc found that the Hindu scriptures do not lend tbe~nselvesto a unified and coherent
understanding. They reflect strong cleavages within and across sects and tet~dcncics.There
are cleavages within the Vedic literature; the Upanisliadic thought, often, cannot be reconciled
with the Vedic thought; the Smriti literature is, quite often, in contention with the Sruti
literature; gods come to be pitted against one another and Tantra is in contelltion with the
slnriti literature. 'The avatars of Hinduism, such as Ratna and Krishna, cannot be held up for
adulation as exemplaries. He saw the Bfiagavadgita as primarily putting forward a set of
arguments to save Brakinanism in the wake of the rise of Buddhism aiid the inabilily of the
former to defend itself by appeals to rituals and religious practices.
Ainbedkar developed a new iilterpretation of Buddhism and saw it as socially engaged. It
privileged the poor and tile exploited and was concerned with the sufferings and joys of this
world. It does not subscribe to the existence of God or the eternity of soul. It upholds reason,
affirms the existence of this world, si~bscribesto a moral order and is in tune with science.
He saw the great values of freedom, equality and colnmunity as central to the teachings of
the Buddha.
Atnbedkar had both theological and sociological criticism against Christianity and 1:;!:-:1. Both
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of them subscribe to a transcendental domain which, apart from its affront to hurnan reason,
beget authoritative and paternalistic tendencies. In a sense they dwarf huinan reason, freedom
of enquily and equality of persons. Their pronouncements cannot be reconciled with scientific
reason. Christian belief that Jesus is the son of God militates against reason. Both these
religions, he felt, accommodated themselves to graded inequality and ranking to different
degrees. Their precepts have often led their adherents to resort to force and violence. He
saw the Buddha standing tall against the protagonists of both these religions.

12.3.4 Caste
Ambedkar's understanding of caste and ~ a s t esystem underwent certain significant changes
overtime. Initially he identified the characteristics of caste as endogamy superimposed on
exogamy in a shared cultural milieu. He f c i ~that evils such as sali, child-marriage and
prohibition of wid~w~remarriage
were its inevitable outcomes. Once a caste closed its
boundaries, other castes too fallowed suit. The Brahmins closing tllemselves socially first
gave rise to castes. Alnbedkar continued to emprt,;ise the etldogarnot~schal.acteristic of
caste but roped in other features such as division of IcS~ur,absence of inter-dining and the
principle of birth which he had initially considered as integral to endogamy. Hc also found
that caste name is important for the continued reproductioll of caste. He argued that castes
as discrete entities have to be distinguished from caste system based on the principle of
graded inequality. At the pinnacle of this systenl are the Brdimins. We argued that ranking
on the basis of graded inequality safeguards the stability of the system and ensures its
continued reproduction which simple it~equalitywould not have permitted. The dissenting
members are accornmodated as another grade in the hierarchy o f defcrence and contenlpt
that deeply mark the caste system. Ambedkar thought that caste is an essential feature of
Hinduism. A few reformers may have denounced it but for the vast majority of Hindus
breaking the codes of caste is a clear violation of deeply held beliefs. The principles governing
varna system and caste system are one and the same. Both of them uphold graded inequality
and subscribe to the doctrine of birth rather than worth.
Ambedkar argued for the annihilation of caste without which wielding community bonds, and
upholding freedom and equality becomes well-nigh impossible. I-Ie suggested inter-caste
marriages and inter-caste dining for the purpose although the latter, he considered, is tao
feeble an exercise to constitute enduring bonds. He further argued that shnstras which
defend 'varnasl~ratndharma' have to be abandoned as they justify and legitilnise graded
organisation of society. He also felt that priesthood in Hinduism should be open ta all the
co-religionists on the basis of certified competence rather than on birth. At the same time
he thought this project is well nigh impossible to be carried out because what is to be
renounced is believed to be religiously ordained.

12.3.5 Untouchability
Ambedkar distinguished the institution of untouchability from that of caste although the
former too is stamped by the same principle of graded inequality as the fatter. Untouchability
is not merely an extreme form of caste degradation but a qualitatively dfiferent one as the
system kept the untouchable outside the fold and made any social interactiotl with him
polluting and deplorable. He argued that in spite of differences and cleavages all ulltouchables
share common disadvantages and rneted out the same treatment by caste Hindns: they are

condemned to ghettoes on the outskirts of the village, are universally despised and kept away
from human association.
He did not subscribe to the position that untouchability has its basis in race. He saw it as
a social institution defended by the ideology of Brahmanism. While he did not extensively
probe the reasons for the origin of untouchability in one instance, he proposed a very
imaginative thesis that untouchables were broken men living on the outskirts of village
communities who, due to their refusal to give up Buddhism and beef-eating, came to be
condemned as untouchables.
Given the deep-seated beliefs and practices of untouchability prevailing in India, Ambedkar
thought that no easy solution can be found for the malaise. Removal of untouchability
required the transformation of the entire society wherein respect and rights towards the
other person becomes a way of life rather than a mere constitutional mechanism. Given the
entrenched interests and prejudices revolving around the institution of untouchability, it was
something too much to expect from entrenched groups. Therefore he felt that the primary
burden of emancipating themselves fell on the untouchables themselves. Such-self-help
required not only struggles but also education and organisation, Further a constitutional
democracy with preferences at various levels can help enormously in such an endeavour.

The major area of Ambedkar's work was on constitutional democracy. He was adept in
different constitutions of the world particularly those that provided an expansive notion of
democracy. Rule of law as a bond uniting people and according equal participation of people
in collective affairs was quite central to his imagination. He was deeply sensitive to the
interface between law on one hand and customs and popular beliefs on the other. He
however felt that customs may defend parochial interests and popular beliefs might be deeply
caught in prejudices and may not uphold fairness. They may not be in tune'with the demands
of time, morality and reason. But if law upholds freedom and democracy then it could be
placed at the service of common good. Given the long-drawn prejudices and denial ofjustice
in public culture he thought that the role of the state based on law and democratic mandate
is crucial. He envisaged a democracy informed by law and a law charaoterised by sensitivity
to democracy. Law uplzeld reason and morality but without the authoritative i~~juhctions
of
law, the former had no teeth.
Such a stress on democracy and law made Ambedkar to strongly stress the autonomy of the
state. State needs to transcend the parochial interests galore in society which often tend to
reduce the state as an instrument of their purpose. He argued that ascriptive majorities
which are permanent, and not amenable for political dissolution and reconstitution, too can
be considered as parochial interests. They can undermine rights but at the same time pretend
that they are upholding constitutional democracy.
a

12.4 SOCIAL JUSTICE AND SUPPORTIVE POLITY
Ambedkar was the first major theoretician in India who argued that consideration for the
disadvantaged should be the constitutive basis of a state if the state is committed to the

upholding of rights. He developed a colnplex set of criteria to determine disadvantage.
Untouchability was only one of the great social disadvantages, altliougl~it was one of the
most degrading and despicable one. He concentrated on socially engendered disadvantages
not because lie was unaware of natural and hereditary disadvantages but he felt that niost
disadvantages are upheld by do~ninantsocial relations which attempt to convert tliem as
natural disadvantages foreclosing attention to them and absolving larger society from any
responsibility towards tlie~n.He left behind a system of safeguards for the disadvantaged in
general and the untouchables in particular. I-Ie thought that a set of positive lneasilres are
a better guarantee than merely the moral cotiscie~~ce
of society although tlie latter is a
prerequisite to sustain such measures in tlie longer run.
With regard to a scheme of safeguards he advanced three types of mcasures although all
these three types of measures were not seen by hiin as appropriate to all tlie disadvantaged
groups and equally so. Their appropriateness is something to be worked o ~ i i11
i response to
the concrete conditions of the concerned group. I-Ie demanded an autonomous political
representation to tlie disadvantaged groups not merely to ensure tlieir political presence but
to ensure that the concerned groups undertake their pursuits of development, preservation or
reproduction, as the case may be, by themselves. He envisaged definitive constitutional
measures for the purpose rather than merely rely on public conscience. I-Ie argued that such
representation will enable these groups to take into account the larger and the co~n~non
issues
into account and pitch tlieir specific demands accordingly. I-le sought rcservation for the
disadvantaged groups in public employ~nentto the extent they fulfill tlie requirement for such
was 1101
employment.' He felt that they would be inevitably marginalised if such suppo~+t
legally extetided to them. I-Ie souglit extensive supportive policy measures towards tllesc
groups so as to extend to them the benefits of val-ious developmental and welfare measures
that a state undertakes.
Ambedkar saw preferential measures as resting on an inclusive conceptio~iof rights rather
than merely the goodwill or benevolence of the majority. In fact goodwill itself needs to be
cultivated with an awareness of such rights. In the absence of such cultivation, goodwill and
benevolence often collapse into narrow pursuit of interests masquerading tken-tselves in the
language of altruism.

12.5 SUMMARY
A~nbedkarhas often been portrayed as a leader who upheld the partisan cause of the
ut~touchables.He was of course partisan and he upheld the cause of the untouchables as the
most disadvantaged and reviled segment of the Indian society. But such partisanship and
advocacy were grounded on a body of tllought and ideas built 011 defensible arguments which
he very ably and effectively deployed. He critically engaged with the ideas and ideologies
in place in the world of his times and attempted to devise his own valuations arid judgements
on them. He did not cave in to their popularity and preeminence. He had a place for religioll
in the private domain as well as in the moral life of societies but such a place was grounded
in good reason. An inclusive conception of riglits and an assertion of this world was central
to his understanding of public life. He was an ardent votary of democracy. But democracy
cannot be confined to a mode of rule but needs to become a way of life. He was a trenchant
critic of the caste system and untouchability and stove hard to put an end to them. Ile saw

divorced from active engagement wit11 practice leads to priest-craft and speculation.
An~bedkar'sattitude t o religion remained ambivalent. While he did not subscribe to a belief
in a personal God or revelation, he felt that religion, as morality, provides an enduring
foundation to societies and enables collective pursuit of good life. Sucli a religion elevates
motives, upholds altruisnl ancl concern for others, binding people in solidarity and concern.
It cares and supports and strives against exploitation, injustice and wrong-doing.
He argued that freedom, equality and fraternity are essentjal conditions for good life and a
regime of discrete rights need to be constructed on them as the foundation. I-le understood
rights not merely within the narrow confines of liberal individ~~alistn
but as individual and
group-rights. He defent d both types of rights in the Constituent Asselnbly debates. Further
he argued for both civil and political right. and social and economic rights. He did not see
them in opposition but ;is reinforcing one r\ atJler. If there is a conflict between them, they
have to be negotiated through civic and political forums He also subscribed to the rights of
~ninoritiesand cultural groups to nlaintain their distinctive beliefs and identities while at the
same time affording them proper conditions to take their rightful place in public affairs. He
defended preferential treatment accorded to disadvantaged com~nunitiesnot only for reasons
of equality but also on grounds of egalitarian social structures, and for the pursuit of a sane
and good society.

.

12.3.3 Religion
Anlbedkar dwelt extensively on major religions of the world, particularly Ilinduism, Islam,
Christianity and Buddhism. He wrote a great deal on Mi11 ".I m and Buddhism. Thc mainstrean1
trajectory of religious evolution that he traced in earl) india was the Vedic society getting
degenerate'd into Aryan society; the rise of Buddl~ismand the social and moral transformation
that it brought about and the counterrevolution ni;:-' :st in the development ol'a specific
ideological and political expressioll which 11e termed Brahmanism.
He found that the Hindu scriptures do not lend themselves to a i~llificdand coherent
undesstanditlg. They rei'lect strong cleavages within and across sects and tendcl~cics."There
are cleavages within the Vedic literature; the Upanishadic tlzought, often, cannot be reconciled
with the Vedic thought; the Smriti literature is, quite often, in contention with the Sruti
literature; gods come to be pitted against one another and Tantra is in contention wit11 the
stnriti literature. The avatars of E-Iinduism, such as Ra~naand Krishna, cannot be hcld up for
adulation as exetnplaries. He saw the ,Bhagavadgita as primarily putting forward R set of
arguments to save Brahmanism in the wake of the rise of Buddhism and the inability of the
former to defend itself by appeals to rituals and religions practices.

.

Ambedkar developed a new interpretation of Buddhism and saw it as socially eugagccl, It
privileged tlie poor and the exploited and was concerned with the sufferings and joys of this
world. It does not subscribe to the existence of God or the eternity of soul. It upholcls reason,
affirms the existence of this world, subscribes to a moral order and is in tune with science.
He saw the great values of freedom, equality and cornmurxity as central to the teachings of
the Buddha.
I

Atnbedkar had both tl~eologicaland sociological criticism against Christianity and !~I:-:I,

Both
I

..

of them subscribe to a transcendental domain which, apart from its affront to human reason,
beget authoritative and paternalistic tendencies. In a sense they dwarf human reason, freedom
of enquiry and equality of persons. Their pronounce~nentscannot be reconciled wit11 scientific
reason. Christian belief that Jesus is the son of God militates against reason. Both these
religions, he felt, accolnmodated themselves to graded inequality and ranking to different
degrees. Their precepts have often led their adherents to resort to force and violence. He
saw the Buddha standing tall against the protagonists of both these religions.

12.3.4 Caste
Ambedkar's understanding of caste and ~ a s t esystem underwent certain significant changes
overtime. Initially 11e identified the characteristics of caste as endogamy superimposed on
exogamy in a shared cultural milieu. I-Ie f t i ~that evils such as sati, child-marriage and
were its inevitable outcomes. Once a caste closed its
prohibition of wido~~remarriage
boundaries, other castes too followed suit. The Brahmins closing tlleinselves socially first
gave rise to castes. Arnbedkar continued to elnprl,;ise the endogamous characteristic of
caste but roped in other features such as division of rcb~ur,absence of inter-dinihg and the
principle of birth which he had initially considered as integral to endogamy. He also found
that caste name is important for the continued reproductioli of caste. He argued that castes
as discrete entities have to be distinguished from caste systenl based on the principle of
graded inequality. At the pinnacle of this system are the Brahmins. He argued that ranking
on the basis of graded inequality safeguards the stability of the system and ensures its
continued reproduction which simple inequality would not have permitted. The dissenting
members are accommodated as another grade in the llierarchy of deference and conletnpt
that deeply nlark the caste system. Ambedkar thought that caste is an essential feature of
Hinduism. A few reformers may have denounced it but for the vast majority of Hindus
breaking the codes of caste is a clear violation of deeply held beliefs. T l ~ eprinciples governing
varna system and caste system are one and the same. Botlz of them uphold graded inequality
and subscribe to the doctrine of birth rather than worth.

I
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Ambedkar argued for the annihilation of caste without which wielding comn~unityb o ~ ~ dand
s,
upholding freedom and equality becomes well-nigh impossible. I-Ie suggestccl inter-caste
marriages and inter-caste dining for the purpose although the latter, he considered, is loo
feeble an exercise to constitute enduring bonds, He further argued that shastras which
defend %arnashramdharmaY have to be abandoned as they justifj) and legiti~niscgraded
organisation of society. He also felt that priesthood in Ilinduism should be open to all tlte
co-religionists on the basis of certified competence rather than on birth. At llle same time
he thought this project is well nigh impossible to be carried out because what is to be
renounced is believed to be religiously ordained,

12.3.5 Untouchability
Ambedkar distinguished the institution of untouchability from that of caste although the
former too is stamped by the same principle of graded inequality as the latter. Untoucl~ability
is not merely an extreme form of caste degradation but a qualitatively different one as the
system kept the untouchable outside tlze fold and made any social interaction with him
polluting and deplorable. He argued that in spite of differences and cleavages all untotlchables
share common disadvantages and meted out the same treatment by caste Hir~dus:tiley are
I

social justice as an essential attribute of a good polity and suggested coticrete measures for
the same. His ideas mark him as different from his contemporary thinkers and today we
regard him, and h e is much relevant to us, for being so mucll different from others.

12.6 EXERCISES
1. Comment on Ambedkar's critique of liberalism.

2. What were Ambedkar 's significant differences with Marx?
3. Highlight the characteristics of Bralln~anismas an ideology.

4. Identify four issues of conflict between Gandhi and Ambedkar.

5. Discuss'the significance of reason in Ambedkar's thought.
6. Higl~lightthe conception of rights in Arnbedkar's thought.

7. Review Ambedkar's understanding of I-Iinduism.

8. Why does Ambedkar regard Buddhism as appropriate to the modern world?
9. What do you think of Ambedkar's critique of Christianity and Islain?

10. Highlight the characteristic features of untouchability, accordit~gto Ambedkar.
J

,

11. Why does Ambedkar think that struggle against untouchability has to be launched on several
fronts?

I

12. Highlight the reasons for Ambedltar's defence of constitutional Democracy.
13. Why does Alnbedkar think that ascriptive majorities may spell doom to constitr~tionaldemocracy?

14. Adduce Ambedkar's arguments for extending preferential treatment to the disadvantaged.

15. Outline the scheme of preferential treatment suggested by Ambedkar. From your reading and
experience evaluate ally one of these preferential schettles.
16. Why does Ambedkar think that caste system is impermeable to demands of Equality?

17. "Hinduism and caste system are inseparable". Do you agree?

-
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Rabindranath 'Tagorc (1861-1941) was an outstanding litcrnry figure of India who exerted
consiclerable inf uence on human thinking in the contcml>oraryworld. T l ~ i sinfluence extcnded
to the political arena as well by his lilcid elucidation of inlpartant conccpts like nationalis~m,
freedom, human ratiollality and l ~ i smany dil'fcsences with Mahatma Gnntlhi's (1 869-1948)
philosopl~yancl strategies.
Wliile Gatidhi was a political and social activist and Tagore was a poet, there was renlarkable
consistency in tile enunciation of their ~ilgjorpolitical tlietnes, which they developed and
refined reflecting on major cvents OF their time. I~urthermot-c,in Tagore there was a quest
of (z poet for hitrnat~perfection and conlplcteness and 1101merely a pragmatic analysis of a
particular probleln or a sitnatian, His expression was an elocll~cntappcal of his faith i11 the
human spirit and the opti~nislnby which the entire humankind could tliinl<of realising freedom,
breaking all artificial barriers, which had been built over the years. TIlese barriers built on
prejudices and hatred were the stumbling blocs in the way of achieving the ullinlate aim of
a beautifill and harmonious world for all paving the way for Izuman perfectioil with flowering
of human creativity and with triumph of hun~andignity. TAc modern Indian political tradition
of assimilating tllc Westerti ideas with the Eastern ones, wllich began wit11 Rammolian Roy,
reached its culmitlation in Tagore.

13.2 THEORY OF FREEDOM AND SELFmREALBSATIgSN
A specific Illdian idea of freedom that started to evolve with Ra~iiinolian,was ai-ticulated
subsequently by Swami Vivekananda (1 863- 1902), Aurobirido Ghosh (1 872- 19501, Gandhi'
and Tagore. Ramlnolzan wanted to synthesist Indian and Western ideas with an unflinching
commitmel~tto his own tradition. Vivekananda like Rammobail was rooted in the Ii~diari
tradition. Aurobindo, Gandhi and lkgore reiterated his emphasis on harmony without losing
sight of one's identity and culture.
For Tagore, freedom was not. merely political emar~cipationbut the m i ~ ~ g l iof
~ ithe
g individual

with the universe depicted in his song- my freedom is in this air, in the sky and in this
light of universe. The goal of freedom lay in making one perfect. He significantly remarked
that Inany nations and people were powerfitl but not free because realisation of freedom was
something very different from merely using coercive power. It was the condition and attitude
of life in which one might wish to develop his best. The liu~nanbeing as a part of this great
universe could enjoy real freedom only when he could harmonise his relations with the world.
It is a bond of unity where power leads to disunity.
Tagore's notion of freedom was influenced by Expressionism (191 0-24) and political theorists
of the early Twentieth century like Ernest Barker, Mary Follet and Harold Laski who vigorously
pleaded for a plural society as a basic precondition for the successful functioning of den~ocracy.
He sl~aredwith Eliot the idea of the tnodern society as mechanical and llollow thwarting tlle
creative human spirit and energies. I-Ie desired a freedom that would enable a human being
to realise his ideas and aspirations as it found expression in different types of creative art
with the help of reason and scientific outlook and by allowing the potentialities of industrialisation
towards human liberation.
Tagore guided by the Upanishadie doctrine of Satyam, Sivanz and Advaitanz (truth, of
goodness and unity) was utterly dissatisfied with the philosophy of glorification and expansionism
pursued by powerful nations for that thwarted human creativity. This was evident in his two
symbolic works Raktakorabi and Muktadhara. However, like Russell, he continl~edto
retain his faith in the human being as evident from his Russiar Chithi and Africci with its
clear preference for socialism, democracy, freedom and social justice that transcended natio!lal
boundaries and races.

.

For Tagore, freedom of the individual was the basis o r the growth of human civilisatio~land
progress. It was the inner urge of a person to be in llarmony with the great universe.
Freedom was everything creative and spontaneous in human mind and spirit. It was the
capacity to create a better order. Tagore was against unquestioned conformity which he
described as "the state of slavery which is thus brought on is thc worst form of cancer to
which humanity is subject". As a believer in individual action he rejected the clairn of finality
of any action and insisted that there were many paths to individual salvation and moral
progress. He conceived of history as the gradual unfolding and realisation of absolute truth
and through it the i~ldividualrevelation and fillfilment and in the end the emergence of the
truly free and content humail being. He remarked to Einstein chat his religion was the religion
of man. His was quest for the eternal and. it is due to such generous and hi~tnaneideas that
civilisation assumes meaning.
Tagore, like the early Indiail liberals considered the real problem of I~zcliaas social and not
political. A narrow vision of political liberty would grossly be inadequate in establishing a
good society for that would deny individual's moral and spiritual frecdom. I-Ie cistigated even
the free independent countries being a reilcction of this narrow view. Mere political frcedo~n
could not make one free, as cleavages a~ldweaknesses of society would pose a danger to
politics. Without creating confidence in thc average person, hc would always feel inferior and
"the tyranny of itljustice" would perpetuate. It was in this emphasis of comprehending the
essential basis of realising freedom by broadening the base tl~roughinculcating s sense of
identity and pride in every single individual in the world that Tagorc's conception dcparted
from other popular political theories of freedom which focuses inore on tllc abstract individual.

13.3 EMPHASIS ON HUMAN REASON
In Sabhyatar Sankal or Crisis in Civilisntioiz (1941) he mentioned his admiration of the
humanistic tradition of English literature, which formed the basis of his faith in modern
civilisation. He admitted that India's link with the outside world was established with the
arrival of the British and cited Burke, Macaulay, Shakespeare and Byron as those who
inspired and generated a confidence in tlle triumph of the human being. Indians aspired for
independence but believed in English generosity and the British character, which reflected
their philosophy of ~lniversalfellowship. Like other contemporary Indian thinkers, Tagore also
believed that India benefitted from her contact with the West in general and Britain in
particular. He considered the British victory over India as the victory of modernity. The right
to freedoin in a modern world is a basic human right.
Tagore not only mentioned how as a young person he was inimensely influenced by Jol~n
Bright but also the pain he felt at the denial to Indians the ind~rstrialpower that made Great
Britain a world power. I-Ie also pointed out to the lack of modernity and absence of scientific
telilper in India, a void filled by coming into contact with the West thereby making the
nineteenth century an age of co-operation with E~uope.I-Iowever Europe in the twentieth
century failed by its own criterion for it was unablc to translnit its basic civilisation traits to
others. In this context he provided an interesting cotltrast betwecn the nature and purpose
of the British rule with that of the Soviet rule, the two powers that administered a number
of divergent races. Britain by its rule had made the sub.ject races docile whereas the Soviets
were trying to make then1 strong. India experienced the strcngth of the West but not its
liberating power. The British official policy was ill sharp contrast to outstanding individuals
like C.F. Andrews thal Britain produced, whicl~was an unparalleled feat, and one that
reinforced his faith in hurnanity and in the ultimate triumph of human reason and freedom
(Tagore 1961: 414).

13.4 GRITIQW E OF NAnIQNALISM

.

Tagore's perception of the dual role, one positive, ""the spirit of tlie West" and the other
negative, "the nation of the West" was the starting point of his analysis of nationalism as it
developed in the West (Tagore, 1976: 11). He paid glowing tributes to the nchievernents of
thc West in the field of literature and art which he described as "titanic i n its uniting
power.. ,sweeping the height and the depth of the universe" and also mentioned the presence
of o~~tstancling
individuals fighting for the cause of humanity. I-Iowever, behind this beneficence
also lay the lnalefic aspect, "using all lzer power of greatness for ends, which are against
the infinite and eternal in Man" (Tagore ibid: 39-40). He attributed diis contradiction to the
~ilaladyof the nation-state. The nation, which represented the organised self-interest of a
whole peoplc, was also the "least human and least spiritual" and the biggest evil in the
contemporary world. It built a "civilisation of power" (Tagore ibid: 8) which made it exclusive,
vain and proud. One form of its manifestation was the colonisation of people and siibjecting
them to exploitation and suffering. In this context Tagore cited the example of Japan-which
liad secured the benefits of Western civilisation to the maxi~numpossible extent without
getting dominated by the West. He considered the nation to be nothing else tlzan an "organisation
of politics and commerce" (Tagore ibid: 7). Its emphasis on success made it a machine that
stifled l~armonyin social life and eclipsing the end of good life, namely the individual, We

mentioned the anarchists who opposed any form of imposition of power over tlie individual.
1 le rejected the pllilosoplly of a balance of terror on the premise that man's world was a
moral one. He de~~ounced
conimunal sectarianis~nand natiollalism and criticised abstract
cosmopolit.atiisln. Berlin (1977: 65) wrote:

"Tagore stood fast 011 the narrow causeway, and did not betray his vision of the difficult
truth. We condemned romantic overattachment to the past, what he called the tying of India
to the past "like a sacrificial goat tethered to a post", and lie accused rnen who displayed
it - they seemed to liini reactionary- of not knowing what true political freedom was, pointing
out that it is from English thinkers and English books that the very notion of political liberty
was derived. But against coslliopolitanism he maintained that the Englislr stood on their own
feet, and so must Indjans. I n 1917 Ile once more denounced the danger of "leaving everything
to the unalterable will of the Master," be he brahmin or Englisl~mau".
Tagore saw very clearly two clear-cut alternatives to tlie present scenario: one to continue
to fight amongst onc another and second, to locate the "true basis of reconciliation and
~ ~ l ~ ~help"
t u a l(Tagore ibid: 60). This strong denunciation ol'nalionalism was surely hastened
by the First World War. In w~hatis a Nution? (1901), he atlalysed Renan's (1823-1892)
views and categorically declared imperialism as the logical culmination of a nation and that
race, language, com~nercialinterests, religious ul~ityand geographical location did not co~istitute
the Irun~anessence. In the early years of the twentieth ccntury he noted the dangcrs of
narrow religious belicfs and aggressive nationalism at the expensc of liberalism and offered
universalism as an effective substitute, reflected in niany of'liis later writings including the
Gitanjali.
Tagore wrote of the European do~ninanceof Asia and Africa while dissecting the causcs of
the First World War. The root cause of the War was the Ger~na~i
scramble li3r colonies and
division of the world into the ruler and the ruled. He aptly renlnrkcd that wlicn such philosophy
e
the Europeans did not understand its l~ittcrncssbut whcn
was propounded o ~ ~ t s i dEurope,
they were at tlie receiving end tiley felt the pinch. Germany's action at that tinlc was not
a unique one but a part of tlic liistory of European civilisation. Ile also prophesied correctly
that the First World War would not be the last one and tlial anotlicr war wits incvilable.
The immediate receptioli of Tagore's criticisms of natiotlalism was n mixcd one. 'I'hc American
Press was hostile. TJ7a Detroit Journal warned the people against "siicli siclily saccharine
mental poison with wl~icllTagore ivould corrupt tlie minds of'tlic youth oSc)ur grcat Uniled
States" (cited in Kriplani 1961: 139). Within India some of his contclnpor;lrics toolc exception
to his remarks. For instance, some members of the Chadur Party mistook his criticisms "as
betrayal of I ~ l d i a ~natior~alist
i
aspiratio~~s"
(cited in Kripala~iiibicl: 139). 'Shcy thought tlial
'I'agore, who was knighted by the Britisfi a year ago, was a British agcnt tttlcl was sent to
the United States to discredit India. In Japan, initially he receivcd grcnt ovati011as poet-seer
from the lalid of the Buddha. But when in his lectures he warlied thorn tigainst imitating the
lust for power of the Western civilisatio~las well as its worship of*the ~l;ltiunstatc hc was
virulently criticised. Wile11 he cautioned Japan to follow oilly thc Iiurnanl: values oi'thc West
his pop~~larity
declined (cited in Kripalani ibid: 139). I-Iawcvcr, a small nulnber ofJaprnese
inteiligetltsia became aware of the significance of Tagore's plank. ASter ihc war, i: t~lrlieto
be known that typed copies of Tagore's Natiortnlisnz were distribtited amongst: 4trZdicrs on
the Western front. There were speculations that tliis was the work o f t h c Gumpcan pacifists.

A British soldier Max Plolnann admitted after the war that he left the army forever in 1917
after reading Tagore's work. Rolland in a letter dated August 26th 1919 expressed views
similar to that of Tagore's.
Tagore cliaracterised the modern age as European because of Europe's leadership in innovation,
science and technology and enlpliasis on reason. But he was equally conscious of its
weaknesses namely assogalice of power, exploitative and dominating nature and desire for
supremacy. Though the time and context of Tagore formulations has drastically changed, his
concerns, namely non-acceptance of Euro-centricism and its inability t o transmit basic traits
of a universal civilisation remain valid even today.

Tlie essence of Gandhi's entire political philosophy is in the Hind Swuraj (1908) and Tagore's
in Swadeshi Sanzaj (1904). Both of them had a great deal of respect and reverence for one
al
did not prohibit them from expressing basic disagreements
another, thougl~this ~ n u t ~ lrespect
about their respective perceptions of contemporary reality and the desired nature of the
movements in the given Indian situation. A niajor controversy erupted between them following
Gandhi's return to India from Soutli Africa and his nleteoric rise in Indian politics culrliinating
in the non co-operation movernent and Tagore's artici~lationof a philosopl~yof universalism
and llis criticism of the cult of nationalism during the First World War.
Tagore,regarded India's basic problem to be social and not political, tllough like Gandhi, he
was conscious of t l ~ eacute differences and conflicts in the I~ldiansociety. As such society
and not politics was his primary area of focus. I-Ie could perceive that the triumpli of science
had united the whole country into one, which nladk possible for seeking a unity that was not
political. This perception led him to conclude that India could offer a solutioli in this regard
for she "never had a real sense of nationalism" (Tilgore ibid: 64). Regarding the nationalist
upsurge lie was convinced that it would popularise the struggle for independence but would
be unproductive in the overall context of its own development for tlle quest of freedom would
inlperi I its real isation.
Tagore developed this argument after a carefill scrutiny of the Gandhian leadership and
strategy. He derived tlie basic framework of this evaluation fro111 his earlier experiences
during the days of agitation against Bengal partition of 1905. In that movement, initially
Tagore took an, active part popularising Rak.shci Bundlzan and ~lationalisticsongs. It was
itnmediately during the period after the publication of Swadeshi Samuj that he passio~~ately
pleaded for the revitalisation of tlie decaying villages and creation of new awareness amongst
the ordinary people. Though initially he was in thc forefront of the tnovement, he became
disillusioned since he coilld very clearly see that therc was no concern ;bout the need for
Inass awareness and that the city-based middle class were lteeti on protecting~itsown selfish
interests. After withdrawing from the ~novelnenthe made serious attempts to rebuild the
village life within the Zamindari system, the then prevailing systern. This background is
important for compreliending his basic disagreeillents with Gnndhi.

-

Tagore's first written evidence about Gandhi's preferences and policies were in a letter
written on 121h April 1919 from Shnnti~iikefcrnadvising Galldhi t o be cautiou's about the
programme of tlon co-operation for in no way did it represent India's moral superiority. He

took note of the important changes that came with the rise of Gandhi in Indian politics. He
thought very highly of Gandhi's leadership and could also see that tlie proposed non cooperation movement would engulf the whole country and would be much bigger than tlie antipartition ri~ovementof Bengal. He could also grasp tlie important difference between the
present phase and the earlier ones. Earlier the political leaders did not look beyond the
English educated people, whereas in contrast, Gandhi emerged as the spolcesperson of millions
of poor illiterate Indians. He spol<etheir language and wore their dress. Thougli his precepts
were practical and not bool<isli they laclced logic and scientific reasoning. They did not
contain a philosophy for awake~iingtlie nation. Instead of following the path of truth Gandhi
attempted a shortcut by taking the easy path.
Subsequently he was perturbed by the fact that everyone talked in the same voice and made
the same gestures and cliaracterised this development as synibolising the worst manifestations
of nationalism for it indicated a slavislz ~nentalityand had nothing to do with the alien rule.
What lie resented most was the fact tliat the Gandhian directives, which included manual
spinning of yarn and burning of foreign cloth, were medieval in nature. None of these
stipulations were dissected critically and were accepted as dogmas. The Gandhian directives
were followed meclianically and not rationally. Moreover the emphasis on silnplicity woi~ld
retard economic advancement for the.narrow form of su~adeshiwould only result in restrictive
provincial attitude, isolationism and provoke unnecessary hostility in tlie rest of the world.
Gandhi's plans would lead to India's isolation preventing western knowledge atid advancements
from reaching India.
Ijisagreeitlg with Gandhi, Tagore pointed out that it was not possible to estimate the exact
tnagnitude of idle time among the middle class and that peasants who constituted eightypercent of the Indian population without a nzeaningful occupation for six months in'a year.
He wondered whether it was desirable to popularise the use of the spinning wl~eel.Instead
lie preferred constructive programmes like co-operative agricult~~re
for that woilld eliminate
the malaise of small unproductive lloldings and fight poverty. I-Ie 'felt tliat popularising a
scientific concept like co-operative agriculture wou!d be Inore important than any political
action. He tllought it was wrong of Gatidhi to instruct Indian women to stop reading English
and also opposed Gandhi's call for boycott of governlnent scliools. Though critical of the
existing system Ile felt that in the absence of a better alternative it would only result in
perpetuating ignorance, superstitions and backwardness. In 1928 Tagore criticised Gandhi's
defence of varnashrarnn by argtring that the system was inefficient as the occupation
follows birth and not individual capacity. Hereditary occupation was mechanical, repetitive,
obstr~~cted
innovation and retarded hutnan freedom, I-Ie liunented that a true kshatriya was
conspicuous by its absence in India. Similarly he disniissed Gandlii's blarne on untouchability
as the cause of the Bihar earthquake 01.15"' February 1934, as unscieutific, unreasonable and
that it failed to explain the fact .as to why the poor and the lower castes suffered tnore than
the privileged and upper castes. 011 20"' May 1939 in a letter to the Congress he war~led
against tlie worship of power witliili the Congress when sonie of Ganclhi's followers co~npared
Gandhi to Mussolini and Hitler thus insulting Gatldlii bdore the entire world, As a desired
alternative, Tagore pleaded for "universal l~umanityand gave a call for recognising the vast
dirnensions of India in its world context" because "henceFot*th any llatiotl whic!~sccks
isolation for itself must come into conflict with the time-spirit and find no peace. 1;ron.r llaw
onwards the thinking of every nation will have to be international. It is the striving oi'the new
age to develop in the mind this faculty of universality" (cited in Dalton 1982: 202).

In response to these cllarges Gandlli replied that "Indian nationalism is not exclusive, nor
aggressive, nor destructive. It is health-giving, religious and therefore humanitarian". He
defended the use of the spinning wheel for that was the only way to kealise the essential
and living one-ness of interest among India's myriads". Its purpose was to sytnbolise "sacrifice
for the wl~olenation". To the charges of narrow provincialism and dangers of his kind of
nationalism he pointed out: "I hope I an1 as great a believer in free air as the great poet.
I do not want my house to be walled in 011 all sides and my windows to be stuffed. I want
the cultures of all the lands to be blown about my house as freely as possible. But I refuse
to be blow11 off my feet by any". Furthermore, Gandlii did not regard his patriotism to be
exclusive; "it is calculated not only to hurt any other nation but to benefit all in the true sense
of the word. India's freedom as conceived by tne call never be a menace to the world"
(cited in Dalton ibid: 202-03). Tagore too shared the same attitude toward cultural diversity
but was niore cautious than Gandhi for his perception of the possible decay and degeneration
as lie saw in the later developments at tlie tinie of the partition of Bengal in 1905.
RoIland characterised Tagore's revolt against Gandhi as ''the revolt of the free soul" (1976:
64). C.F. Andrews expressed sinlilar views about Tagore. Nehru wrote in 1961 "Tagore's
asticle The Call o f Trzrth and Gandhi's reply in Iiis weelcly Young India whicli lie called
'The Great Seatinel' made wonderful reading. They represent two aspects OF the truth,
neither of wl~iclicould be ignored" (Dalton ibid: 204). Tagore's role was that of a critical but
sympathetic observer of the nationalist LlpsLlrge in India, wl>icl-~
he wanted to be based both
on reason and a concern fbr the masses, He criticised Gandlli whenever he felt that the
Mahatma was deviating from these planks. He not only criticised but also provided an
alternative perception to that of Gandhi. He acknowledges his greatness and lauded his role
in fighting casteism, untouchability and colnllli~nalislnbut was equally forthright in pointing
out the lilnitatiolls of the Gandhian schemes. For instance he criticised Mahatma's basic
education sclielne of 1937 popularly known as the Wardha Scheme on two grounds. First,
he questioned the desirability of tlie precedence of material utility over developtnent of
personality. Sccond, the scheme of a special type of education for the rural poor would limit
that even in our ideal sclieme education
the choice of their vocation and that it is 'cunfort~~i~ate
should be doled out in insufi'icicnt rations to the poor". He identified the lack of basic
education as the fundatnental cause of ~nanyof India's social and economic afflictions and
desired lively and enjoyable scliools.
Tagare had the courage of conviction to point out tlie i~~adequacies
of Mahatma's vision.
Since some of his criticisms are well founded, it is time to work out a synthesis with tlie
experience of last five decades particularly in the major areas of our shortcomings like rural
reconstruction, education and provide the requisite incentive for the rural poor to lead a
decent and dignified life.

13.6 ANALYSIS OF BOLSHEVISM
Tagore visited Europe and the United States several tiines but he went to the USSR only
once when lie was seventy years old and considered ille trip a pilgrimage and felt that had
he not gone his life would have remained incomplete. The trip was for two weeks only and
he could not go anywl~ereelse except to be in Moscow. Thc Lettersfrom Xz~ssiaexpressed
his recollections of the Soviet Union. It is not a travelogue but a reflective account of what
he saw and what he liked and disliked. Most of the letters were written after he left the

Soviet Union. Before going there, a11 interesting incident took place io Tokyo, where a yo~lt~ng
man fiom Icorea entered into a conversati011 with Tagore which the latter recorded Bin~self.
.Ihe questions and answers revolved around tlie eniergellce of the new Soviet society. I11 this
conversation, the Korean emphasised on the question of the aniinosity between the rich and
tile poor and the inevitability of the revolution. After a few montlls of this conversation,
Tagore went to the Soviet Union. He was not as over\vhellned as the Korean you~lgman
as he had serious doubts about the new culture being propagated by the new socialist regi~ne.
He praised tlie Soviet efforts of creating a new society giving rights to ordinary people and
for starting collective enterprises in important areas like edacatiol~,agricoltnre, llealtll and
industry.
Tagore attributed the widespread li~irnansuffering as the cause for the rise of Rolsllevisln
but subsequently denounced the regime's iise of violence, cl-aelly ancl rcp~.essivebrutality. Its
forced harn~onywas based on uncertain foundations. Thc contact betwcen the Icadcr and
the followers was elusive and imperfect and a constant source of troublc. Atltled to this ''the
habit of passive following weakens the mind and character. Its very succcss dcfcats ilscll".
I11 repudiating violence there is a similarity in the outlook between Tagore ancl Gancllli. Both
distancecl themselves from the Bolshevik practice mainly becausc of its gloril'ication arrd
practice of violence.
Tagorc appreciated the fact that the Bolslieviks hacl ended inally o f fhe cvil practices of'thc
Cmrist regime except one importa~ltpractice, that of suppression ol'opini~tland ativiscd the
Bolsheviks to end this evil. He was always against unquestioned al~cgiance,wllicll was onc
of his criticisms of Gandhi's leadership in India, I-Ic, as n bclicver i n tllc inlporttlncc of
freedom of mind, could easily see the dangers of suppscssiun of d i s s i d c ~ ~ cn11d
e alten~;ltivc
points of view withiti the Soviet system. I-Ie was against thc prcacl~ingo f angcr and class
hatred, which the Soviets taught ancl Illat any good society 11111stacknt.rwledg,c the cxistencc
of difference of opinion through freedom of expression. I-Iis primary intercst wi~swill1 tlic
new educational systeili and lte was pleased wit11 the vigwur wit11 which it sprcatl tl~rougliout
the Russia11society. The achievement was not on:y numerical btit also in its intcnsily creating
a sense of self-respect. However, his insigllts did not miss its ~najortlcfccts its it tilrncd Ihe
systenl into a mould whereas hutnanity is a living mind and that "citllcr thc n~ouldwill bl~rst
into pieces or man's mind will be paralysed to death or man will bc ltrrticd into a rnecllanical
doll". He looked to Bolshevisn~as a medical trentlnent Sor a sick socicty ant1 coultl not
conceive of it being a permanent feature of a civilised socicty, IIc comnlcntcd "indeed the
day on whicli tlie doctor's regilne comes to an end ~nuslbe liailcd as n red lcttcr day Sol*
the patient".
Tagore's account of the Soviet Union was a bnlnnccd one, which liiglilighled hot11 the
negative and positive aspects. I11 this respect lie compared more fitvo\~lablywith 11,Ci. Wells
rather tllan with Sidney and Beatrice Webb who also visited ~ h Sovicl
c
l J n i o n in thc 1930s.
The Webbs, unlike Wells, ignored thc negative aspects OF lllc Sovict socicty.

13.7 SUMMARY
Tagore was a pragniatic idealist and as Mulk

k;i

A~iii~lcl
wrrrtc:

...a visionary who believed that in sentilllent a multinationsl civilisaliu~lwits tllc way through
I

which individuals atid natiotis might surrender their power. He knew as an Indian, that in
actual fact, several of the potelltially freedom-loving nations were handicapped by the
ntlrnerous aggressive nations built on greed and pliunder. So he struggled against the imperialists
of h i s day witli a resilience that lends to his political tl~oughta peculiar realism as well as
a visionary quality (1 967: 3 1).
e

Iie did not merely conteiiiplate but tried to expcrime~itand put his ideas in practice. Armed
w i t h courage of convictions he raised his voice against the cult of nationalism, about inequality
anlong natiotls, i~nperialismincluding cultural iniperialism and about tack, of freedom in the
colonial world where tlie majority lead deprived lives. I-Ie never lost hope in human ratio~~ality
a n d thought as Plato did that education holds the key to human excellence and a better
future. Alnartya Sen aptly pointed out "Rabindranath insisted on open debate on every issue,
and distrustecl conclusions based on a mechttnical formula, 110 matter how attractive that
formula might seem in isolation .... The question he persistently aslced it whetliet- we have
reasoli enough to want what is being proposed, taking everything into account. Important as
history is, reasoniiig has to go beyond tile past. It is in the sovereignty of reasoning- fearless
reasoning in fieedom- that we can find Rabiiidranath Tagore's lasting voice"
T i l e mechanism of globalisation is a. new device to perpetuate the spirit of dotnination and
exploitation of the older i~nperialtimcs rather than make an atte~nptto create a new partnership
alnong nations and its people based on equality and sharrd prosperity. It is because of the
perpetuation of an outmoded and sliort-sighted policy of the advanced countries that the
philosophy of uriiversal brotherl~oodhas been relegated to a secondary status. The process
o f globalisation continues wikh what Tagore accused the West of deniotlstratillg its strength
b u t not its liberating power. Utiless and until this is rectified the West would continue to be
I ~ e l das suspect by nearly eighty percellt of the people of the world. 1.f peace and order are
to be realised t11c humanistic side of tlic West has to cotne to the forefront. 'This would be
concerns as slrcssccl by Tagore. Me
possible only if the West sheds its narrow r~atiot~alistic
h o p e d for the triumph of humanism, reason and scie~icewitli the West showing tlie way. In
t h e bacicground of the two World Wars and the increasing realisatiol~that for a c o ~ l t i n ~ ~ e d
peaceful evolution of tlie global village tliere is a need for a universal liiii~irnulnin definit~g
t h e goad and the desirable and in mitigating the divisio~lbetween the privileged and the
n~ide~.privileged,
'Tagore's critique coulcl bccome the starting point of this rectification, and
o n e which is lorig overdrre.

13.8 EXERCISES
1 . Discuss Rnbi~~dranatl~
Tagorc's idea of freedom atid selfrealisation.
2. Explain Tagore's critique of nationalism.
3 . Discuss and distinguish the basic disagrce~ne~it
between Tagore and Gandhi.
4. Evaluate Tagore's views on Bolshevism,
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1 4.8 S ~ull~mary

Communist thougilt in India has its origins in the writings of Karl Marx, Friedrich Engels and
their followers. The Bolsl~evikRevolutioli of October 19 17 had a tretnenclous impact 011the
entire world. The social delnocratic parties, reflecting the thougl~tsof Marx and Engels, had
already been established in the major countries in Europe. The Bolshevik revoliition in Russia
created the erstwhile Soviet Union and the corninunist parties came to bc established in
various parts of the world, especially in Asia, Africa and thc Latin Amcrican coirntrics for
strengtllening the on-going liberation struggles mid providing a boost to the sprcrtd of communist
thought.
The Indian Colntnunist Party was established in 1924 and worked
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closc ilssociatiol~with
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communist ~novemeritsguided and inspired by the Cornnlunist International also called tlie
Cornintern. M N Roy, witli his cliaracteristic Marxian views, influenced the world communist
movement, tliough lie was disillusioned by comlnunisrn in later life, Tlie Indian Communist
Leader and Theoretician EMS Namboodiripad kept holding the red flag till the elid of his life.
Communist thought in India is an interesting account of the development of tlie Marxian
thought and philosophy as it grew in the Indian conditions.

14.2 EVOLUTION .OF COMMUNIST MOVEMENT IN INDIA
The comlnunist tnovement in India drew on the basic tenets of Marxism by accepting the
Marxist analysis of dialectical lnaterialism and the materialist interpretation of history. As
sucli, the socio-econotiiic cultural evolution period lias been iliterpreted by the Indian
Com~nunistsin terms of tlie sociology of class struggle. Like all the ~ k x i s t s the
, Indian
corntnunists together witli the other cotnmunists, believe in tlie destruction of capitalism and
the eventual establishment of a socialist/communist society. The Indian Communists regard
iniperialisni as the Iiighest stage of capitalism, just the way Lel~indid. In India, the communists
believe and in fact, propagate that the working class in alliance with the other toiling masses
is alone capable of bringing about the socialist revolution. They also believe in p~+oletarian
inteniationalism.
Tlie cotnniunist lnovelnent i n India, thus, 11as its intellectual arid ideological roots in the
pliilosophy of Marxism. The Indian Marxists not only accept Mnrxisni, but also interpret tlie
Indian socio-political developrnelits in the Marxian style; at times, the interpretation s e e m
imposed while at others, it becomes a victini of oversiiiiplification. Tl-ley accept the following
Marxist for~iiulaliorisas gospels beyond ally doubt:
i) Tlie .state and society are distinct entities: the type of society dictates the type of state.
Accordingly, the state is not independent of society; its relationship with society is that of a
superstructi~reand a base.

ii) The state is an ilistrtrrnent of the society: those who control the society also control tlie state;
tlie state is the state of the doriiinant class.
iii) Tlie state, in a ctass society, is also a class institution and as such seelcs to establish the values
of society. 'The capitalist slate is the state of the capitalists, by tlieln and for tliem.
iv) In a capitalist society, tlie working class will organise itself and will seek to overthrow the
capitalist society; in the pre-capitalist society, the workers along with the capitalists could
al
overthrow the f e ~ ~ dsociety.

v) With tlie abolition ofthe capitalist class society, there would usher the classless socialist society,
wliich witli its political organ - the dictatorship of the proletariat - would establish socialistn
and pave way for a classless - stateless communist society.
vi) In the struggle for liberation, the socialist forces all over the world would support the colonialexploited people in their conflict against the capitalist-iniperialistsociety.

vii) At first, the struggle between the cololiial people and tlie ilnperial ist state first, and thereafter,
the struggle between the socialist states and the capitalist states would end in the victory of
socialistn.
'I/

~h~ llldian commun i s t writers/sch~lar~,
h a lnade
~ ~ significant co~~tributions
at th e level of
tlleoretical
They have tried to apply the CollCePtS ~ l l dpr~positiolisof hiStolieai
materialism to the studies of Indian history and ~ ~ ~ i ~ Their
~ ~ analysis
o p ~ lofy tile Indiall
situationof past and present has been itlstrllctive, illoogll with lol)pIlolcs here and exaggerations
there.

~h~ ColnlnunistParty of India was foundccl in Scplclllbcr, 1924 possibly at tile illitialive of
Satya BlIaba of Uttar Pradesh. There were ollly 78 al~n1bcl.sbelonging to tile Indian
~
~Party at tlie~ time or its~ foundation.
~ ldater tllc
~ mcrntlcl-sllip
~
rose 10i 250. Mtlznffar
~
Allmed (The Communist Party of India and its Foundntiotl Ah0:ld) hulds tI1;lt
C~omlnLllli
Party of India was foulided abroad and was afilialcd will1 tllc (~olllaiunistIn[amational. He
states that the Communist Party was fol-med townrds tile clltl 01' 1020 at tllc 'Ijshkcnt
Military School, David Druha thinks that the ~ O ! I I I ~ L ~ II%arly
I ~ S ~ was l'ou11tled in 1921 at
Tash]<ent.Ill December, 1929 a c ~ n l l n l l ~coni'erellcc
i~t
Was h ~ f dll1 Kanpur, and was cllaiscd
by M. Sillgaravellu Cl~eltiarwhere a resolution was i~dopt~ci
callint: for tlic forlllatiotl of
CornlnunistParty of India (CPI) with the hcadquartcts ill 130u1kay.
Solne differences emerged withi11the ~omrnwlistPfil'Ly ill ~clali01110 its lillli with tllc Communist
International. Although tlie Communist i'arty ot' India
nOL 1cg:llly a coniponcnl of illc
Cornlnul~istInteniational, its ties with the ~ l l l ~ ~ l ~ruvolu1iolr;lr.y
~ l i ~ l l ~ lilnvelncnL
~
were
nevertIieIess being consolidated. 'Therc wcra closcr lit~kscvitll tile Cc~tirmunistI'arty ~i:Gre;lt
Britain. Its delegatioll of George Allisol~and I'hilip Sprat1 cnmc Lo Iuclia in 1926-27.
The conimunists, ~nucllbefore llle rormation of lllc Icgal ( 'omntiinist 1';irly ol' India, had
associated themselves with the libcralion slsugglc. 'l'hc Ka~lpur('onspirncy Case in 1924,
was decided against the comtnunist leaders *- S A ilangc, Nalini C;uj>la, MtizaKlr Ahmcd
and Shailkat Uslziarii - awarding theni impt4isonnicnt,111 lllc cl~nspirilcycilse, in 1020, ll\orc
than two dozens of co~nlnu~lists
leaders inclutiing S A I>;ingc,S V C ihotc, .loglckar, Nimbalkru;
Mirojkar, Shaultat Uslnani, Philip Spratl, Rratlly, Mr~zal'fiu.Alln~cJwcre involved, and they
were all sentenced to long terms ci' imprisonnzcr~t,
'The Communist Party of India, by 1928-29 had sci hclirrc ilscli'bhc goal oI'crcitti!~gn massscale revolutionary organisation and an anti-i~npcr.i;ilisttilli:rncc. 'l'l~csixlll world ('ongrcss of
the Co~nmunistInternational, in Septcml)er 1928, harl pnssccl a resoltrlion to strc~lgthenthc
communist parties and the trade ullion organisations in lhc colr)~~i:rl
ctulntrics ruld warned
such bodies against tlie national-refor~nistbourgcuis trrgtltlisatiotls, itlcli~tlingtllc temporary
agreements with them over agitations launchcd ngainsi it~lpcr.i:ilistic Ibrccs,

-

14.4 THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF lNDlA BEFORE

INDEPENDENCE

I

-

Years after its formation, tho Conlmunist Ptlrty of India seagllt 111 sticllglllc~lits posiliall in
the trade unions, organisi~igthem, guiding them and pmpngiitii~gMarsisel and i.cninism so
as to prepare them for revolutionary sirugglc agaillst tllc niaitltlitlist beer~coisieand the
imperialistic- capitalistic forces. 111 the spliero of irgdc ullion i~lovcmcnf,tile C'0mnluni~

iI
:

Party of India (CPI) did achieve definite success by making inroads in the worlcers' bodies.
Therefore, in tlie 1930s, it was able to have its influence among the peasants and workers.
As the labour movement gained ground, the activities of the workers, peasants, and political
parties, including the CPI becalne more intensified.
In the 1 9 3 0 ' ~the
~ CPI adopted a United Front from above by aligning itself with the
nationalist movement, but it kept its separate identity alnong the workers and the peasants.
The CPI, as it was a banned organisation, carne closer to the Congress and nulnerous
communists joined the Indian National Congress (INC) and formed socialist group within the
congress, which came to be known as the Congress Socialist Party (CSP). They remained
i n the Congress until 1939 when they were expelled on the issue of double mernbersliip.
With the axis power Germany invading tlie Soviet Union in 1941 during World War 11, and
with the Soviet Union joining the Allied powers, the situation of the Indian Comlnunists
becalne precarious. The ban on the CPI by the Britishess in Itldia was lifted and the CPI
which was until thel~,considering the 1939 war bourgeois war, began not only suffering the
war, but also declared it as the people's war i~gainstthe fascists. The CPI did not support
tile 1942 Quit India Movement. Professor Vernia (Modern Indian Political Tl~ought)has
stated that when the Congress leaders (following the 1942 Quit India Resolution) were in jail
and the foreign governnier~twas following a ruthless policy of repression, suppression and
terrorisation of all nationalist forces, the communists strengtliet~edtlie~nselvesand claimed to
have 30,000 members while, in 1942, the party had only 2500 members. During the War, the
cc?mmunists cleverly established their control over the All India Trade Ulliotl Congress also.
were divided over the question of irldependence of the country wliich was
The co~l~munists
only a couple of mo~;t.hsaway, especially after the formation of the interim govesninent
headed by Jawaharlal Nehru. They were plagued by q u e s t i o ~ ~such
s as: Was the country
d CPI support Nehru's
really kee? Was the transfer of power notional or real? S l ~ o i ~ lthe
Congress? In thc dcbate within the CPI, P C Joshi thought that the transfer of power and
independence were real and that the Nehru Government should be supported. On the other
hand, B T Ranadive and Dr. Adhikari held the view that independence was not real and that
real indepcndence could be achieved only under the leadership of the CPI and that the CPI,
l d against it. The opposite
instead of supporting the Nehru Congress Government, s l l o ~ ~ fight
view also believed, in harmony with the Soviet theory, that India only appeared to be
independent within the framework of a modified imperialistic systcm. Tlrat is why in the
second party congress held in Kolkatta (1948), the CPI accepted Stalin's view of Iwo camps:
the capitalist and the communist, and illerefore attacked imperialism, feudalisln as well as the
bourgeois Congress. B T Ranadive replaced P C Joshi as the General Secretary of the CPI.

14.5 THE COMMUNIST PARTY OF INDIA AFTER
INDEPENDENCE
f 4.5.1 Towards Parliamentary Strategy
With relatively a more militant left, the CPI i~nlnediatelyafter independence, adopted a
United Front tactic from below: aligning itselr with the workers and peasants against the
Indian Natiorial Congress. Now the CPI strategy was on course of a revolution - with

strikes, sabotage and violence. For Ranadive, following the Soviet Line, the working class
was an instrument of revolution. He discounted the peasant uprising in the Telangana Region,
much to the annoyance of the Andhra Pradesh communists, even at the cost of losing office
of tlie Gcneral Secretary of the CPI. Rajeshwar Rao became the General Secretary of the
CI'I in 1950.
With tlic sliift of the Nehru Government towards the former Soviet Union, the CPI was
officially advised to abandon 'adventurous' tactics and to adopt the policy of contesting
I'arliamcntary Elections. Moderates like PC Joshi, S A Datige and Ajoy Ghosh welconled
tlic policy shift and tlie politburo of tlie Central Committee drew up a draft calling for the
creation of a broad anti-feudal and anti-imperialistic front embracing the national bourgeoisie.
Tlie path of the parliamentary strategy was clear; Ajoy Ghosh became the General Secretary
ol' the CPI in 195 1 .
'rhc CPI ~novcd,fso~ii1950 onwards to a process of gradual change- fsom a class conflict
approach to class alliance, fi.0111 revolutionary strategy to parliamentary strategy. The 1957
Lok S ~ b l i aclcctions saw the victory of the Conln~unistPasty of India in Kcrala and later
on, forming the Government. The 5"' Extraordinary Congrcss of the CPI held in Anlritsar
(Apsil, 1958) maintained that though it was not possible to achieve success through peaceful
ancl democratic means, yet the parliamentary road to socialisnl was not altogether infeasible.

14.5.2 Towards Divisions From Within
'

Thc dismissal of the Kerala Communist Government it1 1959 made the CPI's relations wit11
rlic C'ongscss strained. The Chinese invasion of India in 1962 made polarisation rather evident
in tlic CI'I beyond any repair. The right faction, headed by S A Dange rccognised the Indian
cl:tinis to tlie tcrritorics occupicd by the Chinese in 1962; the left faction of the CPI regarded
rllc right's plca as a betrayal of the international proletarian unity. A centrist group led by
E M S Nanioodiripad and Ajoy Ghosh blamed both the Indian and the Chincsc lendcrs for the
border conllict. In 1962, the balancer, Ajoy Ghosh died; Dange became the Chairman of the
CT'I and EMS Na~~~boodiripad,
the General Sccretary; ibwas howevc~.a short lived unity. As
the split o r Lhe 1nLernational Comtiiunist nioveliient became clear with the Soviet Union and
tlie People's Republic o f Cliina taking opposing stands, the division of the CIZI could no
longer bc delayed; the CI'I came closcr to the former USSR and the CPI (Marxist), to t l ~ c
Pcoplc's Rcpublic of China.

Tlie Soviet Union recognised the CPI as India's legitimate Communist Party; thc CPI attributed
the split to the Chinese machination. The CPI (M), though neutral on tlie idcology issue,
came to be dubbed as hostile to the Soviet position. But even the Chinese distanced thctnsclves
f1.0111the CPI (M).
Tlie two communist partics renlained divided 011 certain issues. The CPI, by adopting 1he
national democratic front strategy thought of aligning itself with the Indian National Congress,
which tlie CPI regarded as tlie vehicle of "bourgcois" nationalism. The CPI (M), by adopting
thc pcoplc's denlocratic government strategy thought of remaining away from thc Congress
which it regarded as an anathema. In the coming years, the CPI canle to bc associated with
thc congrcss and its laurels and failures came to be counted with those of the co~~grcss.
Tl~c
congrcss bcgan losing ground, votes and legislative seats after 1977, exception being the brief

spell in 1980; so did the CPI. h1 the meantime, the CPI (Ad) became popular botli witli the
urban and rural poor and was successfill in forming governments in Kel-ala and West Bengal.

14.5.3 Towards Co-operation of f 888 C~mm~lnisf
Forces
Ideologically, the two communist parties remained apart; tlie CPl aligning witli nationalistbourgeois forces while the CPI (M) working its ow11 strategy of people's deniocratic
government. On the question of Sino-Soviet differel-lees, the CPI supported the Soviet Union
and the CPI (M), wliile disapprovirig the Sovict Position, did not ilowever support China
either. 011the border issue between India and China, the CPI's position is that the Cliinesc '
s h o ~ ~vacate
ld
the Indian territories while tlic CPI (M) favours a mutually agreed forrnula on
tlie border issue.
With the CPI on tlie decline, especially after tlie disintegration oi'the Soviet Union as a single
state, the two communist parties are drawing close to each other, and, now coining up with
a United Front election manifesto. Itifact, the two communist patties have not had much of
differences on ecoiiomic demands. Both condcmn thc monopoly-capitalistic strategy; both
disapprove of the role of multi-national companies in India's economy; both seeli lo strengthen
socinlist n1eitsllrcs; both demantl social security legislation in favour of the workcrs and the
peasants. Both, in general, are functioaing, in spite of their revolutionary -Marxist basis,
primarily as socialist-oriented detnocratic parties within the parliamentary deiliocratic frame
work.

14.6 M IV ROY: FROM NIARXISMTO RADICAL HUMANBSM
Manvendlx Natli Roy (1 887-1954), whose original name was ~ a r k n d r aNatli Bllattacharya
had the ~itiiquedistinction of having worked with I.,enin, Trotsky and Stalin. I-Ie b e g q his
political life as a milita~ltnationalist, believing in tlie cult of the bomb and the pistol and tlie
necessity of armed insurrection. The futility oF this path made him a socialist and then a
communist. 1-Ie joined the Communist International, but was thrown out of it as he differed
from its aiin of' being a movement all. over tlze world.
Roy passed tl~roughthrce phases in his career. In tlie first pliasc, wllich lasted up to 1919,
he was a national revolutionary, s11ruggli11garms for the terrorists of Bengal. In the second
pliasc, Roy was a Marxist engaged in active coinnl~~liisr
nlovetncnt first in Mexico and then
in Russia, China. and India. In the last and fiilal pl~ase,Roy emerged as a radical humanist,
coinpleting his j o u r ~ ~ cfrom
y Nationalistli to Communism and from Communism to Radical
Humiit~ism.He was in his student life, a revolutionary as well as an intellectual. 13e had a
zest for new ideas and a quest for freedom. This is how he drifted from Marxist11 towards
Radicalism. Marxism and liadicalisin constitute the characteristics of his philosophy.

14.6.1 Roy's Marxism
Roy's baptism as Marxist began i n Mexico in 191 7 where, along with Bosodin, he accepted
Marxism us a pliilospghy for excellence. 1-Ic accepted all the tnajor tenets of Marxism and
sought to interpret the Irldian situation along Marxist lives. This is eviclcnt froin the I'ollowing:

i)

Roy submitted his thesis on Colonial Revolution tit the Sccand Congress of the Conlmunist

,

ll~tern~ti~nal
in 1920. To him, world capitalis~nwas drawing its main strength of nlodern European
capitalism and so long as the latter was not deprived of this source of super profit, it would not
be easy Tor the European working class to overthrow the capitalist order. Thus, be concluded
that the rcvo1utiona1-ymovement i n Europe was absolutely dependent 011 the course ofrevol~~tion
irl India and other Asian Countries. In order to overthrow foreign capitalism, it was advisable
lo make use of the co-operation of the bourgeois nationalist elements, but only in the initial
stages. The foremost task was to form a communist party to organise peasants and workers
and lead them to revolution. If, from the outset, the leadership is in the hands of a communist
vanguard, the revolutionary Inasses will be on the right road towards their goal and they will
gradually achicve revolutionary experience.
ii) Roy gave a Mamist interpretation to Indian history. Its main features were gradual decay of
tile rural economy, .steady rise of capitalism, the conquest of India by the British bourgeois to
.
capture new markets, to find new fields ofexploitation and export of capital. The 1857 uprising
was the last effort of the de-throwned feudal potentates to regain their power; Indian National
Congress was the organisation of intellectual bourgeois to carryout their political struggle and
to facilitate economic development. Colonial exploitation prevented the normal econo~nic
development of India and the working class was too backward to figl~t
for socialisn~.

iii) Roy does not identify Marxism with co~nmunisrn;Marxism is aphilosophy while communism
is a political practice. Roy believed in socialisation ofthe process of production. When labour
is performed collectively, its product must be collectively owned. Private property must cease
to be an economic necessity before it can be abolished. Royrejects the d i c t i ~ ~
that
n dictatorship
of the proletariat is necessary to achieve communism. I-Ie believes that a revolutioil cannot be
made to ol'der, In an industrially backward country like India, the establishment of proletariat
dictatorship cannot be envisaged. In India such a thing cannot happen; nor did lie agree with
the idea of 'withering ,away of the state'.
and buildi~lg
iv) Roy foiesaw two things in establishing socialisnl in Illdia-an agrarian I-cvolutiot~
up of modern industry under the control of n really democratic state. Roy did not consider
socialism an immediate issue for India. Socialism was not a matter ofdesire for him, 1.t was a
matter of necessity. Socialis~nbecomes a historical necessity wwhcn tndority feels a necessity
for it.

The introduction of tlle ~neclianicalmeans of production on a large scalc, the abolitio~lo f prccapitalist restrictio~ison production, and the attain~nentof certain minimum economic level
are the historic pre-conditions for establisl~i~lg
socialism. A socialist Iltdicl cauld 1101 be buili
overnight. The problem of transition to socialistn in India had two parts viz., (1) acllievcntcnt
of free Indian democracy and (2) Transforination of the social order into a socialist democracy.
Roy gave precedence to political freedom over ecollomic freedotu atld socialism.

14.6.2 Humanist Critique of Marxism

I

According to Roy, Marx's theory of class struggle has subordinated individual corrsciausncss.
He was also critical of Marx giving too much prolninence to the working class. To him,
polarisation of capitalist society into the exploiting a ~ the
~ dworking class ncver tnkcs place.
The middle class does not disappear. It is the middle class which produces rcvolutionnrics.
en in recognised this fact, but failed to recognise the ~niddlcclikss as a class. 'R~us,
Roy
denol~ncedthe theory of class striiggle. Society could never survive witl~outsome kind of n
social cohesive force and as sucll, class struggle c a i o t be tile only rcality. Roy coosidcred

,

,

the proletariat as the 'most backward strattrm of the society'. He gave a place of pride to
the middle class and the indiviclual. IIe also dcnouncecl the theory of dictatorship of the
proletariat as this would establish totalitarianis~n.lievolutions cannot bring about miracles.
What was needed was a judicious synthesis of rationalism and romanticism. As a radical
humanist, he thought that revolution was to be brought about not through class struggle or
nrrned violence, but through proper education. Revolutiotl would not bring about any stidden
change. He also did not agree with Marxian economic interpretation of history as it had lnany
flaws. For Roy, the biological urge of self-preservation preceded the ecoriomic motive of
earning a livelihood. Ele criticised the Marxian dialectics, Tlie evolution of democracy t o
socialism was a continuous process, and not a dialccticnl process.
Roy did not regard surplus value as a peculiar feature of capitalism. The creation of surplus
value and the accurnulatiou of capital were also necessary in a socialist society. Tlie only
difference between a socialist society, unlilte capitalist society, was that the S L I ~ ~ I U value
S
was not appropriated by a particular class.
Roy made very serious observations about India's polily. Elc ren~arkeclthat Ihe Indian traditions
of leadership lend theniselves to authoritarianis~n.1,cader is considcrcd infallible. The presence
of a cllarislnatic leadership indicates tile fascist tendency in thc Indian politics. One inay
agree with Roy that India lacks a democratic tmditioo nod tLc existence of a peckliar social
structure and tllc tendency to hero worship inalces for authoritarian tradition. I-Iis wilriiing
about the Fascist danger in the India11 politics has proved to be true.
Roy feels that no countt-y's interests arc cver served or psomoted by war. I-le welcomed the
U.N. as a positive step towards world pcace. He also suggested the iclca of a world
governtnent because n world composcd of n:itioual states can never have peace. Roy's
conception of peace was based on a humanist foundation. This can be attained through
niutt~al'trust,and cooperaiion. It presupposes a unity oi'outloolc and a community of interest
amoqg people without national and class tli~l'erenccs,Reas011and persuasion are the foundations
on wl~ichlasting peace can be built.
~ 1 1 : l ediscussing Roy's philosophy of New Humanism, his approach t o the radictll dcmocl.atic

statelin lerms of a co-operative common-wealth llas to be analyscd. ?'his problen~involved

the reconciliation of the concept of direct delnocracy with tl-tc ideal of cooperalive state. Roy
was oplilnistic about it. I-Ie said "Even i11 large political units and highly co~nplexsocial
organisation of the modern world, direct democracy will be possible in the f o r n o f a networlc
of small coopesative common wealth". He envisaged its evolution tlirougli voluntary efforts.
Its f~lnctionwould be subject to enlighten the public opinioli and itltellige~ltpublic actions. The
idea is also based on the cooperative aspect of lluinan tiature. To achieve the delnocratic
spirit and outlook, Roy emphasised 011 the eclucation. Education for democracy coilsists in
making the people coiiscio~lsof their rights to exist as human beings it1 decency and dignity.
It helps them to think and to exercisc their ratiollal judgeme~it. This would also make
democratic institt~tionsvibrant, where iuliversal suffrage is giveti. He did not agree with state
and subservience to an
managed education, as it creates 'a high dcgree o f conforn~is~n
established order'. Roy also visualises a polity in which econotllic democracy and political
de~nacracysupport each other. He recognises plallniiig with freedom.

14.6.3 Roy's Radical Humanism
In the later years of his life, Roy became an exponent of "New Humanism". He distinguislsed
this from other humanist philosoplly and ternled it radical. Though Roy is infll~encedin his
approach by the scientific materialism of Hobbes, Ethics of Spinoza and Secular politics as
propounded by Locke, he reconciled all these to propound a rational idea of freedom wit11
the concept of necessity. The central purpose of Roy's Radical Flumanis~nis t o co-ordinate
the philosophy of nature with social philosophy and ethics in a monistic system. "It is for this
reason that Roy claims it as llu~nanistas well as materialist, naturalist as well a s imtionalist,
creativist as well as determinist".
i) Roy's idea revolves around Man. "It is the man who creates society, state and other illstit~ltions
and values for his own welfare. Man has the power to change them for Itis greater welfare
and convenience. His belief lies in "Man as the measure of everything". As a radical I-Iumanist,
his philosophical approach is individualistic. The isdividual sl~ouldnot be subordi~latcdeither to
a nation or to a class. The individual should not lose his identity in the collective ego of such
notions. Man's being and becoming, his emotions, will and ideas determine his life style. I-Ie
has two basic traits, one, reason and the other, the urge for freedom. The reason in man
echoes the harmony of the universe. He states that every hutna~lbehaviour, in the last analysis,
is rational, thobgl~it may appear as irrational. Man tries to find out the laws of naturc in order
to realise his freedom. This urge for freedom leads him lo a search for knowledge. I-le considers
freedom to be of supreme value. While rationality provides dynamism to a man, llic urge [or
freedom gives him direction. The interaction of reason and freedom leads l o the expressio~~
of
cooperative spirit as manifested in social relationship. Thus, Roy's radical h~irnilnist~~
cul~ninatcs
into cooperative individualism. Roy's conception of human nature beco~ncsthe basis of society
and state. He attributes their origin to the act of man for promoting his freedom and ~naterial
satisfaction.
ii) Roy presents a communal pattern of social growth. Groups of human beings settlcd down in
particular localities for the cultivation and the organisation of society, Each group riinrks out an
area as its collective domain. The ownership is common because land is cultivated by the
labour of the entire community. The fruits of collective labour belong to all collcclively. 13111this
does not last long. With the origin of private property, there arises tilo ncccssily of same
authority to govern the new relations, This gives birth to the stale. Roy defincs state as 'The
political organisation of society'. The rise ofthe slate is neither the result of social contract, nor
was it ever super-imposed on society. The evolution ofthe state is not only hislorical, bul also
natural. It was a spontaneous process prolnoted almost mechanically, by the comn~onregulation
of the necessity of co-operation for the security of all concerned, for the administration of
public affairs. Roy is aware of the coercive character of the state. I-Ie blames it on nlorc and
inore conce~ltrationof power in a few qualified administrators enjoying Cull authority to rule,
He criticises it and wants to reshape the state on the basis of the principles of pluralism,
decentralisation and democracy. For him, the state must exist and dischwgc its linlitcd functions
along with other equally important and autonomous social institutions. reduces the functions
ofthe state to the minimum. He pleaded for decentralisation where maximum passiblc autonomy
should be granted to the local units,
iii) Roy was a supporter of not only a democracy where every citizen will be informed and consulted
about affairs of the state, but also of radical democracy as well. Such a democracy will noither
suffer from the inadequacies offor~nalparliamentary democracy, nor will it allow the dangers
of dictatorship of any class or elite. The basic feature of the radical democracy is tliilt the
people must have the ways and means to exercise sovereign power effectively. Powor would
184
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be so distributed that nlaximuln power would be vested in local democracy and minimum at the
apex.
iv) Roy also contemplated an economic reorganisation of the society in which there would be no
exploitation of inan by Inan. It would be a planned society which would maximise individual
freedom. This is possible when society is established on the basis of cooperation and
decentralisation.
l d important in Radical democracy. As a radical humanist, Roy came to
v) Education w o ~ ~be
believe that a revolution should be brought about not through class struggle or armed violence,
but through education.
vi) Roy emphasised the concept of lnoral man. To him politics cannot be divorced from ethics.
Roy traces morality to rationality in man. Reason is the only sanction for morality, Without
moral men, there can be no moral society. Moral values are those principles which a man
should observe for lzis own welfare and for the proper working of society.
vii) He advocates humanist politics. This will leacl to purification and rationalisation of politics.
Today, man is debased to tlre level of an unthinking beast power politics. To him, politics can be
practiced without power. "Party politics has given rise to power politics". To him any party
gover~~lnent
can, at best, be for the people, but it is never ofthe people and by the people. In a
country like India, he laments about the evils of party politics that exist, where ignorant
conservative people are exploited in the elections. Thus, he favoured the abolition ofthe party
system which will enable politics to operate without an incentive of power. In the absence of
that corrupting agency, morality in political practice would be possible.
viii) Roy's social order rises with the support of enlightening public opinion as well as intelligent
saction of the people. Roy stands for 'Revolution by Consent'. He coilcedes the right of the
people to resist tyranny and oppression, but 11erules out the use ofviole~ltmethods. Today, the
modern slate is too powerfill to be overthrown. Lastly, according to Roy, "One cannot be a
revolutionary without possessi~~g
a scientific knowledge. The world stands in need of change.
Scie~lcehas given confidence to a growing number of human G i g s , that thcy possess the
power to remake the world, Thus, education becomes fhe essence and condition of revolution
'
and re-construction, Revolution by co~lsentdoes not operate through the politics of power, but
through the politics of freedom".
To conclude, Roy's learning is indeed impressive. He 11as written a six thousand page book,
'The Pl~ilosophicalconsequences of modern science'. His book, 'Reason, Romanticism and
Revolutiotl' is a significant contribution to political thought by an Indian writer. While India
has embarked up011the path of parliamentary democracy, in its neighbourhood, many countries
were swamped by some form of totalitarianism. He was an Etl~icalRevisionist in the history
of socialist thought. EIe began his academic pursuits as a Marxist, but gradually almost
co~npletelyrestated ail the prepositions of Marx. He gave a moral restatement of Marxism.
Roy's application of the Marxist concepts arid generalisations to the structure and processes
of the Indian economy and society seen1 thought provoking and enlightening.
'

14,7 E M S NAMBOODIRIPAD: THE COMMUNIST
THEORETICIAN
Ernakularn Manakkal Sankaran Namboodiripad (1909-1998 was one of the architects of

United Kerala, a renowned, brave and committed socialist, historian and Marxian theoretician
who took an active part in the communist movement of India. He was born in Perintlial
Manna Taluk of the present Malapuram District. His early years were associated with U T
Bl~attathripadand 111aiiy others. H e became one of the office bearers of "Yogasltshen~a
Sabha", an organisation of progressive youth. D ~ ~ r i nliis
g college days, he was associated
with tlle Indian National Cotlgress and the struggle for freedom. In 1934 he joined the
Congress Socialist Party and was later elected as the Kerala State Congress Secrctary.
Nan~boodiripadwas widely regarded as the most intellectually sophisticated politician who
continued to be a major influence in the politics of Icerala and South India throughout the
1970s. The two principal C.P.M. leaders, Jyoti Basu and Namboodiripad are anlong the rnost
highly regarded active political leaders i n India. They dominated the party since the 1964 split
from the CPI and their prominence has attracted a highly competent younger group of
leaders. They belong to the C.P.M. party which is influellced by the forn~erSoviet Union and
tile People's Republic.of China.

E.M.S Namboodiripad belonged to the more militant wing of the Conlrnunist Party. Me was
deeply disturbed by the fiercely anti-Chinese foreign policy the congress had adopted after
the Sino-Indian border war in 1962 and by the Congress role in overthrowing the C.P.1 led
gover~ln~ent
in Kerala in 1959.

.

E M S Natuboodiripad supports the iden that the Maoist notion of s peasant based revolution
was nlore relevant to the Indian situation than the worker based ideas of Marx and Leniu.
14e remained comtnitted to the Socialist ideas and his coinpassio~ltowards the downtrodden
for whicli he had to also go in hiding
working class made him join the ranks of the con~munistY
for inany years. India achieved its independence in 1947 and the stale of Kerala was formed
in 1956. In 1957, E M S Namboodiripad led the conl~nuniststo victory in tlle first popular
election in the state. Soon he illtrod~icedthe revolutionary land reforms ordinance and the
education bill, which actually caused the dismissal of his government. E M S Namboodiripad
has been a strong supporter of decentralisation of power atid resources and the Icerala
literacy movement as well.
EMS Namboodiripad was described by the Fvontliize nzngazine as a c'Thinkcr, . .. . .,.,History
Maker, the tallest communist leader India has seen, an anti - imperialist and freedom fighter,
social reformer, writer, journalist, and theoretician." K R Narayanan, the then President of
India described lliin as "a man of rare vision, aculnen and deterinination. A scholal; historian
he was above all an educator of the people as well as their leadcrs. Interestingly,
and jour~~alist,
for the last several decades, he analysed the socio-political scene from the firm-rootedness
of his intellectual position and enriched Indian political thougl~tto his very last days". "It was
certainly", the CPI General Secretaly Bardhan said, "Namboodiripad's idcology that shaped
a getleration
Kerala the way it is to-day. The thoughts and writings of EMS have i~lfluel~ced
of commurzists. We all have read EMS we have listened to EMS. We have fought against
EMS. We have rallied behind EMS. We have stood for EMS and stood against him. But we
could never ignore EMS".

As a true Marxist-Leninist, EMS Nalnboodiripad emancipated the rural poor orlc! ;he wage
earner keeping in view the peculiar Indian conditions; land reforms were a gre:at :l:aracteristic
o f EMS' communist ideology. I-Ie got the land reforms by way of Icgisla~ionand by
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strengthening the Kisan Movement which addressed itself to the problems concerning small
landholders and agricultural labour.
For a person of his calibre, tlie growth of i~idividi~al
capital in India iii general and Kerala
in particular depended, as EMS Namboodiripad thought, on the growth of c o ~ ~ s c i o u s t ~of
ess
the people in favour of material production. EMS Namboodiripad favoured industrialisatiol~
via thc private sector. He said 'bccai~sethe possibility of industrialisation through tlie public
sector was not very bright in Icerala, so we brought the private sector from outside'.
Na~nboodiripadwas a great communist theoretician who tried to relate the Marxian principles
to the Indian realities. In the process, lie made his ow11Marxist interpretation to the Indian
situation. That he stood for the toiling Inasses, the rural labourers, arid the exploited workers
is a fact of history. But he, as a ccntrist of the Marxian ideology, favoured the socioeconomic changes in the peculiar India11conditions existirig then. In agriculture, his method
was cooperativisation; in industry, it was first the introduction of inclustrialisation and thereafter,
its socialisation.

-

Narriboodiripad, like a true Marxist, believed that Marxism was not a static ideology; under
different circumstances, its interpretations can be different and for bringing about socioeco~iolnicchanges, its stratcgy also differs in different conditions, That was why, to take an
out of tlie co~itestinstance, EMS Namboodiripad believcd [hat after the developments in the
fosmer Soviet Uniou following the 1989 years, thcre could be no restoration of Soviet
or other
Communism, and that communis~nwould have to absorb sigtlifica~itpost~~lates
ideologies.
The conflicting trends among various segrlients of the C o m n ~ ~ ~ nparty
i s t in India were because
of competing ideological influe~icesfi-om native and alicn social structures. Analysi~igit
beautifiully, Namboodiripad said, '"I'lie conflict here was between an outclated clecadent
indigenous social system and a foreign social system that was being ncwly evolved. WlliIe,
on the one side, one section is eager to build a new society, anotlicr section is eager to
protect its own land alld the ancient custolns and tl-aditions characteristic of it. It is only
tllrough introducing the essence of niodesn society that came to tlie country through the
foreigners, and modcrtlising our society can we protect our country from attack by foreigners."
Some of the leading members of the Communist parry were in favour of having a common
front with thc Cotigress party. G. Adhiltari was of tlic view that in order to bi~i.ida strong
natio~laldemocratic tnovement and to prevent disruptioil i n the Communist party, it was
desirable to cooperate with tlle left-wing forces ofthe Congress party. The decisioli regarding
this was also taken up by tlie Vijayawada Congress of the party. The conference took a
decisio~ito develop at1 approacll of struggle and unity which will enable the orgallisatio~lto
unite the democratic forces "following the pa~;tiesof deniocratic opposition. Namboodiripad
~.
line in politics. Commenting on Na~nboodiripad'sattitude, Adhikari
was not in f a v o i ~ofthis
said, "1l.i~ (Namboodiripad's) bland subjective hatred for the leadership of the iilajority has
led him to p r o p o u ~ ~theories
d
wl-rich serve as an alibi for the left-opportunist 1i11e."
Na~nboodiripadrejected the approach of People's De~ilocracyof the Leftists. He said, "The
origin and developmel~tof the inner-party differences which have lecl to tile split of the party,

'

should be traced ,lot to the evil intentions, inisdeeds of certain individual leaders, but to
certain objective factors."
A majority of the members of the CPI (M) were very much critical of the Congress
goven~mentunder Nellru for its decision to overthrow the Namboodiripad's government in
Kerala. According to Lenin, "It wo~ildbe a profound error to thiok that the revolutionary
pmletarint is capable of "refusillg "to support the Social Revolutio~~aries
and Meosheviks
against counter-revolution by way of revetlge, so to speak, for the support they have given
in snlashing the Bolsheviks, in shooting down soldiers at the front and in disarming the
workers. First this would be applying philistine conceptions of morality to the proletariat.
(since, for the goocl of the cause, the proletariat will always support not only the vacillating
petty bourgeoisie btit also the big bourgeoisie); secondly - and that is the important thing it would be philistine attenipt to obscirre the political substa~zceof the situation by 'moralising'.

There has been 110consistent ideological approach atnoug the lcaders of both the Communist
parties - CPI and CPI(M). Regarding the melager of both these parties, Namboodiripad's
vacillating attitude crcated a lot of confi~sion.The old slogan of 'no~i-cal>italistpath of
developmenty as applied to India was abandoned by the CPI in its Fourtecnlh Congress in
Calcutta in 1989. It put emphasis on the anti-imperialist, anti-federal and anti-monopoly
approach of the party towards the contemporary issues. One also obscrves distinct divergent
approaclles by the Left leaders in tlie CPI(M) on thc international issucs. I;or cxamplc, in
the 'rhirteenth Congress of the CPI (M) in Trivandrum in 1989, Nalnboadiripa~lLillly advocated
the policies of the Mikhail Gorbachev administration whcrcas another imporla~~t
leader
B.T.Ranadive was very critical of it.
After having these references about Namboodiripad , il wortld be ndvisablo to llnve a brief
analysis of some of his ideas and attitudes regarding Marxist-1,eninist tileory, I t ~ c l i ahistory,
~~
caste and politics in India, national integration and unity and thc like. Niumboodiripad was
one of the leading theoreticians and Left leadcrs of Ille Cotnmunist niovctncnt in India. His
association with the Left movement in the country over four ciccadcs was a blcssing for the
left and democratic movement. Let us have a brief ovcr vicw ol' sornr: of his ideas.

14.7.1 Marxist LeninistTheory
According to Namboodiripad, the First World War ~narkcdt l ~ cb c g i n ~ ~ i nol'
g the c11d ol'
capitalist domination over the nation-state systetns in different parts or'lllc world. With thc
victory of the Communism in the October Revolution ill Russia tllc l~istoryof I~umanity
witnessed for the Eirst titne, the victory of the working class ovcr the capit,ri
1.1st strtlctt~res
of a country. The ever-lasting spirit of the Russian revolutioh influenced not orlly the Eastern
Europe but also a major part of the international system. It changed tile very politicill map
of the world from capitalism to socialism.

.

While discussing about the crisis of the capitalism and Marxist-Leninist thm~y Nnn~hoodiripad
said, "In tliese crises a great part not only of the existing products but also of t l ~ apreviously
created production forces are periodically destroyed. In tl~csccrises 111cl.o brcuks out an
epidemic that, in all earlier epochs, would 11;ne seemed an nbsllrclity - - tllc cpidernic (.f merproduction. Society suddenly finds itself put back into a momelltary barbi~risol;i t sppzars as
if a famine, a universal war of devastation llad cut off the supply of' evcql ~ncansof

subsistence; industry and commerce seems to be destroyed; and why ? Because there is too
much civilisation, too much means of subsistence, too much industry, too much commerce .
"Marx discussed about this crises in his classical work Capital. Not only both Marx and
Engels discussed about the recurring cyclical crises steadily leading to its inevitable destruction
but also pointed out that the active force which arises within womb o f capitalism will surely
destroy the capitalism itself. Marx said, "Not only has the bourgeioisie forged the weapons
that bring death to itself; it has called into existence the men who are to wield those weapons
- the modern working class - the proletarians."
Accorditlg to Namboodiripad, the formation of the socialist camp comprising several nations
would ultimately lead to the virtual end of the colonial systems. While analysing tlie central
features of the world political scene he cautioned 11s to be aware o f the weal~nessesand
of the socialist world. He said that the socialist world is not an
difficulties of the co~~ntries
island in the ocean of humanity. It coexists with the capitalist world. "While it is possible for .
the Socialism to exert its influence on the capitalist world , it in its turn faces the dangers
of the penetration of the inluence of the capitaiist world." The present day crises in the
capitalist world is bound to have its impact on the Socialist world. Therefore, one has to be
careful to see that economic planning proceeds 011 the well-tested principles of balanced and
development.
propostio~~ate
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I-Ie eniphasised that the long-term perspectives of the Socialist develop~ne~lt
programmes
s l l o ~ ~ be
l d based on the step by step nationalisation, collecrivisation and social control of all
the means and instruments of prodmction, including land. He cautioned both State and tlle
I'arty leadership not to neglect the supreme task of fighting the evil influences of alien class
including the iron grip o f religion on the
ideology whicli appears in various ~nanifestations~
minds of tlie pcople. 'This analysis of Namboodiripad shows now t o what extent his philosophy
has becon~erelevatlt in the conternporary society .

14.7.2On Caste Conf licls
Naniboodiripad said that the destruction of the 'age-old' village system and the developn~ent
of the new capi talis~nby tllc British administration resulted in two apparently contradictory
features in the Indian socicty and politics : the ernel-gence of working class as a class and
the disruption of the unity of the working class and the toiling people as evidenced in the
increasing conflicts between 'bacltward' and 'forward castes'. These tensions were built
into thc national niovement in which the leaders often Iiighlighted the revival of the 'age-old'
Indian civilisatioil and c u l t ~ ~ rthereby
e
emphasising divisioll of society into a hierarchical
system of castes. I-Ic talked about tlie two contradictory features of the Indian politics : tlie
growing unity of the working class against the Bhootlingam Report and the Industrial Relations
ts
the 'backward' and 'forward' communities.
Bill in 1973, and the grauri~lgc o ~ ~ f l i cbetween
1.k advised us to have a proper ~ulderstandingof the n a t ~ ~ and
r e depth of these two crises,
and to resist oppression that acts as one of the contributing factors giving rise to te~~sions
and con.llicts amo@ ' higher' and 'lower' castes. He referred to the non-Bralzmin movements
in different parts of the country. It is important to re~nenlberthat the struggle waged by the
tnillions of' people belonging to the hitherto oppressed castes and co~nmunitieshas become
11ow an integral part of tile struggles for secular democracy. It would therefore, be rational
to conclude that t l ~ cdemand for reservations made by the 'backward' communities would

"s.7.3 National Unity
One of the important aims of the freedom struggle was to bring about unity among various
castes, religious communities and linguistic groups under the banner of revolt against the
British administration. The struggle also highlighted the removal of evil systems such as
untoucl~abilityand inferior status to women. The Bhabnagar Sessiol~(1961) of tlie Congress
ernphasised on this aspect. It said, "Under the cover of the political and social activities the
old evils of communalism, casteism, provincialism and linguisnl have again appeared in some
measures . Colnmunalistn which has in the past done so much injury to the nation is again
coming into evidence and taking advantage of tlie democratic apparatus to iindern~inethis
unity to encourage reactionary tendencies. Provincialism and linguisn~have also adversely
affected the causes for which the Congress has been fighting for over decades. It is
therefore of the utmost importance that every effort must be made to remove these evils or
was followed by the appointment of the National Integration
the adoption of this resol~~tion
Corninittee.
Nanlboodiripad said that "the revivalism of the majority gave a modern 'secular' garb of
'nationalism' to the essentially Hindu communalist approach. The revivalism of the minority
was on tlie other hand taking an openly commulial stand." He considesed revivalisnl as a
serious threat to the national unity.

'

The betrayal of the ~iationalbourgeoisie in the matter of natiol~allanguage and virtual
abandonment of the delnacratic approach to the problems of languages and linguistic states
has created growing political discontent among the people. Besidcs, the econo~nicdevelopment
progralnmes have not been able to remove disparities among the people .Increasing powers
to the peoples representatives, colnplete restoration of the fundamental rights of the people,
removal of anti-people measures, regional autonomy for the tribal areas , equal rights for all
citizens irrespective of religion, caste and sex, free compulsory education upto secondary
levels, people's cultural programmes, and equitable resources distribution anlong all regions
are some of the measures highlighted by him .

Na~nboodiripad was very ~nuchcritical of the abominable treatment giveti to wolnen in the
society . He said that the society is to be modernised, if I-Iindu, Muslim, Christian and other .
women - eve11 among the Hindus - are to be enabled to elljoy privileges of a modern
monogamous family having equal rights with Inen , the struggle of wornen as women should
be further carried forward . "'That women as an integral part of the toiling classes -working
classes , the peasantry - should therefore participate with men in all these movements is also
undeniable." Emphasising the role o f the organisatio~lsof women, he said that these
organisations 'too should realise that their own struggle for equality can be led to s~iccessfi~l
co~~clusion
only if the comlnon organisations of the working people are strengthened and if
they embrace in their ranks both men and women."
,
I
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14.7.4 Strategy of Indian Revolution
The draft political resolution prepared by the National Council of tllc 'Itight' Conl~nul~isl
party for theis Congress held at Cochin in October I971 einphasised on "'a Left and de~nocratic
government at the cetltre with the Co~igressat its head . They oficially called i t an alliance
of ' l e f t democratic forces inside and outside the Congress'. Nan~boodiripadwas very much

critical of this approach . The CPI(M) gave a call for ' a struggle against the whole camp
of reaction represented by all parties of the ruling classes , including and dotni~iatedby the
ruling Congress Party. He advocated for a well-coordinated political struggle against tliree
main enemies of the people - imperialism or foreign ~nonopoly, feudalism or all the antiquated
socio-ci~ltural,economic and political institutions within the country, and the rapidly growing
~nonopolycapital with tlie foreign collaboration.'
of the working classes towards the world
He was emphatic about proletarian iuter~~ationalism
socialist 11iovernent. He said that 'Indian revolutiotl is an ititegral part of the process of
tra~isitiollfrom capitalism to socialism that takes place on a world scale. But this does not
mean that India is ripe for this transition. India has to go through another revolution as tlie
main pre-condition for the transition from capitalism to socialism."

14.7.5

Indian History

Na~nboodiripadwas ofthe opinion that altliougk historians claim to be 'iinpal-tial', 'objective'
and itlterested only in 'discovering tlie truth', their work invariably reflects tlie philosophy of
the class they belong to. Some of die liistorians stand for particular religious colninunities ,
regional ,linguistic or cultural groups or co~i~niunities.
Their writings often reflect their
approaches to the proble~iisof the llistory and culture of India. Often tlie conflicting views
of different historians, represetlting particular sc.llools of history create social teusious and
instabilities. He said , "Historians other than those guided by the theory of historical materialism
are Ilandicapped by the fact that they do not see tlie history of human society as one of
man's struggle against nature in the course of which he enters into mutual relations with
other tneti1bcrs of the society. Nor do they perceive that these ~ i i u t ~reactions
~al
beconie what
are known as relations of conflicts between the exploiting and exploited classes." It is indeed
nicessary to loolc LIPOII the history of all human societies as the history of class struggle.
While referring to the study of the history of India, one should begin with the quest for
undcl-standing the nature of the pre British society, its weakness, and developments of these
weaknesses, existing socio-economic structures, and political regimes.
Tlic political philosophy of EMS Na~nboodiripad is indeed a valuable contribution to the
growth of social sciences of the conte~nporilrysociety.

14.8 SUMMARY

-

Colnll~unistthought in 111diahas its roots in tlie Marxist - Leninist ideology. The cornn~u~list
movcmcnt in India, though ~ollowingthe Marxist tenets, steered ahead in the specific Indian
conditions. The early cornmu~zisls,before tlic birth of tlie Comtnunist Party of India (CPI)
were ilnli-imperialist. That is why, they had to undergo irnprison~ne~lt
(Kanpur, Meerut Cases).
The CIY, i n its initial years, worlted with some effectiveness in orgatlising the workers and
thc peasants. It witnessed a split in the course of its evolutioti (the CPI and the CPI-M).
It: stood for the cstablisli~nentoFsacialist society and sought an imperialist-free and exploitatioiifree sociillist i~itcrnatiolialismThe Indian Marxists had never been the orthodox followers of
Marxism. M N Roy moved, theoretically, from Marxis111to radical humanism; while EMS
Nambaodisipad sought, in practical terms, a ~noderniseddeveloped society in India, especially
in Kcrala.

14.9 EXERCISES
I . Mention, in brief, the growth of communist movement in India.

2. Distinguish between Socialism and Co~nmunism
3 . How far was M N Roy influenced by Marxism? On what grounds did he differ from M,arxism?

4. What were Roy's Ideas 01-1Radical Humanism?
5. Mention the contribution of EMS Namboodiripad to the com~nunistthought in India.
6. Trace the Indian Com~nunistthought before and after independence.
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The growth of socialist thought as a philosophy af social and ecollo~nicreconstruction is
mostly the product of the Western impact on India. One of the leading saint-philosopher of
India, Aurobindo Ghosh's criticism of the middle class mentality of the leaders of the Indian
Natiorial Congress and'his plea for the social developinent of the "proletariats" in his asticles
to the magazine "hdu Prakash in 1893, B. G. Tilak's reference to ihe Russian Niliilists it1
the Kesari in 1908, C.R.DasYsreferetxce to the glorious role of the Russian Revolution in the
contetnparary international system, and particularly his emphasis on the role OF the trade
union rnove~nenlsin the structural development of the social and political systenx of India, in
]xis Presidential address at the Gaya Session of the Indian Natio~~al
Corxgress in 1917, and
Pandit Jawahasla1 Nelxru's eloquelxce about the New Economic Policy of 1926 and. other
developn~enlsin the: Soviet Union in Itis articles and books such as Soviet Rtrssicl, Auiobiography,
. and Glimpses of World FIitrt&, are sotne of the exa~nplesof the impact of tile Soviet ideas
and thoughts on the tni~idsof the leading Indian tllinkers and political leaders.
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One of the leading figures of the freedom struggle in India, Lala Lajpat Rai was considered
by some critics as the first writcr on Socialism and Bolsl~evismin India. The Marxist leader,
M.N.Roy was very critical of Lala Lajpat Rai's writit~gs,particularly his book, The Futzrre
of India. I-Ie colxsidered liitn as "a bourgeois politician with sympathy for socialism". Roy,
in lxis book, "I17dia in Transition and Indian Problenz" was also critical of the bourgeois
attitude of the leaders of the Indian National Congress. Roy was not a blind follower of
Russian communism. 13e considered Russian corn~nutxisrnas a form of state capitalism. In
his book, Russian Revolzrtion, he regarded the Russian Revolution as "a fluke of Iiistary".

15.2 HISTORY OF SOCIALIST MOVEMENT IN INDIA
The socialist movement became popular in India only after the First World War and the
Russian Revolution. The u~~precederlted
ecollomic crisis of the twenties coupled wit11 the
capitalist and imperialist policies of the British Govert~~nent
created spiralling inflation and
increasing utlemploytncnt among the masses. According to John Patrick Haithcox, iinperialis~n

a

was considered as a form of capitalist class government intended to perpetuate the slavery
of the workers. The success of the Russian Revolution under the leadership of Lenin and
Trotsky and the economic growth of that country inspired intellectuals and political leaders
of the developing countries of the Third World including India.
A number of radical groups and youtll leagues opposing the policies of the British government
were born in India. A left wing was created within the Congress Party under the leadership
of Jawaharlal Neliru and Subhas Chandra Bose. In November 1928 an organisation called
the Indepe~zdencefor India League was created under the leadership of S. Srinivas Iyengar.
Both Jawaharlal Nehru and Subhas Clla~ldraBose were its joint secretaries. This left oriented
pressure group within the Congress spearlleaded the movement for colnplete political, social,
and economic independence. In the Lahore Session of the Congress, in 1929, JawaharlaJ
Nehru, with the help of this left wing group, got a resolution for complete independence
passed. After this resolution for independence was passed, the Indepe~ldencefor I~ldia
League got slowly disintegrated.
During the first two decades of the twentieth century a number of political parties based on
religion, caste, and community came into existence i n India. According to a leading social
scientist, Gopal Krishna, "Articulate political parochialism - characteristic of a society where
primary Loyalties continue to centre around caste and community, social and geographic
mobility was minimal and attitudes were not enlightened by an awareness of the larger
national community - resulted in the early formation of comtnulial and caste parties, seeking
in their own way to participate in the process of political modernisation."
The Rasl~triyaSwayam Sevak Sangh (RSS) , the precursor of the Jan Sangh, was born ill
1925. The Justice Party, an anti-Brahmin movement in the Madras Presidency, came into
existence in 1917. Bolh the Muslim League and the Hindu Mahasablla were formed in 1906.
As a result of the ililpact of the Riissian Revolution, 111ost of the left parties werc formed
in the Third World cou~rtries.The Communist Party of India (CPI) was born in 1925. Tllis
left party was linltcd with the Comn~unistInternatiolzal of Moscow. Besides, a lot of radical
spiinter groups also were born in different parts of India.

The Communist Party, with the heIp ofthe Communist International and thc British Communist
Party, made rapid progress in the field of trade union rnoveinents till tile Sixth Comintern
Congress in 1928. With the criticism of the Coligress Party as an itlslru~nelltof 'bourgeoisie
nationalism' and Gandhism, which Lenin regarded as 'revolutionary', as an "openly counterrevo1utio11ar-y force", the Con~~nunist
Party got alienated froin thc masses as well as from
the freedom struggle. M.N.Roy also started his radical group in 1930 after he was expelled
from Comintern in 1929,
The failure of the two civil disobedience ~novelnentsof 1930 and 1932 and the compromising
attitude of the Congress at the two Round Table Co~lferencestnade a number of young
leaders disillusioned. During this time, Gandhi also suspended his Satyagralia tnovernent and
started concentrating on constructivk programmes. Many Congress~nenconsidered this
developtnetlt as failure of Gandhi's non-violent struggle. In this atmospl~ereofdisillusion~nent
an attempt was made to form the Congress Socialist Party, a Marxism oriented organisation
within the Congress Party in 1934.

,
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The socialist groups were also formed in Punjab, Bengal, Benares and Icerala. h Poolla the
task of forming the socialist party within the Congress was entrusted to Karnaladevi
Cliattopadhyay, Yi~sufMeherally and Purshotta~n Trikamdas. Other leaders wlio were
instrumental i l l the formation of tlie Coligress Socialist Party were: Jayaprakasli Naraya~i,
Minoo Masani, Asoka Melita, Achyut Patwardhan, N.G.Goray, M.L.Dantwala, Acliarya
Narcndra Deva, Dr.Rammano11ar Lohia and S.M. Joshi. While in prison, tliese leaders prepared
the blue print for the Congress Socialist Party. Thus the Congress Socialist Party (CSP) was
born out of the disillusionment with the civil resistance movement, growth of constitutioiialisrn,
and anti-11ational role of tlic Con~~nunist
Party of India and its alienation from the tlatiollal
mainstream. Some socialist critics are of the opinion that if tlie Corntnunist Party of India
would not have sliciwn its anti-Gandhi and anti-freedom struggle mentality, and the Congress
Party would not have been dominated by the conservalive elements, perliaps tlie Congress
Socialist Party would never liave been born at all.
During the thirties, Jawalzarlal was considered as a'great cliampio~iof the socialist philosophy.
Every young leader of the Congress Party loolted upon him as the symbol of socialism. In
a letter to Minoo Masaiii on ~ e c e n i b e 1934,
r
Nehru welcoriied the "formation of tlie socialist
groups \vithin tlie Congress to ini'lueiice the ideology of the Congress and the country."

By 1934, many socialist groups were formed in cli.ffesent parts of the country. It was then
realised that these groups were to be brought under one socialist platform. Jayaprakasli
Narayan organised a conference of socialist members in Patna in May 1934.He also revived
the Biliar Socialist Party. Tlie All India Co~igressSocialist Pal-ty was formed at this conference.
Gatidhi's decision to withdraw the civil disobedience movement aiid tlie revival of the rightist
Swarqi Party precipitated the .formation of the Congress Socialist Party it1 1934. Gandhi's
favourable attitude towards the Swarajists like B.C.Roy, K.M.Munshi, Bliulabhai Desai and
otliers and thc Congress decisioll to withdraw the civil disobedience movement and la~lnch
parliamciitary programmes in the forth-coming Patna meeting on 18 May 1934, made socialist
forces in the Congress to create the Congress Socialist Party on 17 May 1934.Acliarya
Nasendra Dcva was ~llsclethe chairman and Jayaprakasli Narayan as the organising secretary.
of tlic coininittee to draR the constitlltion and tlie programmes of tlie Congress Socialist
Party.

15.3 CONGRESS SOCIALIST PARTY: PROGRAMMES AND
Tlie birth orlllc Congress Socialist Party in May 1934 was a landmark in the history of the
socialist movement of India. While assessing tlie prograiiiines and policies of the Coilgress
Socialist E3asty, il will bc clcsirable to remember tlie contributioli of the Meerut Conspiracy
case in spreading thc ideology of the early 1930s,Besides, the creation of the All India Kisan
Sabha in 1936, and thc role of the Youth League and 1iicl.ependence for Itlclia League can
ilcver be ignored in Ihc growlli of tlie socialist tliouglit in I~idia.The Congress Socialist Party
provided an all India platforln to all the socialist groups ill India. The publication of the Party
and tlic writings of the socialist leaders inspired the youth of India in different parts of the
country to takc LIP~oiistriictiveprogratiimes for the uplift~nerltof the downtroddetl. Ashok
tic
Mehta's D ~ ~ ~ t o c i a nSocialism,
and Stuclies in Asin??Socialism, Acharya Naretldra Deva's
Socicrli,srtr m7d Nc~linrrrulHevolzrtion, Jayaprakash Narayan's Towards Strzlggle (1946), and

Dr.Ramtnanohar Lohia's The Mystery of Sir Stafford Cripps (1942) played a significallt
role in spreading the messages.of socialism in India.

It was declared in the Socialist conference of 1934 that the basic objective of the Party was
to work for the "complete independence in the sense of separation from the British Empire
and the establishment of socialist society." The Party membership was not open to the
members of the cominunal 'organisations. Its basic aim was to organise the workers and
peasailts for a powerful mass ~nove~nent
for independence. Programmes included a planned
economy, socialisation of key industries and banking, elimir~ationof the exploitation by Princes
and landlords and initiation of reforms in the areas of basic needs.
The ideology of the Congress Socialist Party was a combination of the pritlciples of Marxism,
the ideas of detnocratic socialism of the British Labour Party, and socialism [nixed with the
Gandhian principles of Satyagraha and t~on-violence.Tlie Party was under the influence of
deep Marxist ideas in its formative phase. T11e leading ~ncmbersof the Congresb Socialist
Party belonged to different streams of thought. According to Masani, "I was a staunch
democrat of the Labour Party kind and had little syrnpathy with cotl~mutiistmetllodology or
technique though I was a rather starly-eyed admirer of the October Revolution in Russia ....
JP on the other hand was a staunch believer in the dictatorship oftlie proletariat, whatever
that may mean. Marxism was the bed rock of his socialist faith."

Some of the leaders of the Congress Socialist Party like Acharya Narendra Deva and
Jayaprakash Narayan were the strong supporters of the Marxist trend in the CSP. By 1940s,
JP came under the spell of Gandhi and the Gandhian socialism. By 1954,Ile was disillusioned
with the functioning of party politics. He left CSP and joined the Sarvodaya movement,
~n
Das
Other leaders like M.I,.Dantwala. M.R.Masani, Asllok Mehta, and P ~ ~ r s o t t a'Triltatn
were the followers of the principles of the British Fabia~lsocialism. Masani left llle CSP in
1939 and became a strong supporter of free enterprise. He was i~~strumenlal
in the orm ma ti or^
of the Swatantra Party in 1959. Achyut Patwardhan and Dr. Ramma~~ohar
Lohia was the
n
in the Party. Patwardhan becanle a follower or
follower of G a ~ ~ d l l i ametl~odology
J. Krishnamurti in i450 and left all party politics. Dr. Lohia continued to be a prominent
Gandliiail socialist Icader throughout.
The ideological differences anlong the leaders of thc Congress Socialist Party had a deep
impact on the policies, programmes and organisational development of t l ~ cParty. In the
formative phase o f the Party, all the leaders re~nainedtogether because of thcir strong sense
of nationalism, camaraderie, and brotherhood, and what is often referred to ns tlleir "intensive
personal friendship". According to Madhu Limaye , they were all from a similar urban,
middle class , highly educated backgroutid. They were also young and idealistic, possessed
a strict codc of ethics and had great "respect for values of truth and decency. Of all the
leaders, JPgwas the most prominent cohesive factor. He was considered as thc most important
leader of the socialist movement. Because of his organisational capacity and strong Marxist
approach, the Party, in tlte formative phase, followed the Marxist approacl~ritld principles."
The 1936 Meerut Thesis put emphasis on the Party to follow and develop into a tiatianal
movement, an anti-imperialist move~ncntbased 011 the principles of Marxism. According to
this t h e s i ~ ,it was "necessary to wean the anti-imperialisi. elements in the C:or~gressaway
from its present bourgeois IeadersIlip and to bring them under the Ieadersl~ipof revolutionary
1

socialism." This task can be accomplished only if there is within the Congress an organised
body of Marxian socialists. ...Marxism alone can guide the anti-imperialist forces to their
ultimate destiny. Party members must therefore fully understand the technique of revolutiot~,
the theory of practice of the class struggle, the nature of the state and process leading to
the socialist society." This thesis was adopted at the Faizpur Conference of the Congress
Socialist Party in 1936.
The socialists played an important role in the 1942 Quit India Movement, and in organised
trade union rnovenlents of the country. Their increasing popularity was neither lilted by the
leading lnembers of the Congress nor by the communists and the Royalists. The comnlunists
were not part of the nationalist struggle against the British imperialism. They also did not like
the popularity of the trade union movements under the leadership of the socialists. They
criticised them as fascists and symbol of 'left reformism'.
The Congress leaders were not very sympathetic to the role of the socialists inside the
Congress organisatiot~.Tlie socialists of the Congress, particularly the CSP members, were
opposed t o the constitutional arrangements of the 1935 Act and did not like the Congress
decision to participate in the elections jn the states although ultimately persons like Acharya
Narendra Deva participated in the elections. The Congress decision to form ~ninisiriesin the
states after the elections in 1937 was opposed by the socialists. Leading tne~nberslike
Jayaprakash Narayan of the CSP were convinced that this very constitutional arrangement
would create obstacles in the growth of the 'rcvolutionary mentality in the Congress'. In his
report at thc Nasik Conference of the Congress Socialist Party in 1948, Jayaprakash Narayan
said , " Looking back , however , and in spite of the years , I still believe it was wrong to
llave accepted offices thet~ While it yielded no advantage, it gave birth t o a mentality of
power politics within the Congress that threatens now to becomk its undoing."
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The soft nttitudc of the Congress organisation towards the landlords, its policies regarding the
Princely slates, and its opposition to the Kisan ~novernentsin the states also embittered tlic
rclatioxlsl~ir>between the socialists and the leading members of the Congress. The Corlgress
organisation was not very sympaihetic towards the Kisan move~nentsunder the leaders of
the CSP, Thcy cvcn went to the extent of passing an official resolution at the I-Iariptrra
Session in 1938 asking its members not to associate with the Kisan organisations. The victory
of. Subllsls Clrandra Bose against Pattabhi Sitaran~ayya,Gandlzi's candidate, was not very
much liked by the Congress leaders. In March 1939, a Congress resolution inoved by G.B.
I'ant, asked the ncwly elected Congress President Sublias Chandra Bose, to nominate the
members of his Working Com~nittceas per the advice of Gandhi. At this critical moment of
thc CSP, its me~liberswere divided on the issue of support towards Bose. Jayaprakash
Narayan and the communists in the organisation wanted to support Bose. Dr.Lohia, Masani,
Ashok Mcllta and Yusuf Meherally were not in .Favour of Bose as they thought that the
decision to support Bose would result in the polarisation of the national ~ n o v e n ~into
e ~ ~two
t
camps and would ultin~atelyweaken the ~lationaliststruggle against the British gover~~inent.
The decision by the socialist members to abstain from voting on the resolution, shocked Bose
to sucl~an extent that hc decided to resign from the Presidentship and form his own party,
the Forward Bloc. All these develop~nentsweakened the CSP as an emerging orgallisation
of the socialist: forces in the country. Tn the Nasik Convention of the CSP, in March 1948,
the socialists ultimately took the decision to leave the Congress and to form the Socialist
Party of India.

In 1952, itlllnediately after the first national election, the Socialist Party and the Krishak
Mazdoor Praja Party (KMPP) of J.B.Kripalani took a decision to merge into a single
organisation.
The socialist organisations in India then had two basic objectives: (a) They wanted to develop
into an all-India organisation for social and economic reconstruction and (b) Development of
the weaker sections of the social structure and also as an ideological framework for political
crnancipation of India.

The Bolshevik theory of democratic centralism deeply influenced the ideological deliberations
of the Congress Socialist Party till the independence. With the attainment of indepelldence
in 1947 and death of Gandhi in the next year, the Congress Socialist.Party underwent a
significant transformation. It moved away from the communist principle of democratic
centralism and Marxist methodology towards the area of democratic socialism. Also, in order
to achieve a mass base, the CSP diluted some of its earlier ideological frameworks and
methodology. Soon the electoral processes of adjustments, alliances, and even mergers were
undertaken with political organisations that neither believed in democratic processes nor in
the principles of nationalism, socialism and democracy. From a revolutionary path, it moved
towards parliamentary methods of coalitional approach.
The Congress Socialist Party adopted the principle of democratic socialism in the Patna
Convention of the party in 1949 more seriously. While emphasising its ideological purity the
party was more careful about its constructive activities among the peasants, poor and the
working class. In its famous Allahabad Thesis of 1953 the party proposed to go for a11
electoral alliance adjustment with the opposition parties. But the Party was not prepared to
have any united front or coalition with any political party. In the Gaya session of the Party
statements the separate identity of the Congress Socialist Party was also emphasised. Tile
Party was reluctant to have atiy electoral adjustment or coalition with the Congress, Co~nlnunist
or Hindu Fundamentalist Party or Organisations. But this attitude was toned down and diluted
during the General Elections of 1957 and thereafter.
In 1952, the Congress Socialist Party strongly advocated for the greater syntliesis of the
Gandhian ideals with socialist thought. Dr. Ramrnanohar Lohia as the President of the Party
put empl~asison a decentralised economy based on handicrafts, cottage industries and industries
based on small machines and lllaximum use of labour with small capital investment. During
the Pancharnarhi Socialist Convention in May 1952, this line of thought of Dr. Lohia did not
impress several Socialist leaders of the Party. In June 1953, Ashok Melita's thcsis of the
"Political compulsion of a backward econotny" pleaded for a greater cooperstial~between
the Socialist and the Congress Party. As a counterpoise to Ashok Mehla's thesis, Dr. Lollia
offered the "Theory of Equidista~~ce".
This theory advocated equidistance from the Congress
and tlte Communists by the Socialist parties. As a result of these two streams of thought the
Congress Socialist Party was divided into two clamps. Some of the tnembcrs even tlxought
of quitting the party to join the Congress,

.

One of the prolninetlt leaders of the Congress Socialist Party, Acharya Narendra Deva was
not in favour of the Socialists to join th.e Congress. He was a staunch believer ill the principle
of dialectical materialism of Marx. He said, "We can perform the task before us only if we
try to comprehend the principle and purposes of Socialisin and to understand the dialectical
method propounded by Marx for the correct understanding of the situation and make that

understanding the basis of true action we milst make our stand on scientific socialis~nand
steer clear of utopian socialism or social reformism. Nothing short of a revolutionary
transformation of the existing social order can meet the needs of the situation. He believed
in the rnoral governance of the world and primacy of moral values. l-Ie considered socialisn~
as a cultural movement. He always elnphasised the humanist foundation of socialisi11; Ile was
not in favour of the Gandhian philosophy of non-violence in its entirety. He was in favour
of broadening the basis of Inass lnovetnent by organising the rnasses on an eco~lonlicand
class-conscious basis. He was in favour of an alliance between the lower middle class and
the masses. He said that "They could become class co~lsciousonly when an appeal was
made to them in econolnic terms" to understand India. He pleaded for an alliance between
the Socialist nzovement and the Natiolial movement for a colonial country. He said that
political freedom was an "inevitable stage on the way to socialism". I-Ie was a strong
Strike". Iie said, "In India, unlike
supporter of George Sorel's Sy~ldicalistTheoty of "Ge~~eral
Russia, (:he proletarian weapon of strike has not yet been the signal for mass action; but the
working class can extend its political influence only when by i~singits weapon of general
strike it1 the service of the national struggle, it can impress the petty bourgeoisie with the
revolutiollary possibilities of a strike".
During the socialist movements in the pre independence phase, and subsequently during tl~e
19403, 50's and 6O's, greater empliasis was put on the acceleration of ~lgriciilturalproduction,
cooperative, land ceiling, recluctiotl of unemployment, and the raising of the living standards
of the silppressed and backward communities. The socialist party always advocated for the
separation of the judiciary from the administration and its clecentralisation on the lines of the
Balwatit Rai Mehta committee report. The basic pl~ilosophyof the Socialist thought in India
was based 011a syntllesis of secularism, nationalism and democratic dcccntralisation process.
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15.4 SOClALlSTTHOUGHT OF DR. RAMMANOHAR LOHlA
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Rammonohar Lohia articulated his approach in what he called Seve~lRevolutions such as
equality between man and woman, struggle against political, eeonotnic and spiritual inequality
based on skin colour, removal of inequality between backward and high castes based on
traditions and special opportunity for the backward, majors against foreign enslavement in
different forms, cconon~icequality, planned production, and ren~ovalof capitalism, against
unjust encroach~i~ents
on private life, non proliferation of weapons and reliance on Satyagraha
were the basic elements of his tl~ought.In his book on Marx, Gandhi and Socialism, Lohin
made an analysis of pri~iciplesof democratic socialisnl as an appropriate philosoplly for the
successft~loperation of constructive programmes. He said, "Conservatistn and cotnniullism
have a strange identity of interest against socialism. Conservatisln llolds socialism as its
does not fear communism except as a threat of successfu'ul insurrection.
democratic rival+ax~d
Communism prefers the co~ltinuatlceof a conservative governlnent and is mortally afraid of
a socialist party coming to office, fot; its chances of at1 insurrection are then deemed".
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Loliia made a significant contribution in the field of socialist tliougl~tin India, He always laid
greater enzptlasis on tile combination of the Gandllian ideals with the socialist thought. lie
was a proponent of the cyclical theory of Ilistory. I-Ie believed that through the principles of
dernocratic socialism the economy of a developixig country coirld be iniproved. Although Dr. .
Lollia was a supporter of dialectical materialistn he put greater einpllasis on consciousness.
He was of the opinion that through an internal oscillation between class and caste, Izistorical

dynamism of a country could be insured. According to Dr. Lohia, the classes represent the
social mobilisation process and the castes are symbols of conservative forces. All human
history, he said, has always been "an internal movement between caste and classes - caste
loosen into classes and classes crystallise into castes". He was an exponent of decentralised
socialism. According to him small machines, cooperative labour and village government,
operate as democratic forces against capitalist forces. He considered orthodox and organised
socialism "a dead doctrine and a dying organisation".
LoIiia was very popular for his Four Pillar State concept. He considered village, mandal
(district), province and centra1,government as the four pillars of the state. He was in favour
of villages having police and welfare functions.
He propounded his theory of New Socialism at Hyderabad in 1959. This theory had six basic
elements. They were equalitarian standards in the areas of income and expenditure, growing
economic interdependence, world parliament system based on adult franchise, democratic
freedoms inclusive of right to private life, Gandhian technique of individual and collective civil
disobedience, and dignity and rights of common man. In his Panchamarlii conference address
in 1952 he said, "The tellsions and emptiness of modern life seem difficult t o overcome,
whether under capitalism or comlnullism as the hunger for rising standards is their mother
and common to both. Capitalists expected their ideal kingdom to arise out of each man's self
interest operating under a perfect competition; communists still expect their ideal kingdom to
arrive out of social ownership over means of production. Their common fallacy has now
shown up that the general aims of society do not inevitably flow out of certaiq economic
aims. An integrated relationship between the two sets of aims has to be set up by the
intelligence of man."
Lohia advocated socialism in the form of a new civilisation which in the words of Marx could
be referred to as "socialist humanismy'. He gave a new direction and dimension to thc,
socialist movement of India. He said that India's ideology is to be understood in the context
of its culture, traditions, and history. For the success of democratic socialist movement in
India, it is necessary to put primary emphasis on the relnoval of caste system through
systemic reform process. Referring to the caste system lie said, "All those who think that
with the reliioval of poverty through a modern economy, these segregations will automatically
disappear, make a big mistake." He often highlighted the irrelevance of capitalism for the
economic reconstruction and development of the Third World countries.
Lohia was opposed to doctrinaire approach to social, political, economic and ideological
issues. He wanted the state power t o be controlled, guided, and framed by people's power
and believed in the ideology of democratic socialism and non-violent metl~odologyas instruments
of governance.
Lohia was deeply influenced by Leon Trotsky's theory of "permanent revolution". He preached
and practiced the concept of "permanent civil disobedience" as a peacefill rebellion against
injustice. To him the essence of social revolution could be achieved through a combination
of jail, spade and vote. His tl~eoryof "immediacy" was very popular among the youth. He
wanted that organisation and action must continue as parallel currents and strongly pleaded
for "constructive militancy" and "militant construction".
Loliia was convinced that no individual's thought could be used as the sole frame of reference
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for the ideology of any movement. Althougl~he was in favour of Marx's theory of dialectical
materialism, he was aware of its limitations. He empl~asisedboth the economic factors and
human will as important elements of development of history. He was convinced that "logic
of events" and "logic of will" wourd govern the path of history.
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He was not convinced by the Marxist thesis that the revolutions were 10,pccur in the
industrially developed societies. He said that communistn borrowed from -Capitalism its
conventional production techniques; it only sought to change relationship among the forces
of production. Such a process was i~nsuitablefor the conditions prevailing in India. He
pleaded for small unit teclinology and decentralised economy. For him the theory of
deterlninism was not a solution for the tradition bound Indian society where class distinctions
and caste stratifications rule the day. The Marxist theory of class struggle is not an answer
for the complex social struclures of India.

'

Lohia was convinced that the concept of "welfare-statism" was not an answer for the social
and economic progress of countries in the Third World. The Marxist concept of class
struggle had no place for the peasant because he was "an owner of property and an exacter
of high prices for their food." Dr. Lohia always elnphasised on the role of peasants in the
economic, political and social developments of the country. According to him, "Undoubtedly,
the farmer in India, as elsewhere, has a greater role to play, than whom none is greater, but
others may have equal roles to play.The talk of subsidiary alliances between farmers and
workers and artisans and city poor must be replaced by the concept of equal relationship in
the revolution." He gave a call for the civil disobedience tnovements against all forms of
injustice and for the creation of a new world order.
Lohia was of the vicw that the universal male domination and obnoxious caste system as the
two basic weaknesses of India's social structure and pleaded for their elilninations at all
levels. He said, "All politics in the country, Congress, Communist, or socialist, has one big
area of national agreement, wheth6r by design oi through custom, and that is to keep down
and disenfranchise the Sudra and the women who constitute over three-fourth of our entire
population." He appealed to the youth to be at the forefront of the social reconstruction
process to eliminate these social evils. I-Ie said, "I arn convinced that the two segregations
of caste and women are primarily responsible for this decline of the spirit. These segregations
have enough power to kill all capacity for adventure and joy." Poverty and these social
segregations are inter-linked and thrive 'on each other's worms. He asserted, "all war on
poverty is a shame, unless it is, at the same time, a conscious and sustained war on these
two segregations."
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Religion and politics, said Lohia, are deeply inter-linked and have the same origin. Although
the jurisdictions of religion and politics are separate, a wrong combination of both corrupts
both. He was of the view that both religion and politics could be judiciously administered to
develop the infrastructures of the political sys.iems. He said, "Religion is long term politics
and politics is short term religion. Religion should work for doing well and praising goodness.
Politics should work for fighting the evil and condemning it. When the religion instead of
doing something good confines itself to praising the goodness only, it becomes lifeless. And
when politics, instead of fighting evil, only conclcmns it, it becomes quarrelsome. But it is a
fact that imprudent mixture of religion and politics corrupts both of them. No particular
religion should associate itself with any particular politics. It creates communal fanaticism.

.

The main purpose of the modern ideology of keeping religion separate from politics is to
ensure that conzrnunal fanaticism does not originate. There is also one more idea that power
of awarding punishment in politics and religious orders should be placed separately, otherwise
it could give impetus to conservatism and corruption. Despite keeping all the above precautions
in view, it is all the more necessary that religion and politics should be colnplementary to each
other, but they should not encroach upon each other's jurisdiction. "
As a socialist thinker and activist, Lohia has carved out for himself a unique place in the
histoly of Indian socialist thought and movement. Although there has been a tendency among
the contemporary researchers not to recognise him as an academic system-builder in the
tradition of Kant, Hegel or Comte, his democratic socialist approach to look at ideology as
an integrated phenomenon is now being widely accepted througl~outthe world.

Jayaprakash Narayan popularly known as' JP was a confirmed Marxist in 1929. By the
middle of 1940s Ize was inclined towards the Gandhian ideology. Till 1952 JP had no faith
in non-violence as an instrunzent of social transformation process. The transformations of the
Russian society in the late 1920s had thereafter changed his outlook towards Marxism and
the process of dialectical materialism. Soviet Union was no more an ideal inodel for him for
a socialist society. The bureaucratised dictatorship with the Red Army, secret police and
guns produced an inherent disliking for the Soviet Pattern of development. I-Ie was convinced
that it did not produce "decent, fraternal and civilised humall beings". He said in 1947, "The
method of violent revolution and dictatorship might conceivably lead to a socialist democracy;
but in only c o u n t ~ ywhere it has been tried (i.e. the Soviet Union), it had led to something
different, i.e. to a bureaucratic slate in which delnocracy does not exist. I slzould like to take
a lesson from history".
JP was convinced that there was inter-relationship between nature of the revolution and its
future impact. He was convinced that any pattern of violent revolution would not lead to the
empowerment of people a t the grassroots level. He said, "A Soviet Revolution has two parts:
destruction of the old order o f society and construction of the new. In a successful violent
revolution, success lies in the destruction of the old order from the roots. That indeed is a
great achievement. But a t that point, something vital happens which nearly strangles the
succeecling process. During the revolution there is widespread reorganised revolutionary
violence. When that violence assisted by other factors into which one need not go here, has
succeeded in destroying the old power structure, it becomes necessary to cry halt to the
unorganised mass violence and create out of it an organised means of violence t o protect and
defend the revolution. T11us a new instrument of power is created and whosoever among the
revolutionary succeeds in capturing this instrument, they and their party or faction become
the new rulers. Tliey become the masters of the new ,state and power passage from the
hands of the people to them. There is always struggle for powers at the top and heads roll
and blood flows, victory going in the end to the most determined, the most ruthless and best,
organised. It is not that violent revolutionaries deceive and.:tititray; it is just the logic of
violence working itself out. It cannot be otl~erwise".

JP was very milch critical of dialectical materialism on human development. He iv;;tls convinced
that this nzetlzodology would affect the spiritual development of man. His concept of Total
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Revolution is a holistic one. He used this term Total Revolution for the first time in a British
magazine called The Time in 1969. Underlying the emphasis on the Gandhian concept of nonviolence and Satyagraha he said, "Gandhiji's non violence was not just a plea for law and
order, or a cover for the status quo, but a revolutionary philosophy. It is indeed, a philosophy
of total revolution, because it embraces personal and social ethics and values of life as much
as economic, political and social institutions and processes."
>

The concept of Total Revolution as enunciated by JP is a coniluence of his ideas on seven
revolutions i.e. social, economic, political, cultural, ideological and intellectual, educational and
spiritual. JP was not very rigid regarding the number of these revolutions. He said the seven
revolutions could be grouped as per demands of the social structures in a political system.
He said, "For instance the cultural may include educational and ideological revolutions. And
if culture is used in an anthropological sense, it can embrace all other revolutions." He said,
'kconomic revolution maybe split up into industrial, agricultural, technological revolutions etc.
similarly intellectual revolutions maybe split up into two - scientific and philosophical. Even
spiritual revolution can be viewed as made of moral and spiritual or it can be looked upon
as part of the culture. And so on." The concept o f total revolution became popular in 1974
in the wake of mass movements in Gujarat and Bihar. H e was deeply disturbed by the
political process of degeneration in the Indian politics of the time. During his Convocation
Address at the Benaras Hindu University in 1970 he said, "Politics has, however, become
the greatest question mark of this decade. Some of the trends are obvious, political
disintegration is likely to spread, selfish splitting of parties rather than their ideological
polarisation will continue; the devaluation of ideologies may continue; frequent change of
party loyalties for persona; or parochial benefits , buying and selling of legislatures, inner
party indiscipline, opportunistic alliance among parties and instability of governments, all these
are expected to continue.''

I

JP was deeply moved by the mutilation of democratic process, political corruption and fall
of moral standards in our public life. He said that if this pattern of administrative process
continues then there would not be any socialism, welfarism, government, public order, justice,
freedom, national unity and in short no nation. He said, "No ism can have any chance,
democratic socialism symbolises an incessant struggle for the establishment of a just, casteless,
social and economic order under a democratic system in which an itzdividual is provided with
proper environment." In his address in Patna on 5thJune 1974 he said, "This is a revolution,
a total revolution. This is not a movement merely for the dissolution of the assembly. We
have to go far, very far".
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In a letter to a friend in August 1976, JP defined the character of the Totai Revolution. He
wrote, "Total revolution is a permanent revolution. It will always go on and keep on changing
both our personal and social lives. This revolution knows no respite, no halt, certainly not
complete halt. Of course according to the needs of the situation its forms will change, its
programmes will change, its process will change. At an opportune moment there may be an
upsurge of new forces which will push forward the wheels of change. The soldiers of total
revolution mustSkeep certainly busy with their programmes to work and wait for such an
opportune moment."

,

JP's Total Revolution involved the developments of peasants, workers, harijans, tribal people
and indeed all weaker sections of the social structure. He was always interested in empowering
and strengthening India's democratic system. He wanted the participation of people at all
levels of decision-making process. He wanted that electoral representatives should be

accountable to his electors, not once in five years but if is unsuitable before the expiry of
his five year term he should be replaced. The political representative must be continuously
accountable to the public. He wanted electoral reforms to be introduced in the political
system to check the role of black money in the electbra1 process of the country. FIe said that
some kind of machinery should be established through which there could be a major of
consultation with the setting up of candidates. This machinery should "keep a watch on their
representatives and demandgood and honest performance from them". Regarding Llie statutory
provision for recalling the-elected representatives lie said "I do recognise of course tbat it
may not be vesy easy to devise suitable machinery for it and that the right to recall niny be
occasionally misused. But in a democracy we do not solve problems by denying to people
their basic rights. If constitutional experts apply their minds to the problem, a solution may
eventually be found."

JP was deeply disturbed by the growth of corruption in the Indian political system. He said
"I know politics is not for saints. But politics at least under a democracy must know the limits
which it may not cross." This was the focal point of JP's Peoples Charter which he submitted
to the Parliament on 61h March 1975. He said "Corruption is eating into the vitals of our
political life. It is disturbing development, undermining the administration and making a mockery
of all laws and regulations. It is eroding peoples faith and exhausting their provcrbial patience."

JP wanted a network of Peoples Committees to be established at the grass roots levels to
take care of the problems of the people and the programmes for development. I-Ie wnnled
the economic and the political power to be combined in the hands of the people. Analysing
his economic programme he said, "A Gandhian frame laying emphasis on agricultural
development, equitable land ownership, the application of appropriate teclinology to agriculture
such as improved labour, intensive tools and gadgets ..., the development of domestic and
rural industries and the widest possible spread of small industries".
JPs programme of Antyodaya meaning, the upliitment of the last man was an essential
aspect of his socialist thought. On 21" march 1977, in a statement he said, ''Dapu gave 11s
a good yardstick. Whenever you are in doubt in taking a particular decision rcl~letnberthe
face of the poorest man and think how it will affect him. May this yardstick guide all their
actions." Right to work was an integral part of his concept of Total Revolutio~i,he saicl
"Once the state accepts this obligation, means will have to be found for providiug e~~~ploylnent
to all. It is not so difficult to do so." JP was also particular about social refoms sucll as
elimination of dowry system, development of the conditions of the harijans and abolition of
the caste system in India's political system.
Analysing his concept of an ideal state, he said in 1977 that "the idea of my dream is a
community in which every individual, every resource is dedicated to serving the wcak, n
community dedicated to Antyodaya, to the well being of the least and the weakest. It is a
community in which individuals are valued for their humanity, a community in which the right
of every iadividual to act according to his conscience is recognised and respected by all. In
short, my vision is of a free, progressive and Gandhian India."
Minoo Masani said, "All through the vicissitudes and jig-jags of JPs life, tllero has througllout
been a non-violent means for total revolution." JP, throughout his career, highlighted tilo role
of students and youth in the field of peoples movement. He said "Revolutions an' no\ brought
about by those who are engaged in the race for power and office whether in the government
or in non official organisations. Not also by those who are totally preocc~lpicdwith the
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burden of providing bread to their families and are wary of adopting any risky step. The
youtll of a country alone are free from these constrains. They have idealism, they have
enthusiasm, and they have a capacity to make sacrifice from which older men shrink." In
his letter to youth in August, 1976 he said, "for the long and endless battle for Total Revolution
there is a need of new leadership, the forces of history are with you. So go ahead with full
confidence. Victory is cerlainly yours." Throughout his life JP has always tried to put men
in the centre of picture. JP said, "In the society that I have in view for the future, man should
occupy the central place, the organisation should be for man and not the other way round.
By that I mean that the social organisation should be such as allows freedom to every
individual to develop and grow according to his own inner nature, a society which believes
in and practices the dignity of tnan, just as a human being."

15.6 SUMMARY
It is often said that the Indian socialist literature did not attain the depth and theoretical
maturity like that of Plekhanov, or Bukharin or Rosa Luxen~burg.But one must not forget
that the significance of Indian Socialist thought lies in its emphasis on the needs of original
socialist thinking in the context of agrarian, caste bound underdeveloped econonly and polity
of India. The German Marxists considered Ihe peasants as reactionary elements. The socialist
thought in India highlighted the role of peasants in the structural development of the economy.
Tlle Indian Socialists were interested to eliminate the prc-;ailing class and caste struggles of
Indian society. They indeed brought about some original thitlking on the basic problems of
Indian society - the role of peasants, caste struggle and planning in an under developed
economy. They were for the synthesis of political liberty and econo~nicreconstruction with
the emphasis on the Gandhian principles of Non Violence and Satyagraha. This indeed is
their contribution to the Indian Socialist thought.
At a time when the growth of excessive authoritarianism of political process and tnarginalisation
of majority has coupled with a nexus between native monopolies and multinatiorial industrial
corporations, and unethical interactions between local ruling elite and their external counterpal-ts,
have created a new correlatiol~between ecozlornic power and political power? there is indeed
a need to remember the programmes, policies, ideals, methodology and message of the Indian
socialists, particularly. As foullding mctnbers of the Congress Socialist Party, freedom fighters
and socialist theoreticians and political activists, Dr. Rammanohar Lolzia and Jayaprakash
Narayan played an immortal role in the socialist thought and economic development of India.

,

15.7 EXERCISES
\

1. Explain the history of socialist lnoven~entin India.
2. Discuss the evolution and origin, programme and policies of the Congress Socialist Party.

3. Examine the Socialist Thought of Dr. Rammanohar Lohia,
4. Explain the Socialist Thougllt of Jayaprakash Narayan.
5. Critically evaluate the relevance of the Socialist Tliought in the Conte~npora~y
lndian Society.

